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To the student
Why do we learn grammar?
There is no point in learning grammar for the sake of learning grammar. Grammar is the support
system of communication and we learn it to communicate better. Grammar explains the why and how
of language. We learn it because we just can't do without it.

Who is this book for and what does it cover?
This book deals entirely with English as a foreign language (EFL). It is for intermediate students who
are working with a teacher or working on their own. It covers every important area of the English
language. If you look at the Contents pages, you will find sixteen major areas which form the basis of
English grammar. This book is based on the Longman English Grammar and the grammatical
information in it is all drawn from this work. Longman English Grammar Practice has been designed to
stand on its own. Students who require further grammatical information can refer to the Longman
English Grammar.

How the material is organized
Longman English Grammar Practice is a practice book. It is intended to support (not replace) the
material in language courses and is organized for this purpose:
The material is laid out on facing pages.
Each set of facing pages deals with a major point of grammar.
This major point is divided into small, manageable amounts of information. Clear notes explain the
points to be practised, followed by an exercise on just those points.
The last exercise is in context, usually an entertaining story with a cartoon illustration. It sums up all
you have learnt in the exercises you have just done and shows you how the language works. It is a
'reward' for the hard work you have just been doing!
"

.

Cross references
If you see e.g. [> 7.3A] in the notes, it means that a similar point is discussed in some other part of the
book. Follow up the reference for parallel practice or information if you want to. If you see e.g. [> LEG
4.301 at the top of the notes, it means that the point is dealt with in the Longman English Grammar.
Follow up the reference if you want 'the whole story'.

How to work
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WORK THROUGH THIS BOOK FROM START TO FINISH!
It is not arranged in order of increasing difficulty.
Select a chapter or part of a chapter which you want to study. Do this by referring to the Contents
pages or the Index. Usually, this will be a topic you have been dealing with in your language
course. Then:
1 Read the notes carefully (called Study). Notes and exercises are marked like this:
= Elementary I**I = Intermediate (most exercises) I***I = Advanced
You will sometimes find that you know some, but not all, of the points in an exercise marked El.
2 Do the exercises (called Write). Always leave the story till last (called Context).

3 Check your answers with your teacher.
4 If you have made mistakes, study the notes again until you have understood where you went
wrong and why.

1 The sentence
1.1 Sentence word order
1.1 A
Study:

The basic word order of an English sentence [> LEG I .3]
The meaning of an English sentence depends on the word order.
1 We put the subject before the verb and the object after the verb:
The cook I burnt I the dinner.

2 Adverbials (How?, Where?, When?) usually come after the verb or after the object:
He read the note quickly. (How?) I waited at the corner (Where ?) till 11.30. (When?)
3 The basic word order of a sentence that is not a question or a command is usually:
subject
verb
object
adverbials
How?
Where? When?
I
bought
a hat
yesterday.
The children have gone
home.
We
ate
our meal in silence.

Write 1:

a Rewrite the sentences that don't make sense.
b Mark all the sentences in the exercise S V 0 to show Subject, Verb, Object.
Has set John Bailey a new high-jump record. I S I J % . @ ~ . ~ ~ h a d . & . I 8 R a a w . ~
The passport examined the passport officer. ......................................................................................
These biscuits don't like the dogs. ......................................................................................................
The shop assistant is wrapping the parcel. .........................................................................................
Have seen the visitors the new buildings. ...........................................................................................
My father didn't wash the dishes. .......................................................................................................
The pipe is going to fix the plumber. ...................................................................................................
Will the goalkeeper catch the ball? .....................................................................................................
Has the meal enjoyed the guest? .......................................................................................................
Can't play John the game. ..................................................................................................................

Write 2:

-~.

a Arrange these words in the right order. Use a capital letter to begin each sentence.
b Mark each rewritten sentence S V 0 M P T to show:
Subject, Verb, Object, Manner (How?),Place (Where?),Time (When?).

till 11 o'clock this morning I slept I the c h i l d r e n ( s R . & . * . . ~ v I ~ . ~ ~ . ~ . ! ! . ~ ' ~ . ~ . . ~ .
the papers I into the bin I he threw ......................................................................................................
I don't speak I well I English ................................................................................................................
hides I Mrs Jones I her money I under the bed ...................................................................................
carefully I this suitcase I you didn't pack .............................................................................................
on this shelf I I left I this morning I some money .................................................................................
from the bank I a loan I you'll have to get ...........................................................................................
the phone I in the middle of the night I woke me up ...........................................................................
in the park I you shouldn't walk I at night ............................................................................................
your food I you should sat I slow:y ......................................................................................................
my term I begins I in October ..............................................................................................................
your article 1 I I quickly 1 last night I in bed / read ................................................................................

1.1 Sentence word order

The forms of a sentence [> LEG I .2]
Study:
I**I

1 A sentence can take any one of four forms:
- a statement:
The shops close/donltclose at 7 tonight.
- a question:
Do the shops close at 7 tonight?
- a command:
Shut the door./Donltshut the door.
- a n exclamation: What a slow train this is!
2 When we write a sentence, we must begin with a capital letter and end with a full stop (.), a
question mark (?), or an exclamation mark (!).

Write:

a Arrange these groups of words in the right order. Add (.), (?) or (!).
b Describe each sentence as a statement, question, command or exclamation: S, Q, C or E.

1 the coffee I don't spill ......Dd#..&..Wf%%:
................................................................
(
2 today's papers I have you seen ................................................................................................ (

c)

3 to meet you 1 how nice ..............................................................................................................
(
4 my umbrella I where did you put ...............................................................................................
(
5 arrived I the train I fifteen minutes late .....................................................................................
(
6 on time ( the plane ( won't arrive ...............................................................................................(
7 this electricity bill 1 I can't pay ................................................................................................... (
8 for me 1 please I open the door .................................................................................................
(
9 the nearest hotel I where's I he asked ......................................................................................
(
10 the bill I can't pay I I 1 he cried ..................................................................................................
(

1.1C Context
Write:

''X

.

e

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

a .

Read this story and arrange the words in each sentence in the right order.
Add capital letters and (,), (.), (!) or (?) in the right places.

A QUIET SORT OF PLACE!
1 my car I I parked I in the centre of the village ~.Q.@??!?&..~..~..&.thc-..~..C?f.%.~
2 near a bus stop I an old man 1 I saw ...................................................................................................
3 'beautiful village I what a' 1 I exclaimed ...............................................................................................
4 'live here I how many people' ..............................................................................................................
5 'seventeen people I there are' I the old man said ...............................................................................
6 'here I have you lived I how long' ........................................................................................................
7 'all my life I I have lived here' .............................................................................................................
8 'isn't it I it's a quiet sort of place' ........................................................................................................
9 'here I a quiet life I we live ...................................................................................................................
10 a cinema I we don't have I or a theatre ...............................................................................................
1 1 our school I five years ago I was closed .............................................................................................
12 only one shop / we have ...................................................................................................................
13 calls I a bus I once a day ....................................................................................................................
14 here I in 55 B.C. I came I the Romans ................................................................................................
15 since then I has happened I nothing' ..................................................................................................

1 The sentence

1.2 The simple sentence: verbs with and without objects
1.2A
Study:
(**I

What is a complete sentence? [> LEG 1.21
1 When we speak, we often say things like All right! Good! Want any help?
These are 'complete units of meaning', but they are not real sentences.
2 A simple sentence is a complete unit of meaning which contains a subject and a verb,
followed, if necessary, by other words which make up the meaning. So:
Made in Germany is correct English but it is not a sentence because it doesn't have a subject.
My car was made in Germany. is a complete sentence with a subject and verb.
We can't say e.g. *Is tired* because we need a subject [> 4.1A, 4.3AI: He is tired.

3 The subject may be 'hidden': Open the door. really means You open the door. [> 9.loBI

Write:

Put a tick (J)beside real sentences.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Made in Germany. This car was made in Germany. 1
To write a letter. Standing in the rain. 1 want to write a letter. Is tall. Do you like? The train has arrived. Have finished my work. You should listen. -

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Sit down please. You can't park here. Don't interrupt. 1 understand. She doesn't like me. under the water. Ate. A bottle of ink. He's a doctor. What happened? -

1.2B Verbs with and without objects [> LEG 1.4,1.9,1 .lo,1.12,~
Study:
(**I

p I]
p

1 We always have to use an object after some verbs: e.g. beat, contain, enjoy, hit, need.
We call these transitive verbs. We have to say:
Arsenal beat Liverpool. But we can't say *Arsenal beat. *
2 Some verbs never take an object: e.g. ache, arrive, come, faint, go, sit down, sleep, snow.
We call these intransitive verbs. We have to say:
We arrived at 1 1. But we can't say 'We arrived the station at 1 1.

3 Some verbs can be used transitively or intransitively: e.g. begin, drop, hurt, open, ring, win.
We can say: Arsenal won the match. (transitive) or Arsenal won. (intransitive)

Write:

Put an object (a pronoun or a noun) after these verbs only where possible.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

The box contains ..../?.&.:
........................... 10
The train has arrived ........................................ 1 1
The phone rang ..............................................12
Someone is ringing .......................................... 13
You need ..........................................................14
We sat down ................................................... 15
Don't hit ....................................................... 16
Did you beat ................................................ ? 17
Who opened .................................................. ? 18

The door opened ...............................................
This is a game no one can win .........................
The concert began ............................... at 7.30.
1 began ..............................................................
It's snowing .......................................................
Quick! She's fainted ..........................................
Did you enjoy ................................................. ?
My head aches ..................................................
My foot hurts .....................................................

1.2 The simple sentence: verbs with and without objects

1 . X Sentences with linking verbs like 'be' and 'seem'
Study:
I**)

1 Verbs like be [> 10.1-31and seem [> 10.41 are 'linking verbs'. They cannot have an object.
The word we use after be, etc. tells us something about the subject. In grammar, we call this a
complement because it 'completes' the sentence by telling us about the subject.
In He is ill. She seems tired. etc. the words ill and tired tell us about he and she.

2 A complement may be:
- an adjective:
- a noun:
- an adjective + noun:
- a pronoun:
- an adverb of place or time:
- a prepositional phrase:

Write:

[> LEG I .9, I .I I , 10.23-261

Frank is clever.
Frank is an architect.
Frank is a clever architect.
This book is mine.
The meeting is here. The meeting is at 2.30.
Alice is like her father.

a Complete these sentences using a different complement for each sentence.
b Say whether you have used a noun, an adjective, an adjective + noun, etc.

m:.(4&4%?

1 My neighbour is very ........
....................................................................................
2 My neighbour is ..................................................................................................................................
3 This apple tastes .................................................................................................................................
4 The children are ..................................................................................................................................
5 The meeting is ....................................................................................................................................
6 Whose is this? It's ...............................................................................................................................
7 John looks ...........................................................................................................................................
8 That music sounds ..............................................................................................................................
9 Your mother seems ............................................................................................................................
10 1 want to_be .................................................. when I leave school. .........:......................................
'

h,

.I

,

.

1.2D Context
Write:

'

.

Read this story and arrange the words in each sentence in the right order.
Add capital letters and (,), (.), (!) or (?) in the right places [> 1 .lB].
SO PLEASE DON'T COMPLAIN!
1 the local school I attends I my son Tim .... & ! $ . ~ . . ~ & . . ~ . . ~ . . ~ . .................
& :
2 to his school ( my wife and I went ( yesterday .....................................................................................
3 we I to his teachers I spoke ................................................................................................................
4 Tim's school report 1 we collected .......................................................................................................
5 very good I wasn't I Tim's report .........................................................................................................
6 in every subject I were I his marks I low .............................................................................................
7 was waiting anxiously for us 1 outside ) Tim ........................................................................................
8 'my report I how was' I eagerly I he asked ..........................................................................................
9 'very good I it wasn t I I said ...............................................................................................................
10 'you I harder I must try ........................................................................................................................
1 1 seems I that boy Ogilvy I very clever ..................................................................................................
12 good marks I he got I in all subjects' ...................................................................................................
13 'clever parents ( Ogilvy ( has' ( Tim said .............................................................................................
3

3

1 The sentence

1.3 The simple sentence: direct and indirect objects
1.3A Subject + verb + indirect object + direct object: 'Show me that photo'
[> LEG 1.131

Study:

1 We can use two objects after verbs like give and buy.
Instead of: Give the book to me, we can say: Give me the book.
lnstead of: Buy the book for me, we can say: Buy me the book.
2 Some verbs combine with TO: bring, give, lend, pay, post, sell, send, show, tell, write:
Bring that book to me. -,Bring me that book.

3 Other verbs combine with FOR: buy, choose, cook, cut, do, fetch, find, get, make, order:
Please order a meal for me. -,Please order me a meal.
4 We can put it and them after the verb: Give it to me. Buy them for me. Do it for me.
With e.g. give and buy, we can say: Give me it. Buy me them. (But not 'Do me it')
We say: Give it to John. Buy them for John. (Not *Give John it4*BuyJohn them')

Write:

You want people to do things for you. Write suitable polite requests using it, them or one [> 4.381.

1 Where are my shoes? (find) Please ...M
. ~ . . ~ . ~ : ~ ~ . ~ ~ . f i .........................
n d . . r n C . ~
2 John needs a new coat. (buy) Please .................................................................................................
. .
\- 3 1 can?.reach that cup. (pass) Please .................... :.............................................................................
4 Ann wants to see our flat. (show) Please ...........................................................................................
5 1 can't do the shopping. (do) Please ...................................................................................................
6 I'd like a copy of that book. (order) Please .........................................................................................

1.38 Verb + object + 'to' + noun or pronoun: 'Explain it to me' [> LEG 1.12.11
Study:
El

1 There are some verbs like explain which do not behave in exactly the same way as give.
For example, we can say: Give the book to me, or Explain the situation to me.
Give me the book. (but not 'Explain me the situation. ')
2 We cannot use an indirect object (me) immediately after explain. We can only have:
He explained the situation to me.
verb + object + 'to':
He confessed his crime to the court.

3 Other verbs like explain and confess are: admit, announce, declare, demonstrate, describe,
entrust, introduce, mention, propose, prove, repeat, report, say, suggest.

Write:

Complete these sentences giving the right order of the words in brackets.

1 You must declare (the Customs/this camera) ....*.&.#'?-.A!
..&@@??!:.. ..........................
2 Aren't you going to introduce (melyour friend)? ..................................................................................
3 You can say (melwhat you like) ..........................................................................................................
Who suggested (this idealyou)? .........................................................................................................
He confessed (his crimelthe police) ....................................................................................................
1 have never admitted (anyonelthis) ...................................................................................................
Can you describe :melthis man)? .......................................................................................................
Please don't mention (thislanyone) ....................................................................................................
9 I'm going to report (thislthe headmaster) ............................................................................................
10 1 don't want you to repeat (what I told youlanyone) ............................................................................
4
5
6
7
8

1.3 The simple sentence: direct and indirect objects

1.3C The two meanings of 'for'
Study:
r**I

[> LEG 1.i3.3]

1 We can use for after all verbs which have two objects [> 1.3AI.
2 When we use for after verbs normally followed by to (give, post, read, sell, show, tell, etc.) it can
mean 'instead of': 1'11post it for you. (= to save you the trouble)
3 When we use forafter verbs normally followed by for (buy, choose, do, find, keep, order, etc.)
the meaning depends on the context. It can mean 'for someone's benefit':
Mother cooked a lovely meal for me. (= for my benefit, for me to enjoy)
It can mean 'on someone's behalflinstead of':
11
' 1 cook the dinner for you. (on your behalflinstead of you - to save you the trouble)

Write:

Tick (J)to show whether for means 'instead of youlme' or 'for yourlmy benefit'.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

I've cooked a meal for you and I hope'you enjoy it.
Let me cook the dinner for you this evening. -Thanks!
I've made this cake for you. Do you like it?
11' 1 post this letter for you, shall I?
I've bought this especially for you.
I've got some change. Let me pay the bill for you.
As you're busy, let me book a room for you.
I've saved some of this pudding for you.
1 can't choose a tie myself. Please choose one for me.
My father has bought a wonderful present for me.

1.30 Context
Write:

.' .

Put a tick (J)where you think you can change the word order.
A CURE FOR HYSTERIA
When I was a girl, my parents sent me to a very strict school. They had to buy an expensive uniform
for me
and pay school fees for me 2-. Our headmistress, Miss Prim, never smiled. She explained
the school rules to us 3- and ex~ectedus to obey them. 'I will never say anything to you 4- twice,'
she used to say. We had to write a letter to ourparents 5- once a week and show it to Miss Prim 6before we sent it. I can still remember some of the school rules. We were not allowed to lend anything
to anyone '-. We were not allowed to give each other help
with homework. We had to report
unusualsituations to the headmistress 9-. One morning, during assembly, a girl fainted. The next
morning, two more fainted. This continued to happen for several mornings. Mass hysteria had set in!
But Miss Prim put an end to it. She announced a new rule to us lo-: 'No girl will faint in College!'
And after that, no one did!

lz

No girl will faint in College!

7

1 The sentence

1.4 The compound sentence
1.4A
Study:
I**I

The form of a compound sentence [> LEG 1.I 7-20]
1 When we join two or more simple sentences [> 1.2A], we make a compound sentence:
Tom phoned. He left a message. -,Tom phoned and left a message.

2 The name we give to 'joining words' is conjunctions.
These are the conjunctions we use to make compound sentences:
and, and then, but, for, nor, or, so, yet;
either ... or; neither ... nor ...; not only ... but ... (also/as well/too).
3 We can use conjunctions to show, for example:
He washed the car and polished it.
- addition (and):
- continuation (and then): He washed the car and then polished it.
- contrast (but, yet):
She sold her house, buVyet (she) can't help regretting it.
- choice (or):
You can park your car on the drive or on the road.
- result (so):
He couldn't find his pen, so he wrote in pencil. .
- reason (for):
We rarely stay in hotels, for we can't afford it.
4 We do not usually put a comma in front of and, but we often use one in front of other
conjunctions: He washed the car and polished it. (no comma before and)
Compare:
He washed the car, but didn't polish it. ( ~ ~ m m
befare
a but)
I

I

-

5 We keep to the basic word order in a compound sentence [> l.lA, 1. X I :
object
conjunction subject verb complement
subject verb
Jimmy
fell off his bike, but
(he)
was unhurt,

6 When the subject is the same in all parts of the sentence, we do not usually repeat it:
same subject: Tom phoned. He left a message. -,Tom phoned and (he) left a message.
different subjects: Tom phoned. Frank answered. -,Tom phoned and Frank answered.
7 We usually repeat the subject after so: He couldn't find his pen, so he wrote in pencil.
8 We always have to repeat the subject after for. For is more usual in the written language and we
cannot use it to begin a sentence [compare > 1.9AI:
We rarely stay at hotels, for we can't afford it.

Write 1: Compound sentences with the same subject
Join these simple sentences to make compound sentences. Use the words in brackets.
1 I took the shoes back to

I ~ ~ s h c r e s

2 Your mother phoned this morning. She didn't leave a message. (but)

3 1 can leave now. I can stay for another hour. (I can either ... or)

............................................................................................................................................................
4 Jim built his own house. He designed it himself. (Jim not only ... but ... as well)

............................................................................................................................................................
5 1 don't know what happened to him. I don't care. (I neither ... nor)

............................................................................................................................................................
6 My new assistant can type very well. He hasn't much experience with computers. (but)

1.4 The compound sentence

Write 2:

Compound sentences with different subjects and with 'solfor'
Join these simple sentences to make compound sentences. Use the words in brackets.
1 The taxi stopped at the station. Two men got out of it. (and)

......~..% ..-..at..

& . . ~ . ~ . . W . . . ~ . B o f . ~.........................
.oF..Lt.

2 You can give me some advice. Your colleague can. (Either you ... or)

............................................................................................................................................................
3 We got ready to get on the train. It didn't stop. (but)

...........................................................................................................................................................
4 No one was in when we called. We left a message. (so)

...........................................................................................................................................................
5 We didn't want to get home late after the film. We went straight back. (so)

...........................................................................................................................................................
6 The old lady was nervous. She wasn't used to strangers calling late at night. (for)

...........................................................................................................................................................
7 I've always wanted to live in the country. My parents prefer to live in town. (but)

............................................................................................................................................................
8 The letter has been lost. The postman has delivered it to the wrong address. (or)

............................................................................................................................................................
9 For a moment the top of the mountain was visible. A cloud covered it. (and then)

............................................................................................................................................................
10 Jane was a successful career woman. Her mother wanted her to be a housewife. (yet)

1.48

Context

Write:

Put a circle round the correct words in brackets.
(NOT SO) MERRY-GO-ROUND!
The cljstomers a t h e funfar We're Ikaving (@but)
the lights were going out. The last two people on
dodgem cars paid (2andlso)left. The big wheel stopped (3for/and)the merry-go-round stopped (4as
welllnot only). The stalls closed down (5soland) the stall-owners went home. At 2 a.m. four
nightwatchmen walked round the funfair, (6butlso)there was no one to be seen. 'I'm fed up walking
round,' one of them said, (I7yetland)what can we do?' 'We can (80r/either)play cards (geither/or)sit
and talk.' They were bored, ('Osolfor) there was nothing to do on this quiet warm night. 'We can have a
ride on the merry-go-round!' one of them cried. 'That'll be fun!' Three of them jumped on merry-goround horses ("yetland) the fourth started the motor. Then he jumped on too (12and/but)round they
went. They were having the time of their lives, (13butlso)suddenly realized there was no one to stop
the machine. They weren't rescued till morning (I4and/but) by then they felt very sick indeed!

They felt very s~ckindeed!

1 The sentence

1.5 The complex sentence: noun clauses
1.5A Introduction to complex sentences [> LEG 1A ]
Study:
I**I

1 We can join two or more simple sentences to make complex sentences:
The alarm was raised. The fire was discovered.
The alarm was raised as soon as the fire was discovered.
The alarm was raised when the fire was discovered.
The alarm was raised after the fire was discovered.

2 We can use many different kinds of 'joining words' (or conjunctions) to make complex
sentences: after, as soon as, when, since, that, if, so that, whether, etc. [> 1.5-1 01
3 In a complex sentence there is one 'main' idea and one or more 'subordinate' ideas.
We can take the main idea (or clause) out of the sentence so that it stands on its own:
The alarm was raised is a main clause: it can stand on its own. ... as soon as the fire was
discoveredcannot stand on its own. It is subordinate to the main clause.

Write:

Underline the main clauses in these sentences.
1
2
3
4
5

You can tell me all about the film after I've seen it myself.
When you've finished cleaning the car, you can help me with the dishes.
You didn't tell me that you were going to invite so manyguests.
...
1 walk to work every morning so that I can get some exercise.
Since no one answered my call, I left a message on the answer-phone.

1.5B Noun clauses derived from statements [> LEG 1.22-23,15.i 0-16, ~ p p 45-46]
s
I

Study:
I**I

1 A noun clause does the work of a noun. It answers the questions Who? or What?:
He told me about his success. (told me about what?): his success is a 'noun phrase'.
He told me that he had succeeded. (... what?): that he had succeeded is a noun clause.

2 We introduce noun clause statements with that after:
- some adjectives: It's obvious that he's going to be late.
-somenouns:
It'sapitythathe'sgoingtobelate.
- some verbs:
I know that he's going to be late.
3 We often use noun clauses after 'reporting verbs' like say, tell (me), think, know[> 15.2-31.
We
can often omit that.
Instead of: 1 know that he's going to be late, we can say: I know he's going to be late.

Write:

Complete these sentences with noun clauses.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

He feels angry. It's not surprising . f ? % @ R . h e . f & . ~ ............................................................
:
She has resigned from her job. It's a shame ......................................................................................
You don't trust me. It's annoying ........................................................................................................
You are feeling better. I'm glad ...........................................................................................................
She's upset. I'm sorry .........................................................................................................................
He didn't get the contract. He told me ................................................................................................
It's a fair price. He believes .................................................................................................................
You're leaving. He has guessed .........................................................................................................
She's been a fool. She agrees ............................................................................................................

1.5 The complex sentence: noun clauses

1.5C Noun clauses derived from questions [> LEG I .24]
Study:
I**I

YesINo questions
1 Has he signed the contract? is a direct YesINo question. [> 13.11
2 We can introduce a YesINo question as a noun clause after if or whether. We use 'reporting
verbs' like ask, tell me, want to know [> 15.4AI:
Tell me if he has signed the contract. (Tell me what?): if he has signed the contract.
Ask him whether he has signed it. (Ask him what?): whether he has signed it.
Question-word questions
When did you sign the contract? is a question-word question. [> 13.5-81
We can introduce this as a noun clause after Tell me, I want to know, etc. The word order
changes back to subject + verb and we don't use a question mark [> 15.481:
Tell me when you signed the contract. (Not 'Tell me when did you sign')

Write:

Complete these sentences with noun clauses.
Has he passed his exam? I want to know ...gb-.&.h.~!.*..hid..m:
................
Can you type? You didn't say .............................................................................................................
Will he arrive tomorrow? I wonder ......................................................................................................
Does he like ice-cream? Ask him .......................................................................................................
Was he at home yesterday? I'd like to know ......................................................................................
Should I phone her? I wonder .............................................................................................................
Is she ready? Ask her .........................................................................................................................
When did you meet her? I want to know .............................................................................................
How will you manage? Tell me ...........................................................................................................
Why has he left? I wonder ..................................................................................................................
Where do you live? Tell me ...............................................................................
;
................................
Which one do& she want3.Askher ...................................................................................................
Who's at the door? I wonder ...............................................................................................................
What does he want? I'd like to know ..................................................................................................

1.5D Context
Write:

Underline nine noun'clauses in this text.
YOU DON'T KNOW YOUR OWN STRENGTH!
I suppose you know you can turn into superwoman or
superman in an emergency. Mrs Pam Weldon reported
that her baby nearly slipped under the wheels of a car.
Mrs Weldon weighs only 50 kilos, but she said she lifted
the car to save her baby. Dr Murray Watson, a zoologist,
wrote that he jumped nearly three metres into the air to
grab the lowest branch of a tree when hyenas chased
him in Kenya. Perhaps you wonder if you can perform
such feats. The chances are that you can. Doctors say
that we can find great reserves ot strength when we rre
afraid. It's well-known that adrenalin can turn us into
superwomen or supermen!

She lifted the car!

1 The sentence

1.6 The complex sentence: relative pronouns and clauses
1.6A Relative pronouns and clauses [> LEG 1.25-381
Study:
I**I

Introduction to relative clauses
Suppose you want to write a paragraph like this:

The house we moved into is absolutely beautiful. The people who lived here before us took
very great care of it. The garden, which is quite small, is lovely. I'm glad we moved. I don't
think we'll ever regret the decision w e made.
If we want to speak or write like this, we have to master relative clauses. We introduce relative
clauses with these relative pronouns: who, who(m), which, that and whose.
'Who', 'which' and 'that' as subjects of a relative clause [> LEG 1.27-311
1 We use who or that to refer to people. We use them in place of noun subjects or pronoun
subjects (I, you, he, etc.) and we cannot omit them.
They do not change when they refer to masculine, feminine, singular or plural:
He is the man/She is the woman who/that lives here. (Not 'He is the man who he ... *)
They are the men/the women who/that live here. (Not *They are the men who they ... *)
2 We use which or that (in place of noun subjects and it) to refer to animals and things:

That's the cat which/that lives next door. Those are the ~ a t whichkhat
s
live next door.
Here3 a photo whichkhat shows my car. Here &e some photos which/that show my car.

Write:

Join these sentences using who or which. (All of them will also join with that.)
He's the accountant. He does my accounts. . t r ! & . & . ~ . . ~ . & . . ~ . ~ . :
She's the nurse. She looked after me. ................................................................................................
They're the postcards. They arrived yesterday. ..................................................................................
They're the secretaries. They work in our office. ................................................................................
That's the magazine. It arrived this morning. ......................................................................................
6 They're the workmen. They repaired our roof. ....................................................................................

1
2
3
4
5

1.6B 'Who(m)', 'which' and 'that' as objects of a relative clause [> LEG 1.33-341
Study:
I**I

1 We use who(m) or that to refer to people. We use them in place of noun objects or object
pronouns (me, you, him, etc.). We often say who instead of whom when we speak.
They do not change when they refer to masculine, feminine, singular or plural:
He's the man/She's the woman who(m)/that I met. (Not 'He's the man that I met him. *)
They're the men/women who(m)/that I met. (Not 'They are the men that I met them. *)
However, we usually omit who(m) and that. We say:

He's the man/Shels the woman I met. They're the menmhey're the women I met.
2 We use which or that (in place of noun objects or it) to refer to animals and things:

That's the cat which/that I photographed. Those are the cats whichkhat I photographed.
That's the photo which/that I took. Those are the photos which/that I took.
However, we usually omit which and that. We say:
That's the cat I photographed. Those are the cats I photographed.
That's the photo I took. Those are the photos I took.

1.6 The complex sentence: relative pronouns and clauses

Write:

Join these sentences with who(m), which or nothing. (All of them will join with that.)
He's the accountant. You recommended him to me. ! ? & . . ~ . . ~ . . 3
She's the nurse. I saw her at the hospital. ........................................................................................
They're the postcards. I sent them from Spain. ................................................................................
They're the secretaries. Mr Pym employed them. ............................................................................
That's the magazine. I got it for you yesterday. ................................................................................
They're the workmen. I paid them for the job. ...................................................................................
That's the dog! I saw it at the dog show last week. ...........................................................................
They're the birds. I fed them this morning. ........................................................................................

1.6C
Study:

'Who(m)', 'which' or 'that' as the objects of prepositions [> LEG 1.35-361

I

1

The position of prepositions in relative clauses is very imponant. We can say:
1 He is the person to whom I wrote. (Never 'to who) (very formal)
This is the pan in which I boiled the milk. (very formal)

2 He is the person who(m) I wrote to. This is the pan which I boiled the milk in.
3 However, we usually prefer to omit the relative and say:
He is the person I wrote to. This is the pan I boiled the milk in.

Write:

Join each pair of sentences in three different ways.
4 He's the boy. I bought this toy for him.
1 He's the man. I sent the money to him.
aH & . W . . ~ . k ? . c y h d t t . L . ~ a
. . ...................................................................
~.

b~ ~ . ~ . . ~ . . ~ ~ M ~ . ~ . @
* b. ...................................................................
. ~ . M
c ........................................ :.. ........................
c.H&h.m.XM.m..w.@....
2 She's the n;rsb.-l gave the flowers to her.
5 That's the building. I passed by it.
b .................................................................

b ...................................................................

.................................................................

C ...................................................................
6 They're the shops. I got these from them.

C

3 That's the chair. I sat on it.

1.6D Context
Write:

Put in the right relative pronouns only where necessary.
A CHANCE IN A MILLION
Cissie, the woman I .....&...... works in our office, wanted to phone Mr
Robinson, but she dialled the wrong number. The number '...................
she dialled turned out to be the number of a public call box in the street.
A man, ................... was passing at the time, heard the phone ringing
and answered it. 'Is that Mr Robinson?' Cissie asked. 'Speaking,' the
man answered. It turned out that the man ................... she was
speaking to was actually called Robinson and had just happened to be
passing the call box when she rang!

... just happened to be passing

13

%

1 The sentence

1.7 The complex sentence: 'whose'; defininglnon-defining clauses
1.7A 'Whose' + noun in relative clauses [> LEG 1.32,1.37]
Whose does not change when it refers to masculine, feminine, singular or plural:
He's the man/She's the woman whose car was stolen. (Not *whose his car was stolen*)
They're the people whose cars were stolen. (Not 'whose their cars were stolen*)
2 We sometimes use whose in place of its to refer to things and animals:
That's the house whose windows were broken. (= the windows of which)

3 We can also use whose with prepositions:
He's the man from whose house the pictures were stolen. (formal)
He's the man whose house the pictures were stolen from.

Write:

Join these sentences using whose.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Hd..%..-.*.*.L..m:

He is the customer. I lost his address. ...
..................
She is the novelist. Her book won first prize. ......................................................................................
They are the children. Their team won the match. .............................................................................
..
You are the expert. We want your advice. ..........................................................................................
I'm the witness. My evidence led to his arrest. .,.: .....'..:.'...:: ..........:.n, ...........:
................................
She's the woman. The film was made in her house. ..........................................................................

1.78 Defining and non-defining clauses [> LEG 1.26,
Study:
I**(

1.29,1 .31-32,i .34-37]

1 When we write relative clauses with who, which or whose, we have to decide whether to use
commas 'round the clauses' or not.
2 In sentences like:
I've never met anyone who can type as fast as you can.
The magazine which arrived this morning is five days late.
the relative clauses tell us which person or thing we mean. They give us essential information
which we cannot omit. We call them defining clauses because they 'define' the person or thing
they refer to. We never use commas in such sentences.
We never use commas with that in relative clauses:
I've just had a phone call from the people (that) we met during our holidays.
The wallet (that) you lost has been found.

3 In sentences like:
Our new secretary, who can type faster than anyone I have ever met, has completely
reorganized our office.
Time Magazine, which is available in every country in the world, is published every week.
the relative clauses add 'extra information'. If we take them out of the sentences, we won't
seriously change the meaning. We call these non-defining clauses (they do not 'define') and
we use commas before and after them.
4 Sometimes we have to decide when the information is 'essential' or 'extra' and we may or may
not use commas. We must decide this for ourselves:

1.7 The complex sentence: 'whose'; defininglnon-defining clauses

Write:

Add commas to the following sentences where necessary.
My husband,who is on a business trip to Rome all this week,sent me this postcard.
The person who told you that story didn't know what he was talking about.
Will the driver whose vehicle has the registration number PXB2140 please move it?
The author Barbara Branwell whose latest novel has already sold over a million copies will be
giving a lecture at the public library tomorrow.
The person you got that information from is my cousin.
The play Cowards which opens at the Globe soon had a successful season on Broadway.
Cowards is the name of the play which ran for over two years.
The thing that pleases me most is that I'll never have to ask for your help again.
The manager whom I complained to about the service has refunded part of our bill.
Sally West whose work for the deaf made her famous has been killed in a car accident.
We found it impossible to cross the river that had flooded after the storm.
I have just learned that the engine part which I need is no longer made.

1.7C Sentences with two meanings [> LEG 1.261
Study:
(**I

Write:

My wife, who is in Paris, will be retu

Say what these sentences mean a) without commas; b) with commas.
1 The test paper which everyone failed was far too difficult.
2 My brother who is in Canada is an architect.
....,............ :..l.s..........,..v..-........
..:
:......................................................................................................

1.7D Context
Write:

Put in relative pronouns where necessary and commas where necessary.
THIS CHARMING PROPERTY ...
People .....who......
tell the truth about the properties they are selling should be
given prizes for honesty. A house ................... is described as 'spacious' will be
found to be too large. Words like 'enchanting', 'delightful', 'convenient', 'attractive'
...................are commonly used all mean 'small'. The words 'small' and
'picturesque' ................... are not so frequently used both mean 'too small'. A
'picturesque house' is one with a bedroom ...................is too small to put a bed in
and a kitchen ...................is too small to boil an egg in. My prize for honesty goes
to someone ...................recently described a house ................... he was selling in
the following way: 'This house ................... is situated in a very rough area of
London is really in need of repair. The house l o ................... has a terrible lounge and
a tiny dining room also has three miserable bedrooms and a bathroom ...................
is fitted with a leaky shower. The central heating j 2 ................... is expensive to run is
unreliable. There is a handkerchief-sized garden l3 ................... is overgrown with
weeds. The neighbours l4 ...................are generally unfriendly are not likely to
welcome you. This property l 5 ................... is definitely not recommended is
ridiculously overpriced at •’85,000.'

"

This charming property

...

1 The sentence

1.8 The complex sentence: time, place, manner
1.8A Adverbial clauses of time, place and manner [> LEG 1.44-471
Study:
(**I

Introduction to adverbial clauses of time, place and manner
Suppose you want to write a paragraph like this:

When we visited London, we went to the Tower. We saw the spot where so many famous
people had lost their heads! We felt as if we had travelled back in time to another world!
If we want to speak or write like this, we have to master adverbial clauses of time (answering
When?),place (answering Where?) and manner (answering How?)
Adverbial clauses of time (past reference) [> LEG 1.45.11
To say when something happened in the past, we use 'joining words' (or conjunctions) like
when, after, as, as soon as, before, by the time (that), once, since, until/till, while:
When we visited London, we went to the Tower. [compare > 9.6AI

Write:

Join these sentences with the conjunctions in brackets.
I lost a lot of weight. I was ill. (when)

...I.&
.

.I.-.

.a.M. .&.+.*.

.a:..
.......................................................................
'' -

I phoned home. I arrived in the airport building. (immediately after)

............................................................................................................................................................
3 She had already opened the letter. She realized it wasn't addressed to her. (before)

............................................................................................................................................................
4 The building had almost burnt down. The fire brigade arrived. (by the time)

............................................................................................................................................................
5 We realized that something had gone wrong. We saw him run towards us. (as soon as)

1.8B Adverbial clauses of time (future reference) [> LEG 1.45.21
When the time clause refers to the future, we normally use the simple present after: after,
as soon as, before, by the time, directly, immediately, the moment, till, untiland when:
The Owens will move to a new flat when their baby is born. (Not *will be born*)

I won't know if I have ot into university. I will get my exam results. (until)

.

~

w

m

i

t

.

~

.

~

~

~

.

.

~

~

.

m ...........
~ .

~

I'II give him your message. He will phone. (as soon as)

............................................................................................................................................................
We should visit the Duty Free Shop. Our flight will be called. (before)
I'II be dead. They will find a cure for the common cold. (by the time)

............................................................................................................................................................
You'll get a surprise. You will open the door. (the moment)

............................................................................................................................................................

1.8 The complex sentence: time, place, manner

1.8C Adverbial clauses of place [> LEG 1.461

1 This is the exact spot where @.%W?@?6..bW?pencd:
................................................................
2 You're not allowed to park anywhere ..................................................................................................
3 Some television programmes are familiar everywhere .......................................................................
4 Please sit wherever ............................................................................................................................
5 Let's put the television set in a place where .......................................................................................

1.8D Adverbial clauses of manner

Write:

[> LEG 1.471

Complete the following sentences to say how.
,
. .
1 It sounds as if ....@...............................................................................................................
2 1 think this omelette is exactly as ........................................................................................................
3 When I told her the news she acted as though ...................................................................................
4 1 think you should write the report in the way ......................................................................................
5 You never do apything the way ..........................................................................................................

1.8E Context
Write:

Put in the conjunctions as, as soon as, as if, before, that, the way (that), when, which.
CAUGHT BY THE HEEL!
Mr Boxell was just shutting his shoe shop at the end of the day
.....&%?P... a man in a well-cut suit walked in and asked for an
expensive pair of shoes. There was something about ................... the
man walked that made Mr Boxell suspicious. He felt ................... he had
seen him before somewhere, and then remembered that he had - on
TV! The man was a wanted criminal! The man tried on a few pairs of
shoes ...................he bought a pair ...................Mr Boxell strongly
recommended. 'They're a bit tight,' the man complained. 'They'll stretch,
sir,' Mr Boxell said. ................... Mr Boxell had expected, the man
limped into the shop next day to complain about the shoes. ...................
he entered the shop, he was surrounded by police. Mr Boxell had
deliberately sold the man a pair of shoes ...................were a size too
small, knowing he would return them the next day!

The man limped into the shop

1 The sentence

The complex sentence: reason and contrast
Adverbial clauses of reason ,[
Study:
El

LEG 1.481

1 Adverbial clauses of reason answer the question Why? We often give reasons by using
'joming words' (or conjunctions) like because, as, seeing (that), and since.

I

2 We often begin sentences with as and since. [Compare s~nce(t~me)> 1.8AI
As (Since) it's a public holiday, you won't find many shops open.

3 We often use because in the second half of a sentence:
Jim's trying to find a place of his own because he wants to feel independent.

Write:

Join these sentences w~ththe conjunctions to say why. More than one order is possible.
Service in this hotel ought to improve. There's

&Wi%.-..

.w.
.ltateC.*.

.a,..-.

The Air Traffic Controllers are on strike. We have cancelled our holiday. (as)
Could you sell your old computer to me? You have no fusher.use for it. (seeing (that))
..','
...........................................................................*.'............................
>a..-............................................
She's never in when I phone. I'll have to write to her. (since)

............................................................................................................................................................
I've had to have the document translated. I can't read Russian. (since)

............................................................................................................................................................

Contrast (1) ,1
Study:
El

Write:

LEG I .so]
although, considering (that), though,

Join these sentences using the conjunctions in brackets to introduce contrast.
More than one order is possible.
1 1'9 going to buy a computer. I haven't got much money. (even though)

rfi .-.

~ . . ~ . a . . ~ . ~ . . ~ . r . & &:............
. ~ .

2 1 intend to go for a walk this morning. It's raining. (even if)

............................................................................................................................................................
3 I'd like to help you. I'm afraid I won't be able to. (much as)

............................................................................................................................................................
4 Your design is excellent. It isn't suitable for our purposes. (while)
5 1 try hard to play the piano. I don't seem to improve. (although)

............................................................................................................................................................
6 Chinese is so difficult. It's surprising how many people learn it. (considering that)

............................................................................................................................................................
7 The play was wonderful. The film was a commercial failure. (whereas)

1.9 The complex sentence: reason and contrast

1.9C Contrast (2) [> LEG I ,501
Study:
I***I

We can also introduce contrast with:

- however + adjective or adverb: e.g. however small, however much.
I intend to buy a CD player however much (or whatever) it costs.
- no matter e.g. no matter how much, no matter where, no matter how (slow/slowly).

They'll find him no matter where he's hiding.

Write:

Join these sentences using the conjunctions in brackets. Make any necessary changes.
It's expensive. He's determined to buy it. (however expensive)

Ltk, & G?M??%&.&.*..*:
Haueue?v ewm4M....................
...................

........................................................

I work hard. I still have to take work home with me. (however hard)

............................................................................................................................................................
You write well. It doesn't mean you will be published. (however well)

............................................................................................................................................................
She feels sorry. The damage has been done. (no matter how sorry)
How much will they pay us? It will never compensate us. (no matter how much)

............................................................................................................................................................
It doesn't matter how many cards I send. I always receive more. (no matter how many)
It doesn't matter what he tells you. Don't believe a word he says. (whatever)

1.9D Context .

-,
Put in the conjunctions as, because, even though, since, though, while.
e

Write:

A SORT OF HUMANBURGER
I.... 6~ .-.....
it's difficult to find work these days, Joe Dobson has just given up his job. They
were surprised when he announced this at the Job Centre '.............................. after a lot of effort, they
had found Joe a jab at a Hamburger Bar. .............................Joe wasn't highly-qualified, this hadn't
been easy. Yet Joe resigned, .............................the job was easy and quite well-paid. 'What did you
have to do for your money?' the young woman at the Job Centre asked. 'Strange ............................. it
sounds,' Joe said, 'I had to dress up as a hamburger and stand outside the restaurant.' 'A sort of
humanburger?' she suggested. 'That's right,' Joe said. 'I had to stand between the two round halves of
a bun, ............................. 1 was "disguised" as the hamburger filling, covered in tomato sauce. The
uniform was wonderful, .............................1 looked good enough to eat. The manager was pleased
with me, .............................I attracted a lot of customers.' 'So why did you give up, Joe?' the young
woman asked kindly. ..............................' Joe said, his voice breaking slightly, 'students kept turning
me on my side and rolling me down hill!'

'

l9

A sort of humanburger

1 The sentence

1 .I 0 The complex sentence: purpose, result and comparison
1.10A Adverbial clauses of purpose with 'so that' and 'in order that'

[> LEG 1.51.21

Study:
I***I
I spent a year in Germany to learn German. [s16.2CI

Write:

Rewrite these sentences using in order that or so that making any necessary changes.

1 I took twenty driving lessons to pass my driving test first time.

. r . m . ~ . ~ . l e d d ~ l l d . . ~ . . m . w .........
.*.~

2 1 arrived at the cinema early so as not to miss the beginning of the film.
3 We stood up in order to get a better view of what was happening.

............................................................................................................................................................
4 Mr Jones bought a second car for his wife to learn to drive.

............................................................................................................................................................
5 1 spoke slowly and clearly because I wanted the audience to understand me.

1.1 0B Adverbial clauses of purpose with 'in case'

[> LEG 1.51.31

In case means 'so as to be on the safe side' and refers to the future. We use the simple present
or should after in case:
Take an umbrella with you. It might rain. -*

1 I'm going to sign the agreement immediately. You mjght change your mind.

I.'fl..gang.&.*..M.~..~..*.w.

2 Take this key with you. You might not be able to get into the house.

............................................................................................................................................................
3 We keep a fire extinguisher in the kitchen. There might be a fire.

............................................................................................................................................................
4 Go by train. There might be a lot of traffic on the roads.

............................................................................................................................................................
5 I'm going to take my passport with me. I might need it.

1.10C Adverbial clauses of result with 'so ... (that)' and 'such ... (that)'
Study:
I**I

We can describe results with:
1 so + adjective (that) (= 'as a result'):

We were tired. We went to bed. -* We were so tired (that) we went to bed.

20

[>LEG 1.52.11

1.1 0 The complex sentence: purpose, result and comparison

Write:

Join these sentences with so ... (that) and such ... (that).
We were late. We missed the first act of the play.

. W e . . ~ . ~ o . ~ . ~ ~ R . . u c e . . ......................................
~..@..~.@

I was working hard. I forgot what the time was.
There was a delay. We missed our connecting flight.
We've had difficulties. We don't think we can stay in business.

1.10D Adverbial clauses of comparison with 'as ... as' [> LEG I .53]
We can make comparisons with as ... as, not so (or as) ... as and than:
Or we use subject + verb: He is as tall as I (am). He's taller than I (am).
We may use do, does or did to replace a verb in the simple present or simple past:

Write:

Join or rewrite these sentences using the conjunctions in brackets.
John works hard. Susan works hard. ( s ... as)

J o t M Z u l v r k 4 ~ ~ h a * w : a 4 ?.
S ......
u &1:.
a ....................................................................................
n~~
...........................................................

John is less intelligent than Susan. (not so ... as)

............................................................................................................................................................
This computer holds less information than that one. (not ... as much ... as)

.

.....................&.* ...................................................................................................................................
The film 'Superman 1' is enjoyable. 'Superman 2' is enjoyable, too. (as ... as)

1.1 0E Context
Write: Put in as ... as, buf, in case, in order that, so ... that, such ... that, when, which.
WYSIWYG /w~z~wrg/
We create new words all the time. We have to do this *.E?&X.wwe
may express new ideas. Perhaps the strangest word ................... has
come into the English language recently is 'wysiwyg'. I was ...................
puzzled by this word ................... I kept asking people what it meant,
................... no one knew. Last week I found it in a dictionary. It is not
................... peculiar ................... I had thought. It comes from
computers. This is what it means, ................... you want to know: 'What
You See Is What You Get'. This means that what you see on your
screen is what you get ................... you print. Now I discover that
everyone knows this word. The other day I was in my favourite
restaurant and ordered sausages. They were ................... small
sausages ................... I complained to the waitress. She just smiled at
me and whispered, 'Wysiwyg!'

'

'Wysiwyg!'

1 The sentence

1 .I1 The complex sentence: present participle constructions
Joining sentences with present participles ('-ing') [> LEG I .56-I.58.1]

1 .I 1 A
I

Study:
I***I

1

I

'

The present participle is the '-ing' form of a verb: find - finding [> 16.51.

I

11

We can use the present participle in place of and, so, etc. to join two simple sentences:
I found the front door locked. I went round the back. (two simple sentences > 1.2A)
1 found the front door locked and went round the back. [> 1.4A]
Finding the front door locked, 1 went round the back.

2 To make a negative, we put not in front of the -ing form:
Not knowing his phone number, I wasn't able to ring him. (= I didn't know ...)

Write:

Rewrite these sentences using -ing, making any necessary changes.

....................................
..
,
............................................................................................................................................................
.....

2 He,wentto his room and closed the door behind him. . ..,

%

3 1 didn't hear what he said and asked him to repeat it.

............................................................................................................................................................
4 You didn't ask me for permission because you knew I would refuse.

............................................................................................................................................................
5 I'm not a lawyer, so I can't give you the advice you are looking for.

1 .I 16 The present participle in place of adverbial clauses [> LEG I .56-601
Study:
I***I

Write:

Instead of:

Since we arrived here, we have made many new friends. [> 1.8AI

Rewrite these sentences using a joining word + -ing.

Though he refused to eat, he admitted he was very hungry.
I damaged the car while I was trying to park it.

............................................................................................................................................................
While I agree you may be right, I still object to your argument.
After we looked at the map, we tried to find the right street.
Don't get into any arguments before you check your facts.

1.1 1 The complex sentence: present participle constructions

1.11C The present participle in place of relative clauses [> LEG I .58.6]
Study:
I***I

1 We can sometimes omit who or whlch + idare when we use the present progressive.
lnstead of:
The man who is serving at the counter is very helpful.
We can say: The man serving at the counter is very helpful.
lnstead of:
The new law applies to vehicles which are carrying heavy loads.
We can say: The new law applies to vehicles carrying heavy loads.

2 We can sometimes use -ing in place of who or which + simple present:
lnstead of:
This job will suit students who want to work during the holidays.
We can say: This job will suit students wanting to work during the holidays.

Write:

Circle the words you can delete and/or change to use -ing.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

The
wh~chIS lying overhead is travelling north.
The candidates who are sitting for this examination are all graduates.
The woman who is waiting to see you has applied for a job here.
What can you do about a dog which is barking all night?
Trains which leave from this station take an hour to get to London.
Customers who complain about the service should see the manager.
Passengers who travel on planes shouldn't smoke.
There's a pension scheme for people who work for this company.
There's a crime prevention scheme for people who are living in this neighbourhood.
There's someone who is knocking at the door.

1.11D Context
Write:

Use the -ing form of the verbs in brackets and put in after, as, when and who.

THE CASE OF THE POISONED MUSHROOMS
While (prepare) 'W-.
a meal for her guests, Mrs Grant got
rather worried about some bnusual mushrooms which a kind friend had
sent her from the country. (Feel) ...................suspicious, she gave
a mushroom to her dog. ...................the dog ate it with no ill effects,
Mrs Grant decided to cook the mushrooms for her guests. That evening
the guests greatly enjoyed the mushrooms, (comment) ...................
on their unusual flavour. They quickly changed their minds ...................
Mrs Grant's daughter, Jill, burst into the dining-room and announced
that the dog was dead. On (hear) ...................the news, Mrs Grant,
now in a state of shock, phoned Dr Craig, ...................came round
immediately and pumped out the stomachs of all those who had eaten
the mushrooms - a very unpleasant experience for them. ...................
Dr Craig asked if he could see the dog, he was led out of the house.
He soon discovered that the dog had been killed by a passing car.
Not (know) ...................anything of her mother's suspicions about
the mushrooms, Jill hadn't mentioned this important fact when
(announce) l o ................... the death of the dog.

They quickly changed their minds!

1 The sentence

1.12 The complex sentence: perfectlpast participle constructions
1 .I 2A
Study:
I***I

'Being' and 'having been' [> LEG 1.60]
metimes use being in place of is, are, was or were, though this is often formal:
I was lost, so I had to ask someone the way.
Instead of:
We can say: Being lost, I had to ask someone the way.
2 We sometimes use having been in place of have been or had been (also formal):
I've been abroad, so I missed the elections.
lnstead of:

Write:

Rewrite these sentences using being or having been.
1 I am out of work, so I s end a lot of my time at home.

....B

~ ~ ~ x M & . L . - . ~ . .~
w . .f

.~.m
..............................................
.@..~

2 John is a scientist, so he hasn't read a lot of novels.

............................................................................................................................................................
3 He has been promised a reward, so he hopes he'll get one.

............................................................................................................................................................
4 1 was near a newsagent's, so I went in and got a paper.

..

............................................................
...........................................................................................""""""'.......""""'........'.L..
'
.
..?

5 They had been up all night, so they were in no mbod for jokes.

' h

.

1.12B 'It being' and 'there being' [> LEG 1.GO]
Study:
I***I

Instead of:
We can say:

It was S
It being

so it was hard to find a garage open.

y, it was hard to find a garage open.

2 We somet~mesuse there being in place of there is or there was (formal):
There was so much noise, I couldn't hear what was going on.
lnstead of:
We can say: There being so much nose, I couldn't hear what was going on.
3 We can use it being and there being after without (formal):
They often dig up the roads without it being necessary. (= ~tisn't necessary)
She suddenly began shouting without there being any reason. (= there was no reason)

Write:

Rewrite these sentences using it being or there being, making any necessary changes.
1 There were no questions so the meeting ended,quickly.

....m . * . . m . . m + . * . . q . . m . . . * :

.............................................

2 He kept helping himself to money and it wasn't noticed. (without it ...)

............................................................................................................................................................
3 He kept asking awkward questions and there was no reason for it. (without there ...)

............................................................................................................................................................
4 It was a holiday, so there were thousands of cars on the roads.
5 There was no one in, so I left a message.

1.1 2 The complex sentence: perfectlpast participle constructions

1.12C Agreement between present participle and subject [> LEG I ,611

Write:

What's wrong with these sentences?

1 Opening the door of the refrigerator, the smell was b a d . ? ? ? . & . . % ? . K ? & . . ~ . . % . . ~ . - t h e
2 Changing gear, the bus had difficulty getting up the hill. ....................................................................
3 Burning the rubbish, all my important papers were destroyed. ...........................................................

1.12D Past participle constructions [> LEG I .a]
Study:
I***I

1 The past participle is the third part of a verb [> 9.3A-B]:
play - played - played (regular verbs); build - built - built (irregular verbs)
2 We sometimes use the past participle instead of the passive:
Viewed from a distance, it resembled a cloud. (When it was viewed ...)
Although built years ago, it was in good order. (Although it was built ...)
If accepted for the job, you will be informed soon. (If you are accepted ...)

3 We can omit who and which: The system used here is very successful. (which is used...)
y
m
:
.
'

Write:

r

--

P

. . . . . . n a F V .

" "

Rewrite these sentences using past participles.
The painting was lost for many years. It turned up at an auction.

...&w.fol-.-.p.,.. t h t . ~ ~ . . M . w . . & . m . ...............................
-

Although the meat was cooked for several hours, it was still tough.
3 If the picture is seen from this angle, it looks rather good.

............................................................................................................................................................
4 The vegetables .which are sold in this shop are grown without chemicals.

............................................................................................................................................................
5 When the poem is read aloud it is very effective.

1.12E Context
Write:

Put in suitable words (and forms where necessary) in the spaces below.
YAH BOOH!
My cat Blossom is always getting into fights with Ginger, the tomcat next door.
......
.....I see Ginger through my window, I shout and wave my arms to
frighten him away. .................... out of the window yesterday, I saw Ginger near
front door. There .................... no one around, I pulled a hideous face, stuck out
tongue, waved my arms over my head and started screaming, 'Yah booh! Yah
booh!' ....................the front door, I was determined to chase Ginger away.
....................1 succeeded admirably, I terrified the postman as well!

w h

2 Nouns
2.1 One-word nouns
2.1A Noun endings: people who do thingslpeople who come from places
[> LEG 2.2, App 21

Study:
I**I

1 We use some words only as nouns: e.g. desk, hat, tree, etc.
2 However, we often make nouns from other words by adding different endings or suffixes and
sometimes making other small changes. For example, if we add -erto a verb like play, we get
the noun p l a y e ~if we add -ity to the adjective active, we get the noun activity. There is no easy
rule to tell us which endings to use to make nouns.
3 Typical endings which make nouns:
people who do things: actor, assistant, beggar, driver, engineer, historian, pianist.
people who come from places: Athenian, Berliner, Milanese, Muscovite, Roman.

Write:

Give the nouns which describe people who do things or who come from places.
Use these noun endings: -an, -ant, -ar, -er, -ian, -ist, -or. Some are used more than once.
1
2
3
4
5

m:

........ 6
He acts very well. He's a fine ......
Don't beg. You're not a ................................... 7
1 can't play the piano. I'm not a ....................... 8
She drives well. She's a good .........................
9
I'm from Berlin. I'm a ....................................... 10

She's [ram Athens. She's an .............................
' ~ a n u eassists
l
m& He's my .............................
She always tells lies. She's such a ...................
He's from Texas. He's a ....................................
Anna is studying history. She's a fine ...............

2.1B Nouns formed from verbs, adjectives, other nouns [> LEG 2.2-3, ~ p p 2,3.2]
s
Study:
I**I

1 Some nouns have the same form as verbs: act, attempt, blame, book, call, copy, cost,
dance, fall, fear, help, joke, kiss, laugh, try, vote, wait, walk, wash, wish.
2 Typical endings which make nouns from:
- verbs: acceptance, agreement, arrival, behaviour, discovery, knowledge, possession.
- adjectives: absence, activity, anxiety, constancy, happiness.
- other nouns: boyhood, kingdom, lunacy, mouthful, sexism.
And note -ing forms used as nouns: I've given your shirt an ironing. [> 2.2A, 16.51

Write:

Give the nouns derived from verbs, adjectives or other nouns. Use these endings: -age, -hood, -ation,
-ion, -ful, -ence, -ency, -ness, -a/, -(er)y, -ment, -ety, -ism, -ity, -ing.
. .
1 I decided this. It was my ......
........ 11 Try again. Have another ....................................
2 Don't be so anxious. Control your .................. 12 Be more efficient. Improve your ........................
3 Ann's a socialist. She believes in ................... 13 Don't be so curious. Control your ......................
4 We all want to be happy. We all seek ............ 14 Address this envelope. I'll give you the .............
5 We all agree. We're all in ............................... 15 1 refused their offer. My ......................... is final.
6 Who discovered this? Who made this ..........? 16 1 warned you. I gave you enough ......................
7 We'll all arrive. We'll be met on ...................... 17 Put it in your mouth. Take one ..........................
8 1 was a chi!d then. That was in my ................. 18 Can you explain it? Is there an ........................
?
9 She is absent. Can you explain her ............. ? 19 They tried him. I was at the ...............................
10 11' 1 post this. What's the ................................ ? 20 Don't argue. I don't want an ..............................

m.:

2.1 One-word nouns

2.1C Nouns and verbs with the same spelling but different stress
[z LEG 2.3.1, App 3.11

verb: We are now ready to prdgress to Book 2.

Write:

Underline the syllable that you would stress when speaking.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

I need a permit to work in this country.
1 can't permit you to park here.
Will they increase my salary next year?
I'm looking for an increase in salary.
Joy objects to your proposal.
Don't treat me as if I were an object.
We've had complaints about your conduct,
11
' 1 conduct you to your seat.
This is the entrance to the building.
Gloria will entrance you.
Do you want to buy this recor@
Let me record your voice.

2.1D Context
Write:

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

I've brought you a present.
Please present my compliments to him.
1 must protest at your proposal.
The proposal didn't go without protest.
I've got an Australian accent.
Please accent every syllable.
Our exports have increased this year.
We export everything we make.
1'11 escort you to your new office.
You'll need an escort.
Our imports have increased.
We import too much.

. .
-9

Refer to the words in brackets and put in the right nouns.
COMPUTER TANTRUMS
A clever computer built at Imperial College, London, often suffers from
(bore) I....
. The computer was built to find out about human
(communicate) ......................... The computer acquired a simple
vocabulary in the same way as babies do: through (babble)
.........................It is common (know) ........................that when babies
babble, it is a (prepare) ........................for speech. When babies make
sounds like real words, they are encouraged to remember them. With
(encourage) ........................from their parents, babies quickly build up
their vocabulary. In the same way, the clever computer learnt to use real
words. For example, it learnt to identify a black cat. It was then shown a
white cat to test how good it was at (recognize) .........................It
refused to co-operate because the (solve) ........................to the
problem was too easy. At first this (refuse) ........................ puzzled
scientists, but then they decided the computer was having a tantrum. 'It
just sits there and goes on strike,' a (science) l 1 ........................said.
'These clever computers must also be taught good (behave)
l o .........................'

e...

'

The computer was having a tantrum!

2 Nouns

2.2 Compound nouns
2.2A Nouns formed with gerund ('-ing') + noun: 'dancing-shoes'
[>LEG 2.7,2.11n.3,
6.3.1,16.39.31

Study:
U

1 When a noun has two or more parts (e.g. classroom), we call it a compound noun.
We can make compound nouns with the -ing form: e.g. dancing-shoes [compare > 16.51.
2 The -ing form can sometimes be an adjective:
Can you see that'dancing'couple? (= couple that is dancing)
When the -ing form is an adjective, we stress both words and never use a hyphen.
3 The -ing form can be the first part of a compound noun:
I need a pair of 'dancing-shoes. (= shoes used for dancing; not 'shoes that are dancing')
When the -ing form is a noun, we stress the first word only and a hyphen is optional.

Write:

Put a tick if the second word is part of a compound noun.

1
2
3
4

You need a pair of running shoes. 1
We sat beside a running stream. Put it in the frying pan. 1 like the smell of frying sausages. -

5 This water is near boiling point. 6 1 need some boiling water. 7 Where are my walking shoes? 8 era /s a walking dictionary. '*

2.28
Study:
I***I

.

~postrophes ('s) or compound noun? g LEG 2.10.1,2.44.2.47-481
1 We use apostrophe s ('s) and s apostrophe (s?with people and some living things to show
possession: Gus's car, the girls' shoes, a dog's bark [> 2.81.
2 When we want to show possession with things, we can use of: the leg of the table.
However, we often prefer to use a compound noun instead of of: the table-leg.
3 We can say the voice of a man or a man's voice. (Not *a man voice*)
We can say the leg of a table or a table-leg. (Not *a table's leg*)

Write:

Supply a phrase with 's or a compound noun in place of the phrases in italics.

1 Where's the key of the car? ...% K..%...
17
2 Where's the surgery of the doctor? ................ 18
3 It's the idea of the committee. ........................ 19
4 Don't damage the nib of the pen. ................... 20
5 It's the keyboard of the computer. .................. 21
6 I've cleaned the top of the desk. .................... 22
7 It was in the reign of King John. ..................... 23
8 Do you like the poetry of Eliot? ...................... 24
9 It's the responsibility of no one. ...................... 25
10 Look at the handle of the suitcase! ................ 26
1 1 Polish the knob of the front door. ................... 27
12 The journey of Scott is historic. ....................... 28
13 Who stole the bicycle of the postman? .......... 29
1 4 Put out the stub of that cigarette. ................... 30
15 We've got a new table in the kitchen. ............ 31
16 Don't pull the tail of the horse! ....................... 32

Please clean the switches of the lights. ............
1 spoke to the secretary of the boss. .................
This is the new policy of the party. ....................
The cover of the book is torn. ............................
He's the son of Mr Jones. .................................
The gate of the factory was shut. ......................
Please open the door of the garage. .................
I've lost the photos of the children. ....................
The phone in the office is out of order. ..............
The critic of the film was wrong. ........................
She's a teacher of dancing. ...............................
Who's the mother of the twins? .........................
That's the wife of my brother. ............................
1 need a new lamp for reading. ..........................
The surface of the road is slippery. ...................
He is the secretary of the President. .................

2.2 Compound nouns

2.2C Compound nouns which tell us about materials and substances
[> LEG 2.10.5, 6.131

Study:

1**I

1 Names of materials and substances (leather, gold) are like adjectives when we use them to
form compound nouns: a watch made of gold -+ a gold watch. (Not "golden')
These words behave like adjectives in this one way, but they remain nouns because they do
not have comparative or superlative forms and we cannot put very in front of them.
We stress both words in spoken English: I can't afford a 'gold'watch. [> 6.4B-Dl
2 Two important exceptions are wood and wool, which have adjectival forms:
a table made of wood + a wooden table; a dress made of wool + a woollen dress.

3 There are adjectival forms for words like gold: glass/glassy, gold/golden, leather/leathery,
silver/silvery, silk/silky/silken, steel/steely, stone/stony.
We use them to mean 'like': a golden sunset (= a sunset like gold).

Write:

Make compound nouns or use adjectival forms.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

a raincoat made of p l a s t i c ~ t
a shirt made of silk .........................................
hair like silk ....................................................
a table-top made of glass ..............................
eyes like glass ...............................................
a wallet made of leather ................................
a spoon made of stainless steel ....................
nerves like steel .............................................
a pullover made of wool .................................

2.2D Context
Write:

. 10~
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

a. blouse
~
made of cotton ....................................
a teapot made of silver ......................................
a voice like silver ...............................................
a wall made of stone .........................................
silence like stone ...............................................
a tile made of ceramic .......................................
a nailbrush made of nylon .................................
a tongue like leather ..........................................
a spoon made of wood ......................................

"

Refer to the words in brackets and put in the right compounds.
GREEK BIRDMAN
You probably remember the story of Daedalus, who made (wings of feathers) . f * . . ~ .
for
himself and his son, Icarus, to escape Minos, King of Crete. A young Greek, Kanellos Kanellopoulos,
recently repeated this journey in ( a machine that flies) .............................
called 'Daedalus'. His (path
of flight) ............................. was from Crete to Santorini, a distance of 119 kilometres. Kanellos, ( a
cyclist who is a champion) ..............................didn't use wax and feathers, but (power from pedals)
.............................to drive his machine. He was in the (seat of the pilot) .............................for 3
hours and 5 minutes. His (machine made of carbon fibre) ............................. weighed 31 kilos and its
wings measured 34 metres. Icarus, in the old story, flew too close to the sun. The wax that held his
wings melted, so he crashed into the sea. Kanellos, however, kept 3 to 4 metres above the water and
had a good (wind from the south) .............................He broke the record for human-powered flight
previously set up by Bryan Allen, who 'cycled' 35.8 km across the English Channel.

Daedalus

2 Nouns

2.3 Countable and uncountable nouns (1)
2.3A Countable and uncountable nouns compared [> LEG 2.141
Study:
I**I

1 If a noun is countable:
a we can use d a n in front of it: 1 bought a book. (Not *I bought book. ')
b it has a plural and can be used in questions with How many?: How many books ... ?
c we can use a number in front of it: one book, two books.

2 If a noun is uncountable:
a we do not normally use d a n in front of it: I bought some bread. (Not *a bread')
b it does not normally have a plural and can be used in questions with How much?:
How much bread... ? (Not 'How many breads?')
c we cannot normally use a number in front of it. [compare 7 2.3CI
3 We need to know whether nouns are countable or uncountable in English to be able to use
dan, some, any, much, many, a few, a little, etc. correctly.
Compare: It was a marvellous experience. (countable = something that happened)
We need someone with experience. (uncountable = skill and knowledge)

Write:

Underline the noun in each sentence and write 'C' or 'U' to show whether the noun is countable or
uncountable.

1 This is an excellent painting. IL
2 1 don't like milk. 3 How many photos did he take? 4 Add a little more oil. 5 His drawings really interest me. -

'*

.

6 Hope keeps me going. 7 He hasn't a hope. 8 How much flour did you buy? 9 Where are my two new shirts? 10 We've got plenty of coal. -

2.3B Nouns which can be either countable or uncountable: 'an egglegg'
[> LEG 2.16.1,2.16.21

they refer to substances:
countable (a single item)
uncountable (substancelmaterial)
He ate a whole chicken!
Would you like some chicken?
I had a boiled egg for breakfast. There's egg on your tie.
2 Some nouns are uncountable when they refer to a material, but they are countable when
they refer to an object made from that material:
countable ('thing')
uncountable ('material')
Glass is made from sand and lime.
I broke a glass this morning.

Write:

Underline the noun in each sentence and write 'C' or 'U' to show whether the noun is being used
as a countable or as an uncountable.

1 Add more onion. U
2 Would you like some fish? 3 1 eat two eggs every day. 4 Too much cake isn't good for you. 5 They've built a new motorway. -

6 Would you like an ice? 7 1 need two clean glasses. 8 Don't throw stones. 9 A lot of paper is wasted. 10 We bought a new iron yesterday. -

2.3 Countable and uncountable nouns (1)

2.3C Normally uncountable nouns used as countables (1): 'a coffee/(some)
coffee' [> LEG 2.1 6.31
Study:
El

1 Words for drinks like coffee are normally uncountable. This means:
Coffee is important to the economy of Brazil.
- we use no article:
- or we use some/any Is there any coffee? I'd like some coffee, please.

2 However, when we are ordering coffee, etc., we normally treat it as countable:
I'd like a coffee, please. Two coffees, please. One coffee and a glass of milk, please.

Write:

Jse I'd like ..., please to ask for drinks in each situation.
1 You have come down to breakfast. There is a choice between tea and coffee.

I ' d & ( m ) & / . ......................................................
~ . II'd ~ ( m ) . c o f % e 1.e,d&u&.
.......................................
...................................................

2 You are ordering drinks. You want coffee for yourself. Your two friends want tea.

............................................................................................................................................................
3 You are ordering drinks for three people: beer, lemonade, tomato juice.

............................................................................................................................................................
4 You are ordering drinks. Two want coffee. Three want tea. One wants milk.

2.3D Normally uncountable nouns used as countables (2): 'oilla light oil'
[> LEG 2.1 6.31

Study:
I***I

Write:

Words like oil and plastic for substances and materials are normally uncountable [> 3.5AJ:
Oil is produced in the North Sea.
We often use a/an with nouns like this when we are describing them with an adjective:

Rewrite these sentences u

J % . ~ . S . e a . ~ . . a . . ~ . & ~

1 The North Sea produces oil. (light) ....
..............................
2 This region produces wine. (excellent) ...............................................................................................
3 This factory produces cloth. (traditional) .............................................................................................
4 This box is made of wood. (rare) ........................................................................................................

2.3E Context
Write:

Put in a, some, or

I-'.

OOOPS!

...................
wine is not cheap and ...................good wine can cost a lot of money
these days. So spare ................... thought for Mr Sokolin, ................... New York
1

wine merchant, who recently lost ...................bottle of wine worth •’305,000 (or
about •’50,000 ................... glass!). It was ...................1784 Chateau Margaux
which had once belonged to Thomas Jefferson, the third president of America. Mr
Sokolin took the bottle to ................... wine tasting and put it cn ...................table.
The bottle was made of l o ................... dark glass and a waiter didn't notice it. He hit
it with ...................tray, making l2
...................large hole in it. Most of the wine was
lost, but Mr Sokolin was able to taste l 3 ................... of it. He said it was 'not vet y
good', but the loss of the bottle was described as 'I4...................terrible tragedy'.

"

A terrible tragedy!
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2 Nouns

2.4 Countable and uncountable nouns (2)
2.4A Singular equivalents of uncountable nouns: 'breadla loaf' [> LEG 2.16.61
Study:
I**I

Write:

I'd like some bread, please. -,I'd like a loaf (of bread), please.

Put in any suitable word which means 'one item'.

m:

Are you giving away all this clothing/all these clothes? - No, I'm giving away a ......
.................
There's a lot of laughter from next door. I just heard a very loud .......................................................
My luggage is getting old and worn. I really need a new ....................................................................
There are a lot of people looking for work. I need a ............................................................myself.
5 I'm looking for accommodation. I'd like a .......................................................................for the night.

1
2
3
4

2.48 Nouns not normally countable in English: 'information'
[> LEG 2.14.1-2,
2.17,2.30,App 41

uncountable in English. This means we cannot:

- use a/an in front of them: I'd like some information, please. (Not 'an information')
-give them a plural: I'd like some information, please. (Not *(some) informations')
Other examples: advice, clothing, flu, furniture, hair, homework, housework, jewellery,
lightning, luggage, meat, money, news, permission, progress, rubbish,
scenery, shopping, soap, spaghetti, thunder, toast, traffic, weather.
2 News is plural in form, but takes a singular verb: The news is bad. (Not 'the news are')
Hair (that grows on the head) is singular: My hair is long. (Not 'my hairs are')

Write 1: Tick the words which normally have plurals in English.
1 advice - 4 answer- 7 penny - 10 money 2 diamond c/ 5 jewellery - 8 story 1 1 news 3 meat6 carrot - 9 scenery- 12 shirt-

Write 2:

Put in some, any, a, the, a lot of or '-'.

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

32

I'd l i k e e i n f o r m a t i o n , please.
The tree was struck by ..........lightning.
Is there ..........toast, please?
There's ..........slice of toast left.
What's ..........weather like today?
Can I have ..........potatoes, please?
1 need ..........new clothing.
I'm tired. I've just done ..........shopping.
I've done ..........housework.
I've just received ..........letter from John.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Can you give me ..........description of it?
I'd like ..........tomatoes, please.
Would you like ..........spaghetti?
There was ..........traffic this morning.
John's gone to bed with ..........flu.
Have you made ..........progress with Chinese?
I've got .......... permission to park here.
Our teacher has given us ..........homework.
There's ..........rubbish in our garden.
I'm going to plant .......... tree in the garden.

2.4 Countable and uncountable nouns (2)

2.4C Partitives: 'a piece of', etc.
-

Study:
I**I

[> LEG 2.18,
~ p 51
p

-

1 We use partitive~to refer to:
- one item: a loaf of bread
- a part of a whole: a slice of bread
- a collection of items: a packet of biscuits

2 The most common partitives are a piece of and (in everyday speech) a bit of:
Can I have a piece of bread/a bit of bread/two pieces of bread, please?
3 There are partitives which go with some words but not with others. So we can say a slice of
bread, a slice of cake, a slice of meat (but not *a slice of soap').
Partitives can be 'containers' ( a tin of soup) or can refer to small amounts ( a drop of rain).
p

Write:

-

2

'='"a"
- T

'

'

t

Match A and B.
A
a&ufice.
1 I'd like some ice. ........................................................................
2 Have you got any chocolate? ....................................................
3 Can I have some bread, please? ..............................................
4 We need some paper. ...............................................................
5 Buy me some soap, please. ......................................................
6 Buy me some milk, please. .......................................................
7 We need some jam. ..................................................................
8 Have you got any matches? ......................................................
9 I've made some tea. ..................................................................
10 Buy some toothpaste. ...............................................................
11 Add a little water. .......................................................................
12 Add a little salt,..........................................................................
13 I've drunk a littletea. .................................................................
14 Add a little soda. ........................................................................
15 1 can see a little smoke. .............................................................

a wisp of ...................................
a cube of ...................................
a splash of ................................
a box of .....................................
a sip of ......................................
a tube of ...................................
a drop of ...................................
a bar of .....................................
a slice of ...................................
a pinch of ..................................
a sheet of ..................................
a jar of ......................................
a bar of .....................................
a bottle of ..................................
a pot of .....................................

2.4D Context
Write:

Put in a, a lot of (use once only), some, or '-'
JUNK OR ART?
Who became famous for painting I.........&........ tin of soup? The answer is the American pop artist,
Andy Warhol. Andy painted everyday objects and he also liked to collect them in large numbers:
* ...................cookie jars, ................... sets of cutlery, ................... vases, ...................furniture and
...................paintings. Andy died in 1987 and his vast collection was sold. Someone paid $23,100for
two cookie jars which had cost a few dollars each. ................... pieces of furniture were sold for nearly
$300,000.The sale raised ...................money for the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts,
which may now have $loom!So, before you clear out your attic, take another look. What you think is
................... rubbish today, might be lo
................... treasure tomorrow. That ugly old vase belonging to
Grandma may be more valuable than you think!

Junk or art?

2 Nouns

2.5 Number (singular and plural) (1)
2.5A
Study:

Nouns with plurals ending in -s or -es: 'friends', 'matches'

[> LEG 2.20,2.21]

1 We add -s to form the plural of most nouns.
We pronounce -s as Is/ after these sounds: If/ chiefs; /k/ cakes; /p/ taps; It/ pets; 101 months.
We pronounce -s as /z/ after these sounds: /b/ verbs; Id/ friends; /gJ bags; /I/ bells; /m/ names;
In/ lessons; lql songs; vowel (a, e, i, o, u) + s: eyes, or vowel sound + r: chairs.

2 We add -es after nouns ending in -0: potato -potatoes; -s: class -classes;
-x: box - boxes; -ch: match - matches; -sh: dish - dishes.

Write:

Write the plurals of these nouns in the columns below to show their pronunciation.
address, beach, bottle, cinema, clock, guitar, hotel, island, lake, light, month, office, park, piece,
smile, space, tape, village.

2.58

Nouns with plurals ending in -s or -es: 'countries', 'knives'
[> LEG 2.20, 2.23, 2.361

Study:
I**I

1 Consonant (b, c, d, etc.) + -y becomes -ies: country/countries, strawberry/strawberries.

2 Vowel (a, e, o and u) + -y adds an -s: days, keys, boys, guys.
Proper nouns (names spelt with a capital letter) ending in -y just add an -s:
Have you met the Kennedys?The last four Januarys have been very cold.
3 We change the ending -for -fe into -ves in the plural with the following nouns:
calf/calves, half/halves, knife/knives, leaf/leaves, life/lives, loaf/loaves, self/selves,
sheaf/sheaves, shelf/shelves, thief/thieves, wife/wives and wolf/wolves.
4 We add -s or -ves to: hoof - hoofs/hooves, scarf - scarfs/scarves.

5 We just add -s to: handkerchief/handkerchiefs, roof/roofs.

Write:

Rewrite these sentences in the plural making necessary changes.
1 This cherry is very sweet.

..T W ..&ww..
.m.
-.
.-:

4 The leaf is turning yellow.

..................................................................................

2 I've lost my key.

.........................................................................
3 This knife is blunt.

5 The roof has been damaged.

..........................................................................

6 We have a Henry in our family.
.........................................................................
We have three ...................................................

2.5 Number (singular and plural) (1)

2.5C Nouns ending in -0 and some irregular plural forms
[> LEG 2.20, 2.25-27, App 491

Study:
I**I

1 To nouns ending in -0, we add -es: hero - heroes, potato -potatoes, tomato - tomatoes.
Or we add -es or -s: cargo - cargoes or cargos, volcano - volcanoes or volcanos.
Or we add only -s: bamboos, photos, pianos, radios, solos, videos, zoos.
2 We change the vowels of some nouns to form the plural: footlfeet, goose/geese, madmen,
mouse/mice, tooth/teeth, woman/women.And note: child/children,ox/oxen.

3 Some nouns have the same singular and plural forms: aircraft, deer, salmon, trout, sheep.

4 Nationality nouns ending in -ese and -ss have the same singular and plural forms:
a Chinese - the Chinese; a Swiss - the Swiss. [> 3.3C]

Write:

Rewrite these sentences in the plural making necessary changes.
1 Which video do you like best?

6 A postman is busy all the time.

2 Which volcano is erupting?

7 We're going to sell that sheep.

W ~ v L d e o d d O ~ ~ h . 7 ..........................................................................
......................................................................

..........................................................................

.........................................................................

8 1 can see a salmon in the water.

3 This is John's pet mouse.

..........................................................................

.........................................................................
4 This tooth is giving me trouble.

9 Which aircraft has just landed?

.........................................................................
5 Can you see that goose?

2.5D Context
Write:

-

..........................................................................

10 A Swiss is used to mountains.

,

Supply the correct plural forms.
WHAT DOES IT COME UNDER?
If you're dieting there are certain (food) .....h'vdf........ you really have
to avoid: (cake) ........................ and (biscuit) ........................ are out for
a start, but you can't live for ever on (tomato) ........................and
(orange) .........................There are (man) ........................
and
(woman) ........................ who spend their entire (life) ........................
counting the calories they take in each day. Some national (cuisine)
........................make you fat. The (Japanese) l o ........................have a
high protein diet, while the (Swiss) l 1 ........................eat a lot of milk
(product) 12. .......................Personally, I'm lucky not to have to diet, but
my friend, John, can't eat anything without looking it up in his Calorie
Chart. This is carefully organized so that (strawberry) l 3........................
and (peach) l4 ........................ are under 'Fruit'; (potato) l5 ........................
and (spaghetfi > 2.4B) l6 ........................ come under 'Starchy Foods', and
so on. I entertained John to a nice low calorie meal yesterday and at the
end I offered him some jelly. 'What does 'Telly" come under?' he asked
looking at his chart. 'Half a litre of double cream,' I said, pouring the stuff
over my plate!

Half a litre of double cream!

2 Nouns

2.6 Number (singular and plural) (2)
2.6A Collective nouns followed by singular or plural verbs: 'government'
[> LEG 2.28-291

2 We can use singular or plural verbs with nouns like committee, company, family, government
and jury What will you be doing while the family is (or are) on holidap
These words also have regular plurals: Many families are in need of help.
3 We can use singular or plural verbs with nouns like the majority, the public and the youth of
today The public want (or wants) to know how they are (or it is) governed.
These words do not have regular plural forms: (Not *the publics')
4 We use only plural verbs with nouns like cattle, the military, people, the police and vermin:
There are too many people in the world.

1
2
3
4
5
6

.@k%

The government
bringing in a new bill. 7
The company ............going to employ six staff. 8
All governments ............trying to control crime. 9
The jury ............trying to decide now.
10
The youth of today ............ many advantages. 11
There ............ vermin in this restaurant.
12

......

he military ... :..:..... dccupied the house.
s*

The police ............ interested in this case.
The public ............concerned about it.
How many people ............ coming tonight?
The committee ............ meeting now.
A lot of people ............signed the petition.

2.68 Nouns with a plural form + singular or plural verbs: 'acoustics' [> LEG 2.311
Study:
I***I

1 Nouns ending in -ics:
- athletics, gymnastics, linguistics, mathematics (maths) and physics take a singular verb:
Mathematics is not the most popular school subject. (Not 'Mathematics are')
- acoustics, economics, phonetics and statistics take a singular verb only when they refer to
the academic subject: Statistics is a branch of economics. (Not 'statistics are')
They take a plural verb when the reference is specific: Your statistics are unreliable.

2 Nouns like crossroads, headquarters, kennels, series, species and works (= factory) are
singular when they refer to one: This species of moth is rare.
They are plural when they refer to more than one: There are thousands of species.

Write:

Supply is, are, has or have.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

The acoustics in this room ....-...
very good. 8
9
This crossroads .............dangerous.
There .............four crossroads in our village. 11
Acoustics .............a subject I know little about. 11
Our company headquarters .............in London.12
There .............many series of books on birds. 13
.............there any kennels in this area?
14

The statistics in this report .............inaccurate.
.............there any statistics for road accidents?
Many species of moth .............disappeared.
This species ............. green and white spots.
Our works .............a good canteen.
My maths .............got worse and worse!
There .............crossroads every mile.

2.6 Number (singular and plural) (2)

2.6C Nouns with a plural form + plural verbs: 'trousers' [> LEG 2.32, ~
Study:
I**I

p 5.81
p

1 These nouns have a plural form only and are followed by a plural verb:
glasses (= spectacles), jeans, pants, pliers, pyjamas, scissors, shorts, tights, trousers:
My trousers are torn.
All these nouns can combine with a pair of, (two) pairs o f
Ibought a pair of shorts yesterday and two pairs of trousers.
2 These nouns are plural in form and are followed by a plural verb:
belongings, brains (= intellect), clothes, congratulations, earnings, goods, manners, stairs:
Were those clothes expensive?

Write:

Supply the missing words.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

The goods you ordered .........&........... arrived.
Where ............................. the scissors? - ............................. are in the first drawer on the left.
How much ............................. a good pair of trousers cost these days?
trousers? - ............................. were very expensive!
How much did you pay for .............................
1 know he's clever, but ............................. aren't the only thing in life.
I'm so pleased you got into university! .............................on your success!
If your clothes .............................dirty, please put them in the laundry basket.
My jeans (not) ............................. faded much even though I keep washing .............................
I'm looking for the pliers. - You'll find .............................
on that shelf.
All their belongings .............................been destroyed in a fire.
regular.
My earnings (not) .............................high, but at least they .............................
These shorts .............................fit me at all!

2.6D Context
Write:

-

,,,

Put in singular or plural verb-forms.
LIES, DAMN LIES?
Statistics (be) ........&?........ a branch of economics, but it is often said that there (be) ................... lies,
damn lies and statistics. Recent statistics of British life (show) ................... that the family (be)
...................happier than it used to be. The youth of today (be) ...................likely to live longer than
the previous generation. People (own) ...................more things than they used to, but more police
(be) ...................employed to fight crime. Mathematics (be) ...................a subject which is studied
more by boys than by girls, as (be) ................... physics. The earnings of working women (be)
10
...................getting higher all the time and many women earn more than their husbands. Good
manners (be) l 1 ...................declining. The public (spend) l 2 ...................more on clothes, and clothes
(be) l 3 ................... becoming more and more expensive. Glasses (be) l4 ................... worn by more
people, but only a minority (favour) l 5 ...................contact lenses. Statistics (make) l6 ................... us
want to grind our teeth and can probably tell us if we have any teeth left to grind!

Lies, damn lies?

2 Nouns

2.7 Gender
2.7A Male and female word forms: 'waiterlwaitress' [> LEG 2.39-401
Study:

1 In many languages, the names of things such as book, chair, radio, table may be
grammatically masculine, feminine or neuter. Often gender doesn't relate to sex, so that the
word for 'girl' might be neuter and the word for 'chair' might be feminine.

2 There is no grammatical gender for nouns in English. Though there can be exceptions [> 4.1 C],
we use only he and she to refer to people and it to refer to everything else. It is the pronouns,
not the nouns, that tell us whether the reference is to male or female:
He is the person you spoke to. She is the person you spoke to.

3 We still have a few male and female word forms (man/woman)and a few -ess endings that refer
to females: waiter/waitress, lion/lioness. In the case of people, this -ess ending is becoming

Write:

Supply the missing words. Refer to this list as little as possible.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

John's brother is a bank clerk and his ...&&K...
is a nurse.
My aunt is very nice and my ...................has a wonderful sense of humour.
My ...................is a little boy of four; my niece is a little girl of two.
My father's brother and sister have never married. He's still a ...................and she's a ...................
These days, few men become monks and few women become ...................
There is only one bull in the field, but there are dozens of ...................
The cock crows at dawn and wakes up all the ...................
The stallion is in a separate stable from the ...................
We call the boar Henry and we call the ...................Jemima.
The ewes look quiet enough, but I don't like the look of that ...................
Tony is an actor and his wife is an ...................
John and Jane work in a restaurant; he is a waiter and she is a ...................
In fairy tales the handsome ................... usually marries the beautiful princess.
We went to a wildlife park and saw a lot of lions and ...................
In mythology, Mars is the god of war; Diana is the ...................of hunting.
Katerina is the ...................to her father's fortune.
Why does everyone expect the hero of the story to marry the ...................?
A widow can often manage much better on her own than a ...................
A ................... won the award for most sales this month; a salesman came second.
When you look at fish, it's often difficult to distinguish between male and ...................
Very few people know the names of the kings and ...................of England.
1 took a photo of the bride and ...................at the wedding.
The Smiths have a son called Robert and a ...................called Jill.
My uncle and ...................are over here from Canada.
1 enjoy being an uncle. I have two ................... and three nephews.

2.7 Gender

2.78 Identifying masculine and feminine through pronouns: 'HeIShe is a
student' [> LEG 2.411
Study:
El

1 The word forms man and woman tell us that the reference is to male and female [> 2.7A],
but with most nouns that refer to people, we don't know whether the reference is to male or
female until we hear the pronoun:
My neighbour has just bought a new shed for his garden.
My neighbour is always telling us about her famous son.
2 Other typical nouns like this are:
adult, artist, child, cook, cousin, darling, dear, doctor, foreigner, friend, guest, journalist, lawyer,
musician, orphan, owner, parent, passenger, person, pupil, relation, relative, scientist, singer,
speaker, spouse, stranger, student, teacher, tourist, visitor, writer.

Write:

Supply the correct pronouns in these sentences.

1 When I saw the doctor, .......&........told me to go back and see her again next week.
2 Jennifer is a fine musician. .......................plays in the Philharmonic.
3 My lawyer told me .......................would ring me when he had the information I wanted.
4 Your visitor left .......................glasses behind when he came here yesterday.
5 Professor Myers is a brilliant scientist. .......................should be given the Nobel Prize for her work.
6 Mrs Carter, our English teacher, really knows .......................grammar!
7 The artist, Rembrandt, painted several pictures of .......................wife.
8 Anton Schmidt works as a cook at a large hotel. .......................is famous for his cooking.
9 How would you describe her? - Well, .......................is a student of about 18.
10 How do you know this passport belongs to a woman? - The owner has .......................photo in it.
11 My daughter works as a journalist and .......................has been very successful.
12 You don't know .......................so you should begin your letter 'Dear Madam'. .

-

-1 <

*

k

t

2.7C Context
Write:

Put in actors, Miss, mother, Prince, princess, Sisters and the missing words.
CINDERELLA AND THE UGLY SISTERS
Our local school recently put on Cinderella as a play and invited the Mayor
of the town to see it. After the performance, the distinguished guest went
backstage. I .......S.& .........congratulated the young ........................and
actresses. .......................spoke to Henry who played the part of
.......................Charming and Liz, who played the part of Cinderella. The
Mayor asked Liz if .......................would enjoy being a .......................
when she married Prince Charming and she blushed and giggled. The
Mayor congratulated the Fairy God- ........................and, of course, the
teacher who produced the play, Miss Jones. *.......................Jones was
very pleased because .......................had worked hard to put on the play
with a company of eleven-year-olds. The Mayor then approached us and
said, 'Excellent ... excellent ... and ...-er ... you must be the Ugly
10
.......................!' 'No, ma'am!' we cried. 'We're the children's mothers!'

You must be the Ugly Sisters!

2 Nouns

2.8 The genitive
2.8A How to show possession with 's, s' and the apostrophe (') on its own
[> LEG 2.42-461

Study:
I**I

1 We show possession in English with the genitive form of a noun. This means we normally use
'sand s' for people and some living creatures. We put the possessive before the noun it refers
to: Frank's car. (Not 'the car of FranWthe car of Frank's*)

2 The simplest rule to remember is: Add 's to any personal noun unless it is in the form of a
plural ending in -s,
- in which case, just add an apostrophe ('). This means:
- add 's to singular nouns and names not ending in -s: a boy's tie, Tom's hat.

- add 's to singular nouns ending in -s: an actress's career, a waitress's job.
- add 's to irregular plural nouns: children's games, the men's club, sheep's wool.
- add an apostrophe (') after the -s of regular plurals: the girls' uniforms.
- add 's to names ending in -s: Charles's address, Doris's party, St James's Park.

Famous names ending in s just add
~

Write:

Study:
I**I
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Yeats'poetry. This is pronounced Is1 or hzl.
r

2

'

-

'

Rewrite these sentences using 's, s: or just an apostrophe
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2.88

,

(I):

;

"s"'

'

'

'

"
"
'

'

(I).

This bicycle is for a child. ......? % ! . . & . & . . ~ . ~ ..,...........................................................
:
This pen belongs to the teacher. ...................... ,
.
:....:.:X:A~
..-............ ................................
He described the career of the actress. ..............................................................................................
That's a job for a stewardess. .............................................................................................................
These toys belong to the children. ......................................................................................................
This is a club for women. ....................................................................................................................
It's a school for girls. ...........................................................................................................................
This is the lounge for residents. ..........................................................................................................
This umbrella belongs to James. ........................................................................................................
That hat belongs to Doris. ...................................................................................................................

Apostrophe s ('sts'), compound noun, or 'of'? [> LEG 2.47-48,2.50]
1 When we want to show possession with things, we can use of: the leg of the table.
However, we often prefer to use a compound noun instead of of: the table-leg [> 2.281.

2 We must use ofwhen we can't form a compound noun:

Write:

Only where possible, use an apostrophe to show possession in these sentences.
1 That's the voice of a man. .....~
. . ~ . . .....................................................................
~ . . ~ :
2 1 can't see the bottom of the box. ........................................................................................................
3 That's the decision of the committee. .................................................................................................
4 It's the fault of no one. ........................................................................................................................
5 This is a copy of the poetry of Keats. ..................................................................................................
6 That's the leg of the table. ..................................................................................................................
7 Where's the key of the car? ................................................................................................................
8 That's the bell of the village church that you can hear. .......................................................................
9 These are the stables of the horses. ..................................................................................................

40

2.8 The genitive

2.8C The use of 's and s' with non-living things: 'an hour's journey'
[> LEG 2.49-501

Study:
I**)

Write:

We use 's and s' with some non-living things:

- fixed phrases: the earth's surface, journey's end, the ship's company

Use 's or s' only where possible with these.
1 a delay of an hour

.....%!.%.-.:

...... 6 the price of success ..........................................
work of seven ,years ..........................................
the surface of the earth .....................................
at the door of death ...........................................
an absence of a year .........................................

2 a journey of two days ....................................... 7
3 the shade of the tree ........................................ 8
4 the book of the film ........................................... 9
5 the inside of the box ......................................... 10

2.8D Omission of the noun after 's [> LEG 2.511
Study:
I**)

Write:

What could we use in place of the words in brackets?

1 Your mother has gone to (the shop owned by the hairdresser) ..... %-.
...................
2 11'1 meet you at (the shop owned by the chemist) ................................................................................
3 I'm going to spend the night at (the house owned by my aunt) ..........................................................
4 We were martigd in (the church dgicated to St Andrew) ...................................................................
5 1 bought this at ({he deparfrnent store owned by Marks and Spencer) ...............................................

2.8E Context
Write:

Put in compounds and 'sand s'constructions in this story.
MIND YOUR SKIN!
We have become very conscious of conservation these days. A lot of
people won't buy any goods made from (skins of animals)
Akwkf
...........................
In many parts of the world, it is now unthinkable for a
person to dress in (a coat made of the skin of a leopard)
........................................................ We realize that (the wildlife of the
earth) .......................................................needs protection. This affects
such things as (clothing worn by children) ..............................
......................... and (coats worn by ladies) ...........................
............................. If (a fur coat worn by an actress) ............................
........................... attracts admiration these days, it is probably created
from man-made materials. Of course, we still farm animals for their
skins, but the notice I saw in a shop recently must have been (the
revenge of the crocodiles) '........................................................ It was
selling crocodile-skin bags and offering the following service: ('skins of
customers) .......................................................made up?

..

Mind your skin!

3 Articles
3.1 The indefinite article: 'a/anY(1)
3.1 A General statements with 'alan' and zero ( gj ) [> LEG 3.7,3.9.1-2,3.19.1]
an have exactly the same meaning. We use a in front of consonant sounds (a man, a
2 We can talk about people or things 'in general' with d a n or with the plural [> 3.5AI.
Cats are domestic animals. (= 'cats in general')
Instead of:
We can say: A cat is a domestic animal. (= 'cats in general')

Write:

Make the singular sentences plural and the plural sentences singular.

Smuu~-aA.c*zi:
-:.
.............................
1 A small computer isn't expensive. .....................................................
2 A quartz watch doesn't last for ever. ..............................................................
:....................................
3 1 like plays with messages. .................................................................................................................
4 1 admire politicians who are sincere. ...................................................................................................
5 A big city is always fascinating. ..........................................................................................................
6 Even an efficient system can break down. ..................
. '.......................................................................
. .,
k7 A road map is always out of date. .......................t........................:......................................................
8 A rule is meant to be broken. ..............................................................................................................
9 Restaurants shouldn't charge too much. ............................................................................................
10 How much do car radios cost? ...........................................................................................................
1 1 A bus leaves here every hour. ............................................................................................................
12 How long does a letter take to get here? ............................................................................................
I ,

3.1 6 The 'plural form' of 'alan'
Study:
I**I

.

[> LEG 3.5-6,3.9.1-21

1 The plural of d a n is zero (gi ) when we refer to 'things in general':
A cat is a domestic animal. + ( gi ) Cats are ( fd ) domestic animals.

2 The plural of d a n is some or any when we refer to 'quantity' [but compare > 5.3AI:
There's a sandwich on the plate. + There are some sandwiches on the plate. [> 5.381
We use numbers in place of d a n and some/any only when we are counting:
There's only one sandwich left.+ There are only four sandwiches left. [> 3.281

Write:

Turn these sentences into the plural, making all necessary changes.
1 She's an architect.

.........*-.

.................................................................................

2 Do you want a potato? ........................................................................................................................
3 A doctor needs years of training. ........................................................................................................
4 How well can a cat see in the dark? ...................................................................................................
5 Have you got a cat at home? ..............................................................................................................
6 Why should a compact disc be so dear? ............................................................................................
7 1 borrowed a compact disc. .................................................................................................................
8 Can you lend me a compact disc? ......................................................................................................
9 Why is a car so expensive? ................................................................................................................
10 There isn't a car in the street. .............................................................................................................

3.1 The indefinite article: Wan' ( 1 )

3.1C Describing people and things with 'atan' + noun: 'He's a doctor'
[> LEG 3.9.3-4, App 491

- nationality: She's American. (adjective) or: She's an American. (noun) [> 3.3CI

- religion: She's Anglican. (adjective) or: She's an Anglican. (noun)
- politics: He's Conservative. (adjective) or: He's a Conservative. (noun)
2 We use some words only as countable nouns (people and things) and we always put &an in
front of them: He's a doctor. (Not 'He's doctor. 9 It's a tree. (Not *It's tree. 9
We can also use adjective + noun: She's a good girl. (Not 'She's good girl. 9
3 We can use &an in front of proper nouns (names spelt with a capital letter) for:
-members of a family: He's a Forsyte. (= a member of the Forsyte family)
-literature and art: It's a Dickens novel. It's a Brecht play. Sometimes we can use the name
on its own. We can say It's a Rembrandt painting or It's a Rembrandt.

Write:

Write sentences using He's ..., She's ..., It's ... + noun for each of the following.

H&ataw-*.
What does he do? He drives a taxi. ....................................................................................................
What's her religion? She's Catholic. ...................................................................................................
Where does he come from? He comes from England. .......................................................................
What's that? (ant) ...............................................................................................................................
What's that? (kind of insect) ...............................................................................................................
What political party does she belong to? She's socialist. ...................................................................
What does she do? She teaches children. .........................................................................................
8 What does she do? (architect) .................................................................. ..........................................
9 What is it? (sonnet by Skalfespeare) ..................................................................................................
10 What is it? (painting by Picasso)
.........................................................................................................
..
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

3.1D Context
Write:

Put in a, some, any or '-'. Alternatives are possible.
AT YOUR SERVICE, SIR!
........-........robots are common in industry and perhaps they will soon be common in the home.
...................robot working in the home must be able to behave like ................... human. You could
ask it to make breakfast for you. 'I'd like ................... pot of coffee, please and ................... boiled
eggs.' 'How many, sir?' 'Two please.' You wouldn't have to worry about bringing friends home to
dinner. 'I've brought ................... friends for dinner,' you would say, 'please prepare ...................meal
...................cleaner, and
for six.' Your robot would be ...................cook, ...................servant and lo
perhaps it could even do the shopping. 'We haven't got ................... tomatoes,' you would say. 'Be
l2 ...................good robot and get some from the supermarket.' l 3 ................... robots would never need
to sleep, and would never complain. But I wouldn't want them wandering round the house at night!

'

"

Ask it to make breakfast for you.

3 Articles

3.2 The indefinite article: 'alan' (2)
3.2A

The use of 'alan' when something is mentioned for the first time
[z LEG 3.8, 3.1 0.21

Study:
El

/

We use d a n to introduce a person or thing for the first time. This shows that the listener or
reader doesn't know what we are referring to. After this first reference, we use the.

I

I

I watched [ a car1 as it came up our road. ( The car stopped outside our house and
got out. IThe man] was carrying I a case 1 in his hand. With I the case] in his
hand, 1 the man 1 looked like 1 a salesman./

Ia mad
Write:

Supply d a n or the in the following text.

'

During our journey we came to '.....a
...... bridge. As we were crossing .............. bridge, we met
.............. old man and spoke to him. .............. man refused to answer us at first. He could tell at a
glance that we had escaped from ..............prisoner-of-war camp and he was afraid of getting into
trouble. We weren't .............. first prisoners of war to have escaped from ......:....... camp. As soon as
Jim produced ..............revolver, ..............man proved very willing to answer our questions. He told
us exactly where we were and directed us to ' O .............. farm where we might find food.

'

3.2B The difference between 'alan' and 'me' [>wc3.1 0.1 3.1I ]
Study:
I**I

1 We do not use d a n + noun and one + noun in the same way.
We use d a n to mean 'any one': I'd like a coffee, please.
We use one when we are counting: It was one coffee I ordered and not two.

2 We use one with day, morning, evening when we are telling a story:
One day, when I was working as a salesman, I received a strange telephone call.
Compare: I had to stay in bed fora day. (= any day, it doesn't matter which)
I had to stay in bed for one day. (= one day and not two or more)
3 We use d a n or one with:
a Whole numbers: done hundred, thousand. c Money: done pound, dollar.
b Fractions: done quarter, half.
d Weights, measures: done kilo, foot.

Write:

Supply d a n or one in these sentences. Note where you can use either d a n or one.

1 I need ..........@.......... picture-hook to hang this picture.
2 Did you say you wanted ....................... picture-hook or two?
3 ....................... nail won't be enough for this job. I need several.
4 You should use ....................... hammer to drive in those nails.
How many orange juices did you say? -Just ....................... orange juice, please.
You should get out into the fresh air on .......................day like this!
....................... day, many
years later, I learnt the truth.
. .
1 was out walking late ....................... evening when I saw .......................strange object in the sky.
He says he's going to be ........................millionaire ........................day.
10 There were over ........................hundred people at the party.
1 1 Have you ever seen ........................silent movie?
12 I've only ever seen ........................silent movie.
5
6
7
8
9

3.2 The indefinite article: Wan' (2)

3.2C 'Alan' for price, distance and frequency: '80p a kilo' [> LEG 3.121
Study:
El
Write:

pricelweight: 80p a kilo

distancelspeed: 40 km an hour

Write complete answers to these questions.
1
2
3
4
5
6

?Y?.%!!...a..~:

...................................................
How much are these apples? 90plkilo ...... T*.
How often do you take these pills? oncelday .....................................................................................
What speed are we doing? 100 kmlhour ............................................................................................
How many miles a gallon do you do? 45 mileslgallon ........................................................................
How often is the rubbish collected? twicelweek .................................................................................
What does olive oil cost? f3llitre. .......................................................................................................

3.2D 'Alan' or zero with reference to illnesses: 'a cold' [>LEG 3.151
Study:

m

1 We always use a/an with these illnesses: a cold, a headache, a sore throat.
2 We can use or omit a/an with these:

catch (a) cold, have (a/an) backache/earache/stornach-achekoothache.
3 We use no article at all with these plurals: measles, mumps, shingles.
4 We use no article with these: (high) blood pressure, flu, gout, hepatitis.

Write:

Supply a/an where necessary. Note where you can use a/an or zero (-).
1 I'm going to bed, I:ve got :..a...,.
headache.
2 1 was awake all night with ......... toothache.
3 1 think Gillian's got ......... flu.
4 The children are in bed with ......... mumps.
5 Mind you don't catch ......... cold.

6
7
8
9
10

......... measles can be very unpleasant.
Don't come near me. I've got .........sore throat.
1 think I've got ......... cold!
I've had ......... terrible backache.
1 often suffer from ......... backache.

3.2E Context
Write:

Put in a, the, or one only where necessary.
HERE'S HEALTH!
'I think that's all, Mrs Grant,' Dr Grey said as she handed her .......a..... list of
prescriptions. ...............list was very long and Mrs Grant almost fainted as
she tried to read it. She had ...............headache and ...............cold and felt
as if she was getting ...............flu. On top of this, one of her children was in
bed with ...............mumps. 'I've prescribed some pills for ...............high
blood pressure as well,' Dr Grey said. 'How many do I have to take ...............pill ...............day?' 'No. One pill with each meal. Three pills
l o ...............day.' Mrs Grant thanked ...............doctor and walked out of her
surgery with some difficulty. She staggered into the local chemist's and
handed l 2 ...............long prescription list to Mr Burt, l 3 ...............chemist. Mr
Burt greeted her cheerfully. 'Good morning, Mrs Grant,' he said, glancing at
14
...............list. 'What a list! I trust you're keeping well!'

'

"

I trust you're keeping well!

3 Articles

3.3 The definite article: 'the' (1)
3.3A Form and basic uses of 'the'
Study:
El

[> LEG 3.16,3.18]

1 The never varies in form whether it refers to people or things, singular or plural:
a That's the man we met last night.
d They're the men we met last night.
b That's the woman we met last night. e They're the women we met last night.
c That's the shirt I bought yesterday. f They're the shirts I bought yesterday.
2 We use the to refer to something that is known. [> 3.2A]

3 The can combine with singular countable nouns (the book),plural countable nouns (the books),

Write:

Supply a or the in the following text.
We wanted to reach ...... ..... small village and knew we must be near. Then we saw ..............
woman just ahead and some children playing, When we stopped to ask the way, ..............woman
said she was ..............stranger herself. We called out to .............. children, but they ignored us. Just
then two men came along and we asked them the way. ..............men didn't know, but at least they
were helpful. 'There's '.............. signpost a mile along this road,' one of them said. We drove to
.............. signpost eagerly. This is what it said: NORTH POLE 6,000 MILES.
C

%"

.

3.3B 'Alan', 'the' and zero in front of abbreviations: 'the BBC'
[> LEG 3.7, 3.17, 3.241

Study:
I**I

1 We make abbreviations with the first letters of the most important words. We then treat these
abbreviations like ordinary nouns and use them with dan, the or zero [> 3.1CI:
I've just bought an LP. (= a Long Playing record).
We use an + vowel sound (an LP) and a + consonant sound ( a VW= a Volkswagen).
2 We use d a n and full stops with titles: She's an M.A. (= Master of Arts)

3 We use the in front of institutions when we can't say them as single words. We don't use full
stops: I listen to the news on the BBC. (= the British Broadcasting Corporation)
We are members of UNESCO. 1ju:'neskavl
(= the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization)
4 We use no article (zero) with chemical symbols: CO, stands for Carbon Dioxide.

5 The first letters of some words are often used as normal words: e.g.
Planes use radar. (= RAdio Detection And Ranging)

Write:

Supply dan, the or

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

I-'.

a
Jim got ........................
B.Sc. (= Bachelor of Science) from Durham University in 1988.
Celia is sure she's seen ........................ UFO (= Unidentified Flying Object).
........................EC (= European Community) does a lot of trade with the rest of the world.
1 don't know how much ........................MP (= Member of Parliament) earns.
Which countries belong to ........................NATOInertavl ? (= North Atlantic Treaty Organization)
........................H,O is the chemical formula for water.
I've used my computer to learn ........................BASIC (= Beginners' All-purpose Instruction Code).
........................NASA (= National Aeronautics and Space Administration) had a setback in 1986.

3.3 The definite article: 'the' (1)

3.3C 'The' + nationality noun: 'the Chinese' [> LEG 3.19.2.~
Study:
I**I

p 491
p

We use the in front of nationality nouns to refer to 'all the people in general'.
We can divide nationality nouns into four groups:
1 the + -ese or -ss: the Chinese, the Japanese, the Portuguese, the Sudanese, the Swiss.

2 the + plural ending in -s:
-ian: the Austrians, the Belgians, the Brazilians, the Egyptians, the Russians.
-an: the Americans, the Koreans, the Mexicans, the Venezuelans, the Zimbabweans.
other -s endings: the Arabs, the Germans, the Greeks, the Poles, the Scots, the Turks.

3 Two forms: the Danes/the Danish, the Spaniards/the Spanish, the Swededthe Swedish.
4 the + -ch or -sh: the British, the Dutch, the English, the French, the Irish, the Welsh.

Write:

Rewrite these sentences using nationality nouns to refer to 'the people in general'.

1 The people from Portugal are very different from the people from Spain.
.... .?&. P
;..q.
M m ..*.
;
........................................
2 The people from America and the people from Russia understand each other better.

.w.

. s m : .

............................................................................................................................................................
3 The people from Brazil speak Portuguese, but the people from Mexico speak Spanish.
4 The people from Germany and the people from Japan work very hard.

............................................................................................................................................................
5 The people from Greece buy ships from the people from Korea.
6 The people fcom Britain and the people from Holland do a lot of foreign trade.

.

3.3D Context
Write:

Put in a or the.
ANCIENT SECRETS
Mr Denys Stocks, I ......%..... retired policeman, has just been given
'..............BSC.for twelve years' research into ancient Egyptian
industrial methods. Egyptologists have often wondered how ..............
Egyptians were able to cut such hard stone and how they produced
such fine jewellery. Mr Stocks has shown that .............. Egyptians used
saws and drills. .............. saws and drills were made of copper, which is
very soft. But ..............Egyptian craftsmen turned them into very
powerful tools. First .............. craftsman made .............. cut in ..............
stone with lo
.............. soft saw. Then l 1 .............. craftsman poured sand
into l2
.............. cut. j 3 ..............hard sand got into l4 ..............teeth of
l 5 .............. saw and did l6 .............. cutting. In this way, l7 ..............worker
could cut basalt, one of the hardest rocks. l8 .............. sand he used
turned into l9 .............. very fine powder. 20.............. powder was then
used by jewellers to cut precious stones and to make delicate jewellery.

An ancient Egyptian drill

3 Articles

3.4 The definite article: 'the' (2)
3.4A
Study:
I**I

'The' for specifying

[> LEG 3.201

1 When we use the, the listener or reader knows or can understand what we are referring to.
We can make a reference 'specific' or 'definite' by means of:
- back reference: We stopped at a small village. The village was very pretty. [> 3.2A, 3.3AI
- the + noun + of: The life of Napoleon was very stormy.
- a clause (= part of a sentence): The Jones I'm referring to is a colleague of mine.
- context: The listener knows exactly what we are referring to from the context.
That's why we say: It's the postman. (Not *a postman*)
She's gone to the butcher's. (Not *a butcher's*) [> 2.8DI
Running is good for the heart. (Not *a heart*)

2 We often say the cinema, the theatre, the supermarket, the bank, etc. even if we don't know
exactly which: He's gone to the cinemahhe theatrehhe supermarket/thebank.
3 We refer to the country, the mountains, the seaside even if we don't know exactly where:
We're spending the weekend in the country/in the mountains/at the seaside.

Write:

Supply 'alan, the or '-'
1 We were looking for .......@. ....... place to spend .....&.... night. ................. place we found turned
out to be in ................. charming village. .................village was called .................Lodsworth.
2 .................individual has every right to expect personal freedom. .................freedom of
.................individual is something worth fighting for.
3 Yes, my name is .................Simpson, but I'm not .................Simpson you're looking for.
4 Who's at ................. door? - It's .................postman.
5 When you go out, would you please go to .................supermarket and get some butter.
6 I've got .................appointment this afternoon. I've got to go to ................. doctor's.
7 We went to .................theatre last night and saw Flames. It's ................. wonderful play.
8 We prefer to spend our holidays in ................. country, .................mountains or by .................sea.
9 We have seen what .................earth looks like from .................moon.
10 This is the front room. ................. ceiling and .................walls need decorating, but .................
floor is in good order. We'll probably cover it with ................. carpet.
11 You're imagining .................things. All your fears are in ................. mind.
12 Look at this wonderful small computer. ................. top lifts up to form ................. screen;
.................front lifts off to form .................keyboard and ................. whole thing only weighs 5 kilos.
13 .................history of .................world is .................history of ................. war.
14 Is there ................. moon round .................planet Venus?
15 What's .................John doing these days? - He's working as .................postman.
16 .................exercise is good for ................. body.
17 Could you pass me .................salt, please?
18 They're building ................. new supermarket in .................centre of our town.
19 Where's your mother at ................. moment? - I think she's in ................. kitchen.
20 If you were a cook, you'd have to work in .................kitchen all day long.

3.4 The definite article: 'the' (2)

3.48

'The' to refer to things that are unique (not place names) [> 3.6c, LEG 3.221
historical events: the French Revolution
official titles: the President
c documents: the Constitution
i political parties: the Labour Party
d public bodies: the police, the Government j the press: The Economist, The Times
e titles of books and films: The Odyssey
k beliefs: the gods
f climate: the weather
I the whole species: the dinosaurs
2 We treat other, similar, words as proper nouns [> 3.5AI and use no article (zero), e.g.
a organizations: Congress, Parliament
d official titles: Queen Elizabeth
b titles of books and films: Jaws
e the press: Punch, Time magazine
c beliefs: God, Buddha

Write:

Supply the or

I-'.

m...

I like to read newspapers like ....The...
Times and ....
Washington Post.
1 read .............. Economist every week and .............. Time magazine.
Do you think .............. New Yorkerand ..............Punch have much in common?
We can't be sure about the history of .............. human race, but .............. man developed earlier
than we think, though we certainly weren't around at the time of .............. dinosaurs.
5 1 like watching old films. I recently watched ..............Graduate and .............. Jaws on video.
The Ancient Greeks believed in ..............gods. The idea of .............. God was not known to them.
I've read Homer's .............. Odyssey, but I haven't read Joyce's .............. Ulysses.
.............. United Nations may be a talking shop, but so is .............. Congress.
A lot of people object to attempts to bring up .............. Titanic.
My oldest son joined .............. Navy and now my youngest wants to join ........:..... Army.
France c e l e b r b d the 200th anniversary of ..............French Revolution in 1989.
In many countries, the head of state is called ..............President.
Do you know who killed ..............President Lincoln?
Because of 'the greenhouse effect' ..............climate of the world is changing.
1
2
3
4

3.4C Context
Write:

Put in a/an or the.
SUNRAYCER
I read recently in
Times that the big American company, General Motors, has developed
..............vehicle that uses .............. power of ..............sun instead of petrol. ..............vehicle is
called Sunraycer. Sunraycer has just taken part in ..............race against 25 solar-powered vehicles.
..............route of ..............race was from Darwin to Adelaide, ..............immense distance.
Sunraycer covered l o ..............distance in 45 hours at ".............. average speed of 41 miles l 2 ..............
hour in temperatures as high as 48•‹C. It beat all other cars by two and l3 .............. half days! Sunraycer
('ray of the sun' + 'racer') is certainly l4 ..............car of l 5 ..............future!

....m....

'

Sunraycer

3 Articles

3.5 The zero article (1)
3.5A Basic uses of the zero article (8):'Life is short' [> LEG 3.24-26,3.27.1,3.27.3-51
Study:
I**I

We often use no article at all (zero) in English where some other languages use the:
1 In front of plural countable nouns used in general statements [> 3.1A], e.g. for:
- people:
Women need better pay.
- places:
Museums are closed on Mondays.
- animals:
Cats don't like cold weather. - plants: jd Trees don't grow in the Antarctic.
- food: jd Beans are good for you.
- products: jd Watches aren't expensive.
(Not *The beans are good for you. * etc.) [compare > 5.3AI

4
4

4

2 In front of uncountable nouns (always singular) used in general statements, e.g. for:
- food: I like jd butter.
- substances: 4 Oil is produced in Alaska.
- colours: 4 Red is my favourite colour.
- activities: jd Swimming is good for you.
- abstract: 4 Life is short.
- languages: jd English is a world language.
(Not 'The life is short. * etc.) [compare > 5.3AI
3 In front of most proper nouns (names speit with a capital letter) [> 3.1C, 3.6Cl:
Fritz Weber lives in Berlin. This was made by Jackson and Son.

By comparison, we use the when the reference is specific, not in general statements:
1 In front of plural countable nouns: The beans I like best'are kidney beans.
2 In front of uncountable nouns: I used all the bumr th&Ns in thebutler dish.'
3 In frbnt of proper nouns: The Fritz Weber I know lives in Vienna.

Write:

Supply the or '-'.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

A lot of people are giving up ...... -...... meat.
................meat we had for lunch last Sunday was very tough.
As someone said, ................life is just one damned thing after another.
1 don't know much about ................life of ................Napoleon.
................running is supposed to be good for you.
1 ought to be fit with all ................ running I do, but I don't feel fit.
Which is your favourite colour? - ................ Red.
1 think ................red one will suit you best. ................Red is more your colour.
We learnt ................ English at school, but ................ English we learnt was useless.
................ London is a safe city today, but ................ London of the 18th century was pretty rough.
................watches have become very cheap and very attractive.
Most of ................watches you see today work on ................ quartz.
................ indoor plants require a lot of effort and attention.
................ Bach gives me a great deal of pleasure.
................Bach recording you bought for my birthday is first class.
What has been the longest period of ................peace in ................history?
If you study ................History, you've got to read a lot.
................fasting during ................Ramadan is more difficult in the summer months.
................journeys to unknown places require a lot of preparation.
................lives of ................poets and ................musicians hsve dten been unbarably difficult.
I'm not interested in the price of ................ silver or the price of ................gold.
................ time is ................money.
1 can never regret ................ time I've spent enjoying myself.
1 often listen to ................musk and I like ................ jazz best.

3.5 The zero article (1)

3.5B The zero article with names and titles: 'Mr Pym' [> LEG 2.13.3.271
Study:
I**I

1 We do not normally use articles in front of proper nouns (like John, London, etc.).

2 We use a surname or first name + surname after Mr, Mrs, Miss and Ms /maz/ : Mr Pym,
Mr John Pym. We often write, but rarely say Ms, as in Ms Joan Cartwright.
3 We abbreviate Doctor to Dr in writing and use a surname after it: I'm Dr Brown, but we can use
Doctoron its own as a form of address (written in full): It's my liver, Doctor.
4 In British English Madam and Sircan be used as forms of address, e.g. by shop assistants:
Yes, madam? Sir is also a title in front of first name (+ surname): Sir John (Falstaff), (Not 'Sir
Falstaff'). Americans use Sir on its own to speak to strangers.

5 We can say Uncle and Auntie (but not 'Cousin'or Sister') to address our relations.
6 Major and Professor can be used with names or on their own.

7 Nurse and sometimes Sistercan be used as forms of address for nurses.

Write:

Mark with an X those sentences that are wrong or unacceptable and briefly say why.

1 Excuse me, Mr - can you tell me the way to the station, please? X
2 Good morning, Doctor. 3 Don't ask me. Ask Mrs Elizabeth. 4 Can I introduce you to Mrs Elizabeth Jackson? -

5 1 have an appointment with Dr White. 6 I've just received a letter from cousin Frank. -

7 Can I help you, Mrs? 8 Can I help you, Madam? 9 Sir Falstaff is qfamous Shakespeare character. 10 May I have a w&d with you please, Professor? 1 1 I've addressed the letterto Professor John Williams. Is that right? 12 Nurse, could I speak to you for a moment, please? -

3.5C Context
Write:

Put in dan, the or '-'
FOOD FIT FOR A KING!
...... .....seeds dating- from 1325 B.C. have been found at ..............Kew Gardens in ..............
London. 'It's ..............exciting discovery,' .............. Professor Arthur Bell, .............. Director, said
yesterday. '.............. seeds were found in 30 cardboard boxes by ..............French student, ..............
Christian Tutundjian de Vartavan. lo
..............seeds come from l1
.............. tomb of l2
..............King
Tutankhamun. inside l3
..............tomb were shawabtis, that is, model human beings who would serve
l4
..............King after l5
.............. death. Inside l6
.............. Tutankhamun's tomb, there was l7
..............
wheat for making l8
.............. bread, l9
.............. barley, perhaps for brewing 20 ..............beer, and spices
lika .............. coriander, 22 .............. cumin and 23 .............. sesame, as well as 24 ..............grapes and
25
.............. tropical fruits. ............. food had to be suitable for 27.............. King's last journey, but it was
very tasty, too!

' -

Inside Tutankhamun's tomb

3 Articles

3.6 The zero article (2)
3.6A Zero article for parts of the day ('at dawn') and for meals ('for lunch')
[> LEG 3.28.1 -21

at/by/before/after/tiII4 o'clock: We left at dawn.
But compare: I've never seen a dawn like it! 1 got up early to admire the dawn.
2 Meals: We use no article with words like: breakfast, lunch, tea, dinner, supper:
Dinner is served. He's at lunch. Let's have breakfast.
But compare: The breakfast I ordered still hasn't arrived. (a specific reference)

Write:

Supply dan, the or
1
2
3
4
5

I-'.

We're setting off at .....-...... sunrise.
6
7
We must be home before ..............midnight.
I'm often wide awake at ..............night.
8
We reached the village before .............. sunset. 9
..............lunch I ordered was burnt.
10

We're invited to the Smittis for .............. lunch.
Let's have .............. breakfast on the terrace.
Do you always have ..............tea at four?
We've come here to see ..............sunset.
1had ,. ........ r\ic$ lunch at the Ritz.
-

*

3.6B Zero article for e.g. 'She's at school' and 'He's in hospital'
[> LEG 3.28.3, Apps 21 -231

Study:
I**I

1 We use no article in front of nouns like schooland hospital in phrases like to school, at school,
in hospital when we are referring to their normal purpose:
Jane's gone to school. Jane's at school. (to learn); John's in hospital. (he's ill)
(Not 'Jane's gone to the school. *Jane's at the school. *John's in the hospital. )'
Other nouns like this are: bed, church, class, college, prison, sea, town, university, work.
For the use of to, at and in with these nouns [> 8.2AI. For home [> 8.2A, 10.2Cl.
2 We use the or d a n with these nouns when we are not referring to their 'purpose':
Jane's gone to the school for a meeting. There's a meeting at the school.
Norton High is a very good school. I'm going to make the bed.

3 Nouns which are not part of this special group behave in the usual way:
My wife's at the office. (perhaps to work); They are at the mosque. (perhaps to pray)
John's in the kitchen. (perhaps to prepare a meal) [> 3.4AI
My wife's firm has an office in Edinburgh. (Not *My wife's firm has office* [> 3.1C])

Write:

Supply dan, the or '-'.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

52

-

I'm really tired and I'm going to .... ..... bed.
Your shoes are under ............bed.
Tim's been in ............bed for hours.
We've bought ............lovely new bed.
We took some photos outside ............church.
We always go to ............church on Sunday.
Have you ever worked in ............ factory?
Susan's in ............ class at the moment.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

My father went to ............sea when he was 14.
When do you hope to go l o ............ university?
Martha's been taken l o ............ hospital.
How long will she be in ............ hospital?
There's a strike at ............ hospital.
We've got ............fine new hospital.
When do you get home from ............off ice?
John's at ............ work at the moment.

3.6 The zero article (2)

3.6C Zero article or 'the' with place names [> LEG 3.311
1 General rule: We use no article with proper nouns [> 3.5A], so this includes place names, but
Study:
13 there is some variation. We use the with the words bay, canal, channel, gulf, kingdom, ocean,
republic, river, sea, strait(s), union, united: the United States of America.
2 Zero for: countries (Turkey), states (Ohio),cities (Paris),streets (Oxford Street), parks (Hyde
Park), addresses (24 North Street), buildings (Westminster Abbey), geographical areas (Africa),
historical references (Ancient Rome), mountains (Everest),islands (Malta).

3 The for: some countries (the USA, the USSR), some geographical areas (the Arctic, the
Balkans), some historical references (the Dark Ages), oceans and rivers (the Pacific, the (River)
Nile), mountain ranges (the Alps, the Himalayas), deserts (the Sahara, the Gob$
4 Zero or the: theatres (Her Majestyls/The Globe), hotels (Brownls/theHilton), restaurants

Write:

Supply the or

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

I-'.

I've always understood . . ~ .Dark
. Ages to refer specifically to ...-.... Medieval Europe.
Ferguson has travelled everywhere from .......... Central Asia to .......... Arctic.
I've been to ..........Brazil and ..........Argentina, but I've never been to ..........USA.
I'd love to do a tour of European capitals and visit ..........London, .......... Paris, and .......... Vienna.
What's your address? - I live in ..........Montague Road, number 27.
1 could never afford to stay at hotels like .......... Brown's or ..........Hilton.
Karl was born in ..........Bavaria, but he now lives in .......... Ohio.
You can't visit .......... London without seeing ..........Buckingham Palace.
I've been climbing in ..........Alps, but I've never managed to get up .......... Mont Blanc.
A lot of people have tried to cross ..........Sahara without being properly prepared.
I'dlove to 6 a W d o w n .......... Nile as far as ..........Luxor.
There's a splendid view of ..........Lake Geneva from this hotel.
We had an early dinner at .......... Leoni's and then went to a play at ..........Globe Theatre.
Go down ..........Oxford Street till you come to ..........Oxford Circus, then turn right.
Do you know the song about .......... London Bridge?

3.6D Context
Write:

Put in &an, the or '-'
HIGH FLYER
I travel all over '....#W.... world on business and my neighbour thinks my life is one long holiday. You
know what ..............business travel is like: up at ..............dawn to catch .............. plane; ..............
breakfast in ..............London, .............. lunch in ..............New York, ..............luggage [> 2.4BI in
'O ..............Bermuda. When you're in ii..............sky, you see only snow in l 2 .............. Arctic or
13
.............. Greenland. You have glimpses of l 4 .............. Andes or l5
.............. Pacific. You're always
exhausted. Your wife or husband complains you're never there to take l6 ..............children to
17
.............. school or put them to l a .............. bed. When you get
home, your neighbour says, 'Another
nice holiday, eh?' Give me Home Sweet Home any day!

Home Sweet Horn

4 Pronouns
4.1 Personal pronouns
4.1A Subject and object pronouns [> LEG 4.1 -61
Study:
E!

I

1 We use pronouns in place of nouns. They may be subject (she) or object (her).

2 We call I, you, etc. personal pronouns because they refer to 'grammatical persons':
1st person: I, we 2nd person: you 3rd person: he, she, it, one, they
3 In English, we must express the subject of a sentence, so we use a pronoun or a noun:
John (or He) is here. Tim and Pam (or They) have arrived. (Not *is here* *have arrived* etc.)
4 We do not have singular and plural forms of you. We can say You're right to someone we don't
know at all or to someone we know very well, to a child or to an adult.

5 We use it to say who someone is: Who's that?- It's our new neighbour, Mr,Groves.
We use he/she/they to give information about someone:
Who's Mr Groves? - He's our new neighbour.

i

Write:

Supply pronouns and underline the words they replace.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Your parcel has arrived. ..............I!?
..........was delivered this morning.
Jane and I have already eaten. .............................had a meal before we left home.
Who's that? - .............................
's my mother. Would you like to meet her?
's the woman who's just started working for our company.
Who's Jane Wilson? - .............................
So you've had a baby! Is .............................a boy or a girl?
Whose cat is that? .............................'s always in our garden.
When John comes in, please tell .............................I phoned.
If you see Catherine, please give .............................my regards.

4.1 B Subject or object pronoun? [> LEG 4.7,6.27.1]
Study:
I**I

1 We often use object pronouns after be: Who is it? - It's me/him/her/us/them.

2 We do not use I, she, etc. on their own in answer to questions with Who?. In everyday speech,
we use object pronouns: Who told him? - Me/Not me. Or we say: I did// didn't.
3 We use object pronouns after as and than: He's taller than me/as tall as me.
or we use subject + verb: He's taller than I am/as tall as I am. [> 1.lOD]

Write:

Supply suitable pronouns in the following. Alternatives are possible.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

..... !
Who's that? - It's ...W~.!????./~?~M~E&??
I
Who wants to know what we're having for dinner tonight? - ..........................................................
Who wants to help me in the garden? - Not ............................... !
You can invite him to your place. - ...............................! You must be joking!
It was ..............................who told you, not my brother.
She's taller than ................................ but not as strong as ..............................am.
He's more intelligent than ...............................am, but not as good at sports as ...............................

4.1 Personal pronouns

4.1C Gender in relation to animals, things and countries [> LEG 4.81
Study:
I**I
Or in folk stories: 'It's late, ' the hare said as he looked at his watch.
2 We use he or she to refer to 'lower animals' when, for example, we regard their activities with
interest: Look at that frog! Look at the way he jumps!

3 We sometimes refer to ships, cars, motorbikes and other machines as she, when the reference
is 'affectionate': My old car's not fast, but she does 50 miles to the gallon.
4 Some writers refer to a country as she when they're thinking of it 'as a person':
In 194 1, America assumed her role as a world power.

Write:

Supply suitable pronouns in the following. Alternatives are possible.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

What do you call your dog? - .......S.he.......'s called Flossie.
There's a dog in our neighbourhood that barks all night. ..................... 's getting on my nerves.
They're launching a new ship in Portsmouth and I've been invited to see ..................... launched.
The Titanic may be at the bottom of the sea, but .....................'s never forgotten.
1 run a car in London, but I really don't need .....................
This old car of mine may be falling to pieces, but .....................
's all I've got.
Did you see that frog? ..................... jumped right in front of us!
1 saw a frog in our garden. - Where did you see ......................7
You can't see America in a week, you know. ..................... 's a big country!
In the 19th century America welcomed the European poor. .....................opened her arms to them.
.
'.....................'s a cunning fox,' the monkey said to the hen. 'Be careful!'
They've uj; f6bnd an OMwreck off the coast of Florida. .....................
's probably Spanish.

4.1D Context
Write:

Put in the missing pronouns (including who).
TOO MUCH TO BEAR!
If you're on holiday in the Western Islands of Scotland and I ....
see a bear, avoid ...............! It
might turn out to be Hercules, the famous star ...............has appeared in TV ads, films and cabaret.
Hercules disappeared when his owner, Andy Robbins, took ...............for a swim. Police and troops
have joined in the search, but ...............haven't had any success. After all, Hercules is unlikely to
appear suddenly, shouting, 'It's ............... ! Here ............... am!' The search party are carrying yoghurt
and bananas to offer the bear because that's what ............... likes best. '9...............isn't dangerous,
but l o ...............'s very hungry,' a searcher said. So if you see a ten-foot bear in the Western Islands,
make sure l 1 ............... are carrying some bananas. l 2 ...............may be just what a hungry bear is
waiting for and if l3...............don't find l4 ...............,you can always eat l 5 ...............yourself!

v...

If you see a ten-foot bear

...

4 Pronouns

4.2 'One'
4.2A

'One' and 'you' [> LEG 4.91

Study:
[**)

A: Is it easy to go camping in this country?
B: Yes, but one isn't allowed to camp where one likes. One can only use camp-sites.
or: Yes, but you aren't allowed to camp where you like. You can only use camp-sites.
Don't use one, one's (= your) and oneself (= yourself) unless you want to sound formal.

Write:

Rewrite this paragraph so that it sounds 'informal'. Use you.
The moment one gets into the mountains, one is on one's own. One has to rely on oneself for
everything. This means one has to carry all one's own food, though, of course, one can get pure
drinking water from mountain streams. One won't see any local people for days at a time, so one can't
get help if one's lost. One has to do one's best tqfind sheltered places to spend the night.

...&.w.v..*.m.&.-

4.28

.................................................................................

'One' and 'ones' in place of countable nouns: 'Use this clean one'
[> LEG 4.101

Study:
I**I

1 We can't use an adjective on its own in place of a singular countable noun. We must use a noun
after an adjective or we must use one to avoid repeating the noun [> 6.3AI:
Don't use that cloth. Use this clean one. (Not 'Use this clean. ')
2 We use ones to avoid repeatmg a plural countable noun:
I don't want to wear my old shoes. I want to wear my new ones. (Not 'wear my new')

3 We can use one and ones for people as well as things:
Do you know John Smith/Jane Smith? - Is he/she the one who phoned last night?
Do you know the Smiths? - Are they the ones who used to live in this house?
4 We do not use one in place of an uncountable noun. We repeat the noun or use no noun at all:

Write:

Supply one or ones where necessary.

.............................who joined us last week?
Have you met our new secretary? - Is she the .....C??W
You know the man I mean, the .........................................who lent you •’50.
Which actresses did you meet? - The ......................................... who appeared in Act 1.
Here are your stamps. These are the .........................................you paid for.
Which computer did you use? - The .........................................that is in your office.
6 The children I like to teach are the ......................................... who like to learn.
7 Pour away that dirty water and get some clean .........................................
8 If I were you, I'd sell that old car and buy a new .........................................

1
2
3
4
5

4.2 'One'

4.2C 'Which one(s)?'
Study:
I**)

- 'Thislthat (one)', etc. [> LEG 4.101

1 We use one/ones to refer to people and things after Which?, this/that and adjectives:
Which one would you like? This one or that one? - I'd like the large one/the red one.
We can also say Which would you like? This or that?

2 We sometimes omit one and ones after superlatives and in short answers:
Which one/ones would you like? - I'd like the best (one/ones).
Which one/ones would you like? - The large/the red.
3 We usually avoid ones after these/those:I want these. I want those. (Not 'these ones*)
4 We normally use one/ones after this/that/these/those+ adjective:
I want this/that white one. I want these/those white ones.

5 We cannot omit one/ones in structures like: Which woman? - The one in the green dress.

Write:

a Supply one or ones.
b Put a tick beside the sentences where one/ones could be omitted.
1 Which gloves would you like to see? - The ........W......... in the window.
2 Which shoes fit you best? - The large ........................

Which pullover do you prefer? - The red ........................
Which jeans are you going to buy? - The most expensive ........................
Please pass me that plate. - Which ........................ ?
Two of those coats suit you very well. - Which ........................ ?
I'd like to test-drive one of these two cars. -This ........................ or that .........................7
I'd like to see some rings, please. -These ........................ in silver or those ........................ in
gold?
9 I'd like to try one of these shirts. Please pass me that white ........................
10 1 think, on the whole, I prefer these yellow ........................
3
4
5
6
7
8

4.2D Context
Write:

Put in you, one or ones where necessary.
HELP!

'...You..... can always tell the people who know all about cars. They're the .............. who can
recognize all the latest models and who bore .............. silly with useless information. The ..............
who don't know about cars are a bit like my friend, Robin. Robin is ..............of those people who
believes that all car engines are in the front of a vehicle. He recently hired a car without even realizing
that it was .............. of those with its engine at the back. Last week he was driving along a country
road when he heard a strange noise coming from the car and he stopped to have a look. He raised the
bonnet to examine his engine and you can imagine his surprise when he saw that he didn't have
..............! He waved to a passing car and a young man stopped. Robin explained that he had lost his
engine. 'I don't suppose ..............can help me,' he said. 'Of course I can help ..............,' the young
man said. 'I've got a spare l o.............. in the back of my car. You can use that l 1 .............. .'

A spare engine in the back.

4 Pronouns

4.3 'It' and 'one/some/any/none'
4.3A

'It' as in 'It's hot' and 'It's nice to see you' [> LEG 4.12-131
It carries no information in sentences like It's hot, It's 8 o'clock, etc. so we call it an 'empty
subject'. We use it because a sentence must have a subject. (Not 'Is hot?
2 'preparatory subject': 'It's nice to see you' [> 1.56, 16.4~,I6.7A]
We sometimes begin a sentence with it and continue with to-, -ing or that.
The true subject is to-, -ing, or that, but we generally prefer to begin with it:
To lie in the sun/Lying in the sun is pleasant. + It's pleasant to lie/lying in the sun.
That he's arriving today is certain. + It's certain (that) he's arriving today.

Write:

Here are some notes. Write them as sentences beginning with It.

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

4.38
Study:
I**I

Monday, 13th June today. ....~ t b . . M ~ J . ! 3 . * . . J % .................................................
rl..~.:
Snowing now. Snows a lot here. .........................................................................................................
22" Celsius in London yesterday. .......................................................................................................
100 kilometres from here to Paris. ......................................................................................................
Important to get to the meeting. ..........................................................................................................
Difficult making such decisions. ..........................................................................................................
A pleasure to welcome you all here. ...................................................................................................
A pity that they couldn't come. ............................................................................................................

'It' and 'one' as subjects and objects: 'I like it' [> LEG 4.161
1 We use it and they if we are referring to 'something particular':
Has the letter arrived this morning?- Yes, it has just arrived.
Have the letters arrived this morning? - Yes, they have just arrived.
2 We use one, some and none when we mean 'in general':
Has a letter arrived? - Yes, one has just arrived.
Have any letters arrived? - Yes, some have arrived. No, none have/has arrived. [> 5.7CI

3 We must use an object after verbs like enjoy and like [> 1.261:
particular: Do you like this cake? - Yes, I like it. (Not *I like// don't like?
Would you like some cake? - Yes, I'd like some./No, I don't want any.
general:
(Not 'I'd like// wouldn't like?

Write:

Supply it, them, one, some, any or none in the following.

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10
58

Were any cars parked outside our house today? - Yes, ......C??K
....... was parked there all morning.
Was that car parked outside our house today? - Yes, .................... was parked there all morning.
Did any letters come for me this morning? - No, ....................came for you.
Have the spare parts arrived yet? - Yes, .................... of them have just arrived.
Do you like this dish? - Yes, I like .................... very much.
Did you enjoy the strawberries? - Yes, I enjoyed ....................very much.
Would you like some strawberries? - No, I don't want ..................... thank you.
Would you like any cherries? - Yes, I'd like .....................please.
Have you got the maps with you? - No, I haven't got ....................
Have you got a spare light bulb? - No, I haven't got ....................

4.3 'It' and 'one/sorne/any/none'

4.3C 'I hopelbelievelexpect so'
Study:

1**I

[> LEG 4.171

1 We use so (not 'it') after these verbs when we are responding in the affirmative:
believe, expect, fear, guess, hope, imagine, say, suppose, tell someone and think:
Is what you told me true? - I believe so. (Not *I believe* *I believe it')

2 We use so in the affirmative after I'm afraid and It seems:
The weather changing for the worse. - I'm afraid so. It seems so.
3 We can make a negative in two ways after these verbs:
believe, expect, imagine, suppose, think and It seems:
Is that true? - I don't think so. Or: I think not.

Write:

Write questions or statements followed by responses using believe, etc.

1 Someone asks you if the next train goes to London. You believe it does.

D m u L e n ~ & t r a c * zg
, o / t o A o n u h ? - I ~ ~ .
..........................................................................................................................................................

2 Someone says the weather is going to improve. You hope it will.

3 Someone asks you if the letters have arrived yet. You don't think they have.

............................................................................................................................................................
4 Someone says the rail strike hasn't ended. It doesn't seem to have ended.
5 Someone says it's a holiday tomorrow. You want to know who says this.
6 Someone says there's been a terrible air disaster. You fear this is the case.

............................................................................................................................................................
7 Someone asks if the democrats will win the election. You don't expect they will.

4.3D Context
Write:

Put in one, any, it, they, them, or so.
SPELLING CAN BE A PAIN!
I..... I??....
was late in the afternoon when Mr Fox asked his ten-year-olds if
.............. would like to do a spelling test.
.............. 's quite an easy ............... I'll say the words and
MR FOX:
you'll spell ...............Write .............. in your exercise
books. If there are '.............. words you can't spell, I'll write
..............on the blackboard. Do you like spelling, Liz?
LIZ:
I love ...............
MR FOX:
What about you, Annie?
ANNIE:
I think l o .............., but I'm not sure.

'

Annie was quite late getting home from school that afternoon. Annie's
granddad was worried.
GRANDDAD: Why are you late, Annie?
ANNIE:
11 ..............'s because of rheumatism.
GRANDDAD: Only older people have rheumatism, Annie.
ANNIE:
No, I haven't got l 2 ..............,granddad. I just can't spell
13..

... because of rheumatism

.............I'

4 Pronouns

4.4 Possessive adjectives and possessive pronouns ('my/mineY)
4.4A Basic differences between 'my' and 'mine', etc.
Study:

[> LEG 4.19-211

1 My, your, his, her, its, one's, our, your and their are possessive adjectives. This means they

must go in front of nouns: He's my son. It's your house. etc.
2 They refer to the possessor, not to the thing possessed:
John amused his daughter. (= his own) John amused her daughter. (= someone else's)
Jane amused her son. (= her own) Jane amused his son. (= someone else's)
Its refers to possession by an animal or thing: The cat drank its milk. [> 2.7AI
3 Mine, yours, his, hers, ours, yours, and theirs are possessive pronouns.This means they
stand on their own: That book is mine. (Not 'That is mine book. ')

................ name?
1 What a beautiful baby girl! What's ............
2 This is your towel: it's yellow. And that's your husband's. ..................................... is blue.
3 This car isn't ...................................... My car has a different registration number.
4 'Shall we have ..................................... supper on a tray and watch TV?' my wife asked.
5 That umbrella doesn't belong to you. ..................................... is the one with the leather handle.
6 Their flat and our flat may seem to be the same, but ..................................... is different from ours.
7 One should put ..................................... own interests last.
8 John's son wants to be an actor and .....................................daughter wants to be an actress.
9 Patricia's eldest daughter has just left school and ..................................... youngest has just begun.
10 Has the cat been given ..................................... milk yet?

4.4B The double genitive: 'He is a friend of mine' [> LEG 2.521
Study:
I**I

1 We can say:

or:
And note:

He is your friend.
He is a friend of yours. (No apostrophe: not 'He is a friend of your's. ')
He is a friend of mine. (Not 'He is a friend of me. ')

2 We can say: He is my father's friend. [> 2.8AI
We still use 's after of if we say: He is a friend of my father's. (Not *of my father')
3 We often use this and that with this construction, especially when we are criticizing:

Write:

Rewrite these sentences using phrases with of, making any necessary changes.

1 Your brother is always in trouble. That ...*
..af.v...&?..w
:..............
2 He's not my friend. He's no .................................................................................................................
3 We watched a play by Shakespeare. We watched .............................................................................
4 Now tell me about your problem. Now tell me about ..........................................................................
5 We've known him for years. He's our friend. He's ..............................................................................
6 Her loud music drives me crazy! That ................................................................................................
7 My sister's friend phoned from New York. A .......................................................................................
8 Their neighbours have been complaining again. Those .....................................................................

9 Your radio keeps us all awake! That ...................................................................................................

4.4 Possessive adjectives and possessive pronouns ('mylmine')

4.4C 'My own' and 'of my own' [> LEG 4.221
Study:
I**I
Write:

Complete these sentences in two ways.
1 I'd love to have a room.

ymm/

~ . . m . 3Q
The children
f . have
v .rooms.
~..................................
.

2 Frank has started a business. .........................

4 Our dog has a kennel. .......................................

4.40 'The' in place of 'my', etc.: 'a pain in the neck' [> LEG 4.231
Study:
I**I

Write:

We sometimes use the where we might expect my, your, etc., e.g. with parts of the body or with
clothing after prepositions: He hit me in the face. She pulled me by the sleeve.
We use the to refer informally to members of the family: How are the children?
But avoid expressions like 'Meet the wife'.
Supply my or the.
1
2
3
4
5

He hit me in .!% .... eye.
Something has got into ............ eye.
You don't have to pull me by ............collar.
It's nice to see you. How's ............family?
What's wrong? - I've hurt ............ arm.

6
7
8
9
10

............collar is too tight. I can't bear it.
............ hair is getting too long. I must get it cut.
She looked me in ............face and said, 'No'.
What's worse than a pain in ............ back?
The house is quiet with ............ children away.

4.4E Context
Write:

Put in my, mine, etc., or the where necessary.
REAL PERSONAL SERVICE
On ' .....M ......last visit to London my wife and I stayed at the Magna
Hotel. The Magna used to be a favourite hotel of ....................but we
hadn't stayed there for over sixteen years. The hotel is famous for
................... service and we weren't disappointed. 'The porter will show
you to ................... room,' the Receptionist said with a smile and we
were shown to a room on the first floor. 'This is ...................favourite
room,' I exclaimed. 'I know sir,' the porter said. ...................is the room
with a view, isn't it?' 'That's right,' I said. 'You like milk in ...................
tea in the morning and madam prefers lemon in .................... 'That's
right,' my wife said. She pulled me by ...................sleeve with pleasure
when the porter had gone. 'Aren't they amazing! They remember
l o ...................preferences after all these years. This is real personal
service!' The next morning at breakfast, we were given raspberry jam
with l 1 ................... toast instead of orange marmalade. 'Isn't there any
marmalade?' I asked the waiter. 'We never eat raspberry jam in the
morning.' 'Sorry sir,' the waiter said. 'You ordered some for breakfast on
12
...................last visit and it's been in the computer memory ever
since!'
l6

It's been in the computer memory ...

4 Pronouns

4.5 Reflexive pronouns ('myself')
4.5A

Verbs commonly followed by reflexive pronouns: 'I enjoyed myself'
[> LEG 4.251

Study:
I**I

1 Myself, yourself, himself, herself, itself, oneself, ourselves, yourselves and themselves are
reflexive pronouns. There aren't many verbs in English which we must always use with
reflexive pronouns: absent oneself, avail oneself (of) and pride oneself (on):
Monica absented herself from work. Jim prides himself on his cooking.

2 We often use reflexive pronouns with these verbs: amuse, blame, cut, dry, enjoy, hurt, and
introduce: I've cut myself with the bread knife.
We can use these verbs without reflexive pronouns if we want to: I've cut my thumb.
We can use object pronouns (me, him, her, etc.) after these verbs only when we refer to
someone else: He amused me (but not *I amused me// cut me: etc.)

Write:

Supply the correct reflexive pronouns in the following.
1 I enjoyed .............
........very much at the party.
1 see you've cut ................................... again. Won't you ever learn how to shave?
How did Tom dry .................................. ? - He used your towel!

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

4.58
Study:
I**I

She has no reason to blame ..................................
for what has happened.
1 think that poor dog has hurt ..................................
'One prides .................................. on one's patience,' the boss said, in his usual pompous manner.
We amused .................................. playing football on the beach.
Our new neighbours knocked at our door and introduced ..................................
Sheila prides ..................................on her ability to judge people's characters.
Bill had to absent .................................. from work when his baby was born.

Verb + reflexive, or not?: 'I've dressed (myself)' [> LEG 4.26-271
1 We sometimes add reflexive.pronouns after verbs like dress, hide, shave and wash for
emphasis or to show that something has been done with an effort. For example, if we are
referring to a child, we might say: Polly's now learnt how to dress herself, but we could also
say: Polly has now learnt how to dress. (without herself). The choice is ours.

2 Verbs such as get up, sit down, stand up, wake up and get wet, get tired, get dressed, get
married [> 10.4Cl are not normally reflexive in English: I sat down with difficulty.

Write:

Write these sentences again using reflexive pronouns with the verbs.
1 We didn't know where to hide. .....&

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

! ! ? . . ~ . ~ . ~ . & . . ........................
~ . . ~ :

That kitten now washes every day. .....................................................................................................
She's just learning how to dress. ........................................................................................................
We sat down and waited. ....................................................................................................................
i got wet watering the garden. ............................................................................................................
1 woke up with a start. .........................................................................................................................
Barry has just got engaged. ................................................................................................................
Get ready quickly! ...............................................................................................................................

4.5 Reflexive pronouns ('myself')

4.5C Reflexive pronouns used after prepositions and for emphasis
[> LEG 4.29-301

Study:
I**I

We can use reflexive pronouns:
- after a preposition: Look after yourself! Take care of yourself!
- in fixed expressions: strictly between ourselves, just among ourselves, in itself.
We use object pronouns when we refer to:
- place: Have you got any money on you? (Not 'Have you got any money on yourself?')
- after with (= accompanied by): I brought the children with me. (Not *with myself')
We use by + reflexive to mean 'without help' or 'alone':
She made the dress by herself. (= without help) She lives by herself. (= alone)
We sometimes use reflexive pronouns after nouns and pronouns for emphasis to mean 'that
personlthing and only that personlthing':
The film itself is very good. You yourself saw it.
The reflexive pronoun can also go at the end of a sentence or clause:
You saw what happened yourself. Or: You yourself saw what happened.

Write 1: Use reflexive pronouns or object pronouns in the following.
1
2
3
4

Write 2:

Hargreaves knows how to take care of k?!4&.5
She's very certain of ..........................................
Have you got any money on ............................ ? 6 There's a big truck in front of .............................
Come and sit beside ......................................... 7 Granddad doesn't like living by .........................
Strictly between ............................ she's wrong. 8 Jimmy tied his shoelaces all by .........................

Rewrite these sentences using reflexive pronouns for emphasis.

I didn't know about it till yesterday. . . ~ . ~ . . k V V . . ~ . & . ~ . ..................
& & . . ~ :
The building is all right, I think. ...........................................................................................................
You can't do that! ................................................................................................................................
1 can't fetch it - you fetch it. ................................................................................................................
5 Don't expect me to do it. Do it! ............................................................................................................
1
2
3
4

4.5D Context
Write:

Put in reflexive pronouns (ourselves, etc.) or object pronouns (us, etc.).
KEEP SMILING!
Psychiatrists have proved that happiness is the secret of good health.
Mood really can affect the body ............
........ This means we all
have to look after .............................. We have to enjoy
............................. and take pride in .............................and we'll rarely
have to visit the doctor. Praise helps ............................. to learn and is
good for us, too. We all know how pleased young children feel when they
learn to dress 5 ............................ and do things by .............................. We
should praise ............................. for their achievements. Bosses rarely
have a good word for .............................. Yet if we want to be happy and
healthy, we need people around 'O ............................. who keep telling
11
............................. how marvellous we are. Then we l 2 .............................
will believe that we are marvellous, too!

'

You're marvellous!

'

4 Pronouns

4.6 Demonstrative adjectives/pronouns ('this', etc.)
'Some/any/no' compounds ('someone', etc.)
4.6A

Different uses of 'this' and 'that' [> LEG 42-36,~

p 71
p

Study:
(**I

- this and these may refer to something that is close to you: this one here.

- that and those may refer to something that is not close to you: that one there.
2 You can use this and that in many different context
when you are showing someone round the house:

Write:

Say when you would use these sentences.

Auzmwm
1 This is Mr Cooke. - How do you do. ........Xrctroduc;tstg-...................................................................
2 Hullo. Is that George? This is Tom here. ............................................................................................
3 We lost the match and that set us back. .............................................................................................
4 I was robbed. - When did this happen? .............................................................................................
5 You can't be too careful these days. ...................................................................................................
6 Quick! Run! It's that man again! ..........................................................................................................
7 E50? It costs more than that! ..............................................................................................................
8 There was this missionary.

.................................................................................................................

9 1 don't mean that Mrs Smith. ...............................................................................................................
10 The fish I caught was that big. ............................................................................................................

4.6B
Study:
(**I

Uses of 'some/any/no' compounds [> LEG 4.37-391
1 We use some compounds in [compare > 5.3B-C, 13.2Al:
I met someone you know last night.
- the affirmative:
- questions expecting 'yes': Was there something you wanted?
Would you like something to drink?
- offers and requests:

2 We use any compounds in:
- negative statements: There isn't anyone here who can help you.
-questions when we're doubtful about the answer: Is there anyone here who's a doctor?

3 We use no compounds when the verb is affirmative: There's no one here. (= not anyone)

Write:

Supply anybody/anyone, nothing, anything, nobody/no one, somebody/someone or something in
these sentences.
1 There's ...................
..................... in the clothes basket. It's empty.
2 Is there ....................................................in the clothes basket? - No, it's empty.
3 I've tried phoning, but every time I phone there's ......................................................... in.
4 I've prepared .........................................................
for dinner which you'll like very much.
5 I've never met ......................................................... who is as obstinate as you are.
6 Would you like .........................................................
to start with before you order the main course?
7 1 know .........................................................who can help you.
8 He sat at the table, but he didn't have ........................................................
to eat.
9 Is there .........................................................
here who can speak Japanese?
10 Does .........................................................
want a second helping?

64

4.6 Demonstrative adjectiveslpronouns ('this' etc.)
'Somelanylno' compounds ('someone', etc.)

4.6C 'Everyone', 'anyone', etc. with singular or plural pronouns [> LEG 4.401
Study:
El

1 We often use anyone to mean 'it doesn't matter who', especially after if.
The traditional rule is to use masculine pronouns with anyone, everyone, no one, etc., unless
the context is definitely female (e.g. a girls' school).
According to this rule, you would address an audience of both sexes like this:
If anyone wants to leave early, he can ask for permission.
But you would address an audience of females like this:
'If anyone wants to leave early, ' the headmistress said, 'she can ask for permission. '
2 In practice, we use they, them, etc. without a plural meaning to refer to both sexes, though
some native speakers think this is wrong:
Instead of: Everyone knows what he has to do, doesn't he?
We say:
Everyone knows what they have to do, don't they?

Write:

Change the words in italics into plural references.
1 Anyone planning to travel abroad should take his driving licence with him. ....*:.:..........
2 1 suppose everyone believes he could be Prime Minister. ..................................................................
3 We knew that no one had done his homework. ..................................................................................
4 If anybody wants to know the answer, he can ask me. ......................................................................
5 Everybody knows what the answer is, doesn't he? ............................................................................
6 If anyone wants help in an emergency, he can dial 999. ....................................................................
7 Everyone wants to have his cake and eat it. ......................................................................................
8 Nobody wants to be told that he is going to be sacked. .....................................................................
9 Ask anyone you know what he thinks of war and he'llsay it's evil. ....................................................
10 Everyone gets what he deserves, even if he doesn't like what he gets. .............................................

4.6D Context
Write:

Put in they, this, that, nothing, something, anyone or no one.
.

4% was for neatness!

-

MY BEST PERFORMANCE
Everyone has studied subjects at school which I ......-.....
weren't
very good at. ................... can claim that some subjects aren't harder
for them than others, however clever ................... are. I've never met
...................who's ...................clever. My weakest subject at school
was certainly chemistry. I .learnt formulas and experiments by heart, but
there was ................... 1 could do to improve my performance. 'Is
'...................the best you can do?' my chemistry teacher would say
after every test he set us. 'It's time you did ................... about
...................subject!' 'I really do try, sir,' I would answer. Before my last
chemistry exam, I made a big effort. 'I can't do better than 'O ................... '
I said to my teacher as I handed in my paper. 'It was my best
performance.' Two weeks later I got my report and eagerly looked up
my chemistry marks. I had got 8%! 1 couldn't believe it! 'Is ' I ...................
all I got, sir?' I asked. 'I'm afraid so,' my teacher said. 'Of course, 4%
was for neatness!'

5 Quantity
5.1 Quantifiers + countable and uncountable nouns
5.1A Quantifiers + countable and uncountable nouns [> LEG 5.1-21
Study:

Quantifiers are words like few, little, plenty of.
They show how many things or how much of something we are talking about.
Some quantifiers combine with countable nouns; some with uncountable and some with both
kinds:

I**I

A

Write:

+ plural countable + uncountable

+ plural countable + singular countable

both books

a bit of bread

some books
some ink

each book

both
(a) few
fewer
the fewest
adhe majority of
(not) many
a minority of

a (small) amount of
a bit of
a great deal of
a good deal of
(a) little
less [but see 5.4DI
the least

some (of the)
any (of the)
enough
a lot of/lots of
hardly any
more/most (of the)
plenty of

all (00 the
any/some (of the)
each
either
every
most of the
neither

+ uncountable

a Choose the right word in brackets.
b Mark the quantifier A, B, C or D.

1 We have imported .......f!%!?K
...... videos this year than last year. (fewerlless) A
There has been .........................demand for videos this year than last year. (fewerlless) .........................vehicles have just been recalled because of a design fault. (a lot oflmuch) .........................effort has been put into this project. (a lot oflmany) There isn't .........................hope of finding the wreck. (muchlmany) There aren't .........................dictionaries that can compare with this one. (muchlmany) .........................book was written by someone else. (mosVmost of the) ......................... magazines carry advertisements. (mosVmost of) .........................metal is liable to rust. (mosVmost of) I'd like .........................milk in this coffee, please. (a fewla little) This room needs .........................pictures to brighten it up. (a fewla little) .........................businesses have gone bankrupt this year. (a good deal oflseveral) There aren't .........................chocolates left! (anylsome) There isn't .........................time to waste. (anylsome) We've had .........................trouble with this machine already. (enoughlhardly any) There have been ........................accidents on this corner this year. (a good deal oflhardly any) We can't accept the estimates. .........................estimate is low erloclgt~.(either1ne;;her) .......................... examples prove that I am right. (bothheither) There have been .........................changes in the new edition. (nolany) There has been ........................ cbange in the new edition. (nolany) -

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

5.1 Quantifiers + countable and uncountable nouns

5.1B Quantifiers that tell us roughly how much and how many [> LEG 5.31
Study:
(**I

1 If we say I bought five magazines to read on the train, we are saying exactly how many.

2 If we say I bought some magazines to read on the train, we aren't saying how many.
3 If we say I bought a few magazines to read on the train, we are giving 'a rough idea'.
Some quantity words like a few, a little give us 'a rough idea'. If we arrange these on a scale,

Write:

Arrange the quantifiers to show most at the top and least at the bottom. More than one answer is
possible.
There are
enough eggs.
no eggs.
too many eggs.
hardly any eggs.
a few eggs.
plenty of eggs.
very few eggs.
a lot of eggs.
not many eggs.

There is
hardly any milk.
too much milk.
a little mllk.
no milk.
not much milk.
enough milk.
alotofmilk.
plentyofmilk.
very little milk.

.w..

....
1a ....&. .-.
2a ......................................
3a ......................................
4a ......................................
5a ......................................
6a ......................................
7a ......................................
8a ......................................
9a ......................................

Now write sentences of your own using any six of the above quantifiers.
1
2
3
4
5

.......m

. . ~ . ~ . . o f . W . . & . .....................................................................
.rn..~:
............................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................

5.1C Context
Write:

Put in any, enough, few, hardly any, many, no, plenty of, some or very little.
EXCUSES! EXCUSES!
You may be trying to buy a pair of shoes and there are too
........
...... in your size and you can't choose, or there are too
.........................Shop assistants are good at inventing excuses. A few
days ago I was trying to buy ........................ birthday cards for three
five-year-old children. There were ........................ cards for children, but
........................for five-year-olds. 'Five is a very popular age this year,'
the assistant said. 'We can't get ........................ cards for this agegroup.' Then I went to a Do It Yourself shop and tried to buy some
orange paint. There was ........................paint in the shop, but in the
end I found ......................... Then I asked for two small paint brushes.
'We don't have .........................' the shop assistant explained. 'There's
l o ........................ demand for then^. No one ever asks for
1 1 ........................
' . 'Yes, they do!' I exclaimed. 'I'm asking for
l 2 ........................ now!'

I'm asking for some NOW!

5 Quantity

5.2 General and specific references to quantity
5.2A 'Of' after quantifiers ('a lot of', 'some of', etc.)
Study:
I**I

[>LEG 5.51

1 We always use of with these quantifiers when we put them in front of a noun or pronoun,
and the reference is general:
a bit of, a couple of, a lot of, lots of, the majority of, a number of, plenty of.
A lot of people don't eat meat. (= a lot of people in general)

2 If we use words like the or my after of, the reference is specific:
A lot of the people I know don't eat meat. (= the ones I know)
3 We use quantifiers like some, any, much and many without of in general references:
Some people don't eat meat. (= some people in general)
4 If we use of + the, my etc., after some etc., the reference is specific [compare > 5.7CI:
Some of the people I know don't eat meat. (= the ones I know)
Note that None of is always specific: None of my friends is here. I want none of it.

Write:

a Supply of where necessary.
b Mark each sentence G (= General) or S (= Specific).
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

5.28

When to use quantifiers without 'of': 'I've got a lot'

Study:
I**I
Write:

There have been a lot ..... Qf .... changes to our plans. fi
You only need to use a small amount .............. salt in a dish like this.
A lot .............. the trouble was caused by a faulty switch. Have some .............. tea.
Would you like any .............. cake?Would you like any ..............this cake?We need a couple .............. people to work in our new warehouse.There's plenty .............. food for everybody. There were plenty ..............complaints about the service.
There's plenty ..............this stew left, so we can have it again tonight. How much milk is there in the pan? - None ..............How much of the milk have you used? - None .............. it. Some .............. students have complained about the canteen. Some ..............my students have complained about the canteen. Would you like a bit ..............butter on this toast? -

[> LEG 5.51

If we use a quantifier on its own (not in front of a noun or pronoun) we do not use of.

Use a couple, a bit, a lot, lots and plenty in short answers to these questions.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Are there any eggs in the fridge? - Yes, ......l % & W . . @ ? % . ..........................
a..~:
Did you buy any cheese at the supermarket? - Yes, ....................................................................
Have we got enough potatoes for the weekend? - Yes, ....................................................................
Is there any milk in that jug? - Yes, ....................................................................
Were there many people at the meeting? - Yes, ....................................................................
Is there any ironing to be done? - Yes, ....................................................................

5.2 General and specific references to quantity

5.2C 'More' and 'less' after quantifiers: 'some more', 'a little less'
Study:
El

[> LEG 5.61

We can emphasize quantity with more and less after quantifiers:
1 We can use more + plural nouns after:
some/any, a couple, hundreds, a few, hardly any, a lot, lots, many, no, plenty, several:
There are a lot more students studying English this year.
2 We can use more + uncountable nouns after:
some/any, a bit, a good deal, hardly any, a little, a lot, lots, much, no, plenty:
There's a little more soup if you'd like it.

3 We can use less + uncountable nouns after:
any, a bit, a good deal, a little, a lot, lots, much:
I'd like a little less soup, please.

Write:

Choose any more, any less, etc. in the following sentences.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

How much did we make yesterday? •’200? - No, ... &..&...
than that. (much lessla few less)
You've had enough food already and you can't have .......................... (any morelsome more)
There are ..........................people giving up smoking these days. (much morelmany more)
Newspapers have .......................... freedom than you think. (many lesslmuch less)
.......................... young people are passing their driving test first time. (lots morelmuch more)
11' 1 help myself to .......................... of these vegetables. (some morelany more)
Have what you like. There are ..........................where these came from. (plenty morelmuch more)
There's been .......................... interest in this idea than we expected. (a lot lesslmany less)
We've had .......................... than forty applicants for this job. (no lesslno fewer)
We need .......................... of this material, but it's hard to get. (many morelmuch more)
Do you want any more? - Yes, ...........................please. (hardly any morela lot more)
I've got .......................... experience in business than you think. (much morelmany more)

5.2D Context
Write:

Put a circle round the correct words in brackets.
SPARE THAT TREE!
How (' an much) lists is your name on? There must be ('plentylplenty of) lists of names in every part
of the word and they must be used to send information to (3millions/millionsof) people. The (4number/
amount) of letters ordinary people receive these days has greatly increased. (=Alot/A lot of) the people
I know object to receiving unwanted letters. (6Much/Many)of the mail we receive goes straight into the
waste-paper basket. That's why ('most/the most) people refer to it as 'junk mail'. It would be better for
all of us if we received (8much/many)less junk mail and, as a result, saved (gmany/much)more trees
from destruction. (lOAloVA lot of) trees must be wasted each year to produce mountains of junk mail.
Recently, I received a very welcome (I1bit/bit of) junk mail. It was a leaflet urging me not to waste
paper and to return junk mail to the sender. 'If we all do this,' the leaflet said, 'we will reduce the
(12number/numberof) trees being destroyed.' I agreed with every word they said, but why did they
have to send me four copies of the leaflet?

q

'Junk mail'

5 Quantity

5.3 Uses of 'some', 'any', 'no' and 'none'
5.3A

'Some/anyYor zero in relation to quantity [> LEG 3.6,3.28.8,5.3,5.10]

Study:
I**I

countable nouns
The plural of a/an is normally any or some when we are referring to quantity [> 3.1 81:
Is there a present for the children? -, Are there any presents for the children?
-, Here are some presents for the children.
Here's a present for the children.
Sometimes we don't use any and some, even if we are referring to quantity.
The meaning is exactly the same, though we generally prefer to use any and some:
Are there any presents for the children? -, Are there presents for the children?
Here are some presents for the children. -, Here are presents for the children.
uncountable nouns
In the same way, we sometimes don't use any and some when referring to quantity:
Is there any milk i~ the fridge? is the same as Is there milk in the fridge?
There's some milk in the fridge. is the same as There's milk in the fridge.
general statements
We always use zero in general statements [> 3.1A-8,3.5A]:
Beans are good for you. Oil is produced in Alaska. Life is short.

Write:

We can use zero in all these sentences. Put in some or any only where possible.

-

9
...... ...... eggs are not nice to eat raw.
There are ............... eggs in that basket.
10
11
...............life is full of surprises.
He's 89, but there's still ............... life in him. 12
Get ...............meat and salad for the weekend. 13
14
Some people don't eat ............... meat.
7 ............... biscuits are bad for the teeth.
15
16
8 You won't find ...............biscuits in that tin.

1
2
3
4
5
6

We can't do without ............... bread.
Get ............... bread while you're out.
I don't like ...............boiled cabbage.
Would you like ............... boiled cabbage?
............... money has to be earned.
You need to earn ................money.
There isn't ............... news of him.
1 hate ............... bad news.

5.3B Four basic uses of 'some' and 'any' [> LEG 5.101
Study:
la

Write:

Some [compare > 4.681
1 Affirmatives: I want some eggs.
2 Questions + 'yes': Do you want some tea?
3 Requests: May I have some tea?

Any [compare > 4.681
1 Negatives: I don't want any eggs.
2 Uncertain questions: Is there any ... ?
3 With hardly, etc.: There's hardly any ink.

Supply some or any.

/4mne
1 Are there any more potatoes? - Yes, there are ...................................
potatoes in the dish.
2 Have we got any sugar? - I expect we have. Yes, there's ................................... sugar in this bowl.
3 May I have ................................... more tea? - Yes, of course.
4 ................................... people just don't know how to mind their own business.
5 1 didn't get ................................... shoes at the sales. They were too expensive.
6 1 think we've run out of sugar. Is there ...................................
sugar in that bowl? - No, there isn't.
7 There are never ...................................
taxis when you want one.
8 There isn't ................................... point at all in getting upset about it.

5.3 Uses of 'some', 'any', 'no' and 'none'

5.3C 'Not ...any', 'no' and 'none' [> LEG 5.11 1
There aren't any buses after midnight. -., There are no buses after midnight.
There isn't any milk. -., There's no milk.

Write:

Rewrite these sentences with any, no and none.

~.!&?o.,.

1 There are no buses after 12.30.There aren't .......-..&W%!..af
................................
2 We haven't got any. We've got ...........................................................................................................
3 I'm not an accountant, but these figures are wrong. I'm .....................................................................
4 There isn't any explanation for this. There's

.......................................................................................

5.3D Other uses of 'some' and 'any' [> LEG 5.121
Study:
I**I

Write:

have special uses:

Match the sentences on the left with the meanings on the right.
It took some minutes to see what had gone wrong. f
There were some 500 people at the meeting. Monica's really some actress. There must be some person who knows the answer. You're some help, I must say! Albert isn't just any hairdresser, you know. Any coat will do. It needn't be a raincoat. -

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

it doesn't matter which
an extraordinary
an ordinary
not much
about
several
an unknown

5.3E Context
Write:

Put in some, any, no or '-'

a---

\-

-

'

2

CAUSE FOR ALARM!
11..............Children and '..............grown-ups must do their best to keep the
world clean,' Mr Fox said to his class. 'Sometimes we see ..............
rubbish in the streets and we must pick it up. Sometimes we eat ..............
sweets and we must put the wrappings in the bin. We must all work
together so there's ..............rubbish in the world. Never throw ..............
plastic into the sea! There's ..............tar on the beaches. There's
.............. oil in the sea. If we pour .............. poison into our rivers,
l o .............. fish die. This is called ".............. pollution. This weekend, see if
you can find l2
..............examples of pollution and write l3..............
sentences about it.' Jimmy looked very worried when he went home. On
Monday, he handed in his composition. 'Yesterday we had l 4 ..............
sardines for lunch. Mummy opened the tin, but all the fish were dead and
the tin was full of oil!'

'

Sardines for lunch.
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5 Quantity

5.4 'Much', 'many', 'a lot of', '(a) few', '(a) little', 'fewer', 'less'
5.4A Basic uses of 'much', 'many' and 'a lot of'
Study:

[> LEG 5.13-141

The basic uses are:
1 much (+ uncountable, always singular) and many (+ plural countable) [> 5.1AI:
- in negative statements: We haven't got much time. There aren't many pandas in China.
- in questions: Is there much milk? Have you had many inquiries?

Write:

Supply much, many or a lot of in these sentences.

1 I know old Mr Higgins has
money.
2 Is there .............. demand for silk stockings?
3 There isn't .............. space in this flat.

4 There aren't .............. portraits of Shakespeare.
5 1 must say, you have .............. books.
6 Will there be .............. guests at your party?

5.4B Other common uses of 'much', 'many' and 'a lot of'

[> LEG 5.13-141

- in formal statements: Much money is spent on defence. Many teachers retire early.
- with as ... as: Take as much as you like.

- in time references: I've lived here for many years.

Write:

Supply much or many in these sentences.

1 ....M.& .... depends on the outcome of the inquiry.
2 Don't be discouraged! ................... have failed to run the marathon.
3 You can have as ................... of this material as you like.
4 Take as ................... of these tiles as you want.
5 He has lived here for ...................of his life.
6 We have occupied the same house for ...................years.
7 Not ................... happens around here when the tourists leave.
8 Not ................... doctors are prepared to visit patients in their own homes.

5.4C 'Few', 'a few', 'little', 'a little'
Study:
I**I

[> LEG 5.151

1 We use few and a few with plural countable nouns: few friends, a few friends.
We use little and a little with uncountable nouns: little time, a little time.

2 Few and little are negative (= hardly any): I've got few friends. I've got little time. (hardly any)
We sometimes use very with few and little:
I've got very few friends. I've got very little time. (hardly any at all)

3 A few and a little are positive (= some): I've got a few friends. I've got a little time. (some)
We sometimes use only with a few and a little:
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5.4 'Much', 'many', 'a lot of', '(a) few', '(a) little', 'fewer', 'less'

Write:

Supply few, a few, little or a little in these sentences.
There are very .......... f ............................
~
scholarships for students in this university.
I'm sorry, but I'm going to have to ask you for ........................................... more time to pay this bill.
If you don't hurry we'll miss our train. There's ........................................... time to spare.
It's a difficult text. I've had to look up quite ........................................... words in the dictionary.
I can't spare any of these catalogues. There are only ............................................ left.
I can't let you use much of this perfume. There's only ............................................ in the bottle.
There are ........................................... who know about this, so keep it to yourself.
If what you say is true, there is ........................................... we can do about it.

5.4D 'Fewer' and 'less'
Study:
I**I

Write:

1
1

[> LEG 5.161

1 Fewer is the comparative of few (few, fewer, the fewest).
Less is the comparative of little (little, less, the least [> 6.5CI).

2 Fewer goes with plural countables: Fewer videos have been imported this year than last.
3 Less goes with uncountables: Less oil has been produced this year than last.

I
I

Supply fewer or less in these sentences.

1 The .&.
you pay, t h e f ~ s e r v i c e you
s get. 4 New cars need ........... servicing than old ones.
2 We've had ........... complaints this year.
5 People have ........... money to spend this year.
3 I've had ........... lessons than you.
6 Sue's got ........... homework than Tom.

5.4E Context
Write:

Put in a little, a lot of, a few, few, fewer, many or much.
DON'T CALL US, WE'LL CALL YOU!
Two years ago I moved to a new neighbourhood. There seem to be
very I .....f!%....... people in this area who are without telephones, so
I expected to get a new phone quickly. I applied for one as soon as I
moved into my new house. 'We aren't supplying * ...................new
phones in your area,' an engineer told me. ................... people want
new phones at the moment and the company is employing
................... engineers than last year so as to save money. A new
phone won't cost you ................... money, but it will take
................... time. We can't do anything for you before December.'
You need ................... patience if you're waiting for a new phone
and you need ................... friends whose phones you can use as
well. Fortunately, I had both. December came and went, but there
was no sign of a phone. I went to the company's local office to
protest. 'They told me I'd have a phone by December,' I protested.
'Which year?' the assistant asked.
l3

'

Which year?

5 Quantity

5.5 'Both' and 'all'
5.5A

'Bothlboth the' and 'alllall the' with nouns [> LEG 5.18.1-21

Study:
I**I
2 We use all + noun to refer to things in general: (= the whole number or amount):
All children like to play. (plural countables) All advice is useless. (uncountable nouns)

Write:

Supply both (the) or all (the). There is often more than one possibility.
l
2
3
4
5

~ ~ . ~ . ~ ~on tmy
y bicycle
r e s are flat.
................. people are mortal.
.................salt in this bag is damp.
................. drinking water must be pure.
..............,..windows in the house are open.

6 .................addresses in this list are out of date.
7 .................twins want to go to the party.
8 .................cars need regular servicing.
9 .................front legs of this chair are shaky.
10 ................. earth and moon go round the sun.

5.5B 'Both' and 'all': word order with verbs [> LEG 5.191
Study:
I**I

Both and all have three basic positions in affirmative sentences [compare > 7.4AI:

a after be when it is the only verb in a sentence:
The girls are both ready. (= Both girls/Both the girls are ready.)
The girls are all ready. (= All the girls are ready.)
b after auxiliaries (can, etc.) or the first auxiliary when there is more than one:
The girls can both speak French. (= Both girls/Both the girls can speak French.)
The committee should all have resigned. (= All the committee should have resigned.)

Write:

Rewrite these sentences so that both and all are before or after the verbs.

. .
All the customers are complaining. ......? ? % . @ @ ? ? % ? . . @ ? % . . & . . ~ : ..........................
Both the patients had appointments at 10. .........................................................................................
Both the directors have retired. ...........................................................................................................
Both our secretaries can speak French. .............................................................................................
All the customers should have complained. .......................................................................................
Both the boys had haircuts. ................................................................................................................
All the pupils may leave now. .............................................................................................................
All the students wrote good essays. ...................................................................................................
All our employees work too hard. .......................................................................................................
All the children must go home early. ...................................................................................................
All the children here learn German. ....................................................................................................

5.5 'Both' and 'all'

5.5C 'Both' and 'all': word order with pronouns [> LEG 5.201
Study:
I**I

Instead of: Wellhey are both ready. We can say: Both of us/them are ready.
All of us/them left early.
Wellhey all left early.
We can say: I love both of you/all of you.

Instead of: I love you both/all.

Write:

Rewrite these sentences using both of and all of.

A ~ o f ~ t Q D k S ~ .
1 We all took taxis. .................................................................................................................................
2 They both turned left. ..........................................................................................................................
3 1 know you both. ..................................................................................................................................
4 She's interested in them both. ............................................................................................................
5 It all went bad. .....................................................................................................................................
6 She's concerned about us all. .............................................................................................................

7 You all filled in the forms, didn't you? .................................................................................................

5.5D 'None of' and 'neither of' [> LEG 5.211
Study:
I**I
Write:

Rewrite these sentences in the negative.

N%..@.m.w

Af.uwwd.
1 All the passengers survived. .....
............................................................
2 We were both late. ..............................................................................................................................
3 Both tyres needed air. .........................................................................................................................
4 We all knew the answer. .....................................................................................................................

5.5E Context
Write:

Put in us, them, both, both the, all or all the.
ALL ON BOARD?
........fZ& ..... of ...................who travel by plane probably find reasons to complain about airlines, but
it is less common for airlines to complain about ...................! At 2.35p.m. Flight 767 was ready to
leave for lbiza and nearly ...................passengers were on board. At 6.10 p.m. the plane was still on
the runway. Two passengers hadn't boarded. If people check in but don't board ................... the
luggage must be unloaded. ................... passengers had to get off the plane and ...................of
...................identified their luggage. At the end there were two pieces of luggage left. Just then,
................... missing passengers appeared. 'We lo
................... went to the bar and we had something
to drink and a sandwich,' they explained. l 1 ...................of l2
...................had been sitting in the bar for
14
hours! The captain scolded l 3 ......................................
severely and the other passengers were very
angry with l 5 ....................

'

The plane was still on the runway

5 Quantity

5.6 'All (the)', '(althe) whole', 'each' and 'every'
5.6A 'All (the)' compared with '(afthe) whole' [> LEG 5.221
Study:
I**(

1 We use the whole and a whole with singular countable nouns:
He ate the whole loaf. He swallowed a whole banana. The whole film was boring.
We do not use the whole with plurals or uncountables. (Not *the whole bookdbread')
2 Some nouns combine only with all:
He spent all the money. She's 90 and she's still got all her teeth.
Some nouns combine only with whole:
You must tell me the whole truth. I'd like to know the whole history of the world.
Some nouns combine with all or whole:
I've waited all my life/my whole life for such a moment as this.

3 We also use alland &the whole with time references: all day, &the whole night.
Whole is stronger than alland also combines with words like hour and century
&the whole hour, &the whole century. (Not *all the hour* 'all the century')

Write:

Rewrite these sentences using either all or whole.
1 I'm losing my hair. .......... I

2
3
4
5
6

. ' ! ? & . ~ . . ~ .......................................................................
. . ~ . ~ :

He explained the situation to me. .......................................................................................................
The money was spent. ........................................................................................................................
You didn't tell me the truth. .................................................................................................................
1 heard the story. .................................................................................................................................
It will take a century to clean up the atmosphere. ...............................................................................

5.6B 'All' compared with 'everyonefeverybody' and 'everything' [> LEG 5.24-251
Study:
I**(

1 We rarely use all on its own to mean 'everyoneleverybody':
Everyone/Everybody wanted Marilyn's autograph. (Not *All wanted').
2 All means 'everyoneleverybody' when we use other words with it:
All of us/We all agreed to sign the contract. All those who were present were in favour.
(= EveryoneIEverybody agreed to sign. EveryoneIEverybody present was in favour.)

3 We often use all and everything with other words to refer to things:
AII/Everything I have belongs to you. He taught me all/everything I know.

Write:

Use all, everyone or everything in these sentences.
1 When the famous actress appeared,

.......

..........wanted to speak to her.

.................................. I invited came to my party.
I'm not buying anything. .................................. is too expensive.
.................................. those who know me can be sure I'm telling the truth.
..................................of us felt that it had been a wonderful experience.
..................................stood up when the President came into the room.
..................................talked about the elections, but I'm not sure they .................................. voted.
8 .................................. in the building was destroyed in the fire. Some of the objects were priceless.
9 1 wouldn't help you for .................................. the tea in China!
10 How much do you want for .................................. in the shop?
2
3
4
5
6
7
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5.6 'All (the)', '(ahhe) whole', 'each' and 'every'

5.6C 'Each' and 'every' [> LEG 5.261
Study:
L**l

1 We often use each, like both, to refer to two people or things:
My wife and I each ordered avocado to start with. We cannot use every here.

2 We can use each and every to refer to more than two.
Each suggests 'one by one1,'separately'; every suggests 'all together':
Each child at the party had a piece of cake. (Every is also possible.)
Every child in the world loves the story of Cinderella. (Each is unlikely.)
3 We must use every (Not *each? after nearly and after not
Nearly every shop is shut today. Not every train driver is on strike today.
4 We cannot use of after every and we cannot use every at the end of a sentence:
Each of the children received a present. They received a present each.

5 We can use every with a few uncountable nouns:
My mother gave me every encouragement when I was a child.

Write:

Supply each or every in the following sentences. Sometimes both are possible.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Nearly .............
...................... home in the country has television.
Here is something for ............................................ of you.
Not .............................................. student is capable of learning English.
Our motoring organization will give you ..............................................
assistance if you break down.
The admission ticket cost us •’5 ..............................................
They seem to be repairing ........................................... road in the country.
..............................................road is clearly signposted.
There's a fire extinguisher on .............................................. floor in the building.
.............................................. floor in the building has its own fire extinguisher.
They are .............................................. fortunate to have such a good start in life.
They both did well and they will .............................................. receive prizes
You've been given ..............................................opportunity to do well in this company.
I've phoned him twice, but he's been out on .............................................. occasion.
I've been phoning him all week, but he's been out on .............................................occasion.

5.6D Context
Write:

Put in each, every, everyone, everything, allor whole.
JIM MEETS JAMES
I've just heard the .....%&"&....... story of the Lewis twins from Ohio, who
were adopted by different families at birth and who met each other for the
first time at the age of 39. ........................wanted to know if they had
anything in common. They had! They had ........................married a
woman called Linda. ........................ of them had been divorced and
married another woman called Betty. The couples who adopted them had
........................ called them 'Jim'. Many similar things happened to them
........................ their lives. The ........................ list is endless. Almost
........................ experience they had had was the same: there were exact
parallels for ........................ they had ever done. As Jim said when he first
met James, 'It wasn't like meeting a stranger!'

'It wasn't like meeting a stranger!'

5 Quantity

5.7 'Another', '(the) other(s)', 'either', 'neither', ' each (one of)'
5.7A 'Another', 'other', 'others', 'the other', 'the others' [> LEG 5.271
Study:
I**I

1 Another doesn't refer to anything in particular. It can mean:
- 'different': Come another day. (= any other day, no particular day)
'additional': We need another day to finish this. (= one more day, no particular day)

-

2 We can contrast some and other(s) when we talk about things in general:
Some holidays are cheap and other holidays are expensive.
Some holidays are cheap and others are expensive. (= holidays in general)

3 We can contrast one with the other or the others when referring to particular things:
This one is mine and the other one is yours. (Or: ... the other is yours)
This one is mine and the other ones are yours. (Or: ... the others are yours)
4 We can use the other(s) to refer to people as well:
John went cycling and the other boy/the other boys went with him.
John went cycling and the others went with him.
5 The other day can mean 'a few days ago'; the next day refers to the following day:
I met your father in the street the other day. (= a few days ago)
We spent our first night in Cairo and the next day we went to Alexandria.

Write:

Supply another, other, the next, the other, the others and others.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

h

John came to see me .........%f-G. &?"
....... day. It was last Friday, I think.
1 met two strangers on the way to work. One of them greeted me and ................................didn't.
Some people like to have the windows open all the time; ................................don't.
1 can't see him today. I'll have to see him ................................
day.
We spent the night in a small village and continued our journey ................................day.
Bill and .................... boy are playing in the yard. Jane and ....................girls are in the front room.
There must be ................................road that leads to the city centre.
There must be ................................roads that lead to the city centre.
1 can't let you have any of these plants, but you can have all ................................

5.78 'Either' and 'neither' + singular nouns [> LEG 5.291
Study:
I**I

Write:

Eitherand neither refer to two people, things, etc. only. [compare > 1.41
Either means 'one or the other':
Which pot will I use? - Either (of them). It doesn't matter which.
Neither means 'not one and not the other':
Which pot will I use? - Neither (of them). Use this frying pan.
Supply either or neither.
1
2
3
4
5
6

When shall we meet: at 7 or at 7.30? - I don't mind. ..........&&??'......... time is convenient for me.
of them is suitable for the job.
You can't use those screwdrivers. ................................
1 don't know who's on the phone. It's ................................ your mother or your aunt.
1 met John a year ago, but I've ................................ seen him nor heard from him since.
Say what you like about those two applicants. I didn't like ................................of them! [> 13.2AI
1 know you sent us two letters, but we have received ................................ of them.

5.7 'Another', '(the) other(s)', 'either', 'neither', 'each (one of)'

5.7C 'Each of', etc.
Study:
I**I

[> LEG 5.5.2,5.30-311

1 We can use of the/my, etc. after any, some, another, each, either, neither, none [D 5.2AI:
Instead of: Neither lift is working.
We can say: Neither of the lifts is working.
2 After either, neither and none, when the reference is plural, we can use a plural verb in

Write:

Rewrite these sentences using of the.
1 Another teaspoon is missing. ........(tl!?dhW..&.&..teadlaormd..&...w.: ...........................
2 Neither roadmap is much use. ............................................................................................................
3 Any roadmap you have will be OK. .....................................................................................................
4 Either road leads to the same place. ..................................................................................................
5 Each painting is perfect. .....................................................................................................................
6 Neither boy is guilty. ...........................................................................................................................
7 1 can't ask either secretary to do the job. ............................................................................................
8 Give a tip to each porter. ....................................................................................................................

5.7D 'One of' [> LEG 5.301
Study:

We can say: Each of these answers is right. Or: Each one of these answers is right.

El

Write:

Delete one where possible in these sentences.
1 Every one of these answers is wrong.
2 Each one of these pilots has been highly trained.
3 She came in here and criticized every single one of our products.
4 I'm not prepared to listen to another one of your complaints.
5 Any one of us might be asked to help in an emergency.

5.7E Context
Write:

Put in one, either, others, other, the otheror some.
HALT!
The I . . . . .

w...
day the Prime Minister appointed a new Minister of Transport.

'...................ministers like to travel everywhere by car;

...................prefer to use
public transport. ...................of these means of transport is fine, but the new
minister is ...................of those who goes everywhere by bicycle. When he arrived
at the House of Commons yesterday, he was stopped by two security guards.
...................of them was sure he had seen him before. 'I know you, don't I?' asked
one cjf the guards. 'You're ................... of these messengers, aren't yo~i?''Well, no,
actually,' the minister replied. 'I'm ...................of the ministers.' 'I knew you w?re
...................or l o ...................!' the guard replied.
He goes everywhere by bicycle

6 Adjectives
6.1 Formation of adjectives
6.1 A Adjectives formed with suffixes: 'enjoylenjoyable' [> LEG 6.2, ~

p 8.11
p

p~

Study:
I**I

Many adjectives related to verbs or nouns have a characteristic ending (or suffix):
We enjoyed the party. The party was very enjoyable.
-able (capable of being): manageable
-ful (full of): boastful
-ic: energetic
-ive (capable of being): attractive
-ant hesitant

-ible (like -able): permissible
-(i)an (historical period, etc.): Victorian
-ish (have the quality of): foolish, reddish
-1y (have this quality): friendly [> 7.1CI
-om: humorous

And note -ing forms used as adjectives: running water [> 2.2A. 6.3B, 16.5Al.

Write:

Supply the right adjectival forms. Refer to the box above only when you have to.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

I'm attractedby this scheme. I find it very .........@??%&%:
.............................................................
A class of forty can be managed. It's just about .................................................................................
1 know I hesitatedbefore agreeing. I couldn't help being ....................................................................
1 don't know where you find all that energy. You're tremendously ......................................................
This piece of furniture was made in the reign of Victoria. It's .............................................................
1 don't know how to describe the colour of the sky. It's almost red, sort of .........................................
I've never met anyone who boasts as he does. He's extremely .........................................................
What level of radiation can be permitted? How much radiation is ....................................................
?
The story is full of humour. I've rarely read anything that's so ............................................................

6.1 B Adjectives formed with prefixes: 'possible/impossible' [> LEG 6.2. ~

p 8.21
p

Study:
I**I
un-: uncooked, unimaginable im-: immoral, impractical
in-: incapable, inhuman
dis-: dishonest, disagreeable
il-:illegal, illegible
if-: irresponsible, irregular

Write:

Supply the right adjectival forms. Refer to the box above only when you have to.
I suspect he isn't honest. In fact, I think he's quite ..........&?&%&:
...............
This arrangement isn't strictly legal. Some people would regard it as ..............................................
Sometimes she doesn't behave in a responsible manner. She's quite ..............................................
Such a situation is barely imaginable. It's quite ..............................................
Bob's not very capable. He's ..............................................of making sound decisions.
This fish hasn't been cookedenough. It's ..............................................
This scheme isn't very practical. In fact, it's quite ..............................................
This dates from before the war. It's ..............................................

6.1 Formation of adjectives

6.1C Compound adjectives of measurement, etc.: 'a twenty-year-old man'
[> LEG 6.3.21

Study:
I**I

1 We combine numbers with nouns in the singular to form compound adjectives with hyphens:
a twenty-year-old man (Not *a twenty-years-old man').
We prefer compounds of this kind to phrases with of: 'a man of twenty years'.

2 Compound adjectives of this kind can refer to:
- age: a three-year-old building
- area: a fifty-acre farm
- volume: a two-litre car
- duration: a four-hour meeting
- length: a twelve-inch ruler
- depth: a six-foot hole
- price: a $50 dress (a fifty-dollar dress) - timeldistance: a ten-minute walk

Write:

Rewrite the following sentences using compound adjectives.

.....& . . t c ( l o . ~ . ~ . : ~ . ~ . . . @ & . : . ~ : ......
The woman is seventy years old. She's .............................................................................................
The conference lasts two days. It's .....................................................................................................
The farm is eighty hectares. It's ..........................................................................................................
The journey takes three days. It's .......................................................................................................
The bag weighs five kilos. It's .............................................................................................................
My engine is three litres. It's ...............................................................................................................
It's a note for fifty pounds. It's .............................................................................................................
The fence is twenty miles. It's .............................................................................................................
10 The tunnel is fifty kilometres. It's .........................................................................................................
1 The office-block costs two million pounds. It's

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

6.1D Context
Write:

Refer to the words in brackets and put in the right adjectives.
EAGER DRIVER
to drive under the age of seventeen in Britain,
It's (legal) '...*......
but a (boy of seventeen years old) ........................ managed to pass his
driving test on the day of his seventeenth birthday. Most people would
consider this (possible) ........................because you need a lot of
lessons to pass the test. David Livesey arranged to have ( a lesson of
eight hours) ........................beginning at dawn on his birthday. At first
he was very (care) ........................
and (hesitate) ......................... but
he had a (wonder) '........................ teacher and his driving improved
amazingly during the day. By four in the afternoon, still feeling (energy)
.........................he was ready to take his test and he passed first time!
He was almost in a state of shock after the test, and he drove home
very slowly in the (red) ........................ light of the (set) lo
........................
sun. David's driving attracted the attention of two policemen, but they
broke into smiles and congratulated him warmly when he showed them
his certificate and told them his story.

... they broke into smiles

6 Adjectives

6.2 Position of adjectives
6.2A Form and position of most adjectives [> LEG 6.4,6.7]
Study:
El

1 Adjectives have the same form whether they refer to people or things in the singular or plural:
He's a tall man. She's a tall woman. It's a tall building.
They're tall men. They're tall women. They're tall buildings.

2 Most adjectives are used in two ways in English:
- before a noun: He is an old man. This is an old ticket.
-after be, seem, etc. the adjective stands on its own: The man is old. The ticket is old.

Write:

Rewrite these sentences so that the adjectives come after be:
1 This is a big company. This company ...&...%.: ................................................................................
2 Kevin and Matthew are clever boys. Kevin and Matthew ...................................................................
3 Nina is a hardworking girl. Nina ..........................................................................................................
4 These are busy streets. These streets ...............................................................................................
5 They're well-behaved children. The children ......................................................................................

6.28

Adjectives that can change in meaning before a noun or after 'be'
[> LEG 6.7, 6.81

Study:
I**I

- before a noun:
- after be:

John is an old friend of mine. (= I've known him for a long time)
My friend, John, is very old. (= old in years)

Some other common adjectives that can change meaning according to their position are:
early, faint, fine, heavy, ill, late, sick. Note that sick can go before a noun or after be, but ill (like
well)comes after be. Sick means 'ill' and also means 'upset in the stomach'.

Write 1: Rewrite these sentences using adjectives with the same meaning as the words in italics.
1 John is a friend whom 1 have known for a very long time.
amotdfi-tund.
John is ................................................................................................................................................
2 Some money was left to me by my uncle who is dead.
Some money was left .........................................................................................................................
3 She drew a line which I could hardly see.
She drew .............................................................................................................................................
4 Your suitcase weighs a lot.
Your suitcase is ..................................................................................................................................
5 Susan smokes a lot.
She's ..................................................................................................................................................

Write 2:

Which words or phrases in B will replace words or phrases in A?
A
Her wedding dress is made of beautifulsilk. 4
The weather is good today. Something's upset me. I think I'm going to throw up. -John is extremely unwell.
I was born at the beginning of tf,e 1960s. Martha is not a healthy woman. -

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

B
a sick
fine (twice)
very ill
in the early
be sick

6.2 Position of adjectives

6.2C Adjectives before and after nouns with a change of meaning [> LEG 6.11.21
Study:
I***I

Write:

before or after nouns and they change in meaning according to their position:
This elect body meets once a year. (before the noun = 'specially chosen')
The president elect takes over in May. (after the noun = 'who has been elected')
Which words or phrases in B best explain the words or phrases in A?
A
1 The concerneddoctor phoned for an ambulance. b
2 The doctor concerned is on holiday at the moment. 3 It was a very involvedquestion. 4 The person involved has left the company. 5 Present employees number 3,000.6 The employees present should vote on this. 7 It was a proper question. 8 The question proper has not been answered. 9 Janet is a responsible girl. 10 The girl responsible has been expelled. -

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

B
correct
worried
who was blamed
complicated
with a sense of duty
now employed
here now
connected with this (twice)
itself

6.2D Context
Write:

Put in the missing adjectives. Alternatives are sometimes possible.
alive, asleep, beautiful, big, complete, fast, fresh, lovely, pleased, polished, poor, quick-drying,
shiny, tall, young
NOT A FAST LIFE!
,ihxud&UL present from his ........................
Three and a half years ago Mr Bell received a 1 ........................
grandson. The boy had had a ........................ holiday by the seaside and had bought his grandfather
a present. It was a ........................sea-snail which had been stuck on top of an oyster and another
shell. Mr Bell was very ........................ with his gift and put it on a shelf. While he was dusting one
morning, he accidentally knocked the ........................ snail off the oyster. He went to find some
........................glue. When he came back, he couldn't believe his eyes. The snail had moved along
the shelf. It was ........................! 'It must have been ........................all these years and the shock
woke it up.' Mr Bell said. He put the snail in a paper bag to show his friends. At first they thought the
story was lo ........................ nonsense, until they saw the snail. The l 1 ........................creature was so
hungry, it had eaten a hole in the bag. Mr Bell gave it a l 2 ........................meal of l 3 ........................
cabbage leaves which it feally enjoyed. 'It's not such a l4 ........................story,' a scientist explained.
'These creatures iive on the seashore and don't lead a l5 ........................life. They can hibernate for
years without eating.'

'

It had eaten a hole in the bag

6 Adjectives

Adjectives that behave like nouns; '-edl-ing' endings
'The' (etc.) + adjective + noun: 'the blind' [> LEG 6.6,6.12.2]
Study:
I**)

1 We use a noun after an adjective or we use one/ones [> 4.2B-C, compare > 3.1CI:
He's a young man. (Not 'He's a young') You poor thing! (Not *You poor!')
I sold my old car and I've bought a new one. (Not ... and I've bought a new')

2 In the plural, we use no article (zero) [> 3.1AI:
They are young men. You poor things! We sold our old cars and bought new ones.

3 We can use a few adjectives on their own after the to refer to 'the group as a whole':
the blind/the sighted, the deaf, the dumb, the livinghhe dead, the richkhe poor,
the youngbhe old, the elderly, the healthyhhe sick, the injured, the unemployed:
We have opened a new school for the blind/for blind people. (Not 'for (the) blinds')
We say He is blind. or He is a blind man. (Not *He is a blind. ')
We say They are blind. or They are blind people. (Not 'They are blinds. ')

Write 1:

Rewrite these sentences using the adjectives with man, woman or people.
1 He is poor. .........J%?.&?..~.K??".M:
...............................................................................................
2 They are unemployed. ........................................................................................................................
3 She is young. ......................................................................................................................................
4 He is elderly. .......................................................................................................................................
5 She is sick. ..........................................................................................................................................
6 They are healthy. ................................................................................................................................

Write 2:

Rewrite these sentences to refer to a group without using the word people.
1 Rich people should pay more tax than poor people.

....... .T&.

.&

.m.
w y .m.
w .M.&
m..
...........................................................

2 What hope can the government give to unemployed people?

3 Will this new invention really help deaf people?
4 Old people usually have to live on a fixed income.

5 After the crash, the injured people were rushed to hospital.
6 This is a memorial to dead people.

7 We have interesting study courses for elderly people.
8 Healthy people never think about getting ill.
9 It's a nurse's job to look after sick people.
10 Blind people should have the same opportunities as sighted people.

6.3 Adjectives that behave like nouns; '-edl-ing' endings

6.38

Adjectives ending in '-ed' and '-ing': 'interestedlinteresting'
[> LEG 6.1 5, App 101

amazed/amazing, annoyed/annoying, bored/boring, enchanted/enchanting, excited/exciting,
interestedhnteresting, pleased/pleasing, tired/tiring.
Similar pairs are: delighted/delightful, impressedhmpressive, upsethpsetting.
2 We often use -ed endings to describe people:
The story interested John. -,John was interested in the story.
We often use -ing endings to describe things, events, etc.: The story was interesting.
3 We can also use -ing endings to describe people: Isn't John interesting!Compare:

Write:

Rewrite these sentences using -ed/-ingor other endings. Make necessary changes.
.
.
1 The coincidence amazed us. w e ...@P?Y..W%?Zed~.&
:.-.
..................................
2 The journey tired us. The journey .......................................................................................................
3 The experience upset Sylvia. Sylvia ...................................................................................................
4 The experience upset us. The experience ..........................................................................................
5 Gloria enchanted me. Gloria ...............................................................................................................
6 1 enchanted Gloria. Gloria ...................................................................................................................
7 The children delighted us. The children ..............................................................................................
8 The children delighted us. We ............................................................................................................
9 The new building impresses us. The new building .............................................................................
10 The new building impresses everybody. Everybody ...........................................................................

6.3C Context
Write:

Put in the correct forms of the words in brackets: the + adjective or -ed/-ing adjectives.
A HUMAN IDEAL
A just society is a human ideal. We would all like to live in a place where (rich)
......&.&
........are not too rich and (poor) ............................. are not too poor;
or (embarrass)
where no one would be (shock) .............................
.............................at the way (old) .............................are cared for. (blind)
............................. would have as much opportunity as (sighted)
..............................(deaf) a ............................. would be able to develop their skills.
(unemployed) ............................. would not depend on the state, because no one
would be unemployed. (healthy) l o .............................would take care of (sick)
11
.............................. The most innocent people in society, (young)
l 2 ..............................would be protected. In this happy place no one would feel
(depress) l3 .............................or (distress) l4 .............................. Unfortunately, in
the real world, life can be both (distress) l 5 ............................. and (depress)
l6 .............................. So let's be thankful for a sense of humour. I recently saw a
notice in an undertaker's window and I wasn't sure whether it was addressed to
(living) l7 ............................. or (dead) l a .............................. It said: 'Once you've tried
one of our funerals, you'll never want to try another!'

You'll never want to try another!

6 Adjectives

6.4 Adjectives after 'be', 'seem', etc.; word order of adjectives
6.4A 'Look good' compared with 'play well' [> LEG 6.171
Study:
I**I

1 After be, look, feel, seem, smell, taste, and sound we use adjectives:
That egg idtastes bad. (Bad is an adjective describing the noun egg.) [> 1.2CI

2 After other verbs, we use adverbs: John behaved badly. [> 7.11
(Badly is an adverb: it adds to the meaning of the verb behave.) Compare:
John looks good. (adjective) John looks well. (adjective [> 6.201) John plays well. (adverb)

Write:

Supply adjectives or adverbs in the following.
1
2
3
4

He behaved ..*:..
(nice)
The music sounds ................... (nice)
The play ended ..................(bad)
This food smells ...................(bad)

5 Your cooking is ................... (good)
6 You cook ................... (good)
7 The train went ...................(smooth)
8 I've just shaved and my face feels ................... (smooth)

6.48 Word order: two-word and three-word nouns: 'a teak kitchen cupboard'
[> LEG 6.13, 6.20.11
1 Materials (nouns) behave like adjectives when we use them to form compound nouns:
a cupboard (noun) made of teak (noun) -,a teak cupboard (compound noun) [> 2.2CI

2 We can have three-word compound nouns. 'Material' comes before 'purpose' or 'use':
a teak cupboard, used in the kitchen -,a teak kitchen cupboard (compound noun)
Adjectives go in front of nouns [7 6.2AI. We cannot separate a compound noun by an adjective:
a fine teak kitchen cupboard. (Not *a teak fine kitchen cupboard*)

Write:

Make two-word and three-word nouns.

..................................................................................
a shirt made of cotton .........GFr.@?.&
a shirt made of cottonlworn in the summer .........................................................................................
a rake made of wire ............................................................................................................................
a clock used in the kitchen ..................................................................................................................
5 a clock made of plastic/used in the kitchen ........................................................................................

1
2
3
4

6.4C Word order: past participle + noun: 'a handmade cupboard' [> LEG 6.201
Study:
I**I

Write:

An adjectival past participle (damaged, handmade, etc.) comes in front of a noun:
adjective + one-word noun:
a handmade cupboard
adjective + two-word noun:
a handmade teak cupboard
adjective + three-word noun:
a handmade teak kitchen cupboard
Add these adjectives to the nouns made in 6.4B above: unused, damaged, worn, broken, handmade.
1
2
3
4

amcatton............................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................

6.4 Adjectives after 'be', 'seem', etc.; word order of adjectives

6.4D Word order: adjective + noun: 'a big round table' [> LEG 6.201
Study:
I**I

The order of adjectives in front of a noun is as follows (in reverse order):

3 where from? + past participle:
a French handmade kitchen cupboard
Or: past participle + where from?: a handmade French kitchen cupboard
2 sizelagelshapelcolour+ where from? + past participle:
a large French handmade cupboard
1 qualitylopinion + size, etc. The most general adjective usually comes first:
a beautiful large French handmade teak cupboard

summary:
opinion
size age shape colour
a valuable brown

Write:

from?
past part. noun
Victorian
handmade teak cupboard
Or: handmade Victorian

You're looking for items you want to buy. Begin each sentence with I'm looking for ...
1 clock radio - white - Taiwanese - cheap - for my bedside table

I'mhrhqh-aGheap&u&T-Wradco
&mg,hb.&M.
.......................................................................................................................................................
2 sports car - well-maintained - second-hand -with a low mileage
............................................................................................................................................................
3 polished - beautiful - antique - dining-table - mahogany - English
4 canvas - American - a pair of -trainers - grey and red - which I can use for jogging

............................................................................................................................................................
5 cottage - stone-built - small - old -country

............................................................................................................................................................
6 cotton - dress - summer - pink and white - for my holiday

6.4E Context
Write:

Put in the right word order or choose the right forms.

hU&ZW&
&Z&W&
&f&UH"AhMd
NOT A DOG'S DINNER!! &
(shoes leather Italian expensive handmade) I ........................: these are my pride and joy. I own a (old
beautiful pair) ........................- or I did until yesterday, when I discovered that one of the shoes was
missing. I had left the shoes on my (doorstepback) ........................to do some gardening. My
neighbour has a (dog friendly large) ........................ called Sam. When I saw that one of my shoes
had disappeared, I knew that Sam had taken it. I can't say he behaved (bad/badly) .........................
He just behaved like a dog. Leather looks (good/well) ........................and tastes (good/well)
.........................too. I unwillingly gave Sam the (remaining Italian shoe) ........................ and then
followed him. I not only found one (Italian unchewed shoe) .........................but also a pile of things
Sam had been borrowing, including my wife's (slippers fur-lined red) ......................... which Sam had
tried to have for dinner!

'

had tried to have for dinner!

6 Adjectives

6.5 The compzrison of adjectives
6.5A Common comparative and superlative forms: 'cold - colder - coldest'
[> LEG 6.5, 6.22-291

Study:

1 We add -er and -est to form the comparative and superlative of most one-syllable adjectives:
clean - cleaner - the cleanest, cold - colder - the coldest.
2 Adjectives like hot (big, fat, sad, wet) double the consonant: hot - hotter - the hottest.

3 Adjectives like nice (fine, large, late, safe) add -r, -st nice - nicer - the nicest.
4 With adjectives like busy we use -i in place of -y: busy - busier - the busiest.
5 We use the comparative when comparing one person or thing with another.

7

6 We use the superlative when comparing one person or thing with more than one other.

Write:

1 My room's big. (in the house)

.....~

v . . m . w.....
r .m
t j . ~
. .~
~ . - v . . ~ . ................................
-

2 My room's cold. (in the house)
3 My garden's nice. (in the street)

4 My desk is tidy. (in the office)

6.58
Study:
I**I

Write:

Adjectives with two or more syllables: 'clever', 'expensive' [> LEG 6.22-291
1 Some two-syllable adjectives like happy (clever, common, narrow, pleasant, quiet, simple,
stupid) have two comparative or superlative forms:
- either with -er/-est
She's cleverer than you. She's the cleverest person I know.

Give both forms where possible.
She's happy.
than I am ......... ~
~
.
~
~
~
.
.
~ .,........................................................
.
.
~
.
~
.
W
?
person I have ever met . . & ! . ~ . & @ . / W . ~ . ~ . . r . h a u e . ..................
~..&:
His work was careless.
than mine ............................................................................................................................................
in the class ..........................................................................................................................................
This problem is simple.
than that one .......................................................................................................................................
in the book ..........................................................................................................................................
This watch is expensive.
than that one .......................................................................................................................................
in the shop ..........................................................................................................................................
This engine is quiet.
than mine ............................................................................................................................................
ever built .............................................................................................................................................

6.5The comparison of adjectives

6.5C Comparative and superlative forms often confused: 'olderlelder'
[> LEG 6.24-26, 7.4-5, App 121

Study:
I**I

1 Further and farther refer to distance: London is five miles further/farther.
Further (Not *farther') can mean 'in addition': There's no further information.
2 We use elder/eldest before a noun only with reference to people in a family:
my elder brother/son, the eldest child, he's the eldest (but not *He is elder than me. ')
We use older/oldest for people and things: He is older than I am. This book is older.

3 Irregular comparisons: good/well, better, the best; bad, worse, the worst; much/many, more,
the most; little, less, the least.
Good is an adjective; well is adjective or adverb [> 6.4AI.
4 Lesser is formed from less but is not a true comparative. We cannot use than after it.
Lesser means 'not so great' and we use it in fixed phrases like the lesser of two evils.

5 LatesVlast

I bought the latest (i.e. most recent) edition of today's paper.
I bought the last (i.e.final) edition of today's paper.

6 The comparative and superlative of little is smaller/smallest: a small/little boy, a smaller/the
smallest boy. Very young children often use littler and littlest.

Write:

Circle the right forms in these sentences. In some cases both forms are right.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Is your house mucWho is the (oldestleldest) in this class?
Your driving is (worse/worst)than mine.
It's the (lessllesser) of two evils.
Have you heard the (lastllatest) news?
We have no (furtherlfarther)information.
Jane Somers writes (goodlwell).
His (latestllast)words were: 'The end'.
This is the town's (oldestleldest) house.
My flat is (littlerlsmaller)than yours.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

I've got (lessllesser)than you.
Jane is (olderlelder)than I am.
This is the (morelmost)expensive.
His English is (bestlbetter)than mine.
It's the (betterlbest) in the shop.
It's the (furthestlfarthest) point west.
It's the (oldestleldest)tree in the country.
She's my (elderlolder)sister.
I've got the (leastlless)!
You've got the (morelmost)!

6.5D Context
Write:

Put in the right forms. Alternatives are possible.
THE CHAMP
The two men were sitting at the bar. The one (near) I .....W W K...... to me was the
(big) ........................ and (strong) ........................ man I have ever seen. The one
(far) ........................from me was the (small/little) ........................ and (weak)
......................... They were having the (violent) ........................ argument I had
ever heard. Suddenly the little man said, 'It's a case of the (small) ........................
brain in the world fitted into the (big) ........................ head!' They were his (IasV
latest) l o ........................ words. The little man didn't know what hit him as he fell to
the floor. 'When Shortie wakes up, tell him that was my (better/best)
l1
........................ Karate chop,' the big man told the barman as he left. The next
evening, King Karate was at the bar as usual when Shortie crept in quietly, swung
his arm and the champ fell to the floor. 'When Karate wakes up,' Shortie said, 'tell
him it was my (oldesVeldesf) l 2 ........................ Land Rover starting handle.'

King Karate was at the bar as usual!

89

7 Adverbs
7.1 Adverbs of manner
7.1A Adverbs with and without '-ly': 'carefully', 'fast'
Study:

[> LEG 7.7,7.13,
~ p p 14,
s 15.11

1 1 An adverb adds to the meaning of a verb. Adverbs of manner tells us how something happens:
How did John behave? - (He behaved) badly.

0
I
I

2 We form adverbs of manner by adding -1y to an adjective: slow/slowly.
After a consonant, -y changes to -i: heavy/heavily.
It was a slow train./The train went slowly. It was heavy rain./lt rained heavily.

3 We can use some words as adjectives or adverbs without adding -1y or -ily
It was a fast train. -r The train went fast.

Write:

Supply the right adverb. Some adverbs end in -1y and some do not.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

7.1 B

w:

...... 1 1
He's a baddriver. He drives .......
She's.a hard worker. She works ..................... 12
He's a fast runner. He runs ............................. 13
I'm a better player than you. I play .................. 14
This is an airmail letter. Send it ....................... 15
He made a sudden move. He moved ............. 16
She gave a rude reply. She replied ................ 17
The train is early. It has arrived ...................... 18
Make your best effort. Do your ....................... 19
She's glad to help. She helps ......................... 20

He's a quick thinker. He thinks ..........................
She's an eager helper. She helps .....................
My name is last. I come ....................................
The plane is very high. It's flying .......................
Be careful. Act ...................................................
The bus was late. It came .................................
She was brave. She acted ................................
The house was near. We went ..........................
What a wide window! Open it ............................
1 get a monthly bill. I pay ...................................

Two forms and different meanings: 'hardlhardly'

[> LEG 7.14,~ p 15.21
p

Study:

0

Write:

Choose the right adverb in each sentence.

1 Farm workers have to work very ............&& ........... during the harvest. (hardlhardly)
Farm workers earn ..................................enough money to pay their bills. (hardlhardly)
1 got off first in the race but managed to come ..................................(lastllastly)
- and ...................................I'd like to thank all those who made my success possible. (lastllastly)
We've been receiving a lot of junk mail ..................................(latellately)
The postman brings my mail so ..................................I rarely see it before I go to work. (latellately)
I'm sure the boss thinks very ..................................of you. (highlhighly)
If you want to succeed, you should aim ..................................(highlhighly)
1 don't think you were treated very ..................................(justljustly)
I've ..................................been offered a job in Mexico! (jusffjustly)
Please don't go too ..................................the edge of the platform. (nearlnearly)
1 .................................. fell off the edge of the platform! (nearlnearly)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

7.1 Adverbs of manner

7.1C Adjectives which end in '-ly':

'friendly'[>~~~7.12]

Study:
I**(

Write:

Change the adjectives into adverbs or adverbial phrases in the following sentences.

...........................................
That was a cowardly thing to do. You acted ......c"t.&..-..That was a quick response. She responded .......................................................................................
The music was very loud. The band played far too ............................................................................I
That was a silly thing to do. You acted ....................
,..........................................................................
The orchestra gave a lively performance. They performed ................................................................
She's a slow runner. She runs ............................................................................................................
The singers gave a bad performance. They performed ......................................................................
She can't control her motherly feelings. Even though he's 40, she looks after him ............................
She's a lovely teacher. She handles young children ..........................................................................
She delivered a careful speech. She spoke .......................................................................................
He looks pale and sickly. He always greets me ..................................................................................
You don't have to be so unfriendly! You needn't look at me ...............................................................

7.1D Context
Write:

Put in the missing adjectives and adverbs. Add -1y or make other changes where you need to.

beautiful, best (twice), careful, cheap, early, far, fast, full, hurried, important, last, new, past,
quick, rapid, silly
A SPLASH OF COLOUR
& Thursday I had an ........................ interview for a job. I
........................
got up ........................and dressed .........................I put on my
........................ jacket and trousers, to look my .........................I had
to travel by train, so I walked to the station which isn't ........................
from my house. I was walking quite ........................when I saw a man
just ahead painting his fence with red paint. He didn't notice me as I
walked .........................Then he turned suddenly and splashed my
l o ........................ trousers! He had acted l 1 ........................ and he
apologized, but the damage was done. There was a big store on the
corner, so I decided to buy a new pair l2 .........................I could change
on the train. 1 l 3 ........................found a nice pair, which I bought quite
l4 .........................The shop was Is .........................
so I paid
l6 .........................grabbed my shopping-bag and left. On the train, I
went to the toilet to change. I took off my stained trousers and threw
them out of the window. Then I opened the bag to get my
"........................ones, but all I found was a pink woollen sweater!

'

... threw them out of the window

7 Adverbs

7.2 Adverbs of time
7.2A

Points of time: 'Monday', 'this morning'

Study:

[> LEG 7.21-22,
~ p 481
p

1 Adverbs of time tell us when something happens. 'Points of time' tell us 'exactly when': e.g.
today, yesterday, this/next/last week, on Monday, at 5 o'clock.

2 We can refer to days of the week without this, last, next or on:
I'm seeing him Monday. (= thislnextlon Monday). (Not *I'm seeing him the Monday. 3
I saw him Monday. (= lastlon Monday). (Not *I saw him the Monday. 3

1
/
/

3 This morning, etc. (Not *today morning* *today afternoon*etc.) can refer to:
I feel terrible this morning.
- now:
I spoke to him this morning.
- earlier:
' 1speak to him this morning.
- later on today: 11

4 Note: tonight, tomorrow night and last night (Not *yesterday night').
5 Note: the day before yesterday, the day after tomorrow (in the evening), etc.

6 W e do not use the in phrases like next Monday, last Monday: I'll see him next Monday.
7 We normally put time references at the end of a sentence or clause, but we can also put them

Write 1:

Fill in the missing points of time.
today
this morning
at noon
this afternoon
this evening
tonight
this Monday
this January
this week
this year

Write 2:

...........................................................................
tbmn~vw
...........................................................................
...........................................................................
...........................................................................
...........................................................................
...........................................................................
...........................................................................

...........................................................................
...........................................................................
...........................................................................

Today is Tuesday. Write sentences using the right points of time (today, etc.)
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

1 When is she arriving? (Tuesday morning) ..... s h . & . W ' W W # . . & . . ~ . :............................
2 When can you see him? (Tuesday) ....................................................................................................
When did she arrive? (Monday night) .................................................................................................
When are you expecting her? (Wednesday night) ..............................................................................
When will you be home? (Tuesday night) ...........................................................................................
When can I make an appointment? (Tuesday afternoon) ...................................................................
7 When can I see you? (Thursday) ........................................................................................................
8 When did she leave? (Monday in the evening) ...................................................................................
9 When can I see you? ( Thursday morning) ..........................................................................................
10 When can I come to your office? (Tuesday midday) ..........................................................................
1 1 When did he leave? (Monday morning) ..............................................................................................
12 When will she phone? (Wednesday in the afternoon) ........................................................................
3
4
5
6

7.2 Adverbs of time

7.28

'Still' and 'yet' [> LEG 7.25,7.27]

Study:
I**I

1 Stilland yet mean 'until now' and we often use them with the present perfect [> 9.5AI.
2 We use stillto emphasize continuity, mainly in affirmatives and sometimes in questions:
I'm still waiting for my new passport. Is Martha still in hospital?
We can also use still in the negative for special emphasis: John still hasn't written to me.
Still has the same position in a sentence as adverbs of frequency [> 7.4BI.
3 We use yet mainly in questions and negatives and often put it at the end of a sentence:
Has your new passport arrived yet? - No, not yet. It hasn't arrived yet.

Write:

Rewrite these sentences supplying still or yet. Sometimes both are possible.
1
2
3
4
5

Thc &!&% ..............................................................................
acc&atUzeGinema.
The children are at the cinema. .............
1 haven't met your brother. ..................................................................................................................
Jim works for the same company. ......................................................................................................
Has she phoned you? ........................................................................ - No, not ................................
The new law hasn't come into force. ..................................................................................................
'

7.2C 'Already' and other adverbs of time [> LEG 7.23-24, 7.26, 7.28-291

This machine is already out of date. It's out of date already.

1
2
3
4
5

Have you had breakfast? - I've had it, thanks. ......~ . ' f c . ~ . ~ . . & & f ? .......................
& :
1 haven't received an invitation to the party. .......................................................................................
1 have received an invitation to the party. ...........................................................................................
Have you finished eating? ..................................................................................................................
Haven't you finished eating? ...............................................................................................................

7.2D Context
Write:

Put in already, immediately, this week, still, then, yesterday, yet. Use each word once only.
FIT FOR HUMANS, BUT NOT FOR PIGS!
I .....&d
..... there's
..w
going to be a festival of British Food and Farming in
Hyde Park in London. The festival hasn't begun ............................. and farmers are
.............................bringing their animals. But a pig farmer has .............................
run into a serious problem. .............................he arrived with his pigs from the
Welsh Hills - hundreds of miles away. The pigs were very thirsty when they arrived
in Hyde Park and the farmer ............................. gave them some London water.
'.............................he got a big surprise because the pigs refused to drink the
water. London water is fit for humans but not for pigs!

Not fit for pigs!

7 Adverbs

7.3 Adverbial phrases of duration
7.3A 'Since', 'for' and 'ago'

[> LEG 7.31,7.32,9.18]

Study:
I**I
2 'For' + period of time answers How long? We use forto refer to periods of time:
- in the past:
My wife and I worked in America for five months.
- in the future:
John will be staying in New York for two weeks.
- in the present perfect: I've known Susan for five years. [> 9.5A, 10.2DI

3 Period of time + 'ago' answers How long ago? and marks the start of a period going back from
now. We use ago with the simple past [> 9.3CI: I arrived here two months ago.

Write 1:

Show where since or ago will fit into these sentences.

Si*tce when k...

1 When have you been interested in jazz?
2 1 saw your mother a week.
3 1 started work here seven months.

Write 2:

Show where since or forwill fit into these sentences.

*fwr

1 They lived.here
. five ye rs before
- . .moving.
2 They have lived here 1984.
3 I've known him six years.

7.38
Study:
I***I

4 1 saw her last week and haven't seen her.
5 1 haven't been home 1987.
6 How long did you become a director?

'Till' (or 'until') and 'by'

4 I've been expecting a letter weeks.
5 I've been expecting a letter last week.
6 I've enjoyed jazz I was a boy.

[> LEG 7.341

1 Some verbs naturally refer to 'periods of time' or 'continuity' [> 9.5Bl:
e.g. learn, lie, live, rain, sit, sleep, stand, stay, wait and work.
2 Till (or until) and by mean 'any time before and not later than'.
We cannot use by at all with these 'continuity' verbs. (Not *I'll wait here by 5 o'clock.')
We can only use till (or until) with these verbs:
11
' 1 wait here till (or until) 5 o'clock. I won't wait here till (or until) 5 o'clock.

3 We use by with verbs which do not refer to periods of time.
We can think of these as 'point of time verbs': e.g. arrive, come, finish, go, leave:
She will arrive by 5. (= any time before and not later than 5.)
She won't arrive by 5. She'll arrive at 6.

Write:

Supply by or till.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

94

I'll wait ............
&% .......... Monday before answering his letter.
1 intend to stay in bed ............................ 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
Your suit will be ready ............................ Friday.
Your suit won't be ready ............................ Friday. You can collect it then.
Your suit won't be ready ............................ Friday. You can collect it next Monday.
I'm sure I will have left ............................ Monday.
Your aunt says she won't leave ............................ Monday. Monday's the day she's going to leave.

7.3 Adverbial phrases of duration

7.3C 'During', 'in' and 'for' [> LEG 7.351
Study:
I**I

1 During means:
- either: 'from the beginning to the end': We had a lot of fun during the holidays.
- or:
'at some point during a period of time': 11
' 1 mend the gate during the weekend.
We watched a very nice film during the flight to New York.

2 We use in like during to refer to time:
We had a lot of fun in the holidays. (Or: ... during the holidays)
But we cannot use in to refer to an activity or event:
We watched a film during the flight. (Not *in the flight')
3 For tells us 'how long' [> 7.3AI:
We stayed in Recife for a weeklfor three weeks. (Not *during three weeks')
*-:a'

Write:

"

-

&_:""'
- - - C ' * * " .'LA
- ~B ,

-'

I'

' "'

""'

-

Supply in, during and for. Show which sentences take both in and during.

dcwl*t4f

It was very hot ............
.......... August. 7 Many people gave up ............ the course.
1 was sent abroad ............ my military service. 8 1 suddenly felt ill ............ my speech.
It rained ............ the night.
9 There was an accident ............ the race.
11
' 1 see you ............ the lunch hour.
10 1 sleep ............ the daytime.
1 1 I'm going abroad ............ June.
1 woke up twice ............ the night.
6 1 tried to get a taxi ............ a whole hour.
12 Can you hold your breath ............ two minutes?

1
2
3
4
5

7.3D Context
Write:

Put in during, in, by, till, since, for or ago.
PEACE AND QUIET
I moved to this area seven years ..........Q$?Q ......... ........................ years I have had noisy neighbours.
Ever ........................ 1 moved into this flat, I've had to put up with noise ........................ the night. I
decided I'd had enough and I've been looking for a new flat ........................ the beginning of the year.
I haven't found anything ........................ now. Every week I go to the local estate agent's office, but it's
the same story. 'I might have something ........................ the end of the week,' he says, or, 'Wait
........................ next week. I think I might have a few flats ........................ then.' I've seen a few flats
l o ........................ my search, but I don't like any of them. One flat I saw has been empty
l 1 ........................ two years. 'It's got a busy road on one side and a railway on the other!' I exclaimed. 'I
want peace and quiet.' Last week I visited the agent again. 'I won't leave l 2 ........................ you show
me something,' I said. He smiled and said, 'I've got just the flat for you.' I went to see it and I was
horrified. 'But it's next to a cemetery!' I cried. 'But you won't have noisy neighbours,' my agent said.

'

You won't have noisy neighbours!

7 Adverbs

7.4 Adverbs of frequency
7.4A Position of adverbs of frequency ('often') in affirmatives and questions
[> LEG 7.37-401

always, almost always, generally, usually, normally, frequently, often, sometimes,
hardly ever, seldom, ever, not ... ever, never.
2 Adverbs of frequency have three basic positions in affirmative sentences:
- after be when it is the only verb in a sentence: I am always late.
- after the first auxiliary when there is more than one: I would always have been late.

Write:

Rewrite these sentences using any suitable adverb of frequency in each one.
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

r

I am late. ........... c t m . . w . . @ : ..........................................................................................
1 was late for work. ..............................................................................................................................
1 can tell the difference between the two. ...........................................................................................
1 would have been able to find a job like yours. ..................................................................................
You tried hard enough. .......................................................................................................................
You got good marks at school. ...........................................................................................................
Are you late? .......................................................................................................................................
Have you lived in this town? ...............................................................................................................
Did you get good marks at school? ....................................................................................................

7.4B The position of adverbs of frequency in negative statements [> LEG 7.40.21
Study:
I**I

1 These usually come after not: always, generally, normally, often, regularly, usually:
Public transport isn't always (etc.) very reliable.
2 Generally, normally, often and usuallycan come after the subject for special emphasis:
We normally don't worry if the children are late.

3 We use sometimes and frequently before not or before isn't, doesn't, don't, didn't, etc.:
Debbie is sometimes not responsible for what she does. He is frequently not at home.
She sometimes isn't reliable. He frequently doesn't get home till 10.
4 We can't use not to form negatives with hardly ever, etc. [> 13.2AI: He hardly ever writes.
(Not 'He almost always doesn't write.'or *He doesn't hardly ever write. ")

Write:

Write these sentences again using the adverbs in brackets. Make changes where necessary.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

96

Public transport isn't reliable. (always) ....... ??.&.-.&&.
.-..:..........
He wasn't late when he worked here. (often) .....................................................................................
She doesn't arrive on time. (usually) ..................................................................................................
She doesn't arrive on time. (sometimes) ............................................................................................
We don't worry if the children are late. (normally) ..............................................................................
You don't phone. (hardly ever) ...........................................................................................................
We don't complain. (generally) ...........................................................................................................
You're not at home when I phone. (sometimes) .................................................................................

7.4 Adverbs of frequency

7.4C Adverbs of frequency at the beginning of a sentence [> LEG 7.40.41
Study:
I**I

For special emphasis, we can begin a sentence with frequently, generally, normally,
(very) often, sometimes and usually.
We can say: We normally don't worry if the children are late home from school.
Normally, we don't worry if the children are late home from school.

Write:

Answer each question in full putting the adverb a) in the middle and b) at the beginning.
1 Do you ever bring work home from the office? (often)

..I..ew.-..m..*.m.w..* ..........O f * a . L . W . % . . W : . : . :

.......

2 Does John leave home before his wife does? (normally)

3 Have you ever forgotten to lock the back door? (frequently)
4 Do you know when to wake up? (usually)
5 Are you the one who pays the bills? (generally)
6 Is the traffic heavy in the mornings? (often)

7 Do you ever have power cuts? (sometimes)
We ......................................................................................................................................................
8 Are there complaints about the service? (often)

7.40 Context
Write:

Show where the adverbs in brackets can go in the sentences that follow them.
WHERE DID I PUT MY TEETH?
('ever) Have you forgotten something on a train or bus? WW fqm
(2never)Don't say you have!
(3always)(40ccasionally)We can't be careful with our things and most of
us must have left something behind when getting off a bus or train.
(%ever) There can't be anyone who forgets anything.
(6regularly)Over 150,000 items a year are dealt with by London
Transport's Lost Property Office.
(7normally)People don't carry stuffed gorillas, but someone recently left
one on a train.
(8mostoften) The things people lose are umbrellas and keys.
(gsometimes)But there are items that are not very common.
(loever)Can you imagine losing a bed and not claiming it?
("often) Prams and pushchairs are lost.
('2frequently)But it is unbelievable that people forget false teeth and
even glass eyes when they get off a train!
(I3often)Yet they do!

People don't carry stuffed gorillas!

7 Adverbs

7.5 Adverbs of degree
7.5A The two meanings of 'quite' [> LEG 6.5.7.41-421
weaker or stronger and their effect depends on stress and intonation. If we say:
The film is qulfg/good!and

our voice 'goes up', this means 'I enjoyed it on the whole'.

We can put quite in front of ordinary adjectives (quite good), adverbs (quite slowly), and a few
verbs ( I quite enjoy). Regardless of stress, the meaning is 'less than'.
2 We can also use quite with 'absolute' adjectives (dead, empty and full), and with 'strong'

Write:

Answer these questions in full with quite, and say whether quite means 'less than' or 'completely'.
1
2
3
4
5
6

7.58

'Fairly' [> LEG 7.431

Study:
I**I

Write:

9

What was the film like? (good) .......7he..*..
W...4..@:... (.%.%
.........................
How was the exhibition? (amazing) ....................................................................................................
What's Pam like? (wonderful) .............................................................................................................
How was the play? (awful) ..................................................................................................................
How was your holiday? (quite enjoy) ..................................................................................................
. .
Do you eat snails? (qu~tehke) .............................................................................................................

Fairly often goes with 'good' adjectives and adverbs (good, nice, well, etc.). It is generally 'less
complimentary' than quite. We do not use 'enough' [> 16.4BI to mean quite or fairly.
What's Yoko's English like ? - It's quite good. ('complimentary') Not 'enough good*
What's Yoko's English like? - It's fairlygood. ('less complimentary') Not *enough good'
We can't use fairly with some 'absolute' adjectives: Not 'fairly dead/fairly wonderful*
Add quite and fairly. Mark as 'complimentary', 'less complimentary' or 'completely'.
1
2
3
4
5
6

She sings ............$W&
......./
well.
fw
( . ' ~ ? % % . . ~ .
The dinner is .............................................................. spoilt. ..............................................................
I feel ............................................................sick. ..............................................................
She's .............................................................. clever. ..............................................................
1 think he's ......................................................... mad. ..............................................................
You're ..............................................................incredible! ..............................................................

7.5C 'Rather' [> LEG 7.441
Study:
I**I

Rather is stronger than quite and fairly and suggests 'inclined to be'.
When it goes with 'good' a
This ice-cream is rather g

haps I didn't expect it

?

7.5 Adverbs of degree

Write:

Add quite and ratherto each sentence, where possible. Say if they mean 'inclined to (be)', 'less
than' or 'completely'.
1 I'm afraid Jane's health is .......9+&L!?V&T ...... poor. ~
~ . ~ : ~ .........
Don't worry! Your son is ......................................all right! .................................................................
Your work has been ......................................
unsatisfactory. .............................................................
I'm afraid an appointment tomorrow is ...................................... impossible. ......................................
Last night's documentary was ......................................
interesting. ...................................................

2
3
4
5

7.5D 'Much', 'any', 'far' and 'a lot' as adverbs of degree [> LEG 5.12.3.7.451
Study:
I**I

1 We can use much and farwith comparatives and superlatives to say 'to what degree':
Jane is much better today. London is far bigger than Edinburgh.
This Indian cookery book is by far the best. London is much the biggest city in Britain.
2 We can use a lot and any with comparatives: It's a lot bigger. Is it any better?

3 Not much and not any go with a few adjectives: This battery isn't much good/any good.
4 We can use not much and (not) a lot with verbs such as like and enjoy:
I don't much like fish. I don't like fish (very) much. I (don't) like fish a lot.
5 We often use much and far with prefer and would rather [> 16.8B, 11 .a]:

Write:

Add much, any, far or a lot and give alternatives where possible.

1
2
3
4
5

&/.w

I'm not
good at maths.
You're .......... quicker than me.
This is ..........more expensive.
This is ..........the best way to enjoy yourself.
1 can't go ..........faster.

6 Those two recordings aren't ..........different.

7 1 don't .......... like people who show off.
8 1 .......... prefer swimming to cycling.
9 This machine isn't ..........use.

10 You're .......... thinner than when I last saw you.

7.5E Context
Write:

Put in any suitable adverbs of degree (any, many, much, rather, fairly, quite, etc.).
CAN WE GO HOME PLEASE?
It was
...... late. The restaurant clock showed 1.30a.m. The
waiters were feeling ........................tired and were beginning to yawn.
There was one ........................ middle-aged couple left. They had clearly
had ........................s good meal. Now they were looking at each other
across the table and were ........................unaware of the world around
them. The waiters wanted to go home. One of them asked the couple if
they wanted ........................ more to eat or drink. He didn't get an answer.
It clearly wasn't ........................use asking questions! One of the waiters
had ........................a good idea. He began stacking chairs upside-down
onto the tables. The others joined in. Another waiter turned off the lights. In
the end, the restaurant was ........................dim. The chairs were stacked
on the tables round the couple who just sat and sat and sat!

'.......a@

The couple sat and sat and sat!

&

7 Adverbs

lntensifiers
7.6A
Study:

0

'Very', 'too' and 'very much' [> LEG 6.8.2,6.9,6.28.2,7.45,7.48,7.50-511
1 Intensifiers are words like very and too which strengthen adjectives and adverbs.
2 We use very to strengthen:
-the positive form of adjectives (not comparative/superlative):Martha has been very ill.
- adjective + noun: John is a very nice man.
- adverbs: The wheels of bureaucracy turn very slowly.
- many past participle adjectival forms: I'm very interested. You're very mistaken.
The very goes with best/worst: It's the very bestkhe very worst meal I've ever had.
and some nouns (beginning/end):I waited till the very end of the film.

3 Too goes before adjectives and adverbs and means 'more than is desirable' [> 7.76, 16.461:
Compare: It's very hot, but I can drink it. It's too hot and I can't drink it.
It's often more polite to say not very good or not too good rather than 'bad':
His work's not verygoodhot too good. (There is no difference in meaning here.)

4 Very much goes with:
- comparatives: She is very much better.
- verbs: I like your painting very much. This idea has very much interested me.
- adjectives like afraid, awake, alive and alone: Old Mrs Page is very much alone.

Write 1: Supply very, too, or very much in these sentences. Two answers may be possible.
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

Write 2:

I hear Jack has been ...-..
ill.
11
12
1 can't go ............faster than I'm going.
Go slower. You're driving ............fast for me. 13
She didn't think my work was ............good.
14
1 can't afford that. It's ............expensive.
15
If you think that, you are ............mistaken.
16
17
This project has ............ interested our firm.
1 didn't enjoy the meal ............
18
Susan's paintings have been ............. admired. 19
1 always try and buy the ............ best.
20

She's ............intelligent to believe that!
The Antarctic would be ............ cold for me.
1 ............like your idea.
The new XJ6 is ............faster than the old one.
We were ............ late, but we just got the train.
We were ............ late, so we missed our train.
We have ............missed you.
Your children get ............ much pocket money.
He hasn't got ............much money.
I've been ............alone lately.

Complete these responses using very, too, very much and too much.
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

How did you enjoy last night's film? - I enjoyed it ..-..?%&:..
So you didn't buy the picture in the end! - No, it cost ..........................
1 think you should take a coat with you. - Yes, I will. It's ..........................cold outside.
Is that lobster alive? - Yes, it's ..........................alive!
I
Was that car expensive? - Yes, ...........................
I
Are you thirsty? - Yes, ...........................
I
Did you spend a lot of time on it? - Yes, ...........................
1 don't like sitting in the smoking compartment. - I agree. There's ..........................smoke.
Why aren't you buying those shoes? - They're ..........................large for me.
Those shoes are very large! - Yes, but not ..........................large!
Are the children still awake? - Yes, they're ..........................awake!
How are you feeling? - Not ..........................well, I'm afraid.

7.6 Intensifiers

7.68

Adverbs in place of 'very': 'extremely happy', 'fast asleep'
[> LEG 7.52-53, 6.8.2, App 161

Study:
I**I

1 We often use extremely and really for special emphasis instead of very
I'm very sleepy. + I'm extremely sleepy. (more emphatic)
2 In everyday speech we often use terribly and awfully in place of very
That hi fi is very expensive. + It's awfully/terriblyexpensive.
3 Note that we say fast asleep and wide awake (Not 'very asleep/very awake'):

Don't disturb the children - they're fast asleep.
4 We use some -1y adverbs in fixed phrases: deeply hurt, painfully embarrassed, highly respected,
richly deserved, I greatly appreciate, badly needed, bitterly cold
Mr Wilson is highly respected in our community.
A new playground for our children is badly needed.

Write:

Use suitable adverbs in place of very.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

The traffic is &*slow
today.
I'm ............... confused by the new regulations.
1 ...............appreciate all you've done for me.
We are ............... interested in your proposal.
That radio talk wasn't ...............interesting.
1 was ............... awake all night.
1 was ...............hurt by her answer.
Old Mr Ford is ............... boring!
I'm ...............annoyed about this.
Your success has been ...............deserved.
We were all ...............embarrassed!
Your friend works ...............slowly.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

1 was ............... bored by the play.
1 didn't think the film was ............... funny.
I'm ............... sorry about this.
What you did was ...............stupid.
Your staff have been ............... helpful.
You didn't wake me. I was ............... asleep.
It was ...............cold last night.
You think you're ...............clever.
A well is ...............needed in that village.
This computer is ...............fast.
She's still ............... young.
We're ............... grateful to you.

7.6C Context
Write:

Use suitable words to complete this story. Don't use the same word more than twice.
JUSTLY PUNISHED
There were ' ........h??
..........
? many people on the bus for comfort and
passengers were standing in the aisle. A young woman carrying a baby
was ........................ grateful when an old man offered her his seat. The
baby was ........................ asleep and she could now rest him on her lap.
She thanked the old man ........................and was just going to sit down
when a rude young man sat in the empty seat. Everyone was
........................ embarrassed, and the young mother was ........................
surprised to say anything. All the passengers ........................disapproved
of the man's action. They were ........................angry with him, but he paid
no attention. ........................later, the rude man wanted to get off the bus
and tried to push past the passengers. They all stood closely together and
wouldn't let him move. He was made to stay on the bus till it reached its
terminus, a punishment he l o ........................ deserved.

A rude man sat in the empty seat

7 Adverbs

7.7 Focus adverbs
7.7A
Study:
I**I

'Even', 'only', 'just' and 'simply' for 'focusing' [> LEG 7.54-551
1 We can change the position in a sentence of adverbs like even, only, just and simply depending
on where we want to 'focus our attention'. Compare:
EvenIunderstood Professor Boffin's lecture. (i.e. even though I'm stupid)
Ieven understood Professor Boffin's lecture. (i.e. out of various things I understood)

2 In everyday speech, we often put these adverbs before the verb and other people can
understand what we mean from stress and intonation: Ionly asked a question means 'that's all
I did' rather than 'I was the only person who asked a question'.

Write:

Write sentences to show how you interpret these statements.
1 Only I understood his lecture. .....~ . ~ . h . ~ , & . . m . c n ~ e , . &
..............
. &
2 1 only listened to his lecture. ...............................................................................................................

3
4
5
6
7

1 understood his lecture only. ..............................................................................................................
Set the table simply. ...........................................................................................................................
1 just understood his lecture. ...............................................................................................................
1 understood just his lecture. ...............................................................................................................
1 understood his lecture -just! ............................................................................................................

7.78 Two meanings of 'too' [> LEG 7.48.7.561
Study:

Too changes its meaning according to position:
This coffee is too hot to drink at the moment. (= more than is desirable [> 7.6A, 16.481)

El

Write:

1 I can't drink the coffee. (hot) ....l.k?.&T?.h& ......................................................................................
2 The coffee is freshly-made and it is also hot. ........:.:.:..&..&..&,.&R
......................................
3 1 went to the bank and I also went to the supermarket. ......................................................................

4 1 didn't walk to the supermarket. (far) .................................................................................................
5 1 didn't buy that jacket. (expensive) ....................................................................................................
6 1 didn't buy that jacket. It was badly-made and also expensive. .........................................................

7.7C 'Too' and 'not either' [> LEG 7.561
We use too at the end of an affirmative sentence to mean also:

Write:

Add too or either.
1
2
3
4

I like walking and I like cycling, ....mi
..........
1 met John and I met his wife, .........................
1 don't swim and I don't run, ............................
He runs a restaurant and a hotel, ...................

5
6
7
8

1 can't knit and I can't sew, ................................
Don't drink tea and don't drink coffee, ...............
1 don't know and I don't care, ............................
1 know John well and I like him, .........................

7.7Focus adverbs

7.7D
Study:
I**I

'Also' and 'as well' [> LEG 7.561
1 We use also and as well like too, that is in affirmative sentences. We replace them by either in
negative sentences. We use as well only at the end of a a clause or sentence:
1 bought this handbag and 1 bought these shoes to go with it, as well.
2 Also is more common in writing than in speech. It normally comes:
- after be, have, can, etc.: Susan is an engineer. She is also a mother.
- after the first auxiliary verb when there is one or more than one:
1 should have collected the letters from your office and 1 should also have posted them.
- before the main verb: 1 play volley-ball and I also play tennis. [compare > 7.4AI

Write:

Show where also goes in these sentences.
She can act and she can sing. ...ShR.m..CtCk.a*nCC.&..m.&..*..
...............................
I have had a rest and I have had a shower. ........................................................................................
He writes novels and he writes TV scripts. .........................................................................................
He has been arrested and he will be tried. .........................................................................................
You should have phoned and you should have written. .....................................................................
I have to write a report and I have to file some letters. .......................................................................
I'd like a cup of coffee and I'd like some sandwiches, please. ............................................................
Mr Mason owns the corner shop and he owns the flat over it. ...........................................................
We sell our products in the home market but we export a lot. ............................................................
I'm not going to buy it because it's not what I want and it's too expensive. ........................................

7.7E Context
Write:

Show where the adverbs in brackets will go in the sentences that follow them.
A SAFE PLACE
('either) My aunt, Millie, always said she had some jewels which she
would leave to me, but when sh died she didn't leave any money and
she didn't leave any jewels &.
('even) My mother was surprised.
(3too)'I know she had some rings and some lovely necklaces.
(40nly)I saw them once, but perhaps she sold them.'
(5aswell) My mother and I looked everywhere: we looked in the
bedrooms, in the bathroom, and in the attic, but we found nothing.
(6also)'Millie was very careful and was afraid of burglars,' mother said,
'but I don't think she hid her jewels anywhere.
('too) Let's go home, and we'd better take all the food in the deep
freeze.'
On Sunday, mother said to me, 'I'm going to cook this lovely goose
which was in your aunt Millie's deep freeze. I'll prepare some stuffing
and you can stuff the goose.'
(8too)Five minutes later I screamed with surprise: the goose was full of
jewels and there were some gold coins!

I screamed with surprise!

7 Adverbs

7.8 Viewpoint adverbs, connecting adverbs and inversion
7.8A

Viewpoint adverbs [> LEG 7.57, ~

p ip
71

Study:
(***I

Write:

Mark the 'viewpoints' (a-i) that are expressed in this text.
I was agreeably ('..d..) surprised to learn that I had passed my
history exam. Between ourselves, (2......) 1 was expecting to fail.
After all, (3 ......) 1 hadn't done any work and, naturally, (4......) 1 didn't
think I deserved to pass. So when the results came, I was expecting
the worst. As a general rule, (5......) you get what you deserve and
this is certainly (6......) true of exams. Frankly, (7......) 1 deserved to
fail, but, I not only passed, I even got very good marks. This only
shows that luck can help; at any rate, (8......) it helped in my case.
In my view, (9......) it just shows that passing exams is not always a
matter of hard work.

7.8B Connecting adverbs [> LEG 7.58, ~
Study:
(***I

I am making a generalization
the reason for this was
I don't want you to repeat this
I was pleased
as was to be expected
I am sure
the important thing is this
I'm being honest
I'm expressing my opinion

p 181
p

We can connect ideas in speech or writing using adverbs like these:

- (= I'm adding something): in addition, again, apart from this, besides, moreover.
- (= I'm comparing/contrasting): as compared to, equally, however, in reality.

Write:

Mark the 'connecting ideas' (a-h) that are expressed in this text.
According to ( l . k . ) a lot of people I know, there are few things more
terrifying than having to speak in public. The only way to succeed is
to follow strict rules. First of all, (2......) you should be well-prepared.
Second, ( 3 . . . . . . ) you should have a few jokes ready. As well as that,
(4......) you should have rehearsed your speech, preferably in front of
a mirror. In comparison with (5......) being hit by a bus, public
speaking isn't too bad, but it's bad enough. However, fj......) you
can make things easier for yourself by being ready. Alternatively,
(7......) you can do nothing and make a fool of yourself. To sum up,
success depends entirely on you.

a
b
c
d
e

I am introducing a list
I am making an addition
I am pointing to a contrast
I am stating an alternative
I am summarizing
f I am making a second point
g I am making a comparison
h As stated by

7.8 Viewpoint adverbs, connecting adverbs and inversion

7.8C Inversion after 'negative adverbs', etc. [> LEG 7.59,~

p 191
p

--

Study:

1***I

1 Some adverbs like never and little have a 'negative effect' and we sometimes refer to them as
'negative adverbs'. We can use them in the ordinary way [> 7.41:
1 have never seen so much protest against a government.
Michael little realizes how important this meeting is.
2 If we begin a sentence with a 'negative adverb' we must follow with the word order we use in a
Yes/No question [> 13.11. Beginning with a negative is very formal:
Never have I seen so much protest against a government.
Little does Michael realize how important this meeting is.

3 We use this kind of inversion, in formal style, after:
- 'negative adverbs': e .g. hardly, hardly ever, never, rarely, seldom.
- phrases with only: e.g. only after, only then, only when (Only then did I learn ...).
- so + adjective: So difficult was this problem, Einstein couldn't solve it.

Write:

Rewrite these sentences so that they begin with the words in italics.

1 There has never been such a display of strength by the workers.

. . I ? . w . . m . w . A c C e n . . @ . f i . . ~ . . d ~.........................
.&.m.m
2 1 realized what had happened only later.

............................................................................................................................................................
3 You shouldn't sign the document on any account.
On no account ....................................................................................................................................
4 You shouldn't answer the door when I'm out in any circumstances.
In no circumstances ............................................................................................................................
5 The papyrus was so old, we didn't dare to touch it.

7.8D Context
Write:

Put in the right verb form and these adverbs: according to, agreeably, however, in brief, moreoveror
ultimately.
DON'T ASK FOR A ROOM WITH A VIEW!
So high (be) ...............k'............
the price of land in Tokyo, that its land
area probably costs as much as the whole of California. Never, in any
place in the world, (there be) ............................. such a demand for
space! ............................. a newspaper report, this lack of space has
led to 'capsule hotels'. The rooms are just capsules, measuring 1 metre
high, 76 cms wide and 2 metres deep. ..............................you will be
.............................surprised to hear that they are equipped with
phones, radio and TV. ..............................they are less expensive than
ordinary hotels. ..............................they provide you with all you need
for a comfortable night's sleep, even if they don't give you an automatic
wash and dry as well! .............................. some people would argue, a
small hole in the wall is preferable to a big hole in your pocket! But don't
ask for a room with a view!

'

'

Don't ask for a room with a view!

8 Prepositions, adverb particles and
phrasal verbs
8.1 Prepositions, adverb particles and conjunctions
8.1A
Study:
I**I

Words we can use either as prepositions or as adverbs [> LEG 8.4,7.3.4]
1 There are many 'small words' in English such as up, down, and by which we call prepositions.
In fact, we use these as prepositions or adverb particles. Understanding the difference
between the two will help us to understand 'phrasal verbs' [> 8.6-81.

2 A preposition must have an object (a noun or a pronoun), so it is always related to a noun:
across the road, over the wall, up the hill, down the mountain.

3 An adverb particle does not need an object, so it is more closely related to a verb:
walk across, drive over, come up, climb down.
4 We can use the following words either as prepositions or adverb particles:
about, above, across, after, along, before, behind, below, beneath, between, beyond, by, down,
in, inside, near, off, on, opposite, outside, over, past, round, through, under, underneath, up,
without. This means we can say:
We drove round the city. (round has a noun object, so it's a preposition)
We drove round. (round has no object, so it's an adverb particle).

Write:

You are giving instructions to a young child. Give each instruction twice.
1 (run across the road) ...... ~

2
3
4
5
6

..w..~.&..:..I~!w..~..w:

......................................

(climb over the wall) ............................................................................................................................
(come inside the house) .....................................................................................................................
(go down the hill) ................................................................................................................................
(go up the ladder) ...............................................................................................................................
(run past the window) .........................................................................................................................

8.1 B Words we can use only as prepositions or only as adverbs [> LEG 8.4.2-31
Study:
I**I

1 We use some 'small words' only as prepositions, so they always have a noun or pronoun
object: against, among, at, beside, during, except, for, from, into, of, onto, on top of, out of,
since, till/until, to, toward(s), upon, with. This means we have to say: e.g.
Sit beside me. We can't say 'Sit beside.
2 We use other 'small words' only as adverb particles, so they do not have an object: away,
back, backward(s), downward(s), forward(s), on top, out, upward(s). This means we have
to say: e.g. Don't go near the fire. Stay away! (Not 'Stay away the fire!?

Write:

You are answering the question What did you do? Supply suitable noun objects where possible.
1 We waited at ..........4%&.A&&Q?kz ............... 5
2 We went to ...................................................... 6
3 We jumped back ............................................. 7
4 We climbed out ............................................... 8

We drove away .................................................
We ran into ........................................................
We ran out of .....................................................
We went upwards ..............................................

8.1 Prepositions, adverb particles and conjunctions

8.1C Words we can use either as prepositions or conjunctions

1

[> LEG 8.4.4, 1.45.11

Study:

Write:

There are a few words we can use either as prepositions or conjunctions:
after, as, before, since and tilUuntil[>1.8, 1.9, 7.3A-B].
When we use them as prepositions, we have a noun or pronoun object after them:
Let's have our meeting after lunch.
When we use them as conjunctions, we have a clause [> 1.51after them:
Let's have our meeting after we have had lunch.

Complete these sentences with a) a noun object b) a clause.
1
2
3
4

I can't work before .....- h w z k h & k * . ~ ~ . & ~ ....................................
11
' 1 meet you after ................................................................................................................................
11
' 1 wait here till ....................................................................................................................................
I've been staying at this hotel since ....................................................................................................

8.1D Object pronouns after prepositions: 'between you and me' [> LEG 8.31
Study:
I**I
Write:

We use the object form of a pronoun, not the subject form, after a preposition [> 4.1AJ:

Circle the right forms in these sentences.
1
2
3
4
5
6

The invitation is for my husband and (@I).
She gave these presents to (uslwe).
Share this between yourselves and (theylthem).
For (welus), the older generation, there have been many changes in society.
Employers are keen on people like (uslwe) who work hard.
The news came as quite a surprise to a person like (mell).

8.1E Context
Write:

Circle 17 items (including in the title) and say whether they are prepositions or particles.

(2'

TWOLEGS IN NE BOOT
It was late in e afternoon. Inspector Mayhew had an hour to go before
he finished work for the day. He sat in his police car watching the traffic
go by. Suddenly, he sat up! A woman in a blue car drove slowly past
and the inspector clearly saw a pair of man's legs sticking out of the
boot! lnspector Mayhew immediately gave chase. The woman drove
round the town. The blue lamp on top of the police car was flashing, but
the woman paid no attention to it. The inspector finally got in front of her
and made her stop. 'What's the matter?' the woman asked. 'You've got
a body in the boot!' the inspector said. There was a loud laugh from the
boot. 'But I'm alive,' the voice said. 'I'm a car mechanic and I'm trying to
find the cause of a strange noise in the back of this car.'
... legs sticking out of the boat!

8 Prepositions, adverb particles and phrasal verbs

8.2 Prepositions of movement and position
Prepositions of time
8.2A 'At a point', 'in an area' and 'on a surface'
Study:
I**I

[> LEG 8.6-9, ~ p p 21-23]
s

1 We use to/from and into/out of to show direction with movement:
-to/from:
ShehasgonetoParis.ShehasjustcomehomefromParis.
- into/out of. I went into the shop. I came out of the shop.
2 We use at, in, on to show position after movement: at a point, in an area, on a surface.
We can use at with some nouns to mean 'a (meeting) point' or in to mean 'inside':
11
' 1 meet you at the airport. (= that's the meeting point)
11
' 1 meet you in the airport. (= inside the building)
Typical nouns like this are: the cinema, the office, the bank, the library, (the) school.

3 We use at mainly with:
- public places/buildings: at the airport, the bus stop, the Grand Hotel, the butcher's.
- addresses: at his sister's, 24 Cedar Avenue.
- nouns with zero article: at home, church, college, school, university [> 3.681
- events: at a concert, a dance, a dinner, a funeral, a meeting, a party, a wedding.
He's gone to a party. He is at a party.
He's been to a party. He was at a party. [> 1o.2C]
4 We use in mainly with:
- large areas: in Europe, Asia, the Antarctic, the Andes, the Sahara, Texas, the Pacific.
- towns/parts of towns: in Canterbury, Chelsea, Dallas, Manhattan, New York, Paris.
- outside areas: in the garden, the park, Hyde Park, the street, the old town, the desert.
- rooms: in the bathroom, his bedroom, the garage, the kitchen, the waiting room.
- nouns with zero article: in bed, chapel, church, hospital, prison. [> 3.681
He's gone to Texas. He is in Texas.
He's been to Texas. He was in Texas. [> 1O X ]

Write:

Supply at or in.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

He's gone to the station. He's probably .....a f ..... the station now.
She's gone to school. She's probably ............... school now.
He flew from London. He's probably ............... Paris now.
He's gone into the garden. He's ...............the garden now.
She's gone to bed. She's ............... bed now.
He's gone to a dinner party. He's probably ............... the dinner now.
She's gone to a wedding. She's probably ............... the wedding now.
He's gone to the kitchen. He's probably ............... the kitchen now.
They've come out of the desert. They're probably ...............the jungle now.
They've gone to New York. They're probably ............... New York now.
She's gone to the waiting room. She's probably ............... the waiting room now.
He's been sent to prison. He's probably ............... prison now.
She's gone to the doctor's. She's probably ............... the doctor's now.
He's gone home. He's probably ............... home now.
She's gone to the old town. She's probably ............... the old town now.
They've sailed to the Pacific. They're probably ...............the Pacific now.
We live ............... 14 Woodland Avenue.
She was taken to hospital. She's ............... hospital now.

8.2 Prepositions of movement and position
Prepositions of time

8.28 Prepositions of time: 'at', 'on' and 'in' [> LEG 8.10-141
Study:
(**I

We use at for: exact time: at 10 o'clock; meal times: at lunch time; points of time: at night[> 3.6AI;
festivals: at Christmas; age: at the age of 14; + 'time': at thisbhat time.

:

We use on for: days of the week: on Monday, on Mondays; parts of the day:
on Monday morning; dates: on June 1st; particular occasions: on that day; anniversaries:
on your birthday; festivals: on New Year's Day.
We use in for [> 7.3CI: parts of the day: in the evening; months: in May; years: in 2050; seasons:
in (the) spring; centuries: in the 20th cenfury; periods: in Ramadan, in fwo years' time.

Write:

Supply at, on or in.
I'll meet you ........C?& ....... 10.30 .......fi....... Monday, June 14.
We're taking our holiday ................... July.
I always finish work early ................... Fridays.
Who knows what the world will be like ................... the year 2030?
You don't want anything to go wrong ................... your wedding day.
................... the 19th century many children died before they were a year old..
We got up ................... dawn and reached the summit ................... noon.
................... the age of 14 1 realized I would never become a brain surgeon.
The birds don't find much to eat in our garden ................... winter.
What will you be doing ................... the holidays?
What will you be doing ................... New Year's Day?
The year was 1986. ................... that time I was working as a waiter.
We try to get away ................... Christmas time.
I'll see you ................... ten days' time.
They prepared a surprise for me at the office ................... my birthday.

8.2C Context
Write:

Supply the missing prepositions.
'THE PROPHECY'
People who live .......k....... California have every reason to be afraid of earthquakes. No one has
ever forgotten the great quake that destroyed San Francisco ................... 1906. ................... May,
1988, the people of Los Angeles panicked. According to a prophecy made ................... the 16th
century by a prophet called Nostradamus, the city would be destroyed early ................... 1988. During
the panic, parents didn't send their children ................... school and people didn't go ...................
work. No one stayed ................... home, either. The airlines did great business carrying people who
fled ................... their 'doomed city'. Which is more puzzling: how Nostradamus knew that a city which
didn't even exist l o ................... his time would be destroyed ................... the 20th century, or the
behaviour of the people who believed 'the prophecy'?

'

"

The people of Los Angeles pa

8 Prepositions, adverb particles and phrasal verbs

8.3 Particular prepositions, particles: contrasts (1)
8.3A
Study:
I**I

Prepositions, particles, etc. often confused and misused [> LEG ~

p 25.1-1
p
I]

1 about and on
We can use about and on to mean 'concerning'. We use on in a formal way, e.g. to describe a
textbook: a textbook on physics; about is informal: a book about animals.

2 according to and by
We use according to to refer to information coming from other people or sources:
according to him, according to this guide book. When we refer to ourselves, we say in my
opinion (Not *according to me'). We can use by or according to when we refer to a clock or a
timetable: By or According to my watch, it's 3.15.

3 across and over
We can use both these prepositions to mean 'from one side to the other': My house is across/
over the road/the river. We cannot use over for large areas: They're laying a pipeline across
Siberia. (Not *over') We use over after verbs like wanderto mean 'here and there'. We use
across to describe movement through water: She swam across the Channel. (Not 'over the
Channel*) But we say over a wall/a fence. (Not *across')
4 across and through
Through, meaning 'from one side to the other', refers to something like a tunnel (through a pipe)
or something dense (through the forest); across refers to a large area (across the desert). With
some nouns, like park, we can use either across or through.

5 after and afterwards
We generally use a noun or pronoun with after: after lunch [> 8.1 A]. We use afterwards on its
own: We had a swim in the sea. Afterwards we lay on the beach. (Not *After')

6 around and about
We use both words to refer to 'lack of purpose': We didn't have anything to do, so we started
fooling around/about.But we say He lives (a)round here. (= near) (Not *about')
7 at, to and against
We use at after adjectives like good, clever. After verbs like throw, at often means 'taking aim'.
Compare: throw at (to hit) and throw to (for someone to catch). When there is no idea of 'taking
aim', we use against: throw the ball against the wall. And note: fight against. We use at for
speed or price: at 100 miles an hour, at $2 each.
8 away
Away [> 8.1 B] combines with far (far away) and from (away from) and with verbs which give the
idea of 'distance': e.g. live, work: I live 5 miles away. (Not 'I live 5 miles far away')

9 because and because of
We use because to give a reason: We left the party because it was noisy. [> 1.91 We use a
noun or pronoun after because of: We left the party because of the noise.
0 before or in front of
We often use before to refer to time (before 7); in front of (and its opposite, behind) refers to
position. We can use either before or in front of after the verbs come and go.
I1 behind, at the back (of) and back
We can put a noun or pronoun after behind (behind this house) or we can use it on its own
(there's a garden behind). Or we can say: at the back of this house, it's at the back.
Do not confuse back with again: invite them back means 'return their hospitality'. Don't use
back after return: We returned early. (Not *returned back') Note 3 years back (= ago).
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8.3 Particular prepositions, particles: contrasts (1)

Write:

Supply suitable words. Refer to the notes only when you have to.
about or on?
Read this article ....QK/.C?&V&... the Antarctic.
I've read a lot of books ............. animals.
according to or b p
............. Dr Pim, the sea is rising.
............. the timetable, the train leaves at 8.27.
It's 10.15 ............. my watch.
across or over?
There's a newsagent's ............. the road.
No one wants a pipeline ............. Alaska.
We skated ............. the frozen lake.
I'm going to swim ............. the river.
across or through?
Nothing can flow ............. this pipe.
We managed to get ............. the jungle.
I've never walked ............. the park.
away (add far where possible)
I see storm clouds ............. in the distance.
London is 15 miles ............. from here.
because or because of?
I couldn't get to work ............. I was ill.
I couldn't get to work ............. my illness.
before or in front of?
Make sure you're there ............. 7.
I'll wait for you ............. the shop.
You come ............. me in the queue.

after or afterwards?
20 Come and see me ............. work.
21 We tidied up. Our guests arrived soon .............
22 We had a swim and ............. we sunbathed.
around or about?
23 We stood ............. waiting.
I wish you'd stop fooling .............
Let me show you ............. the house.
He lives somewhere ............. Manchester.
at, to or against?
I'm not very good ............. figures.
Throw it ............. me so that I can catch it.
Jim is always throwing stones ............. birds.
We fought ............. the enemy.
Ron is driving ............. 100 miles an hour.
We have combs ............. $2 each.
behind, at the back (of) or back?
There's a garden in front and one .............
Keep this book. I don't want it .............
There's a garden ............. the house.
I saw him four years .................
They invited us. We must invite them .............
We had to go ............. early after the party.
Put it ............. in its place.
I've fallen ............. in my work.
I tried to lift it out of the hole but it fell .............

8.38

Context

Write:

Put in about, according to, across, after, at, away, because, before, behind, in front of, on.
A GOOD EYE FOR A LEFT EAR
the road, develops and
My friend Jonathan, who lives I . . . .
prints films. ........................ Jonathan most of us take awful pictures.
Usually, we fail to aim ........................ the subject so that the subject is not
even in the picture. Sometimes the subject is too far .........................
sometimes too near. Some photos are spoilt because the sun is
........................ US, when of course, it should always be % .......................
us. Some of us take blank pictures ........................ we take the lens cover
off ........................ we have taken our shots. We take most of our pictures
when we are on holiday and like to catch our friends when they are fooling
......................... It's a pity we don't practise using our cameras
10
........................ we go on holiday. A good book ........................
photography would make us better l 2 ........................ taking pictures, but
most of us are too lazy to bother. I asked Jonathan what was the worst film
he had ever seen. He didn't have to think very hard I 3 ........................ the
question. At once he answered, 'Twenty-four shots of the photographer's
left ear!'

'

'

"

... the photographer's left ear

8 Prepositions, adverb particles and phrasal verbs

8.4 Particular prepositions, particles: contrasts (2)
8.4A

Prepositions, particles, etc. often confused and misused
[> LEG App 25.12-19, 25.251

Study:
I**I

1 beside and besides
Beside + nounlpronoun means 'next to': Sit beside me. Besides with or without an object
means 'in addition to' or 'as well as': There were many people there besides (us).
2 between and among
We commonly use between to show a division between two people, things, or times:
Divide this between you both. We use among + plural noun to refer to a mass of people, etc.:
Were you among the people present? We sometimes use between to refer to more than two, if
these can be viewed separately: Don't smoke between courses.

3 but (for) and except (for)
But (for)/except(for) mean 'with the exception of': Everyone has helped but (for)/except (for)
you. We can use except and butwithout for, but not to begin a sentence:
Except for/But for you, everyone has helped. (Not *Except you/But you everyone ... . ')
Except for/but for can mean 'if not': We'd've been on time except for/but for the snow.
4 by, near and on
By can mean 'right next to': Sit by me. We often use the words right or close in front of by: The
hotel is right by/close by the station. Near (or not far from) usually suggests 'a short way from':
We live nearhot far from London. On means 'right next to' or 'beside' when we refer to 'a line':
Our house is right on the road. I can't see what is on my left.

5 by and past
We use either word after verbs of motion (go, run, walk, etc.) to mean 'beyond in space or time':
He went right by/past me without speaking. A few days went by/past.
6 by, with and without [compare > 8.5An.71
We often use by in fixed phrases: by bus, by car, by post. We also use it to refer to 'method':
You can open it by moving the catch. By can refer to time and rate: I'm paid by the hour. With/
without refer to things (especially tools or instruments) which we need to use: You can't open it
with/without a bottle-opener.
7 down, up, under and over
Down is the opposite of up and shows direction towards a lower level, especially with
'movement verbs': Let's climb up/down. We can also use up and down to show position: He
lives up/down the street. Under suggests 'being covered': Let's sit under a tree. Over can
have the meaning 'covering': Keep this blanket over you.

8 due to and owing to
We often use either one or the other. However, due to is related to a noun + be: Our delay
(noun) was (+ be) due to/caused by the heavy traffic. Owing to (= because of) is related to the
verb: The broadcast was cancelled (verb) owing to/because of the strike.
9 like and as
Like (= to compare with) is followed by a noun or pronoun: There's no one like John/you. We
can also use it to mean 'such as': Invite people like the Frys. Like can also mean 'similar to1
in the same way as': It was like a dream. He acts like a king.
We use as (Not *like') + object to mean 'in the capacity of': I work as a receptionist.
We also use as to give a reason [> 1.91: As the last bus had left, we walked home.
We use like informally to introduce a clause, especially in American English: Like I told you,
it's an offer I can't refuse. A lot of native speakers of English think this is wrong.
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8.4 Particular prepositions, particles: contrasts (2)

Write:

Supply suitable words. Refer to the notes only when you have to.
beside or besides?
Who was ~ittin~&&&~ou?
Who's invited ............ us?
It's a fast car. ............ it's got four-wheel drive.
between or among?
Divide it equally .......... the two of you.
Switzerland lies .......... four other countries.
I saw you .......... the crowd.
b u t (for) or except (for)?
The plane would've landed .......... the fog.
Everyone sent flowers .......... you.
.......... you, everyone sent flowers.
Everyone's here .......... John.
Who ..........John would do a thing like that?
by, near or on?
I sat .......... the phone all morning.
We live .......... Manchester.
Our house is right ..........the river.
.......... my right I have Frank Milligan.
by or past?
The ball went right .......... my head!
Several days went .......... before I had news.
Stop .......... here on your next visit.
Something flew .......... my ear.
It's .......... your bedtime.

8.4B
Write:

by, with or without?
Our dog was hit .......... a bus.
You can open it .......... pulling this lever.
Dentists are paid .......... the hour.
It won't open .......... a bottle-opener.
down, up, under and over?
My mother lives .......... the street.
The bus got stuck .......... the bridge.
Put this blanket .......... your knees.
due to or owing to?
Our success was .......... luck.
Flights were delayed .......... the strike.
He lost his job .......... bad health.
like or as?
There's no business .......... show business.
.......... a lawyer, I would advise caution.
I once worked .......... a bus conductor.
This motorway is .......... a car park!
People .......... the Joneses always copy us.
.......... it was raining, I took a taxi.
.......... I explained, it's a public holiday today.
He's more .......... his mother than his father.
Who's used this knife .......... a screw-driver?
You're just .......... your brother.
He spends money .......... a millionaire.

Context
Put in among, as, beside, between, by, down (or up), due, except, like, past, without.
DELIVERED AND SIGNED FOR!
.......... 44......... my grandmother used to say, 'Don't sign for anything
........................ checking it first.' I forgot this good advice when two
delivery-men brought my new sideboard yesterday. Delivery was very
late ........................ to the heavy traffic on the road. I saw the deliveryvan go ........................ the house and stop outside a neighbour's
........................ the street. Then I watched it reverse until it stopped
right ........................ my house. I went outside to look into the back of
the van: there was my lovely sideboard ........................ several pieces
of furniture! It was quite heavy, but the two men managed it
........................ them. Soon, the beautiful sideboard was in place,
........................ the dining-room wall. I had waited so long for it, it was
'O ........................ a dream! It was only when the men left that I realized I
had checked everying l 1 ........................ the keys. It had been delivered
l 2 ........................ keys! It was too late to phone the shop, but I needn't
have worried because next morning the keys arrived in the post. I
unlocked the sideboard and found a note inside which said, 'Keys will
follow l3 ........................ post'!

'

Keys will follow

8 Prepositions, adverb particles and phrasal verbs

8.5 Particular prepositions, particles: contrasts (3)
8.5A Prepositions, particles, etc. often confused and misused
[> LEG App 25.26-371

Study:
I**I

1 of, out of, from and with after made
We use made of and made out of when we can actually recognize the material(s): made of
wood, iron, etc. We use made from when the ingredients are not immediately obvious: a cake
made from eggs, milk and flour. We use made with (= contains) to identify one or more of the
ingredients: These chocolates are made with fresh cream.
2 of and off
We never use of and off in place of each other. We always use a noun or pronoun object after
of: north of the river, a woman of 50. We can use an object after off, or we can use it on its own
to suggest separation: just off the motorway, take the top off.

3 on and in
We often use both of these to refer to the body. On refers to surface: on your nose.
In suggests 'deep': a speck in my eye, or refers to pain: a pain in my stomach.
4 out of and outside
Out of is the opposite of into when we are describing movement: We ran out of the building.
In this sense, we can't replace out of by outside. Compare uses without movement:
He is out of his office. (= not here) He is outside the office. (= waiting)

5 over, above and on top of
Over (= covering, sometimes touching): Keep the blankets over you. Above (= at a higher
level and not touching): a light above my head. On top of (= touching): on top of the TV.
We can use over and above in place of each other to mean 'vertically at a higher level':
a helicopter over/above a lifeboat. We cannot use over and above in place of each other when
all we are concerned with is 'a higher level' (not vertical). If, for example, we were referring to
two cats on a tree we would say that A was above 6 , not over it.
We also use both words to refer to rank, etc.: over/above the rank of colonel.
6 under, underneath and below
Under (= covered by, sometimes touching); underneath (= completely covered by):
a mat under/underneath a hot dish. Below is the opposite of above and we can use it in place of
under/underneath,. Below (Not 'under*) refers to position (below the knee).

7 with and without
We use with and without to mean 'accompanied by' or 'not accompanied by':
with/without my sister. With can suggest 'having': with your hands in yourpockets, and 'taking
into consideration': with the high cost of living. With follows common adjectives (e.g. angry) and
we use it in expressions like blue with cold. Without + -ing can suggest 'and not do something':
Go into the room without waking the children.
8 with, without, in and of
We can use with and without to mean 'carrying'/'not carrying': with a handbag, without any
money. We can also refer to physical characteristics: with a big nose; and such things as
hairstyles and make-up: with pink lipstick. We can use in to mean 'wearing': the man in the blue
suit. We can also refer to voice quality: in a loud voice. Ofcan describe personal qualities: a
man of courage: age: a man of 65; or wealth: a woman of substance.

8.5 Particular prepositions, particles: contrasts (3)

Write:

Supply suitable words. Refer to the notes only when you have to.
of, out of, from or with after made?
You rarely find toys made ~fb@.@solid wood.
Beer is made ............. hops.
Bronze is made ............. copper and tin.
This sauce is made .............fresh cream.
of or off?
We live south ............. the river.
Our house is just ............. the main road.
on or in?
There's a black mark ............. your nose.
I've got a speck of dust .............my eye.
I've got a deep cut .............my foot.
I've got a light scratch ............. my arm.
out of or outside?
We ran ............. the house, into the street.
Mr Ray's not here. He's .............his office.
Please wait ............. the headmaster's study.
There was a big crowd ............. the building.
with or without?
Enter the room ............. making a noise.
............. all our expenses, we can't save.
She was very angry .............me.
I turned blue .............cold.
'Life ............. father' is a famous book.
As an orphan, I grew up ............. parents.
He stood ............. his hands in his pockets.
I was green ............. envy!

over, above or on top of?
I can't sleep with a light ............. my head.
Don't put that cup ............. my papers, please.
The helicopter was ............. the lifeboat.
My bedroom is .............the kitchen.
We have the sky ............. us.
We don't want a boss like that ............. us.
Major is ............. the rank of Captain.
His work is ............. average.
The answer is on the next page. See ..............
under, underneath or below?
There's nothing new ............. the sun.
I think she's ............. 17.
Put a mat ............. that saucepan.
The stone hit me just ............. the knee.
What's .............the rank of Captain?
She swam just ............. the surface.
I have two people ............. me at work.
with, without, in or of?
Who's the woman ............. the green umbrella?
I can't pay. I'm ............. any money.
The camera comes .............a case included.
Who's the woman .............the green blouse?
He spoke ............. a quiet voice.
He's a man .............a red moustache.
She's a woman ............. 38.
She's a woman .............intelligence.

8.5B Context
Write:

Put in with, out of, over, off, of, in, above, below, on top of.
THE AMAZING FLYING HAT
She was a striking woman ............fl........ about 25, dressed for the races.
........................ her smart dress and fantastic hat made ........................ feathers, she
drew admiring glances as she walked down the street. Her hat attracted even more
attention when a gust ........................wind lifted it ........................ her head and carried it
into the air. We all stopped to watch as this amazing hat flew ........................ our heads.
People came ........................ buildings and into tile street. The young woman
........................the smart dress was as entertained as the rest ........................ us.
Suddenly, the hat rested l o ........................ a high building and we lost sight of it. Then the
wind lifted it up again. 'There it is!' cried a man l 1 ........................ an umbrella. He jabbed
Then an amazing thing happened. The hat
his umbrella at the sky l2 .........................
simply disappeared! The mystery was solved when someone shouted l 3 ........................a
loud voice. There was a tall yellow crane l 4 ........................a high building and the crane
driver looked down at the crowd j5 ......................... 'Lost your hat, miss?' the crane driver
cried and we all gasped l6 ........................ surprise when we saw that the hat had been
caught by his crane!

'Lost your hat, miss?'

8 Prepositions, adverb particles and phrasal verbs

8.6 Phrasal verbs: Type 1, verb + preposition (transitive)
8.6A Introduction to phrasal verbs [> LEG 8.23-261
Study:
I**I

We often combine verbs with prepositions and adverb particles [> 8.lA-B] to form phrasal verbs.
These verbs can have non-idiomatic or idiomatic meanings and we use them a lot. So, for
example, if someone knocks at the door, we would probably say 'Come in!' rather than 'Enter'.
We would say 'take off' your jacket, rather than 'remove' it, and so on. We can define four types
of phrasal verbs according to form. As you learn new verbs, get used to recognizing them as
one of these four types so that you learn how to use them.
Note the terms: transitive
(= followed by a noun or pronoun object) [> 1.2BI
intransitive (= not followed by a noun or pronoun object) [> 1.2BI
Type 1: verb + preposition (transitive): e.g. Listen to this record. Listen to it. Listen!
Type 2: verb + particle (transitive): e.g. Take off your hat. Take your hat off. Take it off.
Type 3: verb + particle (intransitive): e.g. Hurry up! Sit down!
Type 4: verb + particle + preposition (transitive): e.g. We've run out of matches.

8.6B Type I : Verb + preposition + object, non-idiomatic: 'look at the camera'
Study:
Write:

These verbs are used in their normal sense. [> LEG 8.27.2, App 281
Supply the missing prepositions.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

your proposal.
I don't agree ...&..
Mr Potter suffers ............... asthma.
Please don't insist ............... paying the bill.
1 wouldn't think ............... borrowing money.
These two pictures differ ............... each other.
Choose ............... the two.
Where did you read ............... it?
I'm depending ............... you.
We can only guess ............... the truth.
Please wait ............... me.
Knock ............... the door.
Ask ............... the menu.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

1 don't agree ............... you.
How do you know ............... this?
Does this jacket belong ............... you?
Let's begin ............... tomato soup.
Can you look ............... the children for tonight?
1 couldn't wish ............... a nicer office.
We failed ............... our attempt to win the race.
You can't reason ............... him.
This pie tastes ............... onion.
1 don't believe ............... fairies.
1 succeeded ............... starting the engine.
The police are looking ............... the robbers.

8.6C Type 1: Verb + object + preposition + object, non-idiomatic: 'tell me
about it'
Study:

These verbs are used in their normal sense. [> LEG 8.27.3, App 291

Write:

Supply the missing prepositions.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

I've arranged an excursion ....
.... you.
He accused me .............. lying.
You can't hide the truth .............. me.
Would you kindly explain this .............. me?
Invest some money .............. this company.
1 can't advise you .............. your private life.
Insure your house .............. storm damage.
Translate this report .............. Spanish for me.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

11' 1 reserve a seat .............. you.
You remind me .............. my sister.
Don't associate me ............... them.
Can you forgive me .............. what I did?
They robbed me .............. my wallet.
Don't repeat this ............... anyone.
You can't blame me .............. this.
He stole money .............. the firm.

8.6 Phrasal verbs: Type 1, verb + preposition (transitive)

8.6D Type 1: Verb + preposition + object, idiomatic: 'get over an illness'
[> LEG 8.27.4, App 301

Study: We cannot relate the parts of these verbs to their literal meanings: e.g.
I**I I don't know what came over me. (= affected)
Write:

Match these verbs (1-20) with the explanations on the right (a-t) after you have tried to explain them in
your own way.
Eggs don't agree with me. .f .....................................................................
Please call for me at 6. .............................................................................
I came across this old book. .....................................................................
The dog went for the postman. .................................................................
Let's go after him. .....................................................................................
Can I count on you for help? .....................................................................
I haven't got over my cold yet. ..................................................................
This dress will do for Jane. .......................................................................
Where did you come by this information? .................................................
You can't dictate to me. ............................................................................
I'll sleep on your suggestion. ....................................................................
I can't make anything of this. ....................................................................
I won't stand for your rudeness. ................................................................
Is there anyone here to wait on us? ..........................................................
The cost runs into millions. .......................................................................
She took to English quickly. ......................................................................
He's been sitting on my application. .........................................................
You take after your father. ........................................................................
You can look over the house. ...................................................................
You don't have to stand over me, you know. ............................................

decide later
found (it) easy
found
reaches
supervise
have a bad effect on
doing nothing with
obtain
come and collect
resemble
serve
attacked
give orders to
try and catch
inspect
rely on
understand
tolerate
be all right for
recovered from

8.6E Context
Write:

Put in at, for, from, in, of, on. out of or to. Use each word at least once.
IS THERE ANYBODY THERE?
A dentist in Bavaria has been haunted by a voice which swears
I .....C?& .... him all the time. The voice comes .............. light sockets,
washbasins and the telephone. It is a sharp, deep voice which laughs
.............. the dentist and mocks him. The poor dentist is suffering
.............. a bad case of nerves. Recently, the voice was recorded and
broadcast, so now everyone in Bavaria is looking .............. the ghost,
but so far no one has succeeded .............. finding it. People who don't
believe .............. ghosts think it is just a practical joke. The voice always
shouts .............. the dentist, but speaks sweetly .............. his 17-yearold assistant, Claudia. But no one can blame Claudia .............. the
behaviour of the ghost or accuse her l 1 .............. playing tricks l 2 ..............
her poor boss. Engineers don't know what to make l 3 .............. it. 'He's a
technical genius,' one of them said. The ghost has responded l 4 ..............
all this activity by saying, in a thick Bavarian accent, 'You'll never get
hold l 5 .............. me!'

'

You'll never get hold of me!

8 Prepositions, adverb particles and phrasal verbs

8.7 Phrasal verbs: Type 2, verb + particle (transitive)
8.7A Type 1 and Type 2 phrasal verbs compared [> LEG 8.28,~ p p 32,331
s
Study:
I**I

1 We use prepositions after Type 1 verbs. We cannot separate the preposition from the verb:
I'm looking at the camera. (Not 'I'm looking the camera at. ')

2 We can separate the adverb particle from a Type 2 verb and put it immediately after the noun
object: She gave away her books. She gave her books away.
3 If the object is a pronoun, we cannot put the particle in front of it:
Give it away. (Not Give away it. ^) Give them away. (Not 'Give away them. ')
Special note: In She gave away her books, away is an adverb particle [> 8.1 B], not a prepositio
even if it has an object after it. Unlike a preposition, a particle is 'mobile' and can be used befor

Write:

Use arrows to show which adverb particles you can move in these sentences.

1 I'm looking for my glasses.
2 1 read about it in the papers.
3 Did you u
nrt%=@
4 Yes, I've just turned it off.
5 Have you given the papers out?

6
7
8
9
10

Yes, I've given them out.
Write the information down here please.
A crowd emerged from the cinema.
Don't associate with him.
We've dealt with the problem.

8.7B Type 2: Particles that extend the verb: 'write down' [> LEG 8.28.3-4,
~ p 321
p
Study:
I**I

A single particle can strengthen or extend the meaning of a verb:
a The scarecrow frightened the birds away. (away refers to 'distance')
b I was holding my hat and the wind snatched it away. (away refers to 'detachment')
c Igot a cloth and wiped away the coffee Ihad spilled. (away refers to 'disappearance')
s' this meaning: e.g. pull

Write:

Match these meanings to the adverb particles in the sentences below.
a 'put on paper'
f 'movement out'
k 'removal'
b 'exclusion'
g 'permanence'
I 'reduction'
c 'addition'
h 'movement in'
m 'to the ground'
d 'out of bed'
i 'enclose'
n 'extension'
e 'completely'
j 'clearly'
o 'into pieces'

out 1
2
3
4
5
6
in 7
8
9
10

f
up
drive the car out ...................................
leave that word out ...............................
take that stain out .................................
put out your hand .................................
copy this out .........................................
give these out .......................................
let him in ............................................... down
lock him in ............................................
write this in ...........................................
beat the door in ....................................

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

p 'distribution'
q 'inwards' ('destroy')
r 'up from the surface'
s 'confine'
t 'upwards direction'

pull that line up ..,:.....................................
pick that up ...............................................
fill this car up ............................................
chop that wood up ....................................
let the patient up ......................................
wrap this box up .......................................
cut the tree down .....................................
turn the heat down ...................................
close the shop down ................................
write this down .........................................

8.7 Phrasal verbs: Type 2, verb + particle (transitive)

8.7C Type 2: Verb + particle + object, idiomatic: 'bring about a change'
[> LEG 8.28.5, App 331

Study: We cannot relate the parts of these verbs to their literal meanings: e.g.
I**I What brought about this change? What brought this change about? What brought it about?
(= caused to happen)

Write:

Match these verbs (1-1 5) with the explanations on the right (a-o) after you have tried to explain them in
your own way.
When will they bring your article out? ... .........................................
So she's broken off her engagement! ..............................................
Don't bring that subject up again please! .........................................
Why don't you call up your mother? .................................................
Shall I do your room out? .................................................................
What excuse did he cook up this time? ............................................
They're sure to find him out. .............................................................
You've given away the secret. ..........................................................
I can't make out what he means. ......................................................
If you're angry, have it out with her. .................................................
I'll pay you back for this! ...................................................................
Can you put me up for the night? .....................................................
Shut him up! .....................................................................................
The earthquake wiped the village out. ..............................................
Why don't you top up the battery? ....................................................

get my revenge
discuss your grievance
fill
give me accommodation
publish
invent
destroyed
make him stop talking
ended
clean
reveal his dishonesty
mention
revealed
phone
understand

8.7D Context
Write:

Look at the phrases in italics. Show with arrows which particles can be moved and where.
NOT ONLY RED IN THE FACE!
Ken Rose is a company director and he has to sit at a desk all day. He
likes to keep fit by running to work every morning. He 'arrives at the
office early, 2getsout of his shorts and vest and 3puts@ business sui?
Last week, Ken 4gotto his office earlier than usual, dressed in red shorts
and a red vest. He had just 5puton his shirt and tie, when the phone
rang. Ken 6pickedup the receiver and sat behind his desk. A business
colleague 'had called him up early. Could he see Ken later? Could he
8bringsomeone round! Could they gcheckover some figures? Could
they lothink of ways of l 1cutting down expenses? Could they "put off the
meeting till later in the week? Ken I3waswriting down some notes when
he noticed the time. It was after 9. 'Excuse me,' Ken said. 'I'll 14callyou
back.' He 15hadjust put the receiver down when someone I6knockedat
the door. The Managing Director ''came into the room with six important
guests. 'Ah, Ken,' he said, 'I want to I8introduceyou to our visitors and
I'd like you to lgshow them round the company.' 'Of course, sir,' Ken said
and he got up to shake hands, forgetting he still 20hadon his red shorts!

He got up to shake hands

8 Prepositions, adverb particles and phrasal verbs

8.8 Phrasal verbs:Type 3, verb + particle (intransitive)
Type 4, verb + particle + preposition (transitive)
8.8A Type 3: Verb + particle, intransitive, non-idiomatic: 'hurry up'

[> LEG 8.29.21

Study: We use these verbs in their normal sense. Many combinations are possible:
I**I Hurry up! Sit down! Stand up! Compare Type 1 [> 8.6A-B]: Look! (Not *Look at3
Write:

Combine the following verbs with the following particles in different ways:
come, go, hurry, sit, stand + along, away, down, in, up

8.88 Type 3: Verb + particle, intransitive, idiomatic: 'break down'
Study: We cannot relate the parts of these verbs to their literal meanings: e.g.
I**I She broke down when she heard the news (= collapsed). [> LEG 8.29.3, App 361
Write:

Match these verbs (1-17) with the explanations on the right (a-q) after you have tried to explain them in
your own way.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

All this information doesn't add up. .....6 ...................................................
I'm glad to say my plan came off. ............................................................
1 need the money and you'd better cough up. (informal) .........................
You're tired. You should ease off. ...........................................................
When did the plane take off? ...................................................................
Please don't let on I told you this. ............................................................
I'm going to lie in tomorrow morning. .......................................................
Is there sufficient food to go round? ........................................................
Business is looking up. ............................................................................
You work and I'll look on. .........................................................................
My car's playing up again. .......................................................................
11' 1 be late, so don't wait up. .....................................................................
Mind out! He's turning left! .......................................................................
1 waited for him, but he never showed up. ...............................................
What time are you going to set out? ........................................................
I'm glad to say business is picking up. ....................................................
How did that come about? .......................................................................

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
I)
m)
n)
o)
p)
q)

be careful!
make sense
improving
improving
work less hard
reveal the secret
happen
succeeded
not working properly
pay
start your journey
arrived
leave the ground
not go to bed
be enough
be a spectator
stay in bed late

8.8C Type 4: Verb + particle + preposition + object, non-idiomatic: 'walk up
to the top'
Study:
I**I
Write:

These verbs are used in their normal sense. [> LEG 8.30.2,8.8]
Write sentences with the following.
1
2
3
4
5

120

(come down from) . ~ . ~ & . ~ . . @ . . ~ . ~ . . & . . ~ . * . . . ~ . . * . ~ . . f &......
.
(drive on to) .........................................................................................................................................
(hurry over to) .....................................................................................................................................
(run along to) ......................................................................................................................................
(stay away from) .................................................................................................................................

8.8 Phrasal verbs: Type 3, verb + particle (intransitive)
Type 4, verb + particle + preposition (transitive)

8.8D Verb + particle + preposition + object, idiomatic: 'put up with it'
[> LEG 8.30.3, App 371

Study: We cannot relate the parts of these verbs to their literal meanings: e.g.
I**I How do you put up with it? (= tolerate)
Write:

Match these verbs (1-20) with the explanations on the right (a-t) after you have tried to explain them in
your own way.
Your argument boils down to this. ...e .............................................
I can't go back on my word. ...........................................................
Please let me in on the secret. .......................................................
You'd better talk him out of his plan. ..............................................
Some of his good luck has rubbed off on me. ................................
I can't live up to my reputation. ......................................................
I've set up in business ....................................................................
That ties in nicely with my plan. .....................................................
Who put you up to this? .................................................................
I don't feel up to this party. .............................................................
This won't make up for the damage. ..............................................
You've got to face up to reality. ......................................................
The Cabots look down on us. ........................................................
We've had to fall back on our savings. ..........................................
I think it would be a good idea to keep in with her. ........................
I'll get on to them immediately. ......................................................
The bill comes out at E l 00 exactly. ................................................
If you're angry, you don't have to take it out on me. ......................
I'm glad they've done away with that bad law. ...............................
I'm looking forward to the holidays. ................................................

use
allow me to share
expecting to enjoy
contact
can be summarized as
totals
started
treat unfairly
benefited
accept with courage
fits
fail to honour
abolished
maintain the high standard
consider us inferior
compensate for
gave you this idea
stay on good terms
feel well enough for
persuade not to do

8.8E Context
Write:

Put in about, down, down on, in, in on, up, up on, up to, up with or to.
A CURE FOR SNORING
the sound of snoring. Some people
It's very difficult for people who sleep silently to 'put ..M@.&..
are asleep the moment they 'lie ..................... others %tay .................... half the night waiting for the
miracle of sleep to 4come ..................... Even insomniacs snore. Insomniacs are the ones who need to
=lie .................... in the morning to katch .................... lost sleep. Snorers will never admit to snoring.
They know the rest of the world 'looks .................... them and they just can't 8face .................... reality.
My friend, Henry, a champion snorer, has just found a cure and he 91etme .................... his little secret.
He has just locoughed .................... good money for a band with a stud on it. He wears the band round
his head at night and if he tries to sleep on his back, the stud gives him a jab. I'm sure this news will
"cheer .................... all snorers, who now have a new experience to "look forward ..................... With
one of these on their heads, all they have to lose is their sleep!

'I
He wears this round his head

Verbs, verb tenses, imperatives
9.1 The simple present and present progressive tenses (1)
9.1 A Pronunciation and spelling of the 3rd person, simple present [> LEG 9.6-71
Study:
I**I

1 Pronunciation [compare plural nouns > 2.5AI:
We pronounce -s as Is/ after these sounds: If/ laughs; /p/ drops; /k/ kicks; I t / lets.
We pronounce -s as /IZ/after /z/loses; /dg/ manages; Is/ passes; /J/ pushes; /tJ/ stitches, and
/ksl mixes.
We pronounce -s as /z/after all other sounds: /b/ robs; /dl adds; /g/ digs; /I/ fills; /m/ dreams;
/n/ runs; lql rings; after vowels: sees; after vowel + w or r : draws, stirs.
2 Spelling
Add -s to most verbs: worklworks, drive/drives, play/plays, run/runs.
Add -es to verbs ending in -0: do/does; -s: misses; -x: mixes; -ch/-sh: catches/pushes.

Write:

a Give the third person forms of the verbs in these sentences.
b Show whether you would pronounce the third person form as Is/, /z/ or /IZ/

......... / s /
They laugh a lot. He .........
1 often drop things. She ............................/ /
We drink a lot of tea. She ..........................
/ /
1 often forget things. She .......................... ./ /
5 We often lose things. He .......................... / /
6 They manage all right. She ...................... / /
7 1 often pass your house. He ..................... / /

1
2
3
4

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

1 rush around a lot. She ..............................
1 always saw the wood. She .......................
1 wear old clothes at home. He ...................
I love sweets. She ......................................
1 often see them. He ...................................
They pay •’30a week rent. He ....................
1 cry at sad films. She .................................

/ /
/ /
/ /
/ I
/ /
/ /
1 1

9.1B Uses of the simple present tense: 'I worklhe works' [> LEG 9.8.9.121
Study:
I**I

There are seven basic uses of the simple present tense [compare > 11.1 lA]. We use it for:

1 Permanent truths: Summer follows spring. Gases expand when heated.
2 'The present period' (= 'this is the situation at present'): My sister works in a bank.
3 Habitual actions: I get up at 7. 1 sometimes stay up till midnight.
It says here that .... I love you. I hate him.

Write:

Give the correct form of the simple present of each verb.

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

Water .............&I&
............. at 100•‹C.(boil)
She never ........................... up very early. (get)
Hot air .................................................. (rise)
I occasionally .................................. meat. (eat)
My uncle .........................
in a factory. (work)
The coach ................. at 6 this evening. (leave)
John and Sue ...................... glasses. (wear)
The concert .................. at 7 next Friday. (start)
The children ................. a lot of sweets. (eat)
I ............................ Barcelona won again. (see)
He only ........................ at weekends. (work)
It's not right, you ........(know) - I ......... (agree)
1 always ....................out on Saturdays. (go)
Can he manage? - I ........................ so. (hope)
She .............to London once a week. (drive)
It ......................... in the paper it'll be hot. (say)

9.1 The simple present and present progressive tenses (1)

9.1C Stative and dynamic verbs [> LEG 9.3, ~
Study:

p 381
p

1 We call a few verbs like love stative because they refer to 'states'. A state has no beginning
and no end. We don't 'control' it, so we don't normally use stative verbs in progressive tenses:
She loves her baby more than anything. (Not 'is loving')

(**I

2 Most verbs in English are dynamic. We can use them in two ways:
- in the simple present tense to describe habits, etc. [> 9.161: 1 often make cakes.
- in the present progressive to describe deliberate actions in progress [> 9.281:
I'm making a cake.
3 We can describe three classes of verbs:
a Dynamic verbs which have simple or progressive forms (most verbs in English):
I often listen to records. (simple present tense)
I'm listening to a record. (present progressive tense)
b Verbs which are always stative:
This coat belongs to you. (simple present tense) (Not 'is belonging')
c Verbs that have stative or dynamic uses:
I'm weighlng myself. (a deliberate action: present progressive tense)
I weigh 65 kilos. (a state) (Not *I'm weighing 65 kilos. ')
4 There are five groups of stative verbs referring to: a feelings (like, love, etc.);
b thinkinglbelieving (think, understand, etc.) c wants (want, prefer, etc.)
d perception (hear, see, etc. [> 11.281) e beinglhavinglowning (appear, seem, belong, etc. [> 10.41

Write:

Tick the sentences that are right. Cross out the verbs that are wrong and correct them.
la
2a
3a
4a
5a
6a
7a
8a

You're never ill. I envy you. d
I understand English well. You're knowing what I mean. Is he seeming unfriendly? I prefer fish to meat. Do you see that bird over there? Why is he smelling his coffee? She's weighing herself again. -

Ib
2b
3b
4b
5b
6b
7b
8b

You're never ill. I'm envying you. I'm understanding English well. You know what I mean. Does he seem unfriendly? I'm preferring fish to meat. Are you seeing John tomorrow? Something smells strange. She weighs 75.5 kilos. -

9.1D Context
Write:

Put in the simple present or the present progressive tenses.
CHOMP CHAMP!
comfortably? Good! I 2(hope) ................................... you =(study)
'(you sit) ...h.%.@W.-..
................................... this text carefully because I 4(have) ................................... news for you. The
Guinness Book of Records =(notinclude) ................................... records for eating any more. People
who =(try) ................................... to swallow 47 hard boiled eggs in half a minute will have to do it for
pleasure and not to get into the record book. 'We '(regard) ................................... these records as
unhealthy,' said the book's editor, Mr Donald McFarlan. However, one record-holder will remain. He is
Michel Lotito of Grenoble ('Monsieur Mangetout'). Since 1966, he has chomped his way through 10
bicycles, 7 TV sets and a light aircraft. He's likely to remain world champ, unless you 8(want)
................................... to challenge him, of course!
~

Chomp! chomp1

~
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9.2 The simple present and present progressive tenses (2)
9.2A
Study:
El

Spelling: how to add '-ing' to a verb: 'waitlwaiting' [> LEG 9.101
1 We add -ing to most verbs, without changing the base form: waivwaiting:
Wait for me. -, Iam waiting for you.
2 If a verb ends in -e, omit the -e and add -ing: use/using:
Use a broom. -, Iam using a broom.

3 A single vowel followed by a single consonant doubles the final consonant: sivsitting:
Sit down.
-, Iam sitting down. [> compare 6.5AJ
4 We double the last consonant of two-syllable verbs when the second syllable is stressed:
bdginhdginning. Compare the unstressed final syllable: 'differ/'differing:
Begin work. -, Iam beginning work.

Write:

Add -ing to the verbs in these sentences.

1 I'm W the beds. (make)
2 I'm ........a sandwich. (eat)
3 I'm ........a letter. (write)

4 I'm always ........ things. (forget) 7 I'm ........ the 9.04.(catch)
5 I'm ........ on my coat. (put)
8 I'm ........ of thirst. (die)
6 I'm ........ abroad. (travel)
9 I'm ........ your case. (carry)

9 - 2 8 Uses of the present progressive tense: 'I am workinglhe is working'
[> LEG 9.1 I]

Study:
I**I

Write:

124

There are four basic uses of the present progressive tense. We use it for:
Actions in progress at the moment of speaking: He's working at the moment.
Temporary situationslactions, not necessarily in progress at the moment of speaking:
My daughter is studying English at Durham University.
Planned actions (+ future adverbial reference): We're spending next winter in Australia. [> 9.9Al

a Use the present progressive in the sentences below.
b Number the sentences 1 , 2, 3 or 4 to show uses of the present progressive.

1 Don't rush me. . . ~ . d t + r . . ~ . . b.......................................................
~b..
as fast as I can. (Ilwork)
2 What .........................................................................................................? It looks awful. (youldrink)
3 ......................................................................................................... to see the boss. (Shelstill wait)
to catch his train. (Helhurry)
4 .............................................................................................................
5 ............................................................................... , aren't you? Calm d o ~ n(You/constantly/panic)
!
6 ............................................ more and more politically aware these days. (Young peoplelbecome)
7 What ..........................
nowadays? (Johnldo) - ..........................for the British cycle team. (Helride)
8 ...........................................................................................our holiday here very much. (Welenjoy)
9 ................................................................. people by asking personal questions. (Helalhayslupset)
10 What time .......................................................................................................
tomorrow? (helarrive)
1 1 ........................................................................................ to lock the front door. (Shelforeverlforget)
12 ........................................................................ treatment on my bad back for a few weeks. (Ilhave)
13 You can't believe a word he says. .............................................................................
(Helalwaysllie)
14 ............................................................................ the 1,500metres in the next Olympics. (Shelrun)

9.2 The simple present and present progressive tenses (2)

9.2C The simple present and the present progressive tenses in typical
contexts [z LEG 9.1 21
Write:

a Use the correct present tense form.
b Say what the context for each extract could be, written and/or spoken.
1 Let me explain what you have to do. First
you (take) ...........&?& ......... the photos
.......... them into
and (sort) ...........ACT$
categories. Then you (file) .. f& ...
them according to subject.

2 We (hope) ............................. you (enjoy)
............................. this marvellous weather
as much as we are. We (sunbathe) .........
.................... and (go) .............................
swimming every day. Next week we (go)
............................. snorkelling.

3 The play is set in London in 1890. The
action (take) ............................. place in
Sir Don Wyatt's mansion. When the
curtain (go) ............................. up, the
hero and heroine (sit) .............................
in the lounge. They (argue)

4 The house is in a mess because we've got
the workmen in. The plumber (put)
............................. in a new bath, the
electricians (rewire) ............................. the
system, and the carpenter (build) .................
............ us some new bookshelves!

5 Dear Jane,
Sorry to hear about your problem at work
I (think) ............................. you (do) ..................
........... the right thing, but I (doubt) ...................
.......... whether your boss really (know) ............
................. his job from what you (tell) ..............
............... me!
6 Pym (pass) ............................... to Smith, who
(run) ............................. straight at the central
defence and (shoot) .............................. and
Gomez (push) ............................. it over the
bar for a corner.

.............................

9.2D Context
Write:

Put in the simple present or present progressive. Note where both forms are possible.
A HOLIDAY JOB W1TH.A DIFFERENCE!
I ( s t u d y ) l . @ % . . ~ English at Exeter University. I'm on holiday at
the moment and I (work) ............................. in a public library. I'm lucky to
have this job. I (not have to) ............................. get up early. The library
(open) ............................. at 10 and (close) ............................. at 7. It's
interesting work because people (always come in) ............................. and
(ask) 7............................. me to help them, so I (learn) ...........................a
lot about different subjects. I (enjoy) ............................. the job and (find)
lo
............................. it very amusing, too. People (use) " .............................
the strangest things as bookmarks. I have found a rasher of bacon
(uncooked!). Matchsticks (be) l 2 ............................. common and so (be)
13
............................. bus tickets. My colleagues (always find)
14
............................. things too - even a •’10 note, but I haven't been so
............................. of the photo of a beautiful woman
lucky! I often (think) l5
which I found. On the back were the words: 'I (love) I6.............................
you. I (miss) l7
............................. you and I'll never forget you.'

The strangest bookmarks!

9 Verbs, verb tenses, imperatives

9.3 The simple past tense
9.3A The past form and pronunciation of regular verbs [> LEG 9.14,~
Study:
I**I

p 391
p

1 Regular verbs always end with a -din the simple past, but we do not always pronounce the -d
ending in the same way. We usually add -edto the base form of the verb:
Iplay -Iplayed, I open -I opened. We do not pronounce -ed as an extra syllable. We
pronounce it as /dl: Iplayed /ple~dJNot 1ple1-1d1*; I opened laupandl Not */aupan~d/*;
Iarrived /ararvd/ Not / a r a ~ ~*;dI/ married /mrerrd/ Not 'Imreri-rd/ [compare > 2.5AI.

2 Verbs which end in the following sounds are pronounced It/ in the past: /W packed; Is/ passed;
/tJ/ watched; /J/ washed; If/ laughed; /p/ tipped.
3 A few verbs are pronounced and spelt /dl or It/: burned/burnt; dreamed/dreamt.
4 Verbs ending in the sounds It/ or Id/ have their past ending pronounced 11dI:
added, decided, counted, excited, needed, posted, shouted, started, tasted, wanted.
'
'
-'
""
'"
i'"'

"

3

Write:

8

-

-

a Give the past forms of these regular verbs.
b Show whether you would pronounce these past forms as /dl, It1or 11dI.
1 We .-,
an hour yesterday. (wait) hdl
10
Joan ................ her room on Friday. (clean) I 11 1
I ...... .......... squash last night. (play) I I
12
She ................ my letter yesterday. (post) I I 13
5 1 ................ at her. (smile) I I
14
6 She ................ when she saw me. (stop) I I 15
7 1 ................ of you last night. (dream) I I
16
8 Who ................the cakes? (burn) I I
17
9 He ................ a lot as a baby. (cry) I I
18

9.3B Irregular past forms [> LEG 9.15-16,~

1 ................TV all evening. (watch) I 1
We ................ when we saw them. (laugh) 1 I
He ................ the sergeant's orders. (obey) / I
We ................ into the house. (hurry) 1 1
You ................ to me! (lie) 1 I
1 ................ early yesterday. (finish) I 1
It's ................ in the bill. (include) I 1
1 ................ the door before I left. (lock) 1 1
We ................. first class. (travel) 1 1

p 401
p

-

Study:

[ I Some irregular verbs have the same form in all parts: hit-hit-hit, cut-cut-cut.

/

2 Some change one part only: keep-kept-kept, make-made-made, sell-sold-sold.
3 Some change two parts: break-broke-broken, know-knew-known, ride-rode-ridden.

Write:

Supply the past forms of the irregular verbs in italics.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

I often see Giulio. I ........&W ........ him again only yesterday.
As teenagers, we always ........................each other very well. We still understandeach other now.
1 hardly ........................Ray's wife. Did you know her at all?
We always meet on Sunday. We ........................ last Sunday as usual.
1 often findthings on the beach. I ........................this very old bottle yesterday.
Someone's always leaving that window open. Who ........................it open this time?
1 ........................ a lot of letters when I was young. I hardly ever write letters now.
They sellall kinds of rubbish now, but they once ........................good handmade furniture.
She is very good at figures, you know. She ........................first in maths at school.
1 have the same car now that I ........................ five years ago.
I don't keep pets now, but I ........................ a dog when I was a boy.
Where did you eat last night? - We ........................at a restaurant.

9.3 The simple past tense

9.3C
Study:
I**I

Uses of the simple past tense: 'I workedthe worked' [> LEG 9.17-181
We use the simple past to talk about events, actions or situations which happened in the past
and are now finished. We always have to say (or imply) when the action happened, so we often
use time references like yesterday, ago, last summer [> 7.2AI.
We use the past:
- to describe actions which happened in the recent or distant past:
Sam phoned a moment ago. (Not *Sam has phoned') [> 9.5AI
The Goths invaded Rome in A.D. 410, (Not 'The Goths had invaded') [> 9.61
- to describe past habit: Ismoked forty cigarettes a day tillIgave up. [compare > 11 .11]
If we do not use time references (a moment ago, when I was young, etc.) we imply them:
I saw Fred in town. (i.e. when I was there this morning)
I never met my grandfather. (i.e. perhaps he died before I was born)

Write:

Give complete answers to these questions using the time references in brackets.
1 How long- ago
- did you work as a civil servant? (five years ago)
,....... ..............................................................
2 When did you last play football? (when I was 14)

..I.-.m.r;t..&.-.m.w..w

:

............................................................................................................................................................
3 When did the Carters leave for their summer holiday? (last night)
4 What time did John arrive? (at 4)

............................................................................................................................................................
5 When did you last see 'Gone with the Wind'? (recently)

............................................................................................................................................................
6 How long did you wait at the airport? (till they arrived)

............................................................................................................................................................
7 When did Sally tell you about her engagement? (when she was here)

9.3D Context
Write:

Put in the correct forms of the simple past tense of the verbs in brackets.

... red eyes and green scaly skin

LIZARDMAN
Christopher Davis, a young driver from South Carolina, (claim)
.......&W??Wd ...... a monster (attack) ............................. him while he was
driving along a lonely road. The monster (be) ............................. seven
feet tall and (have) ............................. red eyes and green, scaly skin. It
(chase) ............................. Christopher's car and (jump)
.............................on the roof. Many people (believe) .............................
the story and the newspapers (call) ............................. the monster
'Lizardman'. Seventy hunters recently (set out) ............................. to trap
Lizardman and a local radio (offer) l o ............................. $1 million to anyone
who (capture) l 1............................. him dead or alive. Lizardman had so
much publicity that thousands of people (visit) l 2 ............................. South
Carolina to find him. No one has found him yet. As everyone knows,
monsters may or may not exist, but they are very good for the tourist
industry!

9 Verbs, verb tenses, imperatives

9.4 The simple past and past progressive tenses
9.4A Irregular verbs with the same form in the present as in the past:
'put/put' [> LEG 9.161
Study:
I**I

Write:

A small number of irregular verbs have the same form in the present as in the past: e.g. bursf/
burst, cost/cost, cut/cut, hitlhit, puf/put. We have to remember, especially with such verbs, that
the third person singular does not change in the past:
He put on a clean shirt yesterday. (past) He puts on a clean shirt every day. (present)
After I, you, we, and they, the context or the adverbial tells us the tense:

Do these sentences refer to the present or the past? Write 'present' or 'past'.
In a few cases both references are possible.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

That shirt cost me •’7.00. ...........
............
He often cuts himself. .....................................
She hurt her arm. ........................................
He let me drive his car. ...................................
She reads a lot. ...............................................
1 set the table every morning. .........................
1 set the table an hour ago. .............................

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

She often hit him. ..............................................
He shut the door with a bang. ...........................
1 hurt my arm yesterday. ...................................
I often let him drive my car. ...............................
She always beat him at tennis. .........................
The BBC broadcasts every day. .......................
The BBC broadcast the talk yesterday. .............

9.48 Uses of the past progressive tense: 'I was working' [> LEG 9.201
Study:
I**I

There are five basic uses of the past progressive tense. We use it for:
1 Temporary actions in progress in the past: I was living abroad in 1987.
We often use all to emphasize continuity (all day, all summer): It was raining all night.

I

2 Actions which were in progress when something else happened:
Just aswhen I was leaving, the phone rang.
These are often introduced by conjunctions like when, as, just as and while, but the shorter
action can be introduced by when: We were having supper when the phone rang.

3 Actions in progress at the same time: While I was reading, Joan was playing the piano.

4 Repeated actions with e.g. always: When I worked here, I was always making mistakes.

Write:

I

Use the past progressive in the sentences below.
1 I ...~ . 4 & . l c d t ~ ., .so. I missed what
he said. (not listen)
2 We stayed because we ................................
ourselves. (enjoy)
3 ....................... tennis yesterday? (they play)
4 He ............................. all weekend. (garden)
5 ............... television all evening? (you watch)
6 It ...................................... hard all day. (rain)
7 1 .............................. whether you could lend
me some money. (wonder)

8 ................................ when I left? (you still work)
9 1 lived in France at the time you .......................
.............. in Spain. (live)
10 When she was younger, she ............................
things for other people. (always do)
11 Bill and Sue ................................... their house,
before they moved. (constantly improve)
12 ............................. when I rang you? (you read)
to an interesting
13 Just as I ..................................
part of the story, the doorbell rang. (get)

9.4 The simple past and past progressive tenses

9.4C The simple past and the past progressive in story-telling [> LEG 9.211
Study:

We often use past tenses (simple past, past progressive and past perfect [> 9.61) for story-tellin

0
Write:

a Circle the simple past and the past progressive verbs in this story.
b Number the past progressive verbs 1, 2, 3 to show their uses [> 9.481.
THE SECRET AGENT
lt@just
before the Second World War. Tom was only 20 at the time and was living with his mother.
He was working in a bank and travelling to London every day. One morning, he received a mysterious
letter. It was addressed to 'Mr Thomas Parker'. The letter, which was signed, 'A Friend', asked Tom to
go to The Crown Inn during his lunch hour. All morning, as he was dealing with customers, Tom was
wondering whether he should do this. At lunch time he decided to go to the inn. It was full of people
and Tom couldn't recognize anyone. He was just wondering if he should leave, when a stranger
introduced himself and said he had known Tom's father, who had died when Tom was a baby. The
stranger explained that Tom's father, Bill, was a secret agent in the First World War. Through this
meeting, Tom was recruited to be a secret agent, too, and was already working in France when the
war began.

9.4D Context
Write:

Put in the simple past or past progressive. Note where both forms are possible.
TUG-OF-WAR WITH A HEDGEHOG
home at 3 a.m. one night after an urgent visit to a
Mrs May, our District Nurse, (drive) l.W..-.
sick patient. She (drive) ........................ along a deserted country lane, when she (see)
........................ a new kind of animal. She (stop) ........................ her car and (get out)
......................... The animal (be) ........................ clearly visible in the blaze of her headlights. It (look)
........................ like a hedgehog with a tall white hat. It (cross) ........................ the road without paying
any attention to Mrs May. When Mrs May (go) ........................ close to it, she (notice) l o ........................
that there was a plastic yoghurt pot on the hedgehog's head. The poor creature had got its head stuck
in the plastic pot! Her instincts as a nurse (tell) l 1 ........................ her she would have to rescue it, so
she (pull) l 2 ........................ at the pot, but the hedgehog (pull) l 3 ......................... too. After a struggle,
she (pull) l 4 ........................ the pot off the hedgehog's head. Mrs May (think) l 5 ........................ the
hedgehog (look) l 6 ........................ rather sad, when she (notice) l 7 ........................ that the pot was half
full of strawberry yoghurt. She (give) I B ........................ it back to the hedgehog. The creature (seize)
1 9 . . ...................... it, (put) 20 ........................ it on its head again, and triumphantly (continue)
2' ........................ its journey across the road.

A hedgehog with a tall white hat
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9.5 The simple present perfect and present perfect progressive
9.5A

Uses of the simple present perfect tense: 'I have eatenlhe has eaten'
[> LEG 9.22-271

Study:

L**l

1

There are two basic uses of the simple present perfect tense. We use it to describe:

I

1 Actions beginning in the past and continuing up to the present moment:
- with time references like before (now), ever, never ... before, up till now, so far:
I have received 20 cards so far. I have never tasted papaya (before).
- with since/for: I've lived here since 1980. I've lived here for 20 years. [> 7.3A]

2 Actions which happened at an unspecified time in the past:
- with no time reference at all: Have you passed your driving test?
(Depending on context, this could mean 'very recently' or 'at any time up to now'.)
- with references to recent time, like just, recently, already, still, yet I've just eaten.

Write:

Supply the simple present perfect tense of the verbs in brackets.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Up to now i k ? . M t w e n t y countries. (visit)
He :............ ..............six
T letters so far. (type)
................................ couscous? (you ever eat)
They ............... like this before. (never quarrel)
1 .................... to Marco since 1989. (not write)
We ......... there since we were young. (not be)
1 saw her in May, but ........ her since. (not see)
She ....... the same car for fifteen years. (drive)
1 ......................... them for many years. (know)
She ........................ in that shop for ages! (be)

11 They ....................................... a new car. (buy)
12 He ............................ all over the world. (travel)
13 .................................your promise? (you forget)
14 I ........................................... an elephant. (ride)
15 She ............................... in from Rome. (just fly)
16 S h e l.................... a director. (recently become)
17 They ............................. to me. (already speak)
18 I '..................................... my tea yet. (not drink)
19 She still ......................... my letter. (not answer)
20 I .................................. her several times. (met)

9.5B The present perfect progressive tense: 'I have been eating' [> LEG 9.32-341
Study:
L**l

1 We use the present perfect progressive in place of the simple present perfect when we want
to emphasize that something has been in progress throughout a period:
Instead of saying: I've typed all day, we can say, for emphasis, I've been typing all day.
Depending on context, this may mean I'm still typing or I've just recently stopped.
2 Some verbs like learn, lie, live, rain, sit, sleep, stand, study, wait, work, naturally suggest
continuity [> 7.3B] and we often use them with since and for [> 7.3AI.
We can use them in the simple present perfect tense:
I've waited here for two hours. I've worked here since 1987.

Write:

Supply the present perfect progressive tense of the verbs in brackets.
1 I'm tired. I .

2
3
4
5
130

~ . h W all
. day.
~ (dig)
.
How long ................ ........... here? (you wait)
1 .........................'. here'since 6 o'clock. (stand)
How long ....................... Chinese? (you learn)
She ................... English for five years. (study)

6
7
8
9
10

You're out of breath. ........................ ? (you run)
We .........................here for twelve years. (live)
Your eyes are red. ............................ (You cry)
How long .......................... ? (the children sleep)
What ............................. all afternoon? (you do)

9.5 The simple present perfect and present perfect progressive

9.5C The simple present perfect and the present perfect progressive
compared [> LEG 9.341
Study:
El

Write:

Supply the simple present perfect or the present perfect progressive.
1a
Ib
2a
2b
3a
3b

I ..Ilk%.........................................................................
all your letters. The job's done. (type)
I ..................................................... this report since yesterday and I'm only half way through. (type)
Your mother is still in the kitchen. She ................................................................. all morning. (cook)
I ..................................................... a lovely meal which I'll be serving in a couple of minutes. (cook)
We .................................................... this garage ourselves and have just begun to use it. (build)
We ............................ this garage ourselves and hope to finish it within the next two months. (build)

9.5D The simple past and the simple present perfect compared [> LEG 9.23,9.26.1]
With the simple past we have to say or imply when something happenened [> 7.3A, 9.3CI:

Write:

Supply the simple past or the simple present perfect in these pairs of sentences.
1a She

.....M+!K.!W&...........................................................

a book until she was 25. (never read)
a book in her life. (never read)
I .....................................................................................
lunch an hour ago. (have)
I .................................................................................
lunch. (just have)
.....................................................................................
to the bank yet? (he go)
..................................................................................... to the bank at lunch time? (he go)

1b She is 80 and .....................................................................................

2a
2b
3a
3b

9.5E Context
Write:

Put in the simple present perfect, the present perfect progressive or the simple past.
THE AUSTRALIAN SALUTE
..... Australia, an Australian friend in London (tell)
Before I (visit) I .............................. me I'd learn 'the Australian salute'. 'What's that?' I (ask)
.........................'You'll find out when you get there,' he (say) ......................... I
(arrive) ........................ in Perth last week. Since then, I (stay) ........................at a
nice hotel near a beautiful beach. I (never visit) ........................Australia before and
I am enjoying my stay. I (swim) a ........................every day from the time I (arrive)
......................... Yesterday, an Australian friend (suggest) l o ........................a tour
into 'the bush'. I (agree) l 1 ........................ at once. The first thing I (notice)
l2 ........................when we (be) l3 ........................ in the bush (be) l 4........................
the flies. After a while I (fernembed l 5 ........................ the conversation I had had in
London before I (come) l6 ........................here. 'What's the "Australian salute"?' I
(ask) l 7 ........................suddenly, as I waved my right arm to keep the flies away.
'That's it!' my friend said as he (wave) l a ........................back!

I waved my right arm

9 Verbs, verb tenses, imperatives

9.6 The simple past perfect and past perfect progressive tenses
9.6A Uses of the simple past perfect tense: 'I had worked' [> LEG 9.29-301
Study:
(**(

2 But we often need the past perfect for the event that happened first to avoid ambiguity:
When I arrived, Ann left (i.e. at that moment)
When Iarrived, Ann had left. (i.e. before I got there)
We use the past perfect to refer to 'an earlier past', that is to describe the first of two or more
actions: First the patient died. Then the doctor arrived.
The patient had died when the doctor arrived.
We often introduce the past perfect with conjunctions like when, after, as soon as, by the time

Write:

Supply the simple past or the simple past perfect. Show when both are possible.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

They ....~ h & . & & d .... the gates before I ................... $ot ................... there. (lock, get)
By the time we ............................................... the party .............................................. (arrive, finish)
1 ............................. the shop as soon as I ............................. the contents of the box. (ring, check)
After we ............................ it on the phone, I ............................ him a letter about it. (discuss, write)
We ...................................... a good rest when our guests. ...................................... (have, all leave)
When she ................ the office this morning, Jim. ............................................ (ring, already go out)
Before we ................ Tim to the theatre, he ........................... a stage play before. (take, never see)
1 ................ the carpet when the dog ................ in and ................ himself. (just clean, come, shake)
He ............... to do the job in an hour, but he still ........................ by 10 o'clock. (promise, not finish)

9.6B Uses of the present and past perfect progressive: 'I havelhad been
working' [> LEG 9.32-331
Study:
L**l

The past perfect progressive is the 'past' form of the present perfect progressive. [> 9.581
The progressive forms have the effect of emphasizing continuity.

1 We use them to describe actions in progress throughout a period:
present perfect progressive: She is very tired. She has been typing all day.
past perfect progressive:
She was very tired. She had been typing all day.
Depending on context, she was still typing, or had recently stopped. (then, not now)
2 Some verbs like learn, lie, live, wait, work, naturally suggest 'continuity' [> 7.38, 9.581:
We say: I've waited for two hours. (simple present perfect)
I've been waiting for two hours. (present perfect progessive)
Or:
We say: I'd waited for two hours before he arrived. (simple past perfect)
I'd been waiting for two hours before he arrived. (past perfect progressive)
Or:
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3 Repeated actions:
present perfect progressive:
past perfect progressive:

He's been phoning every night for a month.
He'd been phoning every night for a month.

4 Drawing conclusions:
present perfect progressive:
past perfect progressive:

Her eyes are red. It's clear she's been crying.
Her eyes were red. It was clear she'd been crying.

9.6 The simple past perfect and past perfect progressive tenses

Write:

Supply the present perfect progressive or the past perfect progressive tenses. Show where both are
possible.
I was tired. I ...h&..&W.............................................. all day. (dig)
We ...................................................................... for your call all evening. (wait)
How long ................................................................................. there? (you wait)
I ............................................................ there since 6 o'clock. (stand)
She ..........................................................English for five years before she visited Canada. (study)
It started raining last Monday and it ...................................................................... ever since. (rain)
I ................................ to the firm regularly for a month before, but they still hadn't answered. (write)
They .......................................................................... me about it every day for the past week. (ring)
I knew you ................................... - How did you know? - Your hair was covered with paint! (paint)
You were out of breath when you came in this morning. .................................................. ? (you run)

9.6C The simple past perfect and past perfect progressive compared
[> LEG 9.341

Study:
I**I

Write:

The past perfect progressive can tell us that an action was uncompleted then:
When I got home, I found that Jill had been painting her room. [compare > 9.5C]
The simple past perfect can tell us that an action was completed then:

Supply the simple past perfect or the past perfect progressive.
1 W..&..-ay
for the party that evening and by 8 o'clock we still weren't ready. (cook)
John .........................a beautiful meal for his guests and they all enjoyed it. (prepare)
I knew she ......................... the washing because the machine was still working when I got in. (do)
I knew she ......................... the washing because when I got in she was ready to go out. (do)
By 10 o'clock the children ......................... their homework and were ready to go to bed. (do)
The children ......................... their homework and by 10 o'clock they still hadn't finished. (do)

9.6D Context
Write:

Put in the past perfect simple or progressive or the simple past. Give alternatives where possible.
COOKING THE BOOKS?
Old Mr Williams was very concerned. He and his wife were pensioners and he
(spend) I.&.-.
the whole morning looking for their pension books. He
(look) ........................ everywhere, but he (not be able) ........................to find them.
Meanwhile, his wife (be) ........................ busy. She (cook) ........................ all
morning. She (prepare) ........................ a delicious meal. She (make)
........................ SOUP, followed by a lovely pie, which she (bake) ........................ in
the oven. Mr Williams (always enjoy) ........................ his food, but he clearly wasn't
enjoying his lunch. 'What's the matter, Tom?' his wife asked. Mr Williams (have to)
l o ........................ confess that he (lost) l 1 ........................ their pension books. 'I
know,' Mrs Williams (say) l 2 ......................... with a twinkle in her eye. 'I've got them'.
'You've got them?' 'Yes - and guess where I (find) l 3 ........................ them!' Mr
Williams suddenly remembered. 'In the oven! I (put) j 4 ........................ them there for
safe-keeping.' He (smile) l 5 ........................ with relief as she (fish) l6 ........................
them out of her apron pocket!

'

He wasn't enjoying his lunch

9 Verbs, verb tenses, imperatives

9.7 The simple future tense
9.7A
Study:
I**)

Some uses of 'will' and 'shall' [> LEG 9.37,

I

11.23,11.38-40, 11.731

1 Willand shallare 'modal verbs', so they are like can, must, etc. [> Chapter 111.
2 We often use will and shall to make predictions (the simple future tense):
It will rain tomorrow. I don't know if I shall see you next week.

3 We use will and shall in many other ways, apart from predicting the future: e.g.
- intentionslpromises [> 9.8A1: 1'11 (= I will) buy you a bicycle for your birthday.
- requestslinvitations [> 11.6Dl: Will you hold the door open for me, please?
Shall I get your coat for you?
-offers [> 11.6EI:
Shall we go for a swim tomorrow?
- suggestions [> 11.6Fl:
Just wait! You'll regret this!

Write:

Match the sentences on the left with the functions on the right.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

A
We'll have a thunderstorm tonight, I'm sure.
Will there be a general strike? 11' 1 send you a card from Florida. Will you write to me? Shall I go to the post office for you? Shall we take a drive into the country later? 11' 1 report you to the police next time. The wedding will take place next Friday. 1 hope you'll come and see us again. Tell them again. Perhaps they'll understand. Will you have lunch with us on Sunday? 11' 1 be seeing John at the meeting tomorrow. -

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
I)

B
making a formal announcement
making a request
stating a planned arrangement
making a prediction
making an invitation
asking for a prediction
promisinglstating intention
expressing future hope
expressing future uncertainty
threatening
offering
making a suggestion

9.7B 'Will' and 'shall' to refer to the future [> LEG 9.35-371
Study:
I**I

Forms of 'will' and 'shall'
1 When we are referring to the future, we use will with all persons (I, you, he, she, etc.), but in
British English, we often use shall with //we. (Not *he/she/it/you/theyshall'):
//We will (I'II/We'll) see you tomorrow. Or: I shal11Weshall see you tomorrow.
2 In speech, we weaken shall to /Salt. We often use 'I1in place of will in speech and sometimes
in writing, especially after vowels: I'II/He'll see you tomorrow.
We also use 71 after consonants: Tom'll be here soon. When'll I see you?
3 Negative short forms are: '11 not, won't (= will not) or shan't (= shall not):
1'11not be tkere/l won't be there// shan't be there tomorrow.
In American English shall and shan't with a future reference are rare.
Uses of the 'willlshall' future
1 Prediction: We invite prediction or we say what we think will happen:
Who will win on Saturday? Tottenham will win on Saturday.
2 In formal style we say what will happen for events that have been arranged:
The wedding will take place at St Andrew's on June 27th.
3 We use shall and will to express hopes and expectations:
I hope she'll get the job she's applied for. She'll get a surprise. - I expect she will.

9.7 The simple future tense

Write:

Supply suitable forms of will and shall. Give alternatives where possible.
Situation: Jim is asking his friend Don for advice about a job interview.
JIM:
What sorts of questions do you think they I .....%/E?& ..... ask?
DON: The same as they asked me. They ........................ask you why you want to work for them.
JIM:
That's easy. I want to earn more money.
DON: Yes, but you can't say that. You ........................ have to think of some better reasons.
JIM:
I can't think of any just now, but I expect 1 ........................ think of something at the time. I
hope 1 ........................ anyway!
DON: I'm sure you ......................... What time is your interview?
JIM:
It's at three in the afternoon.
DON: I know it ........................ help very much, but I a ........................ be thinking of you. Don't worry,
everything ........................ be OK!
JIM:
When l o ........................ I know if I've got the job?
DON: They l 1 ........................ let you know in a couple of days. That's what happened in my case.
You l2 ........................ get a letter which begins, 'We regret to inform you - !'

9.7C Context
Write:

Put in suitable forms of willand shall.
RETIREMENT
I'm going to retire next week and I'm looking forward to it. For the first
time in my life I I...-...,
be able to do all the things I've always
wanted to do. I ................... (not) have to travel to work any more. I
................... (not) have to earn a livmg. My firm.................... pay my
pension into my bank account and 1 ................... (not) have to worry
about earning money ever again. My wife and 1 ...................be able to
spend more time together. We ................... take care of the house
together. We a ................... do the shopping together. I explained all
these plans to my wife. 'Of course,' she said. 'I'm looking forward to your
retirement, too, but you must remember that while you can retire, 1 can't.
I've written out some simple rules for us both which ................... apply
from the day you retire. Here they are:'
RULES OF THE HOUSE
l o .................. take turns to do the cooking and the housework.
l 1 .................. (not) watch TV all day long.
We l 2 .................. keep regular hours.
We l3 ..................find interesting hobbies to keep us occupied.
We l4 ..................spend time out of the house as well as in it.
We l5 ..................keep fit in mind and body.

1 We
2 We

3
4
5
6

'They look like sensible suggestions,' I said. 'They are,' my wife
answered. 'If we follow these rules I'm sure we l6 ................... enjoy a
long and happy life together.' 'I hope we l 7 ................... ,' I answered.

If we follow these rules .

9.8 The simple future, the future progressive, the future perfect
9.8A

Simple future 'I will work' and progressive 'I will be working' compared
[> LEG 9.40-411

Study:
El

There are three basic uses of the future progressive:
1 We use it to emphasize actions that will be in progress in the near or distant future, especially
when we imagine ourselves doing something:
By this time tomorrow, 1'11 be lying on the beach. (Not *I will lie')

2 The progressive 'softens' the effect of will + verb and sounds more polite:
When will you finish these letters? (e.g. boss to assistant)
When will you be seeing Mr White? (e.g. assistant to boss)
If we say 1'11 work on this tomorrow we may be stating an intention.
If we say 1'11 be working on this tomorrow, we are simply referring to future time.

Write 1: Supply will + verb or will be + -ing. Where both are possible, see if you can 'feel' the different effect of
the simple future compared with the progressive.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Write 2:

Sit down and fasten your seat belt. We .@%..?&?..@. in a few minutes. (take off)
When ..........................to the bank to draw some money? (you go)
Do you think you .......................... here in five years' time? (still work)
They .......................... from Dover, not Folkestone. (sail)
The President .......................... the Prime Minister before flying back home. (meet)
So you're stopping off in Dubai on your way to Beijing. How long .......................... there? (you stay)
We .......................... to London next Monday morning. (drive)
By this time next year, I .......................... my memoirs. (write)
In five years' time a permanent space station .......................... the moon. (circle)
1 don't think I .......................... him tonight. (see)

Supply will + verb or will be + -ing - whichever 'feels' appropriate in this dialogue.
Situation: Susan and her family will be setting out on holiday tomorrow morning.

MEG: So you're off on holiday tomorrow. How exciting! What
time (you leave) l...s?!&&..p..
.....................3
SUE: We (leave) * .............. the house at about 6 a.m.
MEG: 6 a.m.! Why so early? You don't have to check in till 9.45.
You (arrive) .............. at the airport terribly early!
SUE: I know, but the airport is very busy at this time of the year
and we want to avoid the rush. We (check in) ..............as
quickly as we can, then we (have) .............. breakfast at
the cafeteria.
MEG: I'm sure that's wise of you. Imagine! By this time tomorrow
evening you (lie) .............. on the beach and I (do)
.............. the ironing or something!
SUE: I hope you're riqht! I hope we (not sit around) .............. at
the airport. You never know these days!

9.8 The sirn~lefuture, the future progressive, the future perfect

9.88

The future perfect simple and the future perfect progressive tenses
[> LEG 9.43441

Study:
I**I

1 We often use the future perfect simple with by and not ... till/until[> 7.381to show that an action
will already be completed by a certain time in the future.
We use it with verbs which point to completion, like complete, finish and retire:
I will have retired by the year 2020. 1 won't have retired till the year 2020.

2 We often use the future perfect progressive with verbs like learn, lie, live, rain, sit, wait and

Write:

Supply the future perfect simple or progressive. Note where both are possible.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

They .....& . . & W . C O ~...... the new bridge by the end ot the year. (complete)
By the end of this week, I ............................... seventeen weeks for my phone to be repaired. (wait)
Do you realize that on August 15, we ............................... in this house for fifty years? (live)
1 hope I ............................... this report by the end of the day. (finish)
She ............................... for work before the children get home from school. (leave)
We ............................... non-stop for fourteen hours before we get to Calcutta. (fiy)
They ............................... work on the great dam by the end of this decade. (complete)
Radio waves from earth ............................... for light years before anyone picks them up. (travel)

9.8C Context
Write:

Put in the simple future, the future progressive or the future perfect simple.
FLYING JUNK
By the middle of the 21st century we (build) I .....&.&..
~ . . . .space
.
stations which (circle)
............................. the earth and (probably circle) 3............................. the moon, too. We (establish)
............................. bases on planets like Mars. At present, we use radar to 'watch' nearly 8,000
objects in space. In addition, there are at least 30,000 bits of rubbish from the size of marbles to the
size of basket balls flying round the earth. These (increase) ............................. in number by the year
2050 and (orbit) ............................. the earth. All these bits and pieces are watched by NORAD (North
American Radar Defence Command). NORAD (have) ............................. more and more rubbish to
watch as the years go by. Some bits fall back to earth, like the Russian satellite C954, which crashed
in the Northern Territories of Canada in 1978. Crashing junk could give us a bad headache. Most of
the stuff (stay) ............................. up there (we hope)! The sad fact is that we who are alive today (not
clear up) ............................ our own junk tomorrow. Perhaps we (just watch) 'O ............................. from
some other (safa) place as it goes round and round the earth!

Perhaps we'll be watching

Y
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9.9 'Going to' and other ways of expressing t h e future
9.9A
Study:
I**)

Uses of the 'going to'-future compared with 'will'

[> LEG 9.44-461

There are three basic uses of the 'going to'-future:
1 Predictions: We often use going to to predict the future, especially when we can see something
that is about to happen: Look out! She's going to faint. (Not 'will*)
Or we can describe something which we know will take place in the future:
Angus and Margaret are going to be married in May.

2 Intentions: We often use going to rather than will in informal style:
I'm going to practice the piano for two hours this evening.
I'm going to be successful one day.
3 Planned actions: We use going to like the present progressive or future progressive:
We're going to spend the winter in Australia.
Or: We're spending the winter in Australia. [> 9.281
Or: We'll be spending the winter in Australia. [> 9.8AI

We use will when we decide to do something at the moment of speaking:
We're lost. 1'11 stop and ask the way. (= I've just decided to do this.)

Write:

Supply be going to or 'llin this dialogue.
Situation: Mr Sims is driving. His wife is sitting beside him.

we.-.&.-.

HE:
Where (we spend) I...%.
.. the night?
SHE: Cardiff. I've booked us in at the Angel Hotel. Why do you ask?
HE:
That's another thirty miles away. We (run) .............. out of petrol
before we get there. I (stop) .............. at the next filling-station.
Half an hour later.
SHE: This road goes on forever.
We (get) .............. stuck. The car's stopping. We (have to)
HE:
.............. walk.
SHE: Come on then. Perhaps someone (give) .............. us a lift.
HE:
Not a filling-station in sight and look at those black clouds. It
(rain) ...............
SHE: Look! A car's coming. I (wave) .............. to the driver.
HE:
Oh good!. He's slowing down. He (stop) ...............

9.96
Study:
I**(

'am/is/are to', 'be about to', 'be due to' [> LEG 9.47-481
1 We use to be to for:
- formal arrangementslduties: OPEC representatives are to meet in Geneva in May.
-formal appointments1instructions:Three tablets are to be taken twice a day.
- prohibitions: You're not to tell him anything about our plans.

2 to be about to refers to the immediate future:
Look! The race is just about to start.

9.9 'Going to' and other ways of expressing the future

Write:

Supply the correct forms of the verb phrases in brackets.

........ meet again later today. (to be to)
The conference delegates ..........W.&
You ............................... take these new tablets four times a day. (to be to)
They ............................... open their instructions until midnight. (not to be to)
You'll have to hurry. The train ............................... leave. (to be (just) about to)
I can't talk now. I ............................... go out. (to be (just) about to)
There's not much longer to wait. Their plane ............................... land in ten minutes. (to be due to)
Don't be so impatient. She is ............................... arrive until teatime. (not to be due to)

9.9C The future-in-the-past [> LEG 9.49-501
Study:
I**I

Write:

Sometimes we want to refer to events which were 'destined' or planned to take place in the past
('the future-in-the-past'). We use was going to, was about to, was to and was due to. We use
these forms for:
- events we couldn't foresee: They didn't know they were to be reunited ten years later.
- events which were interrupted: We were just going to leave, when Jean had an accident.

Supply suitable 'future-in-the-past' forms.
1
2
3
4
5

e..&

I .......
......... meet them at the station at 4, but I was held up in the traffic.
She .............................. phone later, but she must have completely forgotten.
She was still young. She didn't realize she .............................. be world famous before she was 20.
He thought his life's work was finished. He didn't know he .............................. win the Nobel Prize.
The plane .............................. take off at 4.25, but it was delayed.

9.9D Context
Write:

Supply suitable future forms (will, going to, etc.). Alternatives are possible.
THE ADVENTURES OF ORLlK
The plane had been privately hired to transport Orlik the bull from one part of the country to the other.
him, sir?' the co-pilot asked. 'We (deliver) ........................ him to a
'What (do) lGWUW&.&with
farm in Wales,' the captain said. 'I (just check) ........................ the wooden crate,' the co-pilot said. A
few minutes later, he reported that it looked safe. 'I've just heard from Ground Control,' the pilot said.
'Our flight (be) ........................ due in ten minutes. We (take oft) ........................ from Runway
Number 7.' Little did both men know how dramatic their flight (be) ........................ They couldn't have
imagined that when they were in the air, Orlik the bull (break) ........................ loose from his crate and
smash his way into the flight cabin! 'I (take over) ......................... sir!' the co-pilot cried as the captain
grabbed Orlik's nose-ring and pulled him away. The co-pilot made an emergency landing in a field.
Both men jumped to safety, while Orlik crashed about inside the tiny plane, smashing everything to
pieces!

Orlik the bull
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9.10 The imperative
9.10A Some uses of the imperative to express different functions [> LEG 9.51-21
Study:

1 We don't use the imperative just for 'giving orders'. We can use it e.g, for:
- offering: Have another sandwich. - prohibiting: Do not walk on the grass.
- directing: Take the next turning left. -warning:
Look out! A bus is coming!

2 We can make an imperative more polite or more urgent with Do. Compare:
- ordinary imperative: Help yourself!
- polite imperative:
Do help yourself!
- negative imperative: Don't help yourself!

Write:

Make these imperatives more polite or more urgent.

.%..%..of.M!!f?:.

1 Have a cup of coffee. ... Do.&.
......................................................................
2 Make yourself at home. ......................................................................................................................

3 Stop talking! ........................................................................................................................................
4 Hurry! ..................................................................................................................................................
5 Try and ring us. ...................................................................................................................................
6 Help me with this letter. ......................................................................................................................

9.10B The imperative to address particular people

[> LEG 9.541

2 If we want to speak to someone in particular, we can:
- add you (unstressed) for an instruction: You wait here for a moment. (= I want you to)
- add you (stressed) to express annoyance: 'Youkeep quiet!
- use you with (or without) a name: You wait here, Henry. Or: Henry, you wait here.
- add yourself/yourselves to verbs like help, enjoy, behave: Help yourself!

3 If we are talking to groups of people, we can use the imperative with:

Write:

Write these imperatives again to address particular people. Alternatives are possible.

m...

............................................................................
. E ~ . . - / E ~ .
2 Try teaching 40 noisy children every day! ..........................................................................................
3 Make the coffee today! (Meg) .............................................................................................................
4 Turn off that TV! ..................................................................................................................................
5 Don't turn the lights on! .......................................................................................................................
6 Carry this case! (John) ........................................................................................................................
7 Sit down! .............................................................................................................................................

1 Enjoy ..

8 Have a short break! ............................................................................................................................
Don't move! .........................................................................................................................................
(John) Post these letters! ...................................................................................................................
Don't listen to her! ...............................................................................................................................
Enjoy ..................................................................................................................................
(children)!

9
10
11
12
140

9.10 The imperative

9.1 0C The imperative with question tags [> LEG 9.551
We can make a request [> 11.6DI by adding a 'tag' like will you? to an imperative:

Write:

Rewrite each request as an imperative + tag.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Sw..-I.&.w.7

Will you stop whistling? ....
..............................................................
Can't you do something useful? .........................................................................................................
Won't you stop asking questions? ......................................................................................................
Could you post this letter? ..................................................................................................................
Would you hold this bag? ...................................................................................................................
Can you get me some stamps? ..........................................................................................................
Won't you come in? ............................................................................................................................
Will you take a seat? ...........................................................................................................................

9.10D Double imperatives joined by 'and' [> LEG 9.561
Study:
(**I

Write:

Write double imperatives joined by and with the following.
1 Cometsee ....~w..&..M..w..&??C..
......
2 Trytlift it .........................................................

3 Sit herelwait ......................................................
4 Waiffsee ............................................................

9.10E Context
Write:

Put in the missing imperatives.

ASK

AVOID

COMEANDASK

DO

KEEP

MIND

THINK!

DON'T WASTE

THINK!
It's a case of '.........DO......... AS YOU'RE TOLD in our company! I work for a small
firm and my boss is so bossy that we all call him 'Napoleon'. He doesn't mind a bit.
Wherever you look in our building there's a notice of some kind. The first thing you
see when you arrive is ........................ OFF THE GRASS! You come into the
building and see ........................ THE STEPS! The walls are covered with advice. IF
IN DOUBT ........................ ME! ........................ MAKING MISTAKES!
........................ ME FIRST! ........................ TIME! We have learnt to ignore this
advice, but lately notices have begun to appear in every part of the building. We
have a small kitchen at the back where we make coffee. Yesterday there was a new
notice over the kitchen sink. It said: ........................ I was pleased to sell it wam't
long before someone added another notice under it which said THOAPl

'

'

The kitchen sink
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10.1 'Be' as a full verb (1)
10.1A
Study:
I**I

Some uses of the imperative of 'be': 'Be careful!' [> LEG i o . i , i o . 5 ,

~ p 411
p

1 Be is a 'helping' (or auxiliary) verb when it 'helps' other verbs, for example to form the present
or past progressive [> 9.28, 9.481: He is reading. He was sleeping.

2 Be is a full verb when we use it with nouns (She's a teacher) or adjectives (She's tall).
3 Be + noun or adjective in the imperative has limited uses.
We use be with nouns to mean 'act like': Be a dear and answer the phone!
or to mean 'become': Be a better cook! or 'pretend to be': Be a monster, granddad!
Don't be is more common: Don't be silly! Don't be a fool!
4 We use be only with adjectives that describe 'passing behaviour':
Be + careful, patient, quiet, etc. Don't be + careless, impatient, silly, etc.
But not with adjectives which describe 'states', like hungry, thirsty, pretty.

Write 1:

Rephrase the words in italics using be.
1
2
3
4
5

Write 2:

Act like an angel and fetch my newspaper, please. ...Be..%...+
!..............................................
Don't act like a silly idiot! .....................................................................................................................
The advertisement said: 'Become the proud owner of a new sports car!' ..........................................
Don't become a writer. You'll regret it. ................................................................................................
You play the part of Batman and I'll pretend to be Robin. ..................................................................

Using (Do) be ... or Don't be ..., what would you say to these people? Write two sentences for each,
choosing from: afraid, brave, careful, careless, critical, friendly, generous, mean, noisy, quiet.
1
2
3
4
5

...@d.&

Some children who are making a lot of noise.
..$?*.!
......................................................
Someone who has just broken a cup. .................................................................................................
A friend who refuses to give any money to charity. ............................................................................
A friend who is always criticizing other people. ..................................................................................
Someone who is afraid of going to the dentist. ...................................................................................

10.1B The use of 'aren't' [> LEG 10.7n.31
The full form Am I not is rare. We use Aren't I ... ?(Not *Amn't 1')in:
Am I not late? + Aren't I late?
- negative Wh-questions: Why am I not invited? + Why aren't I invited?
- negative question tag: I'm late, am I not? + I'm late, aren't I? [> 13.31
We use aren't I only in negative questions and negative question tags, never in negative
statements: I am not late. + I'm not late. (Not *I aren't late')

Study:

- negative questions:

I**I

Write:

Supply negative forms of be.
1
2
3
4
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You .........&.........cold, are you?
I'm right, .............................I?
You're American, .............................you?
She's here already, ............................. she?

5 We're late again, .............................we?
6 They're French, ............................. they?
7 He .............................angry, was he?
8 You were early, .............................you?

10.1 'Be' as a full verb (1)

10.1C 'Be' in the simple present and simple past [> LEG 10.6-91
Study:

Write:

Supplyam,is,are, was, wereor weren't.
Her family name is now Jones, but it ..W.
Smith before she got married.
The name of the country .......... previously Rhodesia, but it .......... now Zimbabwe.
I .......... hungry. - You can't be. We only had breakfast an hour ago.
It .......... very cold and windy today, so wear a coat.
She .......... a very nice woman, but her late husband .......... a very unpleasant man.
This .......... a beautiful blue dress. Buy it.
Today .......... 23rd March: yesterday .......... the 22nd.
I'm sure the twins ..........18 today: they ..........17 last year.
Whose .......... these? - They ..........Sue's, but she gave them to me, so they .......... mine now.
Here, this book .......... yours, and that one ..........Jim's. They were both on the floor.
The other students .......... here already. They .......... all downstairs in the canteen.
The party .......... next Saturday evening at Petra's house.
.......... Mr James in? - No, I'm sorry, he .......... here not long ago, but now he ..........out.
.......... Fred and Carmen at home when you called? - No, they ..........,but they ..........home now.
It .......... quite foggy tonight, but it ..........far worse last night.
It .......... only 2 miles to the shops now. It .......... 20 miles to any shops from our old house.
My ambition ..........to start my own window-cleaning business, but it didn't work out.
Her dream .......... to dance with the Royal Ballet Company.

10.1D Context
Write:

Put in the correct forms of the verb be. Use contracted forms (e.g. I'm) where you can.
YOU TRY TEACHING FIVE-YEAR-OLDS!
Mrs Ray's first day at school with her class of
Yesterday, it I....%??....
five-year-olds.
MRS RAY: Now, you ...............Liz, ............... YOU?
LIZ 1:
Yes, 1 ............... Liz
LIZ 2:
I'm Liz, too, ............... I?
MRS RAY: Yes. You ............... Liz, too. You ............... another Liz.
LIZ 2:
I ............... not Another Liz. 1 ............... Liz.
MRS RAY: Of course. Well, Liz, lo
............... a good girl and fetch
some chalk from the cupboard.
BOY:
l 1 ...............careful! Don't drop it!
MRS RAY: What j2 ............... your name?
BOY:
I l 3 ............... Don.
MRS RAY: Don l4 ...............a nice name. What do you want to
l 5 ............... when you grow up, Don?
DON:
A racing driver. Brrrm, brrrm, brrrm ...!
MRS RAY: 16 ............... yourself again! (Brrrm! Brrrm!) Stop it, Don,
or I'll tickle you. l7 ............... you ticklish?
DON:
No, I la
............... Scottish!

'

... her class of five-year-olds
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10.2 'Be' as a full verb (2)
10.2A Progressive forms of 'be' for 'temporary behaviour' [> LEG 10.10-1 I, ~

p 411
p

We use the progressive forms (he is being/he was being) with adjectives that describe 'passing

Write:

Tick the temporary behaviour in these sentences.
1 They're both being very greedy.
2 They aren't normally greedy. 3 You're being a nuisance. -

4 You aren't generally a nuisance. -

5 He was being very childish at the party. 6 He isn't often childish at parties. -

10.26 'Has been', 'have been', 'had been' + adjectives and nouns

[> LEG 10.1 2-131

an earlier past (had been). We use wadwere when we have a time reference:

- behaviourlstateslmoods: She's been very quiet. I said she had been very quiet.
- the weather:
- professions, behaviour:

Write:

It's been very cold lately. I said it had been very cold lately.
Have you ever been a teacher? She has been a real angel.

Supply has, have or had.
1
2
3
4

Your brother h!
been very annoying.
How long ....... you been a bus conductor?
1 ....... been terribly tired lately.
She said she ....... never been seasick before.

5
6
7
8

It ....... been a beautiful day, hasn't it?
She ...... been so good. She ...... been an angel!
You said you ....... been a teacher.
1 ....... been a real fool.

10.2C 'Have been' and 'have gone' [> LEG 10.13.41
Study:
I**1

1 Have been and has been have the sense of 'visit a place and come back':
Where have you been? - I've been home. (= and now I'm back)

2 Have gone and has gone have the sense of 'be at a place or on the way to a place':
Where's John?- He's gone home. (= he's either there now or on his way there)
3 Have been and have gone combine with to + noun [> 8.2AI:
I've been to a party. (= and I'm back) John's gone to a party. (= he's therelon his way)
Have been combines with at and in [> 8.2A1:I've been at a meeting. I've been in Paris.
4 Have been and have gone combine with adverbs like out and away:
I've been out/away. (= and I'm back) John's gone out/away. (= he's not here)
and with home. (Not *gone/beento home*and not 'to the*to mean 'my own home').
Compare: He's been/HeJsgone home. (his own place) He's been to the home of a friend.
144

10.2 'Be' as a full verb (2)

Write:

Supply have/has been or have/has gone.
1 Isn't Jack here? - No, he

I n . . y . home.

5 It's nice to see you. I hear you ................ away.

2 Where have you been? - I ................ home.
3 The Smiths ................ to Paris for the
weekend and have just returned.
................to Paris for the
weekend and are coming back on Monday.

4 The Smiths

10.2D 'Have been' with 'since' and 'for'

6 He doesn't live here. He ................away.
7 The boss won't be in the office till tomorrow.
He ................ to a meeting.
8 The boss wasn't here earlier, but he's back
now. He ................at a meeting.

[> LEG 10.13.51

I've been a nurse since January. [> 7.3A, 9.5AI
2 Have been can have the following meanings [> 9.501:
I've been in this flat for five years.
- have lived/have been living:
- have worked/have been working: Jane's been in the civil service since she was 23.

Write:

What do have been and has been mean in these sentences?

1 She's been in the waiting-room for over an hour. ........................ I $ : h c . k ? ! . & . ~ .............
2 1 have been with this company for most of my life. .............................................................................
3 We have been in this district since 1982. ...........................................................................................
4 How long have we been under this clock? .........................................................................................
5 How long has Silvia been with this publishing company? ...................................................................
6 How long has your brother been in Australia? ....................................................................................

10.2E Context
Write:

Put in have been, have gone, has been, is being or were.
IT'S BEEN A WONDERFUL EVENING!
This is what Angela wrote in her diary last night:
Mr and Mrs Lucas ....hiM.@?W .... to the theatre. They
............................. away for two hours now and 1 ............................. with
Jenny. This is the first time 1 (ever).............................a baby-sitter and
I'm not finding it easy. Jenny is seven years old. She is very nice, but she
............................. a real nuisance. She won't stay in bed and she won't sit
still. I really don't know what to do.'
This is what happened next:
Mr and Mrs Lucas .............................home at 1 1 .30.The house was very
quiet and all the lights ............................. on. Jenny was sitting on the
floor, playing with her toys. Her mother rushed up to her. 'Hullo, Jenny.' she
said. 'Are you all right? I hope you (not).............................naughty.
Where's Angela?' 'She's sitting at the kitchen table,' Jenny answered. 'She
.............................asleep for the last two hours. She l o............................. a
very good girl. I've had a lovely time. It l 1.............................a wonderful
evening!'

'I've had a lovely time'
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10.3 'There' + 'be'
10.3A 'There' + 'be' as a 'natural choice' ,[

LEG 10.191

2 We use there is, there was, there will be, there has been/had been when we want to:
- announce or report events: There'll be a meeting tomorrow. There's been an accident.

Write:

a Tick the sentences which sound more idiomatic or 'natural'
b Rephrase the unticked sentences using There.

1 There are two men at the door.

J .....................................................................................................

A good clothes shop is not far from here. -... k . . ~ . a . g o o d . c ~ . & ? . ? ? . ? k ? . k ? ? : . . .
There was an interesting article about that in yesterday's paper. -..................................................
A photograph of that girl was in last week's magazine. - .................................................................
A new security system will be in operation from next week. -..........................................................
6 There'll be a lot of supporters at the match. - ..................................................................................
7 A public holiday is on May 1st. - ......................................................................................................
8 A meeting between the two world leaders will be in Helsinki. -........................................................
2
3
4
5

10.38
Study:
El

'There is', etc. compared with 'it is', etc. [> LEG 10.201
First we show existence with There is, then we use personal pronouns (he, she, it or they) to
give more details:
There was a concert in our village last night. ('existence')
It (= The concert) was in the village hall. ('more details')
Note how this happens in the following sentences:
There's a bus coming, but it's full.
There's a man at the door. It's the postman. [compare > 3.4A, 4.1AI
There's a man at the door. He wants to speak to you.
There are some children at the door. They want to see Jimmy.
There's a van stopping outside. It's someone delivering something.

Write:

Supply there and a personal pronoun (it, he, she or they) in the blanks.
all enjoyed it.
1 ...%..
were a lot of people at the concert, and ....-.
2 ...............'s a policewoman waiting to see you. ...............'s in your office.
3 ...............'s a parcel here for you. I think ............... 's that book you've been waiting for.
4 ...............1'1 be a new boy in your class today. ...............'s just arrived from Hong Kong.
5 ............... has been a lot of argument about the plan. ...............has all centred on traffic problems.
6 ............... have been serious riots in this country. ............... have all been about the price of food.
7 ...............'s a review in today's paper of the film we saw last night. ...............'s very favourable.
8 ...............'s a dog in our garden. ............... 's our next door neighbour's.
9 Is ...............a route to the town centre from here and is ...............more direct?
10 Are ...............any applicants for the job and are ............... suitable?

10.3 'There' + 'be'

1O.3C Combinations with 'there' + 'be'
Study:
I**I

[> LEG 10.1 7, I 0.21-2,
I I .76]

1 There is, there are, there was and there were are the most common combinations:
There's a phone call for you. There was a phone call for you this morning.

2 We also use there with different tenses, for example [compare z 11.13DI:
perfect tenses: There has (there's) been an accident.
He said there had (there'd) been an accident.
There haven't been many earthquakes in England.
future tenses:
There will (there1//)be a letter for me tomorrow.
There '11have been an answer by Friday.
3 There also combines with seem to be and appear to be:
There seems to be a mistake in our bill. There appears to be no one in.

Write:

Complete these sentences with the correct forms of there + be or seem.

1 ....m.&
.....
!!
an?
exhibition
d of Venetian glass
last month.
2 ........................... days when I don't feel like going to work.
3 ................. any letters for me today? - No, ................. none. Oh, yes, sorry. ................. some here.
4 ................. anything I can do to help? - Yes, ................. something. You can file those reports.
5 We'll have to rearrange the room. ........................... a lot more people here than we thought.
6 I've just driven down South Street. ........................... a terrible accident on the corner.
7 ........................... more jobs for everybody if more money is invested by large companies.
8 Where can I put these cherries? - ........................... my shopping bag. You can put them in there.
What did he say? - He said ........................... no news from Fred for months.
There's a big match on TV tonight, ............................7
........................... to be fewer teaspoons in the drawer than there should be.
........................... to be less money in my pay packet than I had expected.

9
10
11
12

10.3D Context
Write:

Put in the correct combinations with there and it.
WHERE TIME STOOD STILL
Miss Margaret White shut down her chemist's shop in the West of
England in 1970,never to open it again. ' 6 ! % ? X . ~ . & & k . a chemist's
shop in her family since the 19th century when (first) ...................
opened by her grandfather William. After Miss White's death, the
auctioneers moved in. They couldn't believe their eyes. ................... an
old-fashioned cash-register and ................... still old pennies in it. At the
back of the shop ................... old medicine bottles covered with dust,
and 127 little drawers. ................... full of herbal remedies. ...................
unusual products like 'Allcocks Powder - Guaranteed Not to Contain
Opium or Any Poison Whatsoever'. ................... a copy of a newspaper
for April 16,191 2. ................... the issue that described the sinking of
the Titanic. ' l o (never) ................... anything like this before and
l 1 (never) ................... again.' one of the auctioneers said.

'I've never seen anything like this before'
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10.4 Verbs related in meaning to 'be'
10.4A Certainty and uncertainty with 'be', 'seem', etc. [> LEG 10.23-241
Study:
I**I

1 These verbs have nearly the same meaning as be:
appear, feel, look, seem, smell, sound, taste, and also chance/happen/prove to be.
2 When we are certain about something, we use be or an ordinary verb:
He is ill. He knows the answer.

3 When we are uncertain about something, we can use 'modal verbs' [> 11.1C, 11.41:
He may/m$ht/could be ill. He may/m$ht/could know the answer.
or we can use verbs related to be:
-, He seems/appears (to be) ill.
He is ill.
He knows the answer. -, He seems/appears to know the answer.
-, He seemed/appeared (to be) rich.
He was rich.
-, He seems/appears to be working hard.
He is working hard
He was working hard. -, He seemed/appeared to be working hard.

Write:

Rewrite these sentences using appropriate forms of seem.

~ d # M G h . & I ~ . ~ :

.......................................................
They are very happy. .........
He was a genius at maths. .................................................................................................................
She's finding the job difficult. ..............................................................................................................
They were looking for something. .......................................................................................................
He's been knocked out. ......................................................................................................................
6 It's very dark outside. ..........................................................................................................................
7 It's raining very hard outside. ..............................................................................................................
8 My watch has stopped. .......................................................................................................................

1
2
3
4
5

10.48
Study:
I**I

'TO be' or not 'to be'? [> LEG 10.251
1 We can leave out to be after appear and seem in the simple present and simple past:

He appears/seems (to be) ill. He seemed (to be) a fool.
2 We usually include to be before adjectives like afraid, asleep and awake:

They seem to be asleep. He seems to be afraid.

Write:

Add to be where necessary in these sentences. Where you can't use to be, put a dash (-). Where to
be is optional, put brackets (to be).

@?.&-1

It seemed ..........
.......................... a good idea at the time.
These things often appear .................................................
a little strange.
All the old people seem ................................................. asleep.
Doesn't he look ................................................. stupid in that hat?
1 think it feels ................................................quite hot in here.
6 That goulash smells ................................................. good, doesn't it?
7 The choir sounded ................................................. very good to me.
8 She seemed to me ................................................. too young for the job.

1
2
3
4
5

10.4 Verbs related in meaning to 'be'

10.4C 'Process verbs' related to 'be' and 'become' [> LEG 10.261
Study:
I**I

1 Process verbs describe a change in state: When I asked him about it, he grew angry.
Typical process verbs are: become, come, fall, go, get, grow, run, turn, wear.
2 The most common process verbs are get, become and grow:
I'm getting tired. You're becoming lazy. It's growing dark.
We often use other verbs in fixed phrases: e.g. come true, fall ill, go bad, run dry, turn sour.
3 We often use get + adjective: get annoyed, get bored, get depressed, get ill, get wet.
4 Nouns are not so common after process verbs, but note become and make:

The ugly frog became a handsome prince. Cynthia will make a good nurse one day.

Write:

Supply suitable forms of verbs other than be in these sentences.

1 When I ......Q/mU............................... old, I hope I'll have lots of grandchildren.
2 You must be very careful you don't .............................................. ill when you're travelling.
3 1 think this milk .............................................. sour.

4 Food .............................................. bad very quickly in hot weather.
5 It hasn't rained for months and our local river .............................................. dry.

6 It's no good .............................................. impatient every time I ask you a question. [> 16.7C1
7 She always wanted to retire before the age of 40 and her dream .............................................. true.
8 1 had to cut my trip short because I .............................................. ill.
9 1 must get these shoes repaired. The soles .............................................. rather thin.
10 Don't you .............................................. bored listening to political broadcasts?
1 1 My son is determined to .............................................. a pilot when he grows up.
12 Personally, I think he'll ............................................a very good pilot.

10.4D Context
Write:

Put in appeared, became, feel, got, looked, looks, proves, seemed, seems or smelt.
NOT AS INNOCENT AS IT SEEMS TO BE!
It was Katy's birthday last Thursday. Her husband, Paul, bought her a
beautiful bouquet with what '....&%&.....
to be an unusual flower as
the centre piece. Katy was delighted with the flowers. They
........................wonderful and ........................wonderful, too. Katy
........................very excited when she saw the beautiful flower in the
centre of the bouquet. She bent over to smell it when it ........................
to punch her in the nose! Paul was amazed. He ........................so
interested in the flower that he took it to the botanical gardens at Kew to
find out about it. An expert examined the flower and told him that it was
a kind of orchid called a Cymbidium. This flower seizes anything that
........................like an insect so that it will carry its pollen. If you try to
smell it, the Cymbidium will try to grab your nose! So next time you
........................like sniffing a rare orchid, hold your nose -just in case
it ........................ to be a Cymbidium. It's not as innocent as it
' O ........................to be!

'

This flower seizes anything
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10.5 'Have' as a full verb

= 'possess'; 'have got' = 'possess'

10.5A 'Have got' = 'own' and 'have got' = 'obtain' [> LEG 10.301
Study:
I**)

1 In British English, we often use have or have got to mean 'possess':
I have a new car. I have got a new car. (= I own, I possess a new car)

2 In British English, we also use have (just) got (American English have gotten) as the normal
present perfect form of the verb get to mean 'have obtained' or 'have received':

Write:

What does have got mean in these sentences? Tick the columns.

1 I've just got a letter from Pam.
2 I've got a black sweater.
3 They've got a villa near the beach.
4 They've just got a puppy.
5 Don't come near me. I've got a bad cold.
6 1 think I've just got a cold!

'have receivedlobtained'

'possesslown'

/
-

-

-

-

10.5B Uses of 'have' and 'have got' to mean 'possess' [> LEG 10.301
Study:
I**)

1 We often use have got in place of have in the present:
I've got a good job. Have you got a good job? I haven't got a good job.

2 Do you have? and I don't have are also common especially in American English:
Do you have a good job? I don't have a good job.
3 We use the correct forms of have, not have got, in other tenses to mean 'possess':
I have had this car for three years. By June, I will have had this car for three years.
4 In other tenses, have got means 'obtained':
When I saw him, he had just got a new car. By May I will have got a new car.

Write:

Replace the phrases in italics by a phrase with have or have got.
If you think it is possible to use have and have got, give two versions.

1 They own an apartment near the beach. .....~ ~ . & . / . T h & + - & . @ . a m ! .............
.~
2 1 don't possess a party dress. .............................................................................................................
3 Do you possess a motorbike? ............................................................................................................
4 My uncle owned a Rolls Royce once. .................................................................................................
5 I've ownedthis bike for five years. ......................................................................................................
6 We'llpossess a new apartment soon. ................................................................................................
7 1 will have owned this suit for ten years by my next birthday. .............................................................
8 She said she had possessed the car for some time. ..........................................................................
9 That's a marvellous little invention. I must own one. ..........................................................................
10 If he can't hear very well, he should own a hearing-aid. .....................................................................
1 1 Does your brother possess a bicycle? ................................................................................................
12 Will you own this house one day? ......................................................................................................
13 Have you owned this house for a long time? ......................................................................................
14 Do you own a car? ..............................................................................................................................

10.5 'Have' as a full verb = 'possess'; 'have got' = 'possess'

10.5C Common uses of 'have' and 'have got'
~~

Study:

Write:

-

[> LEG 10.311
- -

We can use have and have got to say we own or possess something ( I haved've got a car).

Supply correct forms of have and have got. Give alternatives where possible.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

h . M . you .@... a new car yet? Ro.w.ftaoc 13
They ........... a nice apartment. ...........
14
........... you ........... any spare pencils? ........... 15
........... you ...........today's newspaper? .......... . 16
She ........... ten dresses. ...........
17
He ........... plenty of money. ...........
18
He ........... long black hair. ...........
19
This tree ...........red leaves in autumn. ........... 20
1 (not) ........... any faith in him. ...........
21
She (not) ........... much patience. ...........
22
How many sisters ........... you ...........? ........... 23
They ........... three sons. ...........
24

1 ........... a good accountant. ...........
We ...........a very good butcher. ...........
That's a smart suit he ...........on. ...........
What ........... she ...........on last night? ...........
1 ........... a temperature, I think. ...........
When ........... you last ........... a cold? ...........
1 ........... a meeting in town today. ...........
She ...........a date tonight. ...........
1 ........... no idea what to do. ...........
........... you ........... a better suggestion? ...........
You ........... mud on your shoes. ...........
She ........... something in her eye. ...........

1O.5D Context
Write:

Put in the correct forms of have or have got.
OLE EZ
an interview
I work as a journalist and today I was lucky I...&.-..
with Ezra Pryme, the famous English eccentric. I say 'lucky', because
Ole Ez (as the locals know him) ........................ (not) much time for the
human race and he rarely ........................ visitors. Ole Ez is very rich
and he ........................an immense country house with a large garden.
He ........................a large family, but he never sees any of his children
or grandchildren. '1 ........................ (not) any time for them,' he says.
Ole Ez ........................ the largest collection of Art Deco objects in the
world, but he is the only one who ever sees them. I knocked at the door
of the mansion at exactly 3 p.m. Ez's butler opened the door for me. I
was led through a large hall which ........................ all sorts of paintings
on the walls and then into a library. I waited for a while and at last a very
short man appeared. He ........................ white hair and twinkling grey
eyes. He l o ........................ a beautiful green velvet suit on and a pink
bow tie. He also ' I ........................ a smile on his face, which surprised
me. As soon as he saw me, he held out his hand. Not expecting this, I
hesitated for a moment. 'You can shake hands,' he said, 'I
l 2 ........................(not) any diseases! Mind the steps!' he cried, leading
me down some steep steps. 'I don't say that to all my visitors, you
know!'

'

Ole Ez

10 Be, Have, Do

10.6 'Have' as a full verb meaning 'eat', 'enjoy', etc.
10.6A 'Have' (= 'eat', 'enjoy', etc.) compared with 'have' (= 'possess')
[> LEG 10.32-36, App 42.11

Study:
I S

1 Have can mean 'eat, enjoy, experience, drink, take', etc. In these senses, we use have like any
other verb, in all tenses, including the progressive:
I'm having a drink. (= I'm drinking something at the moment)
By comparison, have meaning 'possess' does not have progressive forms [> 9.1CI:
I have a drink. I have got a drink. (= e.g. I have one in my hand)
I have a car. I have got a car. (Not *I'm having a car. ')
2 In the simple present and simple past of have (= eat, etc.), we use do, does and did to form
questions and negatives:
Do you have milk in your tea? (= Do you take .. .?)
Compare: Have you/Do you have/Have you got any milk in your tea? (= Is there any?)

ary and a full verb in:

Write 1:

Replace the words in brackets by a suitable phrase with have got or have.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

Write 2:

(Do you take) sugar in your coffee? ....&
. ~ . .......................................................................
. ~
(There are) some beautiful fir trees in their garden. ...........................................................................
(We own) a new apartment. ................................................................................................................
(She takes) a hot bath the moment she comes home from work. ......................................................
Would you like a coffee? - No, thanks. (I've just drunk) one. .............................................................
(We enjoyed) a very pleasant evening with them. ..............................................................................
(She's suffering from) a very bad cold. ...............................................................................................
(1 receive) a letter from them about once a year. ................................................................................
(1don't often eat) breakfast. ................................................................................................................
(Are there) any large envelopes in your drawer? ................................................................................
They told me (they had enjoyed) a pleasant holiday. .........................................................................
What (did you eat) for breakfast this morning? ...................................................................................

Supply the correct forms of have in these sentences.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Please help yourself. ......MUf& ........another sandwich.
She never ........................ milk in her coffee.
Where's John? - Oh, he ........................ a long talk with Simon in the garden.
1 ........................a lovely cycle ride in the country last Sunday.
We ........................dinner when a salesman came to the door.
1 ........................ a lot of bad luck recently.
She ........................German lessons for about two years now.
He ........................ already ........................ interviews for two other jobs before he came to see me.
She ........................ trouble with her back before she went to see a specialist.
Don't phone between 6 and 7. 1 ........................a rest then.
They ........................supper if you don't get there before eight o'clock.
By August he ........................ 25 years with this company.

10.6 'Have' as a full verb meaning 'eat', 'enjoy', etc.

Common 'have' + noun combinations [> LEG 10.37-39,
~ p 42.11
p
Study:
I**I

1 Have combines with many nouns: Let's have lunch! I've had a good trip, etc.
We often use it in the imperative: Have a sandwich! Have a good time!
2 In place of common verbs like to sleep or to swim, we often prefer to use have + noun:

Write 1:

Make good sentences with have + the words in brackets.
(a meal) ......... Ne..ttdd.m.~&..&.&.~.SW.f/W.,
............................................
(a dream) ............................................................................................................................................
(a haircut) ............................................................................................................................................
(an appointment) .................................................................................................................................
(a good trip) ........................................................................................................................................
(a lovely day) .....................................................................................................................................
(a pain) ................................................................................................................................................
(a sense of humour) ............................................................................................................................

Write 2:

Rewrite these sentences with have.

1 Those twins are always fighting. ....h Z l & . ~ . L Q X W . ~...........................
. . ~
2 Look at this! ........................................................................................................................................
3 1 want to rest this afternoon. ...............................................................................................................
4 Can I ride in your car? ........................................................................................................................
5 1 talked to Jim about it. ........................................................................................................................
6 Come and swim with us. .....................................................................................................................
7 1 must wash before lunch. ...................................................................................................................
8 Sleep and you'll feel better. ................................................................................................................

1 O.6C Context
Write:

Put in the correct forms of have got or have.
NOT A MAN OF STRAW!
Our neighbour, Mr French. '....&!./Bat).)...a very large farm and he
........................ trouble with birds all his life. Birds eat his vegetable crops
and cost him a lot of money, so Mr French has just bought a computerized
scarecrow called Worzel. Worzel is more than two metres tall and ............
............ four legs. He ........................ a round head and arms that swing
from right to left. ........................ Worzel ........................ any success?' I
asked Mr French recently as I watched him ........................ a walk in a
vegetable field. 'He ........................ a tremendous effect on birds,' Mr
French said. 'Come and ........................ a look at him. An ordinary
scarecrow ........................ a head full of straw, but Worzel l o ........................
a brain!' Just then I heard a loud moan and saw a blinding flash. 'You
"(not) ........................ a dream,' Mr French said. 'He does this to frighten
the birds!' Of course, there wasn't a bird in sight! 'I must leave now, Mr
French,' I said as I saw Worzel c o m i ~ glowards me. 'I l 2 ........................ an
appointment.' 'He's harmless,' Mr French said, but I wasn't going to wait to
find out!
l5

I saw Worzel coming towards me!

10.7 'Do' as a full verb
10.7A Forms and uses of 'do' as an auxiliary and as a full verb [> LEG 10.40-441
Study:
I**I

1 We use do as an auxiliary verb to form questions and negatives in the simple present and
simple past tenses: Do you like Italian opera? etc. [> 13.11

2 Do is also a full verb meaning 'perform an activity or task'. We use it like any other verb in all
tenses. This means do can be auxiliary verb and full verb at the same time:
What did (auxiliary) you do (full verb) this morning?- I wrote a lot of letters.

1

3 We often use do to avoid repeating a previous verb:
The washing machine often stops suddenly. 1 don't know why it does that.
4 Do can also mean 'be in the wrong place' in: What are these clothes doing on the floor?

Write 1: Match the phrases in column A with the phrases in column B.
A
DO
She always does Are you still doing I did They were still doing He's just done He's been doing JohnhaddoneShe had been doing This car will do What will you be doing Will you have done I will have been doing -

1

Write 2:

B
the same job for thirty years!
the job by the time I get back?
140 kilometres an hour.
a great favour for me.
this time tomorrow?
all the ironing by the time Sue came home.
the cleaning on Thursday.
quite a few little jobs yesterday.
the same job for ten years by next month.
the same job?
the housework when their guests arrived.
this exercise now, please.
the gardening for an hour when she
remembered she should have been at the bank.

Supply the correct forms of do in the sentences below.

............? - What does it look like? I'm reading the paper.
What ...W%..@W..-.?.
She loves cooking, but she (never washes up) ..............................................
Shall I make the beds? - No, ..............................................that. Dust the furniture first.
What (that flowerpotldo) ..............................................in the kitchen sink?
A lot of people in Britain (wash their clothes) ..............................................on Mondays.
Cut the grass first. Then, when .............................................. that, start weeding the flower beds.
Whatever business he's in, he always makes a success of it. How ............................................. it?
It's a shame (he doesn't read) ..............................................
What ..............................................? - I've just reversed the car into the garage door!
What (those suitcasesldo) .............................................in the entrance hall?
What have you been doing all afternoon? - I (dola bit of gardening) ..............................................
What (that carldo) ..............................................in the middle of the motorway?
Phone your mother. - I (alreadylso) ..............................................

10.7 'Do' as a full verb

10.78 'Do' and 'make' compared [> LEG I 0.45, ~
Study:
I**I

p 431
p

1 Do often means 'be engaged in an activity'; make has the sense of 'create':
What are you doing? - I'm making a cake. What are you making? - A cake.

2 We often use do and make in 'fixed phrases'. Do and make go with particular nouns:
do + :

(me) a favour, damage, good, no good, harm, the housework, a lesson, justice,
one's teeth (= clean).
make + : an accusation, an agreement, a demand, a loss, a mess, a mistake, a promise,
a proposal.
3 Sometimes both make and do are possible:
1'11 make/l'll do the beds this morning, if you like.

Write:

a Put do or make in front of these words.
b Then write sentences using these phrases with correct tenses.
-

-

-

~p
~p

..h..
one9sbest; .......... an appointment; ..........business with someone; .......... an experiment;

1O.X
Write:

Context
Put in the correct forms of do or make.
JUST HAIR-RAISING!
Last Saturday I .....dCcC ......a few jobs round the house and then decided
to go into the town. 'Shall I take the dog for a walk?' I asked my wife. 'No,
....................' she answered. 'I'll ...................that. You can ...................
some shopping for me.' I got the shopping ...................quickly and then
...................a sudden decision to have a haircut. My barber was as
cheerful as ever. 'The usual?' he asked. 'I don't have much choice,' I said.
'Do you know,' my barber said, 'that scientists have been '...................
experiments with a new kind of product which will ...................miracles? It
will even grow hair on a head as bald as yours. It's called minoxidil.' 'You'll
...................a lot of money,' I said. He ignored me. 'All you have to
10
...................is rub it into your scalp.' 'That's hair-raising news!' I said. 'But
what happens if hair grows on my fingertips instead?' 'Meet the wolfman!'
my barber said.

Meet the wolfrnan!

11 Modal auxiliaries and related verbs
11 .I The two uses of modal verbs
11. l A
Study:

!a

The first use of modal verbs (1)

[> LEG 1 1 . w ]

1 Verbs like can and may are modal auxiliaries. We often refer to them as modal verbs or just
modals. We use them with other verbs [> 16.1A1, for example, to ask for permission:
Can Iuse your phone, please? May I borrow your car, please?
There are ten modals: can, could, may, might, will, would, shall, should, must, ought to and
three 'semi-modals': need, dare and used to.

2 In their first use, modal verbs have basic meanings which are given in dictionaries:
I can liii' 25 kg.// can type.
- can/could (= ability):
- may/might (= permission):
You may leave early.
It will rain soon. [> 9.71
- will/would (= prediction):
- shall after //We (= prediction): Will we find our way? - I'm sure we shall.
You should do as you're told.
- should/ought to (= duty):

Write:

What do these sentences express? Match A and B.

1
2
3
4
5
6

A
I can type twenty-five words a minute. t
You should do as you're told. You needn't wait. It will rain soon. You may leave now if you want to. You must be quiet. -

11.1B The first use of modal verbs (2)
Study:

m

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

B
prediction
permission
ability
no obligation
total obligation
duty

[> LEG 11.4,11.6.11

1 Modal verbs are not 'complete verbs'. For example, we use verbs like must and can to refer
only to the present or the future:
I must go to the bank now. I must go to the bank tomorrow.
This means we have to make up the 'missing parts' of must with have to.
So if we want to express the past of must, we say: I had to go to the bank yesterday.
In the same way, we use be able to to make up the 'missing parts' of can [> 11.2A,C].

2 Other important points about modal verbs:
We can't use them as to-infinitives: I want to be able to type very fast. (Not 'to can')
We do not use the to-infinitive after modals: You must/mustn't phone. (Not 'to phone') [> 16.1A
There's no -(e)s in the 3rd person singular: The boss can see you now. (No -s on can)

Write:

Use suitable forms of have to only when it is impossible to use must.

1 You ............................... take a taxi if you intend to catch the next train.
2 Since the new boss took over, we ...hUU&.hLZd.
change our working methods.
3 We ............................... talk about this again tomorrow.

a....

11 .iThe two uses of modal verbs

4 If you ............................... bring up a large family, you wouldn't have had so much money to spend.
5 1 was late for work this morning because I ............................... go to the bank first.
6 1 (not) ............................... speak French since I was at school.
7 1 hate ............................... wait for people who don't know how to keep appointments. [> 16.881
8 He ............................... get up early tomorrow morning if he wants to see the sunrise.

11.1C The second use of modal verbs [> LEG 11.3-4,11.8]
Study:
I**I

1 The second way we use modals is to express degrees of certainty or uncertainty. We use
nine of the modals for this purpose (not shall), but we don't use them in a fixed order.
We express the greatest uncertainty with might; the greatest certainty with must/can't:
He might be right. He might know the answer. (very uncertain)
He could be right. He would know the answer. (fairly certain)
He must be right, He must know the answer. (almost certain)
He can't be right. He can't know the answer. (almost certain)

We use be or an ordinary verb, not a modal, for 'absolute certainty' [> 10.4A, 11.4Al:
You are right. You know the answer. (certain)
2 In their second use, modals have only two forms:

Write:

Put 'certain', 'almost certain', 'fairly certain' or 'very uncertain' beside these sentences.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

The phone's ringing. It's Roland. ......... G!W%u& ................................................................................
The phone's ringing. It might be Roland. ............................................................................................
A car is parking outside our house. That will be the Kennedys. .........................................................
A car is parking outside our house. That must be the Kennedys. ......................................................
From your description, the person you met would have been my cousin, Jeff. ..................................
From your description, the person you met can't have been my cousin Jeff. .....................................
If I have understood you correctly, Jeff should be my second cousin. ...............................................
Are you saying it mightn't be possible for me to get a visa to visit the USA? .....................................
If he spent five years in America, he must speak English, I suppose. ................................................

11.1D Context
Write:

Put in am, can, can't, couldn't, have had to, haven't been able to, may, must, must be or must have.
REMEMBER ME?
There was a knock at the door. I opened it and saw a stranger. 'Hullo, Fred,' he
cried. " . . . ~ @ I + / ! ~ w ....... I come in?' 'How do you know my name?' I asked. 'We
met ten years ago on a ferry-boat and you gave me your card.' 'You
............................. mistaken,' I said. 'No, 1 ............................. not,' the stranger
said. He produced my card: Fred Ames. 1 ............................. given it to him ten
years ago, but 1 ............................. remember it! '1 ............................. remember
you,' I said. 'We exchanged cards years ago,' the stranger said. 'You said, "You
............................. come and stay with us for as long as you like any time you're in
England." I'm sorry 1 ............................. wait so many years before coming to visit
you. I've been so busy, 1 ........ ..................... but here I am at last! Eettei !ate Wan
never! I've just arrived on the ferry. My wife and children are in the car and we
wonder if we l o............................. stay with you for a month.'

'
'

Remember me?

11 Modal auxiliaries and related verbs

11.2 Uses of modals (etc.) to express ability and inability
11.2A
Study:
I**]

Expressing present and past ability: 'can' and 'be able to' [> LEG II .lo-121
1 We can use can (or sometimes am/is/are able to) to describe natural or learned ability:
Ican ( I am able to) run 1500 metres in 5 minutes. (natural ability)
Ican't ( Ia m not able to// a m unable to) drive. (learned ability)

2 We can use could, couldnY or wadwere (not) able to to describe 'general ability in the past':
Icould ( I was able to) run very fast whenI was a boy. (i.e. general ability)

3 We use was/were able to or managed to (Not 'could') to describe the successful completion
of a specific action:
We were able to (we managed to) get tickets for the match yesterday. (Not 'could')
4 However, we can use couldn't to describe a specific action not successfully completed:
We couldn't get tickets for the match yesterday. Or:
We weren't able to/didnlt manage to get tickets for the match yesterday.

Write:

Supply can, can't, could, couldn't, wadwere able to, managed to. Alternatives are possible.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11.28
Study:
I**I

A good 1500-metre runner ..........M W ...........run the race in under four minutes.
Bill is so unfit he ............................run at all!
Our baby is only nine months and he ............................already stand up.
When I was younger, I ............................speak Italian much better than I ............................now.
............................she speak German very well? - No, she ............................speak German at all.
He ............................ draw or paint at all when he was a boy, but now he's a famous artist.
After weeks of training, I ............................swim a length of the baths underwater.
It took a long time, but in the end Tony ............................save enough to buy his own hi-fi.
Did you buy any fresh fish in the market? - No, I ............................get any.
For days the rescuers looked for the lost climbers in the snow. On the fourth day they
saw them and ............................reach them without too much trouble.

'Can/couldYwith verbs of perception: 'I can see' [> LEG 9.3, I I .13,~

p 38.41
p

2 When we are describing something that is happening now, we do not use the progressive with
these verbs:Isee a bird in that tree. (Not 'I'm seeing')

3 We often use can + verb in place of the simple present with verbs of perception:
Ican see a bird in that tree. (= I see) Can you see it? (= Do you see)
with verbs of perception:

Write:

Rewrite these sentences using can, can't, couldor couldn't
Do you see that man over there? .......... ! & . ~ . . # . ~ . ! ? ? & ? k . ~ ..........................
~ . ~
1 smell something burning. ..................................................................................................................
1 understood what he said. ..................................................................................................................
Did you understand what he said? .....................................................................................................
1 don't see anyone. .............................................................................................................................
6 1 didn't understand what he said. ........................................................................................................

1
2
3
4
5
158

11.2 Uses of modals (etc.) to express ability and inability

11.2C Ability in tenses other than the present and the past [>LEG 11.161
Can and could are not 'complete verbs', so we use be able to and sometimes manage to if, for

Write:

Supply suitable forms of be able to in these sentences.

............. speak English fluently in a few months.
Our teacher says we .....44&&.4%.&%.4%
I've been trying for hours, but so far I (not) ............................................... get through on the phone.
If he had asked me earlier, I ...............................................
help him.
I'm sure she would have helped you if she ...............................................
I think I ...............................................
play table tennis better after a bit of practice.
He has managed to live in England for years without ............................................. speak English.
I'm practising hard because I want to ............................................... pass my driving test first time.
If I ............................................... sing, I would have loved to be an opera singer.

11.2D 'Canlcould' in place of 'is often' and 'was often' [> LEG 11.I 81
Study:
I**I

Write:

Rewrite these sentences with can be or could be.

1 The sea is often rough in the harbour. ........~..&..W?&..h..rpu4h..h.&..&W#WK
............
2 She is bad tempered at times. ............................................................................................................
3 She was often rude when she was a girl. ...........................................................................................
4 It is often cold here in winter. ..............................................................................................................
5 He was often helpful when he wanted to be. ......................................................................................

11.2E Context
Write:

Put in suitable forms which express ability.
JOURNEY'S END
The journey to Western Papua had been very hard. We 'ha&?Z&&
abCeb
make much progress in the heavy rain and we ........................ only cross
rivers with great difficulty. After two month's journey, we ........................
see smoke in the distance and knew we must be near a village. There was
another boiling river in front of us, but we ........................cross it by using
a rope bridge we had brought with us. At last we approached the village
and wondered how we ........................communicate with the chief. None
of us ........................ speak the local language. Soon, a young, dignified
and smiling man approached us. '7........................ you speak English?' I
asked hopefully. 'Of course,' the young man replied. 'I was educated at
Oxford University. I'm Chief Naga. Welcome to my village!'

I'm Chief Naga

11 Modal auxiliaries and related verbs

11.3 Uses of modals (etc.) to express permission and prohibition
11.3A Asking for permission with 'can', 'could', 'may' and 'might' [> LEG II .20-22]
Study:
I**)

We use can, could, may and might to ask for permission, depending on the situation.
1 Can is the commonest and most informal: Can I borrow your umbrella (please)?
2 Could is more polite than can: Could I borrow your umbrella (please)?

3 May is more 'respectful' than can and could: May I borrow your umbrella (please)?
4 Might is the most polite but the least common: Might I borrow your umbrella (please)?

5 We can add possibly and use expressions like Do you think and I wonder if to make requests
even more polite:
Can/Could/May/MightI possibly borrow your umbrella?
Do you think I could/Do you think I might (possibly) borrow your umbrella ?
I wonder if I could/l wonder if I might (possibly) borrow your umbrella?

Write:

Make suitable requests for permission in these situations
1 You are visiting a close friend and you want to make y urself some coffee.

...... .&.

.r. w . . + ~ . . ~...................................................................
~.r:w&

2 You are visiting an acquaintance and want to use the lavatory.

............................................................................................................................................................
3 You are at a party given by people you hardly know. You want to see their garden.

............................................................................................................................................................
4 You are visiting people you know reasonably well. You want to make a phone call.

............................................................................................................................................................
5 You are visiting a close friend and want to borrow his new car.

-

11.36 Giving and refusing permission/Expressing prohibition [> LEG I I .19, I I ,231
Study:

We personally give or refuse permission in everyday situations in the following ways:
can
(Not Yould*)
watch TV for as long as you like.
( ~ o 'might*)
t
may (not)

I**)

{

1

We refer to 'some other authority' that giveslrefuses permission like this [> 11.10A, 16.5A51:
You can/cannot or You're allowed tohot allowed to

Write:

Rephrase these notices to give or refuse permission. Begin each sentence with You ...
1
2
3
4

5

6
7
8

160

Thank you for not smoking ....Y w . ~ . . @ . & ,
......................................................................
No camping or picnicking ....................................................................................................................
Fishing strictly forbidden .....................................................................................................................
Campers welcome ..............................................................................................................................
Private - Keep Out .............................................................................................................................
Do not lean out of the window ............................................................................................................
Leave your litter here ..........................................................................................................................
No stopping .........................................................................................................................................

11.3 Uses of modals (etc.) to express permission and prohibition

11.3C Permission/prohibition in tenses other than present and future
[> LEG 11.24, 11.4, 1 1.6.11

Study:
I**I

May and must are not 'complete verbs', so we use be allowed to to make up their 'missing parts'
The onildren were allowed to watch TV last night. (Not *could* > 1 1.2A)

Write:

Supply the correct tense form of be allowed to.
1
2
3
4
5
6

The children .... M..&ht&.&......
stay home from school yesterday because of the weather.
1 ........................... never .......................................................... stay up late when I was very young.
She ...........................only ........................................................ go to parties in the last few months.
He ........................... just ......................................... go home after three hours at the police station.
Since he was admitted to hospital, we (not) ........................................................................ visit him.
His doctor (not) ..................................................... him ...... take any exercise in the year before he
died.

11.3D 'Can' (= ability) and 'can/could' (= have permission, be free to)
[>LEG 11.10, 11.16, 11.261
We use can/could in the sense of 'amlislare free to' to refer to the future:
Mr Jones can/could see you tomorrow, if you are free. Or Mr Jones is able to see you ...
But we must use will be able to (not *can/could')to describe future ability [> 11.2Cl:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

She'll be able to drive by the end of next week. .................................................................................
We'll be able to go to the seaside tomorrow. .....M ( e . . m . p . . ~ . . ~ . ~ . . t p n w ..........
wvco
She'll be able to drive you home tomorrow. ........................................................................................
11' 1 be able to play chess soon. ............................................................................................................
11' 1 be able to play a game of chess with you tomorrow. .....................................................................
You will be able to use my computer during the weekend. .................................................................
You will be able to operate this computer after a bit of practice. ........................................................

11.3E Context
Write:

Supply suitable forms which express permission, prohibition or ability.
WHAT WOULD YOU A D V I S E ? A ~I
Mrs Wilkins is on a strict diet. " ........................ eat toast and butter for breakfast?'
she asked her doctor. 'I'm afraid not, Mrs Wilkins. You ........................ only have
half a grapefruit and a glass of water. You certainly ........................ eat any kind of
fat and you ........................ eat biscuits or sweets. But don't worry, you
........................ eat what you like after two months of this diet.' Mrs Wilkins was very
determined and took a lot of exercise as well. After two months' diet and exercise
she said to her husband, 'I still ........................ touch my toes as 1 ........................
before we married.' 'Don't worry, my love,' he said kindly. 'Perhaps your fingernails
were longer in those days!'

a

Perhaps your fingernails were longer ...

11 Modal auxiliaries and related verbs

11.4 Uses of modals (etc.) to express certainty and possibility
11.4A
Study:
I**I

Certainty and possibility [> LEG I I .27-30]
Jane is at home. Jane works at home. (certain facts)
2 If we are referring to possibility, we use may, might or could + be/have been:
Jane may/might/could b e at home now.
She may/mightlcould have been at home yesterday.
Or we use may, might, could + full verb:

Write 1: Read these sentences and write C (= Certain) or P (= Possible) against each one.
1 My boss is away on holiday.

2 His wife may be with him. 3 She will be back next week. 4 He could reply by the weekend. 5 He wasn't here last week. 6 She might have been to Paris. 7 She's returned from Paris. -

Write 2:

8 He could be swimming right now. 9 He'll come back in a good mood. 10 He might leave this evening. 1 1 They've been staying at a big hotel. 12 They may have been dancing all night. 13 He borrowed my ladder. 14 He could have borrowed my ladder. -

Turn these 'certain' statements into 'possiblelless than certain' statements.

1 He is at home now. ...........&
~
.
~
~
~
...................................
~
~
.
2 He will be at home tomorrow. .............................................................................................................
3 He was at home yesterday. ................................................................................................................
4 She leaves at 9. ..................................................................................................................................
5 She will leave tomorrow. .....................................................................................................................
6 She has left. ........................................................................................................................................
7 She left last night. ...............................................................................................................................
8 She will have left by 9. ........................................................................................................................
9 He is working today. ...........................................................................................................................
10 He will be working today. ....................................................................................................................
1 1 He was working today. ........................................................................................................................
12 He has been working all day. ..............................................................................................................

Write 3:

Write uncertain answers to these questions.

1 Where's Jim today? ............/ f i ' ~ . . y . / . ~ / W.........................................
.&..&&.&
2 Where was Jim yesterday? .................................................................................................................
3 Where will Jim be tomorrow? ..............................................................................................................
4 What time does the train leave? .........................................................................................................
5 What time did the train leave last night? .............................................................................................
6 What's Sue doing at the moment? ......................................................................................................
7 What was Sue doing yesterday? ........................................................................................................
8 What will Sue be doing tomorrow? .....................................................................................................
9 What has Sue been doing this week? ................................................................................................
10 What has John had for breakfast? ......................................................................................................
1 1 Where has Ann parked the car? .........................................................................................................
12 What did that car cost? .......................................................................................................................

1 1.4 Uses of modals (etc.) to express certainty and possibility

11.48 Certain and uncertain answers to questions [> LEG 11.31,13.5-61
Study:
[***I

1 A 'certain' question may produce an 'uncertain' answer [compare > 13.1CI:
Does he like fish? - He might (do). He may (do). He could (do). He may not.
2 An 'uncertain' question may produce a 'certain' answer:
Can he still be working? - Yes, he is.
3 We use be and have been to answer questions with be:
Is he ill? - He may be. Was he ill? - He may have been. (Not *he may*)
4 We use do/done to replace other verbs, though this is optional:
Will you catch the early train? - I may.// may do.
Has he received my message? - He could have./He could have done.

5 We also answer Wh-questions with 'certainty' or 'uncertainty':
What's his name? - It's Smith. (certain) It may/might be Smith. (uncertain)
What was his name? - It was Smith. (certain) It may/might have been Smith. (uncertain)

Write:

Give uncertain answers to these questions.

1 Does she still live in London? ........... & l , . ) . h . ~ . G & ) .
..........................................................
2 Where does she live? .........................................................................................................................
3 Did he catch the early train? ...............................................................................................................
4 Which train did he catch? ...................................................................................................................
5 Are they still living abroad? .................................................................................................................
6 Where are they living? ........................................................................................................................
7 Has he finished work? ........................................................................................................................
8 When did he finish work? ....................................................................................................................
9 Will you leave tomorrow? ....................................................................................................................
10 When will you leave? ..........................................................................................................................

11.4C Context
Write:

Put in suitable forms which express uncertainty or possibility.
OLDER AND WISER?
We make decisions all the time, but we I .......... C
%
W....... never be certain
whether we are right or wrong. The work you choose to do
........................ be suitable for you or it ........................ not. The person
you marry ........................ be a perfect match or ........................ be the
worst possible choice. Suppose you have saved money for the future.
You ........................ invest it wisely so that it grows in value or you
........................ lose the lot in a foolish moment. You think you have a
healthy diet, but the food you eat ........................ actually be very bad
for you and ........................ be the cause of terrible illness. Perhaps you
travel a lot by plane. All the flights you make are routine, but one of
them 'O ........................ be your last. Decisions! Decisions! But we don't
learn from experience. Experience is the quality that allows us to go on
making the same mistakes with more confidence!

'

Decisions! Decisions!

11 Modal auxiliaries and related verbs

11.5 Uses of modals to express deduction
11.5A Certainty or deduction? [> LEG I I .27,I I .32-33]
Study:
I**I

Write:

1 We express certainty with be or any full verb: He is here. He lives here. He is leaving.

4

2 We express deduction with must bekan't be, must have been, can't/couldn't have been:

Read these sentences and write C (= Certainty) or D (= Deduction) against each one.

1 John Wright is a man of action. C
2 He was in the Galapagos ten years ago. 3 Now he lives in an enormous house. 4 He is writing a book. -

5 He has been writing this book since he came back from the Galapagos. 6 He must be writing about his travels. -

7 He must have seen the giant tortoises and the iguanas on the Galapagos. 8 He can't have seen any elephants on the Galapagos. 9 He can't have been working very hard on his book. 10 He must have taken a lot of photos while he was on the islands. 1 1 He must have done a lot of research for his book. 12 He must enjoy life. -

11.58 TWO kinds of 'must be' [> LEG 11.33,I I .46-481
Study:
I**I

1 We use must be in the present to express deduction [> 11.1C]:
You haven't eaten for hours. You must be hungry!
2 The negative of must be (= deduction) is can't be, not *mustn't be*:
You've only just eaten. You can't be hungry again! (Not *mustn't be9

3 We can also use must (be) to express total obligation [> 1 l.lA]:
This is a hospital. You must be quiet.
4 The negative of must (be) (= total obligation) is mustn't (be) (= prohibition [> 11.381):
You mustn't be noisy outside a hospital.

Write:

a Supply must be, can't be, or mustn't be.
b Write D (= Deduction) or 0 (= Obligation) beside each sentence.

d..&

1 The meeting is at 10 o'clock sharp and you .......
.......late. 2
2 You ...............................at the station ten minutes before the departure of the train. 3 The children ...............................
tired already! We've only been walking for ten minutes. 4 The children ............................... thirsty. They haven't had a drink for hours. 5 Did you hear that? It ...............................
someone walking about in our garden. 6 1 don't recognize the handwriting on this envelope. It ............................... from anyone we know. 7 Your handwriting ............................... clear, otherwise no one will be able to read it. 8 You ...............................a nuisance when you're a guest in someone's house. 9 Don't panic! We ............................... late for the train. It doesn't leave till 10.05.10 We ...............................
late for the train or we'll miss our connection. -

11.5 Uses of rnodals to express deduction

11.5C 'Must have been', 'can't/couldn't have been';
'had to beldidn't have to be' [> LEG I I .32-331
Study:
El

1 We express deduction about the past with must have been:
You hadn't eaten for hours. You must have been hungry!

2 The negative of must have been is can't/couldn't have been, not *mustn't have been*:
You had already eaten. You can't/couldn't have been hungry! (Not *mustn't have been')
3 Must (= total obligation) is not a 'complete verb' [> 11.1 81. We use had to in the past:
The meeting was at 10 this morning and I had t o be there. (Not 'must have been')
4 The negative of had to is didn't have to:

Write:

Supply must have been, can't/couldn't have been, have to/had to (be), didn't have to (be).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

He knows a lot about flying planes. He ........ W . . k ? k Z h
............. a pilot when he was young.
Vera ............................................................. at the supermarket this morning. I didn't see her there.
John ..................................................... at the bank till 10, so he only arrived here five minutes ago.
When ........................... (she) .................................................. at the hospital? - Early this morning.
We had enough foreign currency left at the end of the holiday, so I ........................... buy any more.
Monica knew exactly what to do. I ................................................................................ tell her twice.
There are so many nice things for tea, I think you ........................................................ expecting us.
There ................................................... an accident on South Street because the road is closed off.
You ......................................................................... waiting long. After all, I'm only five minutes late.
When I was a boy we ......................................... sitting at our desks working before the boss got in.
I left a message on your answer phone last night. You ............................................................... out.
The fire alarm went and we .......................................................... out of the building in two minutes.

11.5D Context
Write:

Put in must be/must have been, can't be/can't have been, had to be or didn't have to be.
THE MYSTERY OF THE TALKING SHOE
at work till ten, so she ignored her alarm
Tracy Evans I-,~w.&.&
clock. But she woke up with a start when she heard a strange sound
coming from her wardrobe! What was it? It ............................. a mouse,
Tracy thought. No, it ..............................She knew there were no mice in
her room. 1 ............................. careful, Tracy said to herself as she opened
the wardrobe. There, in front of her, was the lovely pair of wedge-shaped
sandals she had bought the day before. Then she heard the sound again!
'It .............................coming from my sandals!' she cried. She picked them
up and, sure enough, one of them was 'talking'! Tracy .............................
at work at ten, but she still had enough time to vist Mr Lucas, her
shoemaker. He removed the wooden heel and they were both amazed to
see a white larva eating the wood. Mr Pope, of the Natural History
Museum, solved the mystery. 'These shoes ............................. (import)
from Brazil. An insect ............................. (lay) its eggs in the tree from
which the shoes were made,' he explained.

One of the shoes was talking!

11 Modal auxiliaries and related verbs

11.6 Uses of modals for offers, requests and suggestions
11.6A Offering things and substances [> LEG 11.351
Study:
I**I
Write:

Make offers for the following things and substances.
a sandwich, some coffee, a slice of toast, some potatoes, an orange, some fruit
1 ........ .

W W ..v.
&..a. -.

.

7
.........................................................................................

11.68 Requests for things and substances [> LEG 11.361
Requesting [> 1 1.3AI: e.g . Can/Could/May/MightI have a sandwich/some sugar, please?
YesINo responses:
e.g. Of course you can/may. No, you can'tlmay not, I'm afraid.

Study:
I**I
Write:

Make requests for the following things and substances.
a sandwich, some coffee, a slice of toast, some potatoes, an orange, some fruit
1

..........Can.. .a.
A
-.

*:?.

...........................................................................

2 ............................................................................................................................................................
3 ............................................................................................................................................................
4 ............................................................................................................................................................
5 ............................................................................................................................................................
6 ..............:. ............................................................................................................................................

11.6C Making suggestions, inviting actions [> LEG 11 371
Study:
El
Write:

Making suggestions, inviting actions: e.g. Would/Wouldn'tyou like to come with us?

Make suggestions/invite actions for the following situations.
1
2
3
4

........
Your friend has nowhere to stay for the night. . . ~ a c C d . ~ ~ . . & . & . ~ . & . ~ . 7
You want your friends to join you for a meal. ......................................................................................
You want your friend to come on an excursion. ..................................................................................
You want your friends to have a holiday with you. ..............................................................................

11.6D Requesting others to do things for you [> LEG 11.38]
Study:
I**I
166

11.6 Uses of rnodals for offers, requests and suggestions

Write:

Make requests for the following situations. You want someone to ...
1 hold the door open for you. . W & / . M ! a c C d . ~ . & . h . ~ . ~ . . * . ~ n e ........
~..~.
2 dial a number for you. .........................................................................................................................
3 translate a letter for you. .....................................................................................................................
4 deliver some flowers for you. ..............................................................................................................

11.6E Offering to do things for others [> LEG 11.391
Study:
I**I
Write:

Offering to do things for others: e.g. ShallI carry that for you?

Make offers for the following situations.

1 An old lady clearly wants to put her large suitcase on the lugga e rack.

..sho~.r
. p u t . . ~ . - . . ~ . . ~ . . ~ . ~ ~ ..................................................
. ~ j . ~ . .

2 A young woman is shivering and the window is open.

............................................................................................................................................................
3 Your friend accidentally drops some sheets of paper on the floor.

11.6F Making suggestions that include the speaker [> LEG 11.401
Study:
I**I
Write:

Make suggestions to a friend for the following situations. You feel like ...

1 driving to the coast. .... . ~ ~ . ~ . . ~ . ~ . ...........................................................
. ~ . ~ . . ? .
2 having a meal out this evening. ..........................................................................................................
3 travelling first class. ............................................................................................................................
4 having a holiday in Bahia. ...................................................................................................................

11.6G Context
Write:

Put in the missing requests, offers, etc.
PLEASE BE NICE TO NIGEL!
'Please be nice to Nigel,' his mother said to Jenny, the baby sitter, before
she went out. Jenny is doing her best.
JENNY:
like something to eat, Nigel?
NIGEL: No!
JENNY: ........................build a castle for you, Nigel?
NIGEL: No!
JENNY: I'm cold. ........................shut the window for me?
NIGEL: No!
JENNY: ........................like to watch TV with me, Nigel?
NIGEL: No!
NIGEL: No!
JENNY: ........................ borrow your crayons, Nigel?
NIGEL: No!
JENNY: ........................ play a game together?
JENNY: '........................ get a glass of water for you, Nigel?
NIGEL: No!
JENNY: ........................ get a glass of water for me?
NIGEL: No!
JENNY: ........................ you like to go to the moon, Nigel?
NIGEL: Yes!
JENNY: And I'd like to send you there in a rocket!

'.w-..@W.

And I'd like to send you there!

11 Modal auxiliaries and related verbs

11.7 Expressing wishes, etc.: 'I wish', 'if only', 'it's (high) time'
1 l.7A Present and past reference with 'I wish', 'if only' and 'it's (high) time'
[> LEG 11.41 -431
er (I) wish, if only, it's (high) time and it's (about) time, we 'go one tense back':

Write:

Tick the sentences that refer to 'present' or 'past'.

present
1
2
3
4
5

11.78

I wish I had a better watch!
If only I knew the answer to the problem!
It's high timelabout time he learnt more manners!
1 wish you hadn't done that!
If only you had phoned me yesterday!

past

1
-

Expressing wishes and regrets with 'I wish' and 'if only'

[> LEG ii.41-42.1-3]

Study:
)**I

2 We may use the simple past of be after wish and if only, especially in everyday speech:
I wish I was on holiday now. If only Tessa was here now!
3 If we want to be more formal, we use were in all persons [> 11.13B, 14.2Bl:
I wish I were on holiday now. If only Tessa were here!
4 We may use the past perfect of be for things that can never happen:
I wish I had been on holiday last week. If only Tessa had been here yesterday!

5 We use the past or past perfect forms of other verbs:

Write:

I

Express wishes and regrets about these situations. Refer to yourself where possible.
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9
10

You're not very fit. ....I . & / I ~ ~ . . I . w J w . . . & L ~ ! . ........................................
It's very hot today. ...............................................................................................................................
It's raining. ..........................................................................................................................................
You were too impatient. ......................................................................................................................
You wasted a lot of time watching TV. ................................................................................................
They don't have a lot of friends. ..........................................................................................................
We didn't lock the back door! ..............................................................................................................
He is abroad. ......................................................................................................................................
Jane has read your letter. ...................................................................................................................
John didn't take your advice. ..............................................................................................................

11.7 Expressing wishes, etc.: I wish', 'if only', 'it's (high) time'

11.7C 'Would' and 'could' after 'I wish' and 'if only' [> LEG I I .42.4]
Study:
E l

Write:

We must use could, not would, after Iand we. Compare:
-, I wishIcouldswim.
-, 1 wish we could have been together.
We weren't together!
We sometimes use I wish you (he, she, etc.) would(n't) like an imperative:

Supply would, wouldn't or could.

.luuldd
1 I wish they ...................................................
be quiet.
2 We wish you ................................................... drive so fast.
3 We wish we ................................................ come to London with you.
4 1 wish I ................................................... have seen the film with them.
5 We really wish she ................................................... change her mind and come on holiday with us.
6 If only we ................................................... have good weather like this the whole year.

11.7D 'It's (high) time' and 'It's (about) time' [> LEG I I .41,I I . a ]
Study:
)**)

Write:

Respond to these sentences with It's high time or It's about time.

1 John and Julie have been engaged now for over ten years.
.
I
Lth
*.
.~.l.?mmJA:.
.......................................................................................
2 We haven't been out for an evening together for ages, have we?

.hp.t.m.

3 It's very late. You should both really go now.
............................................................................................................................................................
4 The boys' room is terribly untidy.

11.7E Context
Write:

Put in the right forms for the words in brackets.

;
'I wish I could have my friends back!'

HAVING A WONDERFUL TIME! WISH YOU WERE HERE!
While trying to sail round the world in a small boat, Harry, Sandy and Joe were
shipwrecked one night. 'I wish there (be) '....~k&??%.....
an island nearby,' Harry
said. By morning, they were washed up on to a desert island. For six months they
lived on fish, nuts and fruit. One day, they saw a bottle on the shore. 'If only it
(contain) ............................. a note or something!' Sandy said They opened it and a
genie appeared. 'It's high time someone (open) ............................. that bottle!' the
genie gasped. 'I'm so grateful, I'll give you one wish each. You first,' the genie said,
pointing to Harry. 'That's easy,' Harry said. 'I wish I (be) ............................. with my
family.' And (whoosh!) he disappeared. 'Me too,' Sandy said. 'If only I (can be)
............................. in dear old Glasgow.' And (whoosh!) off he went. 'And you, sir?'
the genie asked Joe. 'I wish I (have) ............................. my friends back!' Joe said.
169

11 Modal auxiliaries and related verbs

11.8 Expressing preferences: 'would rather' and 'would sooner'
11.8A Expressing personal preference with 'I'd rather'l'l'dsooner' [> LEG ii.44,16.5]
Study:
I**I

1 We use would rather and would sooner in exactly the same way to express preference.
We can refer to the present or the future:
I'd ratherI'd sooner be a builder than an architect.
Or we can refer to the past:
If I could choose again, I'd ratherhooner have been a builder than an architect.
2 We can omit the verb in negative short answers:
Are you corning with us? - No, I'd rather/sooner not.
Would you rather have been a builder? - No, I'd ratherhooner not (have been).

Write 1: Supply the correct forms of the verbs in brackets.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Write 2:

Which would you sooner ............
......... ? A pilot or a passenger? (be)
My career is nearly over, but I'd much rather ........................... in the navy than in the army. (be)
If I had lived in the past, I'd sooner ........................... a peasant than a king. (be)
I'd rather ........................... in the eighteenth century than in the nineteenth century. (live)
1 like my job. I'd rather ........................... my living as a teacher than anything else. (make)
1 wish my job were secure. I'd sooner ........................... worry about it. (not have to)
Jim had to break the bad news to her. I know he'd rather ........................... do it. (not have to)

Supply negative short answers with I'd rather/lld soonerto these questions.
1
2
3
4

..............................................
.&
Are you coming with us? No, ......~ ~ . . * . & , L ! ~ ~ d . ~
Would you rather have been invited to the party? No, ........................................................................
Do you want to catch the next train? No, ............................................................................................
Would you rather have lived in the past than the present? No, ..........................................................

11.8B Expressing preferences about other people's actions [> LEG 11.451
Study:
I***I

1 We can refer to other people after I'd rather or I'd sooner. Compare:
I'd rather leave on an earlier train. (= I'm referring to myself)
I'd rather Jack (etc.) left on an earlier train.
2 We use the past tense form after I'd ratherto refer to the present or future. Compare:
I'd rather be happy. I'd rather not sit next to her. (= now - I'm referring to myself)
I'd rather she were/was happy. (= now) I'd rather she didn't sit next to me. (= now)

Write:

Supply the correct forms of the verbs in brackets.
1
2
3
4
5
6

170

You might be late for the meeting. I'd rather you ...CL?A@h ......... an earlier train. (catch)
I won't be home till very late. I'd sooner you ............................ for me. (not wait up)
He took a risk investing money with them. I'd rather he ............................ it. (not do)
1 don't mind your borrowing my ladder, but I'd sooner you ............................ me first. (ask)
1 know our daughter is enjoying herself, but I'd rather she ............................ here than abroad. (be)
I'd rather you ............................ present when we signed the agreement. (be)

1 1.8 Expressing preferences: 'would rather' and 'would sooner'

11.8C 'I'd rather he didn't', etc. [> LEG II .45]
Study:
I***I

1 negative responses:

Frank is going to buy a motorbike. - I'd rather he didn't.
I've told everyone about it. - I'd rather you hadn't.

2 affirmative responses:

Frank won't give up his present job. - I'd rather he did.
I haven't told anyone about it. - I'd rather you had.

3 We do not have to repeat the main verb in a complete sentence:

Write:

Supply negative short responses or continuations to these sentences.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Joan wants to become self-employed. ..z.'d..~
~
~
~ .............................
.
~
I've told everyone about it. ..................................................................................................................
Susan has moved her account to another bank. ................................................................................
Bill takes sleeping pills. .......................................................................................................................
1 often drive fast. .................................................................................................................................
Frank went to live in Australia last year. .............................................................................................
Our neighbours keep a large dog. ......................................................................................................
Our neighbours have cut down all the trees at the back of their garden. ...........................................
1 know you've already booked our holiday, but ...................................................................................
Jane cycles to work every day, but .....................................................................................................
Alan retired early last year, but ...........................................................................................................

,

11.8D Context
Write:

Put in the missing preferences.
KNOW YOURSELF!
Most parents (their children not decide) m & m Q w . W . ~ . ~
to join the acting profession because it is so hard to earn a living. They
(their children choose) ........................................... secure, well-paid
jobs. But if you ask actors themselves, they always tell you there is
nothing they (do) ............................................ An actor is a person who
(be) ........................................... a different man or woman. An actor
(talk, walk, and behave) ........................................... like someone else.
That's what acting is about. Many actors (be called)
........................................... something other than their real names. The
great American comic actor Claude William Dukenfield (be called)
........................................... W.C. Fields, which was the name he
adopted when he became an actor. Fields was eccentric and (live)
........................................... in a world in which there were no dogs or
children. He used to wear a funny top hat and carry a walking-stick. He
loved to pretend to be other people in real life as well. He opened bank
accounts all over America using comic names. He died in 1946 and the
epitaph he wrote for his tombstone clearly expressed a healthy
preference for life: 'On the whole, I (be) ........................................... in
Philadelphia!'

'

W.C. Fields

11 Modal auxiliaries and related verbs

11.9 'It's advisable ...'/'It's necessary
11.9A
Study:
I**I

...'

'It's advisable' -, 'It's necessary': 'a scale of choice'

[> LEG I I ,471

We can say what, in our opinion, is advisable or necessary on a scale which shows how much
choice there is. We use the following words to give advice or say what is necessary:
1 Shouldand ought to (= in my opinion it's advisable, but there is some choice):
You should see a doctor. You ought to vote in the next election.
(= That's my advice, but ignore it if you want to.)
2 Had better is stronger, even a warning: You'd better see a doctor.
(= That's my urgent advice. There may be consequences if you ignore it.)

3 Have to, have got to (less formal) and must (= in my opinion, you have no choice):
You have to/have got to/must see a doctor.

ite:

Tick the sentences that mean 'it islit was advisable' or 'it islit was necessary'.

advisable
1
2
3
4
5
6

1 1.9B
Study:
I**I

You should listen more carefully.
1 must get to the meeting before 7.30.
I'd better hurry, or I'll be late.
They should have taken umbrellas with them.
She had to complete the test in ten minutes.
We ought to have stopped for a meal on the way.

'Must', 'have to' and 'have got to'

necessary

v'

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

[> LEG I 1.481

1 We often use must, have to and have got to in place of each other, but sometimes not.

2 We tend to prefer must
-when we refer to ourselves (with //we):I really must weed this garden.
- with you to express urgency: You must phone home at once.
- in public notices, etc.: Cyclists must dismount.
- (= Can't you stop yourself?): Must you interrupt?
- pressing invitations or advice: You must come and see us. You must repair that fence.

3 We often use have to (or have got to) to refer to outside authority:
I have (got) to pay my road tax soon.

Write:

Supply the forms mustor have (got) to which 'feel right' in these sentences.
Sometimes more than one form is possible.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

We really ...............
....................... do something about having this house decorated.
We ................................................ pay this electricity bill by the end of the week.
You .............................................. write and let us know you've arrived safely.
1 ............................................... be at my desk by 9.00 every morning.
We always ............................................... clock in when we arrive at work.
ALL VISITORS ................................................ REPORT TO THE DUTY OFFICER.
................................................ you always slam the door when you come in?
You really ............................................... come and see the new extension to our house some day.

11.9 'It's advisable ...'/'It's necessary ...'

11.9C Expressing necessity in other tenses [> LEG 11.50-51.11.461

2 Must is not a 'complete verb', so we use have to to make up its 'missing parts' [> 11.1 B]:
I shall/will have to phone her tomorrow. (or I must phone her tomorrow.) (future)
I had to spend the day in a meeting. (past)
I have had to tell you before. (present perfect)
I am having to// have been having to get up earlier this year. (progressive forms)

Write:

Use a construction with have to in place of the words in italics.

1 It will be necessary for him to try harder if he wants to win the prize. ....&..&
...haCce. .............
2 It has been necessary for them to save hard to buy their new hi-fi. ...................................................
3 Because of the snow she has been finding it necessary to walk to college. ......................................
4 It had already been necessary for us to clear the office floor twice before the
boss asked us to clear it again. ..........................................................................................................
5 It would have been necessary for me to pay twice as much to travel first class. ................................
6 We are finding it necessary to cut back on staff because of a shortage of orders. ............................

11.9D Context
Write:

Put in will have to, must, having to, has to, should, had to, have to and should have.
Use each one at least once.
ARIJABA!
The Post Office in Britain is famous for getting letters and parcels to their destinations. The problem is
that we the public ' ....hU&..fO .......... observe the rules. For example, we ............................. put a
stamp on a letter. If we don't, the recipient ............................. pay double. We often see the sign ALL
LETTERS .............................BE CORRECTLY ADDRESSED. These days, this means
............................. use postcodes. If you didn't use a postcode, it's no good complaining that your
letter ............................. arrived sooner. Parcels are a problem because they ............................. be
correctly packaged. If Aunt Sophie is going to send you a jar of your favourite jam, she
............................. wrap it up well. The most important thing we ............................. do is to address
our letters and parcels legibly and correctly. This means clear handwriting and correct spelling. What
we l o ............................. do and what we actually do are often miles apart. Recently, the Post Office
l 1 ............................. deliver a letter which showed a name followed by the word ARIJABA. What is this,
do you think? Arabic? Hindustani? Wrong both times! Say it out loud and you'll see it's just plain
(misspelt!) English: HARWICH HARBOUR!

Arabic? Hindustani?

1 1 Modal auxiliaries and related verbs

11.I 0 'It isn't advisable ...'l'lt isn't necessary

...'l'lt's forbidden ...'

11.1 0A 'It isn't advisable' -, 'It's forbidden': 'a scale of choice'
Study:
I**I

[> LEG 11. a ]

We can say what, in our opinion, is not advisable, or what is forbidden on a scale which shows
how much choice there is. We use the following words [compare > 11.9AI:
1 Shouldn'tand oughtn't to (= in my opinion it isn't advisable, but there is some choice):
You shouldn't drive too fast. You oughtn't to drive too fast.
(= That's my advice, but ignore it if you want to.)

2 Had better not is stronger, even a warning: You'd better not lose your passport.
(= That's my urgent advice. There may be consequences if you ignore it.)
3 Can't and mustn't (= you have no choice: it's forbidden [> 11.3BI):

Write:

Match A and B to show the effect of the verbs.
1
2
3
4

A
You mustn't park near a zebra crossing. 4
You shouldn't eat so much chocolate cake. You can't use that footpath. It's closed. You had better not be late for the lecture. -

11.1 06 'Mustn't', 'needn't', 'don't have to', 'haven't got to'
Study:
I**I

a)
b)
c)
d)

'not advisable' -warning
'forbidden' - law
'not advisable' - personal
'not possible'

[> LEG 11.551

1 Must, have to, have got to generally mean the same in the affirmative [> 11.9BI.
But mustn't never means the same as don't have to/haven't got to.

2 Mustn't means 'it's forbidden' [> 1 1.36, 1 1.561: Life belts must not be removed. (no choice)

Write:

Supply mustn't or needn't/donJthave to/haven1tgot to.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
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You ........ ~ . & . t Q
.......... work such long hours. You won't earn any more.
They ......................................... wear a uniform. It's not obligatory.
She ......................................... leave the office last. She can go when she's ready.
You really ......................................... waste money like that. It worries your parents.
..
V~s~tors
......................................... enter the laboratories without permission.
We ......................................... always wear protective clothing in the factory.
You ......................................... go to the party if you don't want to. Nobody's forcing you.
He ......................................... do the job today, as long as it gets done some time this week.
Surely we ......................................... leave home yet. It's far too early to go to the station.
Passengers ......................................... smoke in the toilets.
'Are you going to read the report?' - 'No, I .......................................... It's confidential.'
'Are you going to read the report?' - 'No, I .......................................... I already know what it says.'
You ......................................... attend the meeting tomorrow. It's for union officials only.
attend the meeting tomorrow. It's not important.
You .........................................
You .........................................forget to pay the electricity bill, or we'll be cut off.
We ......................................... worry about Tom. He's just phoned to say he's all right.

11 .10 'It isn't advisable ..../'It isn't necessary ...'/'It's forbidden

11.10C 'Needn't have', 'didn't have to', 'didn't need to'
Study:
I***I

...I

[> LEG I I .57.1]

1 These sentences mean 'I went there, but it wasn't necessary':
I needn't have gone to the office yesterday (but I went).
I didn't 'have to/didn't'need to go to the office yesterday (but I went).
(have and need are stressed in speech)
2 Compare didn't have to and didn't need to, without stress:

Write:

Supply needn't have or didn't have to and the correct form of the verbs in brackets.

1 I .!%?&&...-..
the plumber. I learnt later that John had already phoned him. (phone)
2 1 ............................................................ the plumber. I knew John had already phoned him. (phone)
3 You .......................................................................
your umbrella after all. It hasn't rained. (bring)
4 The forecast was for fine weather so I knew I ................................................... my umbrella. (bring)
5 1 ................................................ these clothes. I didn't know they had already been washed. (wash)
6 1 ..................... a meal last night because we went out and the food I prepared was uneaten. (cook)

11.10D 'Shouldn't have' and 'oughtn't to have'

[> LEG I 1.57.21

Study:
El
Write:

Respond to these statements with shouldn't have done that or oughtn't to have done that.
1 I had to stop on the motorway. ....Y m . ~ . k W ? . . & . ............................................
~ :
2 John read your letter. ..........................................................................................................................
3 Frank and Jane sat in the sun all day. ................................................................................................
4 Jane left the front door unlocked. .......................................................................................................
5 1 borrowed your car this morning. .......................................................................................................

11 .I0E Context
Write:

Put in didn't need to, must not, shouldn't have and should have.
HOW TO CATCH YOUR MAN
.
attempt more than four questions.' The
'Candidates .....W m.....
young candidate for the law exam was very well-prepared and
.............................be told v. hat to do. The results were brilliant. The
paper achieved the third highest score out of 7,000 papers! But the
examiners were puzzled. Mr Paul Blake ............................. achieved
such a high score. This candidate had failed this exam three times
already. Then the truth became known. The candidate was not Mr Paul
Blake, as it ............................. been. His wife had gone instead. Mrs
Alison Blake, a brilliant lawyer, had dressed up as a maw The fraud was
discovered because an examiner had noticed that the csndidate was
visibly pregnant!

'

a

Mr Paul Blake?

11 Modal auxiliaries and related verbs

11.11 Modals to express habit: 'used to', 'will' and 'would'
11 .I 1A The form of 'used to'
Study:
I**I

[> LEG 11.W]

1 Used to is a simple past form only. If you want to say 'I am in the habit of', you must use the
simple present [> 9.1B]: Iget up early every day. (Not *I use to get up early')
2 We often use do and did + use (Not 'used') to form questions and negatives:
Did you use to smoke? I didn't use to smoke. (Not 'Did you used to' ' I didn't used to')
We also use never to form the negative: 1 never used to smoke. (Used not to is rare.)

3 Note the use of did He used to live in Manchester, didn't he? (rather than usedn't he?)
Did you use to live here? - Yes, I did./No, I didn't. He used to live here and so did I.

Write:

Supply the missing forms in the following.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

She used to be a singer, ........... Qkddd
.................... she?
He never used to have grey hair, ................................................................................................. he?
We ............................................................................................ enjoy physics, did we? (not/used to)
..................................................................................
smoke when you were young? (youlused to)
Did you use to smoke? - Yes, I ..........................................................................................................
He used to work here and so ...........................................................................................................
1.
Where ...................................................................................................................
live? (youlused to)
You ...........................................................................................................
(not/used to) eat so much.

11.118 Uses of 'used to'
Study:
I**I

[> LEG 11.60-621

1 We use the simple past or used to to refer to past habit.
We need a time reference with the simple past [> 9.3C], but not with used to:
I collected stamps when I was a child. I used to collect stamps (when I was a child).
(Not 'I was collecting stamps when I was a child* [> 9.481)
2 We use used to to make a contrast between past and present with expressions like:
but now .... but not any more, but not any longer:
I used to eat a large breakfast, but I don't any longer.

3 Used to can also refer to past states:
She used to be very punctual (but she isn't any more).

Write:

Fill in the blanks with forms of used to or the past progressive (e.g. was living).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

We ....Cued.@ . ~.........
q for long walks in the country when my father was alive. (go)
1 ................................. getting up early when I was very young. In fact, I still don't like it. (like)
................................. you .................................eating vegetables when you were young? (like)
1 ................................. drive to get to work, but I don't any longer. (have to)
1 never ................................. Sundays, but I do now. (enjoy)
1 ................................. a bath when you phoned me. (have)
She ................................. an employee at the post office before she started her own business. (be)
There .................................open fields all round our town when I was a boy. (be)
John and I ................................. abroad last year. (work)
................................. it ................................. here yesterday? (rain)

11.11 Modals to express habit: 'used to', 'will' and 'would'

11.11C 'Would' in place of 'used to' and in place of the simple past [> LEG I I ,611
Study:
I**I

When we are 'remembering the past', we sometimes use would in place of used to.

at 5 and we'd help milk the co

Write:

en we'd return to the kitchen for break

Underline instances where we could use would in place of the simple past or used to.
From the time he was very young, Gerald used to spend all his spare time collecting birds, animals
and insects of all kinds. Every morning he used to get up early and go first to the beach. There he
caught small crabs and sometimes small fishes, which he put into a large jar and took home with him.
On the way, he always used to go to an ruined fisherman's cottage where he was often lucky enough
to find some unusual insect that he had never seen before.

11.11D 'Will/would' to describe 'usual behaviour'
Study:
I**I

Write:

[> LEG I I .63-64]

We sometimes use will in place of the simple present [> 9.1B] and would in place of the simple
past [> 9.3C1to refer to a person's 'usual behaviour':
In fine weather he will often sit in the sun for hours. (= he often sits)

Use a phrase with will or would in place of the words in italics.

u..-.m

She always used to tell us a story before we went to bed. ....
.........................
She still tells us a story occasionally. ..................................................................................................
They only used to discuss family matters with the priest. ...................................................................
He's very good, you know. He plays with that toy for hours on end. ..................................................
When he needed extra money, he used to work overtime. ................................................................
She doesn't always tell the truth, I'm afraid. .......................................................................................

11.11E Context
Write:

Put in appropriate forms of the past, used to, willor would. Alternatives are possible.
WATER, WATER, EVERYWHERE!
The thing I remember most about my childhood was my visits to my aunt Charlotte
in her lovely country house. She (be) ........MU ........ a remarkable woman by any
standards. She (be) ........................ really skilled at water-divining and she (find)
........................ water on the most unpromising bits of land. The farmers (love)
........................ her, especially as she (never accept) ........................ money for
water-divining. 'Water (always find) ........................ its own level,' she (say)
........................ 'and I know exactly where that level is. Water-divining is a gift from
God and you don't accept payment for that.' She had a gift for noticing changes in
the weather, too. 'lt's going to rain soon,' she (say) ......................... '1 can feel it in
my bones,' and she (always be) ........................ right! In her later years, she
developed a bad back and (often visit) l o ........................ her osteopath. She (never
tire) l 1 ........................ of telling us that her osteopath (say) l 2 ......................... as he
massaged her painful back, 'lt's going to rain, Charlotte. I can feel it in your bones!'

'

'

l can feel it in your bones!

11 Modal auxiliaries and related verbs

11.12 'Need' and 'dare' as modals and as full verbs
11 .I 2A 'Need' as a modal and as a full verb [> LEG II . a ]
Study:
I**I

1 We use need as a modal (without to after it) mainly in the negative to mean 'it isn't necessary'
[> 11.1OB-C]: I needn't go to the meeting today. I needn't have gone to the meeting yesterday.
2 In the affirmative, we use need as a modal:
- in questions: Need you go so soon? Need you have told him the truth?
- with 'negative adverbs' (e.g. hardly): I need hardly tell you how important this is.
3 Otherwise, we generally use the full verb need to (used like any regular verb):
I need to// don't need to// needed to// didn't need to go to the dentist this morning.

Write:

Replace the phrases in italics with modal need or the full verb need to.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

modal
full verb
Is it necessary for you to go so soon?. ....................
.&&..v..p..:
:?......... &?.~..%d..@
?
Is it necessary for me to wait till you return? .......................................................................................
It's not necessary for them to wait. .....................................................................................................
It wasn't necessary for yoil to have said that. .....................................................................................
It's hardly necessary for me to explain it. [> 13.2AI........................................................................................
There is no need for him to learn about this. ......................................................................................
All that is necessary for you to do is to agree. ....................................................................................
1 don't think there is any need for you to explain. ...............................................................................

11 .I 2B The form of 'dare' as a modal and as a full verb [> LEG II .65-661
Study:
I**I

1 We use dare as a modal (that is, without to after it) mainly in the negative to express lack of
courage: I daren't tell him the truth. I daren't ask for more money.
2 In the affirmative, we use dare as a modal:
- in questions: Dare you do it?
- with 'negative adverbs' (e.g. hardly): I hardly dare tell him what happened.
3 We also form questions with do/does/did Do you dare tell him? I don't dare tell him.
4 We can use dare to as a full verb: Do you dare to tell him? I don't dare to tell him.

5 And note: I didn't like the meal ...,
but I daren't say so// daren't have said so// didn't dare (to) say so// dared not say so.

Write:

Supply dare, daren't, dare not have (done), didn't dare (do), etc.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

I .......... &VW& ........tell them I've just broken their favourite vase.
1 ................................ tell them I had broken their favourite vase.
1 hardly ................................ mention this, but you still haven't paid for those tickets.
................................ we ask for more money after what he has j ~ ~said?
st
1 knew I was right, but I ................................ say so at the time.
I'm going to tell your mother what you've just said! - Just you ................................. I
She'd like to wear more unconventionai clothes, but she .................................
We didn't like the meal they gave us, but we ................................ said so. It would have been rude.
They offered me something strange to eat which I ................................ refuse.

11.12 'Need' and 'dare' as rnodals and as full verbs

11.12C Uses of 'dare'
Study:
I**I

[> LEG 11 .67-691

We use dare in four ways to express:
courage: Very few climbers have dared (to) attempt Mount Everest without oxygen.
Dare (to) is in the affirmative here, and this use is relatively rare.
lack of courage: Idon't dare (to) tell the children that our holiday has been cancelled.
This use of dare (to), in the negative, is the most common.
dare you jump')
challenge: Idare you to jump off that wall. (Not *I
We use dare only as a full verb with to for challenging. We use it in the affirmative and negative
like any other verb. 'Challenging' is common in the language of children.
outrage: How dare you read my private diary! (Not *How dare you to read')
We use dare only as a modal without to when expressing outrage.

Write:

What do the sentences below express? Choose a, b, c, or d:
a courage b lack of courage c challenge d outrage
You dare raise your voice! &
I dare you to put a spider in her desk. How dare you speak to me like that? He's the only person who'll dare (to) stand up to her! I wanted to ask for some time off, but I didn't dare. Jill's friends dared her to bring her pet snake to class. I daren't ask for any more money. He lost his job because he dared (to) speak out. Don't you dare do anything like that in public again! I daren't have said so at the time, but I was very bored. .John never dares to stand up in public and cay what he thinks. I'm going to break the door down! -Just you dare! -

11.12D Context
Write:

Combine the correct forms of dare and needwith the verbs in brackets.
UNWELCOME FRESH AIR!
It was a routine flight from Hilo on Hawaii to Kahului 110 miles away. Suddenly, there was a
tremendous noise and the top of the plane was torn away! Ninety-four passengers (not move)
l . W . . @ . . ? 4 W , wondering what would happen next. They (not wcrty) ............................. because
Robert Schornsteimer, the pilot, was firmly in control. For 25 minutes they hardly (breathe)
.............................. though there was plenty of unwelcome fresh air! 'I (not open) .............................
my mouth,' one of the passengers said later. 'I hardly (tell) ............................. you how terrified I was.'
The passengers embraced the pilot who had brought the plane down safely. 'I've heard of a plane
flying off a roof,' joked one of them later, 'but never of a roof flying off a plane!'

Plenty of unwelcome fresh air!
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11 Modal auxiliaries and related verbs

11.I 3 'Would/wouldn't'; 'that ... should ; 'there' + modal
Y

1 l.13A 'Would' and 'wouldn't' in place of the simple present tense or 'will'
future [> LEG 11.74.21
Study:
I**I

We often use wouldand wouldn't in place of the simple present (and sometimes in place of
will/won't) when we want to sound less definite, or when we want to be very polite:
+
That seems to be a good idea.
That would seem to be a good idea.
+
I think Friday will be OK.
1 would think that Friday will be OK.

f100 is rather expensive for a pair of gloves. ....-.&
...............................................................
I'm sure your proposal isn't acceptable to the committee. ..................................................................
Does my idea seem reasonable to you? - I think so. .........................................................................
This new law doesn't seem to be fair to pensioners. ..........................................................................
I'm not free on Thursday, but I'm free on Friday. ................................................................................
6 She's offered to help, but I don't imagine she's serious. ....................................................................
7 Does that seem a reasonable price to offer for a used car? ...............................................................

1
2
3
4
5

11.13 8 'That ... should' after verbs like 'suggest'
Study:
I***I

[> LEG 11.75,
~ p 45.31
p

If we put that after verbs like ask, propose, recommend, suggest, we continue like this:
- with should
I suggest that he should apply/shouldn't apply: for the job.
- with the simple present: I suggest that he applies/he doesn't apply for the job.
- with the 'subjunctive':
I suggest that he apply/not apply for the job.
Note on the 'subjunctive': In the 'subjunctive', the base form of the verb (be, go, run, etc.)
remains the same in all persons. The present form is rare in British English:
I suggest you go/he go/they (etc.) go to the meeting tomorrow.
The subjunctive form were is used in all persons in the past [> 11.7B, 14.2Bl.

Write:

a Supply suitable verb forms in these sentences.
b Then mark your answers a (= should), b (= simple present) or c (= 'subjunctive').

1 Marion proposed that ........W . M . 4........ a gift for Jim who would soon be leaving the firm.

a

(welbuy)
2 The travel agent recommended that ........................................... driving abroad during the holidays.
(welavoid) 3 1 suggest that ........................................... this matter during the meeting. (helnot raise)
4 All I ask is that ........................................... the rules. (theylnot break) 5 What does he advise ........................................... ? (sheldo) 6 It's no good demanding that .......................................... our performance. We're doing our best.
(welimprove) 7 1 would only request that ........................................... good care of this flat while you're living in it.
(youltake) 8 Her solicitor insisted that she ........................................... in signing the contract. (not/delay) 9 1 suggest ........................................... a taxi if we want to get to the meeting on time. (weltake) 10 He asks that ........................................... to visit his children once a week. (helbe allowed) -

11.13 'Would/wouldn't'; 'that ... should'; 'there' + modal

11.13C 'That ... should' after adjectives like 'essential' [> LEG 11.753,~
Study:
L***l

Write:

p 44
p1

If we put that after adjectives like essential, urgent, vital, we continue like this:
- with should:
It's urgent that he should send the information at once.
- with the simple present: It's urgent that he sends the information at once.
- with the 'subjunctive':
It's urgent that he send the information at once.

a Supply suitable verb forms in these sentences.
b Then mark your answers a (= should), b (= simple present) or c (= 'subjunctive')

1 It's urgent that .....W C . ~ . .......................................
w
the information now. (weisend)
2 It's essential that ............................................................................. home now. (sheireturn) 3 It's vital that .............................................................................. (heibe inform) 4 I'm eager that ........................................................................ present at the meeting. (sheibe) -

11.13D 'There' + modal auxiliaries [> LEG 11.761
Study:
L***l

Write:

Just as there will combine with be (there is, there was, there has been, etc. [> 10.3]),it will
combine with modals:
There could be no doubt about it. There must be a mistake.

Supply appropriate modal combinations. More than one answer is possible in each case.

1 There (be) a problem about this. ........ & ! W % . ~ . . & . & . ~ . ~ . ......................
. % f .
2 There (be) a witness present. .............................................................................................................
3 There (never be) a better opportunity. ................................................................................................
4 (there be) a reason for this delay? ......................................................................................................
5 (there be) another election soon? .......................................................................................................
6 Why (there be) so much red tape? .....................................................................................................
7 Why (not there be) more university places? .......................................................................................

11 .I 3E Context
Write:

Supply suitable forms of the verbs and insert could be, may be, will be, would seem.

MEDICAL DETECTIVE?
it
'For the time being,' Dr Grey said, 'it's important that (you take) '.~.kk%?.%.
easy. Immediately after a heart attack, I suggest (you get) ............................. plenty
of rest. After a month, I recommend (you begin) ............................. taking a little
exercise.' Mr Fry blinked through his glasses. 'I ............................. dead!' he
protested. 'If you don't do as I tell you, you will be,' Dr Grey said. 'It's vital that (you
follow) ............................. my advice.' 'But I've always been so active, Doctor.' 'And
you ............................. active again, but not yet. Come and see me in a fortnight.'
Of course, Mr Fry didn't follow his doctor's advice. 'There ............................. people
. who can sit around,' he said to his wife, 'but I can't!' He spent the morning before his
next appointment painting the kitchen ceiling. In the afternoon, he visited Dr Grey. 'It
: ............................. you have been painting the ceiling!' Dr Grey said sternly. 'How
can you possibly know, Doctor?' 'You've got paint on your glasses!' the doctor said.
You've been painting the ce~ling!

12 The passive and the causative
12.1 General information about form
12.1 A
Study:
I**I

Basic forms of the passive [> LEG 12.1 -31
1 In the active voice, the subject of the verb is the person or thing that does the action:
John burnt the dinner last night.
In the passive voice, the action is done to the subject: The dinner was burnt last night.

2 We form the passive with a suitable form of be + past participle. Only verbs which take an object
(transitive verbs [>1.2B]) can go into the passive:
The dinner was burnt. (But not 'The plane was arrived. *)
3 Basic tense forms are a tense of be + past participle:
he writes
-, it is written
present:
he wrote
-, it was written
past:
-, it hadhad been written
presentlpast perfect: he hadhad written

4 Basic modal forms are: modal + be/have been + past participle:
-, it will be written
he will write
will:
-, it may be written
he may write
may:
he may have written
-, it may have been written, etc.
may have:

5 Infinitive: to be/@have been + past participle [> 16.1Al:

Write 1:

Mark with a P those sentences which will go into the passive.
Someone will drive you to the airport. _II
Goldfish live in fresh water. The Egyptians built pyramids. We walked for miles yesterday. 5 They arrived at 7 last night. -

1
2
3
4

Write 2:

6
7
8
9
10

They informed me about it. 1 slept till 8. It's raining. You must obey the rules. He's sneezing again. -

Rewrite these sentences in the passive.
1 They owe a lot of monev to the bank.

...

. . : ~ . . m . ~ . ~ . k . w . & . .............................................................................
&.-

2 They have proved that there is no life on the moon.
It .........................................................................................................................................................
3 You can buy videos like this one anywhere.
4 Someone has to write the history of the European Community one day.

............................................................................................................................................................
5 Someone may have already written the history of the European Community.

............................................................................................................................................................
6 When we arrived home, we found that someone had broken one of our windows.

............................................................................................................................................................
7 They have soio'their car to pay their debts.

............................................................................................................................................................
8 They hold a meeting in the village hall once a week.

12.1 General information about form

12.1B The passive with progressive forms: 'She is being interviewed'
[> LEG 12.3n.61
Only the present and past progressive [> 9.213,9.4B] are common in the passive. We form the

present progressive: They are interviewing her now. She is being interviewed now.
past progressive:
They were interviewing her here. She was being interviewed here.
-+

-+

Write:

Rewrite these sentences beginning with the words provided.
The manager always welcomes new employees.
New employees .......W
.
.
~
.
~..................................................
.
~
.
~
They're building a new supermarket near the church.
A new supermarket .............................................................................................................................
They fought the battle in 1623.
The battle ............................................................................................................................................
Someone was cleaning the windows while I was there.
The windows .......................................................................................................................................
Someone has moved my desk!
My desk ..............................................................................................................................................
They are taking the refugees to a camp outside the village.
The refugees .......................................................................................................................................
Someone had signed all the documents before I arrived.
All the documents ...............................................................................................................................
They were questioning us and searching our vehicle at the same time.
We .....................................and our vehicle .......................................................................................
They will post our letters when the ship arrives at the next port of call.
Our letters ...........................................................................................................................................
They are opening the case again because they're not satisfied with the verdict.
The case .............................................................................................................................................

12.1C Context
Write:

Put in the correct forms, active or passive, of the verbs in brackets.
HOW THE OTHER HALF LIVES (?)
Lord Manners was a rich and famous banker. When he (die) ........qlced...... recently, he (give)
........................ a magnificent funeral which (attend) ........................ by hundreds of famous people.
The funeral was going to (hold) ........................ in Westminster Abbey. Many ordinary people (line)
........................the streets to watch the procession. The wonderful black and gold carriage (draw)
........................ by six black horses. The mourners (follow) ........................ in silence. Lord Manners
(give) ........................ a royal farewell. Two tramps were among the crowd. They (watch)
........................the procession with amazement. As solemn music (could hear) l o ........................ in the
distance, one of them (turn) l 1 ........................ to the other and (whisper) l 2 ........................ in admiration,
'Now that's what I call really living!'.

'

'

That's what I call really living!
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12 The passive and the causative

12.2 Uses of the passive
12.2A Uses of the passive [> LEG I 2.1,I 2.4.1-31
Study:
I**I

1 The passive is not just a different form of the active. It has its own uses and is very common in
English. It would be hard to think of the active forms of sentences like:
Rome wasn't built in a day. The origin of the universe will never be explained.
2 We use the passive mainly in three ways:
- when we don't want to take responsibility for something:
The matter will be dealt with soon. (We don't know or want to say who'll deal with it.)
- when we want to focus on a happening, not who or what did it:
Our roof was damaged in last night's storm. (We're concerned about the roof.)
- when we want to avoid 'vague subjects' like one, someone, they, etc.:
The form has to be signed. (Not *Someone/One has to sign the form. ')
English spoken. (Not 'One speaks English') Shoes repaired. (Not 'One repairs shoes')

Write:

Supply suitable active and passive forms in these sentences using the verbs in brackets.
Some variations in tenses may be possible.

1 It isn't clear how far the ozone layer (damage) ....kUM.hCWL.-...

2
3

4
5

by aerosol sprays.
after
It may be possible to tell whether the hole over the Antarctic (widen) .....h@..-...
Am2the area (investig&
..............
high-flying planes.
These days, even the most remote places on earth (visit) ...................... by tourists. Package tours
(canlarrange) ...................... for almost anywhere, from the Himalayas to the Amazonian jungle.
Notices such as (EnglishISpeak) ...................... and (ShoesIRepair) ...................... are common.
Sometimes they (translate) ...................... into different languages for the benefit of tourists.
We (constantly remind) ...................... of the way the world (become) ...................... smaller when
events taking place in different parts of the globe (flash) ...................... on our television screens.
If you (involve) ...................... in a car accident and someone (hurt) ....................... you (have to)
...................... report the matter to the police. If only the vehicles (damage) ....................... drivers
should exchange names and addresses.

12.2B The use of 'by' + agent (= 'doer') after a passive [> LEG 12.51
Study:
I**I

1 We use by only when we need to say who or what is responsible for an event:
The window was broken last night. (We don't know or want to say who or what did it.)
The window was broken by a slate that fell off the roof. (We wish to give information.)
2 We often use by + agent with the passive of verbs like build, compose, damage, design, destro
discover, invent, make and write to identify who or what islwas responsible:

Write:

Supply passive forms with by + agent where necessary.

When Jasper Morgan died his collection of pictures (sell) .....w ..&
..... to raise enough money
to pay his taxes. Tremendous interest in the sale (showlthe g e n & 4 ? $ t ~ . . ~ P F d - M i R . ~ . ~
The music that (compose/Beethoven) ............................towards the end of his life is very different
from his early music. The music (write) ............................ in extremely difficult conditions.
3 Many beautiful old buildings in cities (replacelmodern ones) ............................. If this replacement
(not control), ............................ it isn't very long before a city loses its character.

12.2 Uses of the passive

12.2C The passive with verbs of 'saying' and 'believing': 'It is said (that) ...'
[> LEG 12.81

Study:
I***1

We need to be sure of our facts when we say: e.g. He was a spy in World War 11.
If we are not sure of our facts, we can express caution by saying:
It is said (that) he was a spy in World War //./He was said to b e a spy in World War 11.
We can express caution in three ways, with:
1 It (+ passive + that-clause) with e.g. agree, believe, consider, decide, hope, know, say.
It is said (that) there is plenty of oil off our own coast.

2 There (+ passive + to be) with e.g. allege, believe, fear, know, report, say, suppose, think:
There is said to b e plenty of oil off our own coast.

Write:

I

Begin these sentences with It, There or a namela noun + passive construction.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

..If..&!..ax;e*cted
........... that prices will rise again this month. (expect)
........................................ that all the passengers had died in the crash. (fear)
........................................ to be an expert in financial matters. (suppose)
........................................ to have committed the crime. (think)
........................................ that the sea level is rising. (think)
........................................ to be a lot of coal in the Antarctic. (think)
........................................ to be honest and reliable. (consider)
........................................ to be thousands of people waiting to renew their passports. (say)
........................................ that thousands of new jobs will be created in the computer industry. (say)
........................................ to be a fall in house prices, but I haven't noticed it. (suppose)

12.2D Context
Write:

Use the correct tenses and passive forms of the verbs in brackets.
FISHY TALES
Mermaids (see) l h . * . & ? 2 % b y
sailors for centuries. The basis of
all mermaid myths (suppose) ............................. to be a creature called
a Manatee: a kind of walrus! Mermaids used (to show)
............................. in funfairs until recently. It all began in 1817 when a
'mermaid' (buy) ............................. for $6,000 by a sailor in the South
Pacific. She (eventually sell) ............................. to the great circusowner Barnum. She (exhibit)!............................ in 1842 as 'The Feejee
Mermaid'. It (say) ............................. that she earned Barnum $1,000 a
week! The thousands who saw this mermaid (musfldisappoint)
8.. ............................ She (cleverly make) 9............................. by a
Japanese fisherman. A monkey's head (delicately sew)
l o ............................. to the tail of a large salmon. The job (so skilfully do)
l1
............................. that the join between the fish and the monkey was
invisible. Real imagination (musfhequire) l 2 ............................. to see this
revolting creature as a beautiful mermaid combing her golden hair!

'

A beautiful mermaid?

12 The passive and the causative

12.3 Form and use of the causative
l2.3A Form of the causative: 'have something done' [> LE G 12.1 0-1 I]
Study:
I**I

1 Note the difference between these two sentences:
!had built a house. (past perfect tense = 'I did it myself' [> 9.6AI)
I had a house built. (the causative = 'I arranged for it to be done' [> 12.3BI)

2 We forrr: the causative with have + noun or pronoun object + past participle.
We use the causative in different tenses and with modals:

Write:

Complete these sentences with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets.

1 They've just had their living room ....................
................. (decorate)
2 Your car engine sounds dreadful. You ought to have it ........................................................ (look at)
3 Have you had your eyes ........................................................ recently? (test)
4 He's going to have his hair ........................................................ at the weekend. (cut)
5 Can I have this letter ......................................................... please? (photocopy)
6 This letter is so important, I'm going to have it .................................................... by a lawyer. (write)

12.38 The causative compared with the active and passive [> LEG 12.121
Study:
I**I

1 We use the active to describe jobs we do ourselves or when we know who's doing a job:
I'm servicing the car. Jack is servicing the car.

2 We use the passive to say that a job IS being done for us, but we don't know or don't want
to say who is doing it:
The car is being serviced. (We're focusing on the car [> 12.2AI)
3 We use the causative to stress the fact that we are 'causing' someone to do a job for us:
I'm having the car serviced. I have had my car serviced. I'm going to have my hair cut.
Not 'I'm going to cut my hair'which means 'I'm going to cut it myself'. [compare > 16.2BI

Write 1:

Supply the correct forms of the verbs in brackets.

1 What are you doing? - I .....kt..................................................................the car. (clean)
2 Where's your car? - It ............................................... at the moment. I'll collect it in an hour. (clean)
3 1 never find time to clean the car myself, so I .........................................................................

(clean)

4 Did you decorate the room yourselves? - No, we ............................................................. (decorate)

5 We can't use the living room. It ................................................................ at the moment. (decorate)
6 You ......................................................................... They look quite worn. (musthepair your shoes)
7 My shoes ................................................................................. It was an expensive job! (just repair)
8 The heel came off my shoe and I ............................................................................ it myself. (repair)
9 'I'd like this film ......................................... ,' I said. 'Certainly,' the assistant said. (develop and print)
10 'Can I use the photocopier ...................................................... this document?' I asked. (photocopy)
1 1 Who ................................... the children's clothes, in this house? - Who do you think? I do! (mend)
12 What's happened to my report? - It ....................................................... at the moment. (photocopy)

12.3 Form and use of the causative

Write 2:

Today is Wednesday. Look at the notes Maria wrote yesterday and early today. Then write:
a what she had done yesterday; b what she is having done today;
c what she is going to have done tomorrow.

-

T-apv

best sk*

c

k

d

tw
p C 4
car sewiced

Wed.-+

'-%

a &h
de-d

t~ &h

(today)
eye m a
sacra

funiidJiwcd

a

too& &arted
filkd

hair done

12.3C 'Get' in the causative: 'get something done' [> LEG 12.1I , 12.131
Study:
I**I
Write:

Use get in place of have in these sentences.

1 I must have .................... I..%.@
................. this report photocopied and sent off straightaway.
2 They're finally having .......................................................... their central heating repaired.
3 We'll be having ...................................................... the job done by a local builder.
4 Why don't you have .......................................................... that suit cleaned? It's filthy!
5 Have .......................................................... your hair cut!

12.3D Context
Write:

Put in causative forms for the verbs in brackets.
CONSTANT MAINTENANCE!
The more you own, the more there is to go wrong. You invest in a new
hi-fi system and in no time you have to (it repair) l @ . ! ? ? . . ~ . & .
You ( a new washing machine install) ............................. and you have
to buy expensive insurance to maintain it. You buy a car and need to (it
service) ............................. regularly. You buy a camera and then
spend a fortune (films develop and print) .............................. It's not
only things that need constant attention. How often we have to (our eyes
test) .............................. (our teeth fill) ............................. and (our
chests X-ray) ............................. ! But I had to smile last time I went to
(my hair cut) .............................. A bold notice in the window
announced: 'All our customers promptly executed!' You certainly
wouldn't need to (any jobs do) ............................. after that!

'

... customers promptly executed!

13 Questions, answers, negatives
13.1 YesINo questions, negative statements, YesINo answers
13.1A
Study:
El

YesINo questions (expecting 'Yes' or 'No' in the answer) [> LEG 13.1-31
1 We make Yes/No questions from statements. In the case of be, have (auxiliary) and modal
verbs like can and must [> 11.1A] we do this by inversion, that is by putting be, have or can, etc.
-, Is he leaving?
in front of the subject: He is leaving.
She can drive a bus. -, Can she drive a bus?
2 With all other verbs, we form Yes/No questions with Do and Does in the simple present and Did
in the simple past. The form of the verb is always the bare infinitive:
We turn left here.
-, Do we turn left here?
He works well.
-, Does he work well?
They arrived late.
-, Did they arrive late?

Write:

You want to know if

... What do you say?

you're late. ...AmZ.W.7.............................
this is the London train. ...................................
your photos are ready. ....................................
John is working in the garden. ........................
the children are studying. ................................
6 Jane gives piano lessons. ...............................
7 Tony was enjoying himself. .............................
8 they live in the south. ......................................

1
2
3
4
5

9 she should be here. ...........................................
she could ask a question. ..................................
it will be fine tomorrow. ......................................
my friend will be staying. ...................................
they would like an invitation. .............................
they often argue like that. ..................................
1 run a mile every morning. ................................
16 Sheila went to the lecture. .................................

10
11
12
13
14
15

13.1B Negative statements [> LEG I 3.2,I 3.41

He can leave.

-,

He cannot (can't) leave.

2 With all other verbs we use do not (don't) and does not (doesn't) after the subject in the simple
present and did not (didn't) after the subject in the past. The verb is always a bare infinitive:
-, We do not (don't)turn left here.
We turn left here.

Write:

Say 'no', disagree or contradict with full negative statements.
Are you ready? ... ! % . ~ . ' f i . . ? M %.......
.~: 9
She's right. ...................................................... 10
They're late. .................................................... 1 1
You're being silly. ............................................ 12
He's working in London. ................................. 13
6 They're playing tennis. .................................... 14
7 I'm going to fail. ............................................... 15
8 She was waiting for you. ............................... 16

1
2
3
4
5

He can speak Russian. .....................................
He'll be leaving soon. ........................................
It would be a very good idea. ............................
It looks like rain. ................................................
They always win. .............................................
They missed the last lesson. ............................
She's always been good at sport. .....................
You've met her. .................................................

13.1 YeslNo questions, negative statements, YeslNo answers

13.1C
Study:
El

Yes/No short answers [> LEG I 3.5-71
1 When answering with Yes or No, we usually repeat the first word in the question:
Was James late? - Yes, he was./No, he wasn't.
Can he play chess? - Yes, he can./No, he can't.
Note: Are you ... ? - Yes, I am./No, I'm not. Were you ... ? - Yes, I was./No, I wasn't.
where we repeat the verb, but in a different form.

2 We do not usually answer a YeslNo question in full:
Did James go out last night? - Yes, he did./No, he didn't.
rather than 'Yes, he went out last night.' 'No, he didn't go out last night.'
We do not usually answer a YeslNo question with just Yes or No:
Do you like dancing?- Yes, I do./No, I don't. Not 'Yes./No.'which can sound rude.

3 We can put a lot of expression into short answers and use them to give information, agree,
disagree, confirm, etc. e.g.

Write:

Answer these questions with either Yes or No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

..ve~,.l..%?&.:

Are you ready?
........................
Is she still at college? ......................................
Are they on their way here? ............................
Are you still learning French? .........................
Is Carla applying for that job? .........................
Are we staying at the same hotel? ..................
Are you going to help me? ..............................
Was she joking? .............................................
Were they living there then? ...........................

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Should I go with them? ......................................
Will you be at the meeting? ...............................
Would you do that if you were me? ...................
Does she still write to you? ...............................
Do you like curry? .............................................
Did he tell you about the party? ........................
Has he finished yet? ..........................................
Have you ever eaten swordfish? .......................
Has she been working here long? .....................

13.1D Context
Write:

Put in suitable YeslNo questions, negatives or short answers.
GUESS WHAT!
Before setting out on holiday, the Weeks family sat in their car and went through their usual quiz.
MR WEEKS:
(we/turnoff) l . G ? u L . ~ . ? h x . the
~ electricity?
~ ~ ~ . ~ ~
MRS WEEKS: (Yes) .............................................................. I turned it off myself.
7
MRWEEKS:
( a l l t h e t a p ~ o f................................................
f)~
JIMMY:
(Yes) ................................................................ I checked every one of them, dad.
SALLY:
You (not remember) ....................................... my teddy-bear!
MRS WEEKS: (Yes) ............................................................. darling. I packed him in your case.
MRWEEKS:
(thereanywindo~sopen)~
...................................................................... 7
JIMMY:
(No) ................................................................. I shut them all, dad.
MRS WEEKS: (the front and back doors/lock) ..................................................................... ?
MR WEEKS:
(Yes) l o .............................................................. I've just locked them.
After they had been on the road for an hour, Mr Weeks suddenly turned pale and said, 'Guess what! I
(notlgot)l 1 .......................................... my house keys. They're still in the back door!'

They're still in th

. ~

13 Questions, answers, negatives

13.2 Alternative negative forms and negative questions
13.2A Negative statements with 'negative adverbs': 'never', etc.
Study:
I**I

[> LEG 13.8-101

1 We can make negative or near-negative statements with adverbs like never, hardly, hardly ever,
seldom and rarely [compare > 7.4A-8, 7.8CI. Never is more emphatic than not.
Compare: I don't drink coffee. (negative) with: I never drink coffee. (emphatic negative)

2 We can't use a negative adverb with a negative verb to make a 'double negative':
I can hardly recognize him. (Not *I can't hardly recognize him. ')
Nobody phoned. (Not *Nobody didn't phone. ')
This is especially true for no, any and their compounds [> 4.681:
I've got no time.
-,
I haven't got any time.
I've seen no one/nobody. -, I haven't seen anyone/anybody.
I've bought none of them. -, I haven't bought any of them.
I've done nothing today. -, I haven't done anything today.
I've been nowhere today. -, I haven't been anywhere today.

w-

Write:

r.d'r<-;-

,

- +

Make negative or near-negative statements using the adverbs in brackets.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12

13
14
15

I don't go to the cinema. (never) . . ~ . . ! G ? W . ~ . ? & ? . ? ? k f......................................................
?..~..
She doesn't watch TV. (hardly ever) ...................................................................................................
1 can't get him on the phone. (seldom) ...............................................................................................
They didn't greet me. (barely) .............................................................................................................
We don't go out. (scarcely ever) .........................................................................................................
We can't wait till tomorrow. (hardly) ....................................................................................................
We don't see our neighbours. (rarely) .................................................................................................
It's not worth the trouble. (scarcely) ....................................................................................................
1 haven't bought any eggs. (no) ..........................................................................................................
1 didn't speak to anyone. (no one) ......................................................................................................
I don't want any of them. (none) .........................................................................................................
She didn't say anything. (nothing) ......................................................................................................
We didn't go anywhere. (nowhere) .....................................................................................................
Please don't tell anybody. (nobody) ....................................................................................................
She doesn't understand English. (hardly) ...........................................................................................

13.28 Cancelling what has just been said: 'No, not Wednesday' [> LEG 13.121
Study:
I**I
Write:

Cancel the following by referring to the words in italics.

.o&'%,..Jw:.

Ask Diana. ...(.?!a,).&.
...............................................................................
11
' 1 see you at 5. ...................................................................................................................................
The plane leaves from London. ..........................................................................................................
The film you want to see is on today. .................................................................................................
I'd like a cup of coffee. ........................................................................................................................
6 Please pass me the salt. .....................................................................................................................

1
2
3
4
5

13.2 Alternative negative forms and negative questions

13.2C Negative questions: 'Can't you ...?'
Study:
I**I

[> LEG 13.14-161

1 In negative questions, the word order of the full form is different from the short form:
full form:
Did he not explain the situation to you?
short form: Didn't he explain the situation to you?
We normally use the short form in conversation and the full form only for emphasis.

2 Depending on the stress and intonation we use, we can:
- express disbelief, surprise: Can't you really ride a bicycle?
- invite the answer 'Yes':
Don't you remember our holiday in Spain?
- persuade:
Won't you please help me?
- express annoyance:
Can't you ever shut the door behind you?
- make exclamations:
Isn't it hot in here!

Write:

Rewrite these negative questions using short forms.

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18

A&

.?..*..earttf. ........................................................................
Am I not too early? [> 10.181 ...
Is she not very well? ...........................................................................................................................
Are those answers not wrong? ...........................................................................................................
Is he not waiting for you? ....................................................................................................................
Are they not living in Canada? ............................................................................................................
Was she not a famous actress? .........................................................................................................
Were you not at my old school? .........................................................................................................
Are you not going to be there? ...........................................................................................................
Can you not walk faster? ....................................................................................................................
Could you not do this for me? .............................................................................................................
Do you not like fish? ...........................................................................................................................
Does she not go to church? ................................................................................................................
Did he not enjoy the film? ...................................................................................................................
Have you not finished yet? .................................................................................................................
Has he not gone yet? ..........................................................................................................................
Have I not been invited? .....................................................................................................................
Should you not let him know? .............................................................................................................
Am I not invited? .................................................................................................................................

13.20 Context
Write:

Put in anything, anywhere, everyone, hardly ever, no, no one, nothing.
NOT YETI
A Yeti is supposed to be a strange creature that lives in the Himalayas. Nearly ' .......-.....
has
heard of Yetis, but * ............................. has actually seen one. Recently, a party of climbers went up
Mount Jaonli looking for Yetis. Unlike more famous mountains, Jaonli has ............................. been
climbed. The party saw ............................. Yetis .............................. There was a moment's
excitement one night when a climber heard a strange, two-note sound. He rushed out of his tent and
asked his Tibetan guide, Chewang Thundup, if he had heard .............................. 'No, I heard
.............................. ' the guide replied. 'But I just heard a strange sound,' the climber said. 'That was
no Yeti,' Chewang laughed. 'It was me, blowing my nose!'

... a strange two-note sound

13 Questions, answers, negatives

13.3 Tag questions and echo tags
13.3A Tag questions 1: 'It is

...,isn't it?'/'lt isn't ...,is it?' [> LEG 13.17-19,
13.22.1-21

-

Study:
I**I

--

1 A tag question is a short question (e.g. have ~ ~ ~ ? / h a v eyou?)
n ' t that follows a statement.
We form tag questions with auxiliaries (be, have, can, may, etc.) and do, does, did.

2 They are affirmative - negative: John was annoyed, wasn't he? You like fish, don't you?
or negative - affirmative: John wasn't annoyed, was he? You don't like fish, do you?
3 Many languages have a phrase which means 'Isn't that so?' In English, we use tags to say this,
but we also use expressions like don't you think?, right? etc.

4 If our voice goes up on the tag, we are asking a real question which needs an answer:
You left the gas on, didn9fiou?- Yes, I did./No, I didn't.
You didn't leave the g a d i d you? - Yes, I did./No, I didn't.
5 If our voice goes down on the tag, we want the listener to agree with us and we don't usually
expect an answer: You locked the door, d m o u ? (= I assume you did.)
You didn't lock the door, d q o u ? (= I assume you didn't.)

Write:

You want the listener to agree with you. Do the exercise orally, then in writing.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

13.38

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

She isn't late, ...............................................?
They aren't on holiday, ....................................?
I'm not early, .................................................
?
Carla wasn't at home, ..................................... ?
We weren't all ill, .............................................
?
You haven't finished, .......................................?
Marc hasn't gone out, ......................................?
1 don't often do the right thing, .........................?
Tessa doesn't work hard, ................................ ?

Tag questions 2: 'You painted it yourself, did you?' [> LEG 13.20-21,13.22.3]
Tag questions can also be affirmative - affirmative.
If our voice goes up on the tag, we mean 'Tell me more', etc.:
She's getting m a r r i e d s h e ? (= I'd like to know more about it.)
If our voice goes down on the tag, we express negative feelings like disappointment,

Study:
I**I

Write:

She's late, . ...&!&. &................................. ?
They're on holiday, ....................................... ?
I'm early, ........................................ ?[>10.18]
Carla was at home, ....................................... ?
We were all ill, ............................................... ?
You've finished, ............................................ ?
Marc has gone out, ....................................... ?
1 always do the wrong thing, ......................... ?
Tessa works hard, ........................................ ?

Say the sentences under A aloud and match them with a statement under 0.
A

1 You painted it yourself, did you?&
2 You couldn't give me a hand, could you?Someone broke that vase, did they?You'll give me a call, will you?So they're selling their house, are they?You didn't leave the garage open, did you?He says he's innocent, does he?-

3
4
5
6
7

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

B
I don't believe it.
Tell me more.
I hope you can.
I hope you didn't.
I'm impressed.
I hope you will.
I'm sorry to hear that.

13.3 Tag questions and echo tags

13.3C Echo tags: 'Is he?'I6Heis?' [> LEG 13.24-261
Study:
I**I

1 An echo tag is a response, in tag form, to an affirmative or negative statement.
affirmative
negative
He's resigning.
He isn't resigning.
- I s he? He is?
- Isn't he? He isn't?
- He is, isn't he?
- He isn't, is he?
- He is, is he?
2 If our voice goes up on the echo, we want more information:
I've just won •’500!- & y o u ? / d a v e ? / ~ o u
haven't, h d y o u ? (= Tell me more!)

3 If our voice goes down on the echo, we confirm what we know or have guessed:
I'm afraid he's made a bad mistake. - He has, hasn he? (= I confirm what you say.)
or we express anger, surprise, disbelief, etc.:

Write:

7

Supply different echo tags in response to these statements.
Say the echo tags aloud with different intonation and describe what they express.
1 John's paying. .... &..k.:'T
................................
2 They aren't very happy. ..................................
3 Suzy was 30 yesterday. ..................................
4 1 wasn't very well last week. ............................

6 They don't eat much. .........................................
7 You shouldn't be here. ......................................
8 1 can afford a new car now. ...............................
9 We can't go tomorrow. ......................................
5 He works very hard. ........................................ 10 There'll be trouble about this. ............................

13.3D Context
Write:

Put in appropriate question tags and echo tags.
YOU COULD HAVE KNOCKED ME DOWN WITH A FEATHER!
I asked for my favourite perfume at the perfume counter of a large
department store. 'We don't have that, .....do.&%.
......?' the snooty
assistant asked her colleague, as if I had just tried to buy a bag of
onions. I was about to ledve the counter when I saw a girl of about
twelve slip away from her mother, seize a huge bottle of perfume from
the counter and put it into her carrier bag. I gasped! 'Excuse me,' I said.
'Your daughter has just stolen a large bottle of perfume!' The mother
looked at me in amazement. 'She ....................... ?' 'That's right,' I said.
She turned to her daughter. 'You didn't steal that big bottle that was on
display, .......................?' The girl nodded. 'You did, .......................?'
'Yes, mum,' the girl confessed. 'I've told you hundreds of times,
........................ that the big one on display is a dummy'. She angrily
took the bottle from her daughter and put it back on display. 'You should
always take one of the boxed ones at the back, .......................? You do
understand that, ....................... ?' She helped herself to a boxed one
and both she and her daughter disappeared into the crowd quick as a
flash.

'

'

You could have knocked me down!

13 Questions, answers, negatives

13.4 Additions and responses
13.4A Additions and contrasts: 'John can ... and I can, toolbut I can't'
[> LEG 13.28-291

Study:
I**I

We can add to statements or make contrasts in the following ways:
statement
parallel addition
contrast
John can speak French
and I can, too.
but I can't,
John can't speak French
and I can't, either. [> 7.7CI but I can.
John speaks French
and I do, too.
but I don't.
John doesn't speak French and I don't, either.
but I do.
John can speak French
John can't speak French
John speaks French

Write:

and so can I.
and neithednor can I.
and so do I.

but I can't.
but I can.
but I don't.

Rudi and Roxanne are brother and sister. Read this information about them, then write good
sentences, beginning each sentence with 'Rudi ...'.

Rudi
He can speak English, but not Italian.
He plays tennis and goes skiing.
He doesn't like classical music.
He visited London last year.

Roxanne
She can speak English and Italian.
She plays tennis, but doesn't go skiing.
She doesn't like classical music.
She visited Rome last year.

13.48 Parallel responses: 'John can ...'/'I can, toolso can I'
Study:
I**I

[> LEG 13.28-291

1 We repeat the auxiliary and if there is no auxiliary, we use do, does or did

statement
John can speak French.
John can't speak French.
John speaks French.
John doesn't speak French.

parallel response
I can, too.
I can't, either.
I do, too.
I don't either.

or: So can I.
or: Neither/Nor can I.
or: So do I.
or: Neither/Nor do I.

2 We often say So'm I, Neither'm I, Nor'm I, but we usually write them in full:
So am I, Neither am I, Nor am I. Neither and Nor are exactly the same.

13.4 Additions and responses

Write:

People say things and you respond.
7 I once had a holiday in Ireland. .........................
I can swim quite well.
8 1 didn't enjoy that film. .......................................
1 can't speak Danish. ......................................
1 really should study more! .............................. 9 1 was hoping to get home early. ........................
1 won't be at college tomorrow. ....................... 10 I've had a terrible cold. ......................................
5 1 love Spanish food. ........................................ 1 1 I haven't been very well. ....................................
6 1 don't like red wine. ........................................ 12 1 thought the concert was awful! ........................

1
2
3
4

~
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13.4C 'So have you' and 'So you have!' [> LEG 13.29.41
Study:

Note the difference between:
I've got a rash on my arm and so have you. (parallel addition)

[**I

Write:

Tick which statements are additions and those which show confirmation/surprise.
Then continue with similar sentences of your own.
She's wearing that funny hat again! - So she is!
He's doing very well at work. - So is she.
Maria visits us quite often. - So does Sandro.
Sandro looks just like his uncle. - So he does!
5 I've got something in my eye. - So you have!
6 Rosa's got a new bicycle. - So have I.
7 ..........................................................................

1
2
3
4

addition

confirmation/surprise

-

r/
-

13.4D Context
Write:

Put in suitable additions and responses.
CRAZY STORY
'What are you having to start with?' I asked my wife. 'I don't know,' she
said. 'I'm not very hungry.' dl...fl~.@??%.~..,'
I answered, 'but I think I'll start
with soup,' "........................ ' my wife said. The waiter took our order. 'My
wife would like some soup and ........................ ' I said. When the waiter
brought the soup, I noticed a monkey sitting on a chair beside me.
Suddenly, the monkey's tail was in my soup! 'Waiter! Waiter!' I cried.
'There's a monkey's tail in my soup!' ....................... !' the waiter
exclaimed. 'I can't remove it,' I said. ........................ ' the waiter said. 'This
monkey belongs to the restaurant pianist and he won't let anyone touch it.'
I spoke to the pianist. 'Do you know there's a monkey's tail in my soup?' I
asked. 'No,' the pianist answered, 'but if you hum it to me, I'll be glad to
play it for you.'
l4

l5

... a monkey's tail in my soup!

13 Questions, answers, negatives

...

13.5 Question-word questions (I): 'Who(m) ?', 'What ...?'
13.5A Form of question-word questions (except subject questions [> 13.81)
[> LEG 13.30-321
The word order of question-word questions is: question-word + auxiliary + subject:
He is working.
He arrives at 8.
Does he arrive at 8? [> 13.1AI
YesINo question:
Is he working?
question-word:
Why is he working?
When does he arrive?

Study:

Write:
a a YesINo question; b a question-word question.
She is arriving today.
(When)
He has written a letter.
(Why)
She can help us.
(How)
They live in Jamaica.
(Where)
He arrives at 10.
(What time)
You can't tell us.
(What)

13.58 'Who(m) ...?' as a question-word [> LEG 13.331
Study:
I**I

1 Who(m) ...?asks for the object of a sentence, usually a person's name or a pronoun:
statement: Frank met Alice. question: Who(m) did Frank meet? -Alice.

2 Who(m) ... ?refers only to people and can be used to ask about masculine, feminine, singular
or plural: Who(m) did you see? - Tim/Ann/lhe Robinsons.

3 We still use Whom ... ?in formal English, spoken or written, but we often prefer Who ... ?in
everyday style:
Whom did you meet at the party? (formal) Who did you meet at the party? (informal)

4 We often use Who(m) ... ?in questions with verbs followed by to or for
Who(m) did you give it to? Who(m) did you buy it for?
-;-*'-'%''""

Write:

'

-1

*

-

"

Write questions using the past tense with Who(m) ... ?to produce the answers given.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

you invite to your house? - The Frys. . ~ h Q ~ R d & d . ~ . ~ . & ? . y a ~ - . h....................
Gk?&:?
Jane see this morning? - Her mother. ................................................................................................
you speak to? - The manager. ...........................................................................................................
they employ? - Miss Johnson. ...........................................................................................................
she buy this present for? - Her son. ...................................................................................................
John phone? - His brother. ................................................................................................................
you complain to? - The headmaster. .................................................................................................
she write to? - Her sister. ...................................................................................................................

13.5 Question-word questions (1): 'Who(rn)?', 'What?'

13.5C 'What ...?' as a question-word [> LEG 13.341
Study:
I**I

1 What ... ? asks for a whole sentence: What are you doing? - I'm reading.
or for the object of a sentence: What are you reading? - 'Gone with the Wind:

2 What ... ?also combines with nouns:
What bookbooks? What boy/boys ? What girl/girls ? [compare Which? > 1 3.6BI
3 We can use What?on its own (What do you prefer?) or In a variety of combinat~ons:
What&) ... like?, What('s) ... called? What make ... ? What nationality?,
What ... do (for a living)?, What t~me/date/year?, What(3) ... for?,

Write:

Complete the questions on the left to fit the answers on the right.
Think about the combinations you can make with What's ... ?or What ... ?.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

what ...~@&C?.W.-L!-..@.
............. ?
What ........................................................................... ?
What ...........................................................................
?
What ........................................................................... ?
What ........................................................................... ?
What ........................................................................... ?
What ........................................................................... ?
What ........................................................................... ?
What ...........................................................................?
What ...........................................................................?
What ...........................................................................?

I'm looking at some travel brochures.
I work as an assistant in a book shop.
I use 'Woodland' shampoo. It's lovely.
She's good-looking, but very unpleasant.
Wonderful! Lots of sunshine and no rain.
It's called a 'spade' in English.
It's a Saab.
He's Nigerian.
I think they're leaving at 9.00.
It's March 13th.
It's for scraping paint off windows.

13.5D Context
Write:

Supply questions with Who(m)

... ?and

What ... ?.

TAKING RISKS
MAGISTRATE: ( WhaVhis name?) ....W h & . 1 u d . ~ . 7 .........................
POLICEMAN:
James Denyer.
MAGISTRATE: Not Denyer again! If he's not in gaol, he's in and out of
of this court. ( WhaVhe/do this time?') ...............................
POLICEMAN:
He stole 25 pence.
MAGISTRATE: ( Who(m)/steal iVfrom?) .....................................................
POLICEMAN:
An old lady. He took it out of her purse.
MAGISTRATE: (What dateht?) ..................................................................
POLICEMAN:
March 24th.
MAGISTRATE (to Denyer): ( WhaVdo that for?) .........................................
DENYER:
I'm sorry, sir. It won't happen again.
MAGISTRATE (to policeman): ( WhaVthe chances) ...................................
if I let him go?
POLICEMAN:
It would be a risk, sir.
MAGISTRATE: Do you hear, Denyer? It would be a risk. ( WhaVsay)
DENYER:
I don't mind the risk!

MAGISTRATE:

............................................................................ to that?'
It's a risk I'd be glad to take. Honest, I don't mind the risk!
( The court falls about with laughter.)
In that case, I'd better let you go!

13 Questions, answers, negatives

13.6 Question-word questions (2):
'When?', 'Where?', 'Which?', 'Whose?'
13.6A 'When ...?' and 'Where ...?' as question-words

[> LEG 13.35,13.38]

The answers are usually adverbs of time or prepositional phrases:
When is your flight? - Tomorrow morning./At 4.

2 We use Where ... ?to ask about place.
The answers can be whole sentences, phrases or single words:

Write:

Read these situations. Then write questions with When?or Where?.
It's Jim's birthday soon. You can't remember when it is. Ask.

. .wwk.&.L.wm..J&. - .

:I.
............................................................................................
.

You like your friend's T-shirt. You'd like to know where helshe got it. Ask.

............................................................................................................................................................
You're going on a coach trip but can't remember the departure time. Ask a friend.

............................................................................................................................................................
Someone mentions a place called Kyzyl. You have no idea where it is. Ask.

13.6B 'Which ...?' as a question-word
Study:
I**I

[> LEG 13.361

1 Which + noun asks about people: Which boy/boys/girl/girls did you see?
or things: Which book/books do you prefer? [> 4.2C and compare > 13.5CI

2 Which always refers to a limited choice and we don't always use a noun after i!:
Which is the longest river in the world? (Or: Which river is the longest?)
We also use Which of for two or more items: Which of the two/of them do you prefer?
3 Which combines with the comparative/superlative: Which is the cheaper/the cheapest?

4 Which combines with day, month or year Which (or What) day was it?

5 Which way ... ?asks for more exact information than Where?: Which way did they go?

Write:

Complete the questions on the left to fit the answers on the right.
Think about combinations you can make with 'Which ... ?:

1 Which .M.%.W.P.?%?
...................................
2 Which ..........................................................................
3 Which ..........................................................................
4 Which ..........................................................................
5 Which ..........................................................................
6 Which ..........................................................................
7 Which ..........................................................................
8 Which ..........................................................................
9 Which ..........................................................................
10 Which ..........................................................................
I98

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

(We went to see) 'Star Wars'.
Oh, I like novels best.
She always uses 'Smooth' soap.
I met Jill and Sue there.
I think the Nile's the longest.
Oh, this desk is definitely the cheapest.
Of the three, l prefer the leather one.
That's easy. I'll always remember 1989.
Oh, July is definitely the hottest.
I think they went towards the station.

13.6 Question-word questions (2): 'When?', 'Where?', 'Which?', 'Whose?'

l3.6C 'Whose?' [> LEG 13.391
Study:
L**l

1 Whose? asks about possession. The possessor is always a person and we expect the answer
to be somebody's name + 's (Kate's) or a possessive pronoun (mine).
2 When the possession is a thing or a substance, we can omit the noun after Whose:
Whose (umbrella/coffee) is this? - It's mine.

3 When the 'possession' is a person, we normally use a noun after Whose:
Whose son/daughter is he/she ? - Kate's. Whose children are they? - The Lakers:
4 We can also phrase questions with Whose in the following way:
Whose is this umbrella? (Compare: Whose umbrella is this?,
Whose are those children? (Compare: Whose children are they?)

Write:

Fill in the blanks with Whose?or Who?.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

..&!!I4 ........................
..................................
..................................
..................................
..................................
..................................
..................................
..................................
..................................
..................................

does this pen belong to? - It's John's.
pencil is this? - It's Kate's.
do those books belong to? - They're both mine.
are those socks on the floor? - They're Karl's.
book is this? - It's Maria's.
gloves are these? - They're Suzanne's.
children are they? - My neighbour's.
son is he? - He's John and Jean's.
's at the front door?
are these children? - They're Mike and Shona's from next door.

13.6D Context
Write:

Put in When?, Where?, Which?. Who? or Whose?.
WHO DID WHAT AND WHEN?
What we believe depends on our view of the world. For example, if we
.... was America discovered?', most of us would think of
ask, ".....
Christopher Columbus in 1492. But Chinese children learn that Hui
Shen, a Buddhist monk, got to America 1000 years earlier than
Columbus. .................... was printing invented by and ....................
year was it invented? You immediately think of Gutenberg in 1436, but
Chinese children learn that it was invented by Bi Shen in 1041.
.................... invention is spaghetti? It's the invention of the Italians, you
will say. Wrong again. The Chinese had it before them. ....................
and .................... was the compass invented? Answer: in China in 200
B.C. .................... was silk-making invented? Not in Persia, as you
might think, but in China. .................... was the first country to put a
man into space and .................... was he? The Soviet Union, you will
say and the man's name was Yuri Gagarin. But according to the
Chinese, Wan Hu made an attempt long before Yuri. l o ..................... do
you think? - In A.D. 1500! He sat in a chair attached to 47 rockets,
holding a giant kite which would help him return to earth. He never came
back!

M/.m
'

'

He never came back!

13 Questions, answers, negatives

13.7 Question-word questions (3): 'Why?', 'How?'
13.7A 'Why ...?' as a question-word [> LEG 13.371
Study:

1

1 Why ... ?asks for a reason and we answer with Because (Not *Why') or a toinfinitive.

1

1 2 We can use What ... for? in place of Why?: What did you do that for?(= Why did you do that?) 1
3 We use Why don'tldoesn't ...? (Why don't you?Mlhy doesn't she? to make suggestions.

Think of possible combinations with Why?: Why don't ... ?, Why not ... ? Why (wait)

I w y
.
.
.
.
.
. ............. ?
2 Why ....................................................................... ?
3 Why ...................................................................... ?
4 Why ......................................................................?
5 Why ....................................................................... ?
6 Why ....................................................................... ?
7 Why ....................................................................... ?
8 Why ....................................................................... ?
9 Why ....................................................................... ?

...? etc.

Because I want to watch the late-night film.
That's a good idea.
Because I didn't want to trouble you.
I phoned to let him know I had arrived.
I'm sorry I shouted at you.
To find out his address.
I'm already late for my appointment.
All right. I'll put the job off till tomorrow.
To check that I had locked the back door.

13.7B 'How ...?' as a question-word; 'How much?/How many?' [> LEG 13.401
Study:
(**I

2 We use How much? + uncountable to ask about quantity: H o w much bread/milk/time?
We also use How much? to refer to cost: H o w much does this cost? H o w much is it?
3 We use How many? + plural noun to ask about number: H o w manypeople/books ... ?

Write:

Use How much ... ?or How many ... ?in these sentences.

4 .......................... did that car cost you?
1 ..kh?Q.&
.... time do we have?
2 .......................... coffee do you drink every day? 5 .......................... people came to the meeting?
3 .......................... times do I have to tell you?
6 .......................... slices of bread do you want?

13.7C 'How' + adjective or adverb: 'How far?' [> LEG 13.40.2,13.34.8,6.161
Study:

We can use How + adjective (How long?) in place of What + noun (What length?):

(**I

Write:

Change these What + noun questions into How + adjective questions.

1 What's the age of this building? HOW ...%.. ?
2 What's the depth of this pool? How .............. ?
3 What distance is Rome from here? How ......?
200

4 What size is your briefcase? How ................... ?
5 What length is this room? How ....................... ?
6 What height is this house? How ...................... ?

13.7 Question-word questions (3): 'Why?', 'How?'

13.7D 'How long ... (for)?' and 'How long ago?'

[> LEG 13.40.51

Study:
F*l
Write:

Supply How long ... (for)?or How long ago?

1 .....H w . . ~..... are you here?
3 ............................. did Queen Victoria die?
2 ............................. was the great fire of London? 4 ............................. did the Victorian age last?

13.7E Social uses of 'How ...?'
Study:
F+I

Write:

[> LEG 13.40.61

We ask questions with How ... ?for:
- introductions: How do you do?, answered by How do you do? (Not e.g. 'Fine, thanks*)

Match the questions and the answers.

A
How do you do?&
How are you?How have you been?How's life?How's the garden?How about going to the cinema?How was the concert?How would you like to have lunch
with us?-

B
I'd love to. That's very kind of you.
It was very enjoyable.
Not bad, but I had a cold last week.
How do you do?
Yes, that's a nice idea. Let's.
Coming along nicely. The tulips are
just coming out.
Very well, thank you. And you?
Fine! How's life with you?

13.7F Context
Write:

Put in the correct question forms.
RENT-A-SPACE
My son, Len, is only twelve, but I think he's going to be an advertising
tycoon. He had an accident during a football match last week and since
then his leg has been in plaster. Len has been going round our local shops
selling advertising space on his leg. ('WhaUcharge?') ' . & % & . * . ~
I asked him. 'It depends,' he answered. ('How much space/want?)
'. ............................ (How long/want it (for) ?) 3.. ........................... ( WanUbox)
............................. or just a few lines? (Want) ............................. "prime
position", or not?' His plastered leg was covered with ads, so he was
obviously doing well. ('How muchhake) ............................. so far?' I
asked. 'I'm not saying,' he said. ('How/your leg) ............................. coming
on, anyway?' 'Fine, thanks,' he answered. ('Why/you ask?')
............................. '1 hope you're getting better and we can have that
plaster off,' I remarked. 'I don't want it oft too soon,' he grinned. 'It's a little
gold mine!'

'

'It's a little gold mine!'

. ~

13 Questions, answers, negatives

13.8 Subject-questions: 'Who?', 'What?', 'Which?', 'Whose?'
13.8A Subject or object? [> LEG 13.41-431
Study:
I**I

1 A subject-question asks for the identity of the subject.
There is no inversion and the question has the same word order as a statement:

statement:
subject-question:

subject
Someone
Who

verb object
paid the waiter.
paid the waiter?

subject-answer
John (did).

Compare a Who(m)question which asks for the object of a statement [> 13.581:

subject
John
statement:
Who(m)question: Who(m) did John pay?

verb object
paid the waiter.

object-answer
The waiter.

2 Answers to subject-questions often echo the auxiliary verb used in the question:
Who can play the piano? -I can.// can't.
When no auxiliary verb is present in the question, we use do, does or did in the answer:
Who wants a lift? -Ido. Who won? - We did.
3 What, Which, Whose and How much/How many can combine with other subject-words:

Write 1:

Does the question-word ask for the subject or the object in each question?
Write S or 0 against each one.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

Write 2:

Who spoke to you?&
Who did you speak to?Who will she leave her money to?Who'll lend you the money?What frightened you?What did she see?Which hat does he like?Which hat suits him best?Whose number did you ring?Whose telephone rang?How many people did you invite? How many people came to your party? -

Supply suitable subject question-words on the left and suitable answers on the right.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

.......... can play chess?
...........!'%?
............................ wants to have a day off?

..... . M . ~ . . w . : ...............................................
..........................................................................
..........................................................................

............................ broke the big glass vase?
..........................................................................
............................ 'I1 help tomorrow?
............................ made this mark on the table?
A knife ...............................................................
A new car ..........................................................
............................ will make you happy?
..........................................................................
............................ teacher took you for maths?
..........................................................................
............................ tie goes best with this shirt?
My neighbour's ..................................................
............................ dog bit you?
The ....................................................................
............................dog bit you?
............................suitcase got lost on the journey? ..........................................................................

13.8 Subject-questions: 'Who?', 'What?', 'Which?', 'Whose?'

Write 3:

What questions would you ask in these situations?
You and some other students are planning a beach party. You need someone who can play the
guitar.

....~

ho.m~.*/~.~.~/
.....................
tyM

You're entertaining some friends. You've just made another pot of coffee.

............................................................................................................................................................
A friend has just seen a film and you want to know the story-line.
You have organized a weekend walk. Ten of the class have said they'll come, but you're worried
because you want to know the exact number.
You are discussing a film with a friend. You were most impressed by one actor. What about your
friend's opinion?
You're sitting chatting with friends. A chair is squeaking. You find it annoying.
You are at a party and want to go home, but someone's car is blocking your exit. You want to
identify the owner of the car.

............................................................................................................................................................
You want to identify the students who want to come with you on an excursion.

13.88 Context
Write:

Put in the right questions and verb forms.
PLAY IT AGAIN, WINSTON!
(Who/compose)l . . . M ( h a . d . some of the most famous songs of
the 20th century? The answer is Irving Berlin. (What songs/compose)
............................ .? Famous ones, like Alexander's Rag Time Band
and White Christmas. There is a well-known story about the famous
British Prime Minister, Winston Churchill, who read in a paper that Mr
Berlin was in London, so he asked his aide to invite the great man to
lunch. Over lunch, Mr Churchill asked question after question. (Which
paffy/win) ............................. the next American election? ( Who/be)
............................. the next president of the USA? ( WhaVpapers say)
5.. .......................... .? (Which papers/be) 6 . ............................ the most
influential? (Which country/have) ............................. the better political
system, Britain or America? (Whose system/Mr Berlin prefer)
.............................? ( WhaVMr BerliWthink) ............................. of party
politics in Britain? Mr Churchill was very disappointed with Mr Berlin's
answers. Mr Berlin didn't have strong political opinions and Mr Churchill
decided he was rather dull. The fact is that Mr Churchill's aide had
invited the wrong Mr Berlin to lunch. Mr Churchill thought he was
speaking to Isaiah Berlin, the famous philosopher, but his aide had
invited Irving Berlin, the song-writer instead!

... the wrong Mr Berlin!

13 Questions, answers, negatives

Questions about alternatives
Emphatic questions with 'ever'
Questions about alternatives (I): 'Did you laugh, or cry?'
Study:
I**I

Write:

[> LEG 13.44-451

We can abbreviate questions after or.

Join these full questions with orto make single questions.

1 Did they listen to records? Did they go for a walk?
... DD.Lct..~..4wkw.@..Wd.a;r-.p.
.*..d..&..!
........................................................
2 Can she dance? Can she sing? Can she play the piano?

3 Do you buy clothes when you need them? Do you wait for the summer sales?

..........................................................................................................................................................
4 Has she gone to church? Has she stayed at home?
............................................................................................................................................................
5 Will you phone her? Will you wait till she rings back?
............................................................................................................................................................

Questions about alternatives (2): 'Did you take it, or didn't you?'
[> LEG 13.44-451

Study:
I**I

Write:

We can ask two questions, one affirmative and one negative, about the same thing without
repeating the verb in full.
Did you take it, or didn't you take it?
Instead of:
We can say: Did you take it, or didn't you?
Did you or didn't you take it? Did you, or didn't you?

Rephrase each question in three ways without repeating the verb in full.

1 Do you like fish, or don't you like fi:h?

D~..w..&..%,..rn..M..w.Z

a
........................................................................................
b Da.ycm..m.dm&..gm.&.&.?.
..........................................................................................
c D~.l&.ul.L.rn.&~.rn..&.?
.....................................................................................................
2 Can you help me, or can't you help me?

C

..........................................................................................................................................................

3 Have you sent a card, or haven't you sent a card?

C

..........................................................................................................................................................

4 Will you phone the plumber, or won't you phone the plumber?

13.9Questions about alternatives; emphatic questions with 'ever'

13.9C Emphatic questions with 'ever', etc. [> LEG 13.46-471
Study:

1**I

1 We ask emphatic questions with everto express admiration, anger, concern, etc.
We write ever as a separate word from question-words. Compare:
Where ever did you buy that tie? Wherever you go, take your passport. [> 1.8C]
How ever did you manage it?
However, I managed to persuade him. [> 7.881
What ever does she see in him? Whatever she sees in him, she'll marry him. [> 1.9CI

2 We use ever after all question-words except Which? and Whose? and we often put heavy
stress on it in spoken questions: Where 'ever did you pick that up?

3 We can ask questions with evec
- to get a subject or an object: What ever made you late? What ever did he say?
- in short responses:
What ever for? Why ever not?
or we use a phrase like on earth for extra emphasis: How on earth did you know?

Write:

Make these questions more emphatic to express admiration, surprise, concern, etc.
. .
1 Who gave you permission to do that?
&..
..do..thctt.'.........
2 Why didn't you ask an expert to look at it? .........................................................................................
3 When did they go to Iceland? .............................................................................................................
4 What will she say next? ......................................................................................................................
5 Where shall I put this wet umbrella? ...................................................................................................
6 How do you expect me to carry all this? .............................................................................................
7 How did you get into this mess? .........................................................................................................

...w w.w.w.w.~

13.9D Context
Write:

Use forms with ever, etc. and ask questions about alternatives.
THE MAN I'VE BEEN WAITING FOR!
Colonel Blimp is a short-tempered man. He pays good money to his
motoring organization and he expects instant service. He broke down on
a lonely road recently and was ready to explode when he had to wait for
two hours before help arrived. Even before the driver got out of his car,
the Colonel was muttering, '(What) l....Whaf..M...
took you so
long? (What) ............................. do we pay good money for? I don't
break down often, but (when) ............................. 1 do, I expect real
service.' The driver leaned out of the window. ('Have you broken down?
Have you run out of p e t r ~ l ? )...........................................
'~
'Can't start the
engine!' the Colonel said sharply. 'Let's have a look at it,' the man said.
('Have you tried to start it? Haven't you tried to start it??
........................................... The Colonel, now red in the face, didn't
reply. 'Well, (have you? haven't you?? ........................................... the
man asked. 'Oh, I see, you've flooded the engine. Got a cloth?' 'Haven't
you even brought a cloth?' the Colonel yelled. The man smiled. 'Oh, this
isn't my job, you know. I'm just a passing motorist. I stopped because
you looked as if you needed help.'

This isn't my job, you know

14 Conditional sentences
14.1 Type 1 conditionals
14.1A Type 1 conditionals, basic uses: 'If the weather clears, we'll go for a
walk' [> LEG 14.4-61
Study:
El

1 We can use all present tenses after if, not just the simple present, for example:
If she finishes work early, she will go home. (if + simple present + will)
If she has finished work by 4 o'clock, she will go home. (if + present perfect + will)

2 We can use all future tenses in the main clauses, not just the will-future:
If he doesn't hurry, the plane will have leff by the time he gets to the airport.

Write:

Supply the correct forms of the missing verbs.

.&..fl.

1 If it .......&! .......(be) fine tomorrow, we
(go) for a picnic.
2 If I ................. (have) time tonight, I ................. (finish) the novel I'm reading.
3 If it ................. (rain) next weekend, we ................. (not able to) plant the vegetables.
4 If he ................. (be leaving) at 6 o'clock, I ................. (ask) him to give me a lift.
5 If she ................. (have drive) all that way since this morning, ................. (be) tired and hungry.
6 If they ................. (havelbe working) all afternoon, they ................. (probably need) a cup of tea.
7 If I ................. (canlt/finish) the job this weekend, I ................. (try) to get it done during the week.
8 If John ................. (be picked) for the team, he ................. (be boasting) about it for weeks!
9 If you ................. (havelforget) to phone, they ................. (will havelgo) without you.
10 If we ................. (stay) in this flat till May, we ................. (will havelbe living) here for twenty years.

14.1B 'If' + present + modal: 'If it's fine tomorrow, we may go for a swim'
[> LEG 14.71

Study:
I**I

Write:

When we use will in the main clause, we are expressing certainty or near-certainty:
If the weather clears, we'll go for a walk. (certain, or nearly certain) [> 11.4AI
If we do not feel 'certain' enough to use will, we can use another modal to say what is possible,
necessary or desirable, for example:
If it's fine tomorrow, we may go for a swim. (it's possible)
If it's fine tomorrow, we must go for a swim. (it's necessary or desirable to do this)
Supply the correct forms of the missing verbs, but use these modals in the main clause:
can, could, may, might, should, ought to, or must. Alternatives are possible.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

If you ....... Wt?
....... (be) still ill tomorrow, you .*.&..
stay at home.
If you ..................... (finish) work early, you ..................... come for a drink with us.
If she .....................(have) too much to do, she ..................... ask someone to help her.
If he ..................... (not be coming) tonight, he ..................... come next week.
If he ..................... (have only just arrive), he ..................... not have heard the news.
If they ..................... (have belwaiting) longer than an hour, they ..................... be getting impatient.
If we ..................... (can't/go) next week, we ..................... manage to go the week after.

14.1 Type 1 conditionals

14.1C 'If + should' instead of 'if + present' [> LEG 14.81
Study:
I**I
Write:

Rewrite these sentences using should in the if-clause.

1 If you see him, please give him this message. ~ ~ ~ . ~ . . & ....:........................
. ~ , .
2 If she asks you, please don't tell her anything. ...................................................................................
3 If he phones, please say I'm out. ........................................................................................................
4 If the temperature falls, turn up the heating. .......................................................................................
5 If you receive a letter, let me know. ....................................................................................................
6 If you go out, get me a paper. .............................................................................................................

14.1 D
Study:
I**I

Imperative + 'andlor' + clause: 'Fail to pay and ...' [> LEG 14.91
We can use the imperative in place of an if-clause to comment, threaten, request, etc.
1 We follow the imperative with and in place of an if-clause in the affirmative:
If you fail to pay, they'll cut off the electricity. -+
Fail to pay and they'll cut off the electricity.

2 We follow the imperative with or in place of an if-clause in the negative:

Write:

Change these sentences to begin with an imperative.

A&.~.~..&.~~&.&..&..*.~.:

1 If you ask me nicely, I'll mend it for you.
............
2 If you crash my car, I'll never forgive you. ..........................................................................................
3 If you work late tonight, I'll pay you well. .............................................................................................
4 If you don't hurry, you'll be late. ..........................................................................................................
5 If you don't take a taxi, you'll miss your train. .....................................................................................
6 If you don't stop shouting, I'll slap you. ...............................................................................................

14.1 E Context
Write:

Put in the missing verb forms.
AN URGENT CASE
The family party was in full swing when the phone rang. Dr Craig answered it. He
listened carefully for a moment, then said, 'I'll come right away.' 'Do you have to go
out?' his wife asked. 'If it ............ ..........an urgent case, I have to go,' Dr Craig
answered. 'If I (should) ........................ late, please don't wait up for me.' Dr Craig
drove into the night. If I don't hurry, he thought, I (might) ........................ too late.
The thought made him drive faster. After driving for an hour, he arrived at a house.
All the lights were on. If all the family is up, the doctor thought, the situation (must)
........................ serious. A woman opened the front door immediately. 'Thank God
you've come, doctor,' she cried. 'It's my daughter.' A sleepy child of about six
appeared in a nightdress. 'I told her,' her mother said, '"(go) ........................ to bed,
or I'll fetch the doctor". See,' she shouted at the child. 'I've done it. Here's the
doctor!'

'

Here's the doctor!

.

14 Conditional sentences

14.2 Type 2 conditionals
14.2A Type 2 conditionals, basic uses: 'If you went by train, you would ...'
[> LEG 14.10-121

Study:
I**I

We form Type 2 conditionals with if + past (or if + could) + would.
1 We can use Type 2 conditionals in place of Type 1 to describe something that is reasonably
possible. The past tense form does not refer to past time:
If you go by train, you will (you'll) get there earlier. (Type 1 : reasonably possible)
If you went by train, you would (you'd) get there earlier. (Type 2,'more tentative')
r. (Not 'If you would have')

Write:

Write Type 2 conditionals to match these situations.

1 I don't have a spare ticket. I can't take you to the concert.
.
.G.
.-.
.-MUM
2 She drinks too much coffee. She doesn't feel calm.

rr r rn

.w).
r

.w.
.v..to.&.

.-:.

......................

............................................................................................................................................................
3 He can't type. He isn't able to operate a computer.

............................................................................................................................................................
4 They don't understand the problem. They won't find a solution.

............................................................................................................................................................
5 He sits around too much. He isn't fit.

14.28
Study:
I**I

Write:

'If

+ werelwas' + 'would : 'If I were you, I would ...' [> LEG 14.131
Y

1 We can use were in place of was after if in all persons: 'the subjunctive' [> 11.138].
Were is formal. We also prefer were when expressing doubt or imagining something:
If I was better qualified, I'd apply for the job. (If I was: less formal)
If I were better qualified, I'd apply for the job. (If I were: more formal)
How would she be managing, if she were running a large company? (progressive forms)
If I were the Queen of Sheba, you would be King Solomon. (were is preferable here)

Write Type 2 conditionals to match these situations.
She is not in your position. She isn't, able to advise you.

rf .

& . ~ . M . ~ . ~ ~ . & . . ~ & . & . & . ~ ......................
. ~ . ' .

I am in a hurry. I won't stay to dinner.

............................................................................................................................................................
He's not a millionaire. He won't buy you a palace.

...........................................................................................................................................................
The weather isn't sunny. We won't stay indoors.

............................................................................................................................................................
I am fit. I will go climbing.

14.2 Type 2 conditionals

14.2C 'If' + past + modal: 'If he knew the facts, he might .... [>LEG 14.141
Study:
I**I

Write:

If he knew the facts, he would tell us what to do. (certain or nearly certain [> 14.181)
If we don't feel 'certain' enough to use would, we can use another modal to say what would be
possible or necessary, for example:
If he knew the facts, he might tell us what to do. (it's possible)

Supply the correct forms of the missing verbs. Use could, ought to, or might in the main clause.

1 If she ...4???%L!%d
................. (be) here now, she ... C . . @ W
.............. (give) us some advice.
2 If he .............................(fail) in his present job, he .............................. (think) about another career.
3 If you ..................(can play) a musical instrument, you ................. (help) with the school orchestra.
4 If they ..................(have) the right qualifications, they .................. (be able to) apply for better jobs.
5 If she ..........................(can have) some lessons, she ........................... (improve) her performance.
6 If we ................................(run) our own business, we ................................. (be) more independent.
7 If John ..................................... (go) to his home town, he ..................................... (visit) his mother.
8 If Susan ...........................................(borrow) your book, she ...........................................
(return) it.
9 If Frank ...................................... (want) advice, he ..................................... (ask) his bank manager.

14.2D Context
Write:

Put in Type 2 conditionals throughout.
LYING IN THE SUN
Two tramps, Eugene and Sergio, were lying in the sun.
?
EUGENE: What (we/doing) i.&.+!f.-k-. if the sun (not shining) .............................
SERGIO: Well, (wehot be) ............................. lying here for a start. But that's not the important
question. The important question is: what (we do) ............................. if (we/be)
............................. rich?
EUGENE: If (we/be) ............................. rich, we (canhravel) .............................everywhere.
SERGIO: True, but we travel everywhere already.
EUGENE: Yes, but not in style. If (we/have) ............................. money, our chauffeur, James, (can/
drive) ............................. us round in our Rolls. Imagine, if (we/be) l o.............................
in that position! (Weheturn) " ............................. to our fine mansion in the country.
SERGIO: Yes, the butler (put ouf) j2.............................
fresh clothes for us, the cook (prepare)
l3 ............................. a fine meal for us. We l4 .............................
not just be eating carrots
all the time.
EUGENE: Yes. If (we/own) j 5 ............................. a house like that, (we/also have)
l6 ............................. a fine swimming-pool.
SERGIO: Yes! Yes! If (we/have) l 7 ............................. a fine swimming-pool, (we can/swim)
la
............................. as much as we liked.
EUGENE: If (we/be) j 9 .............................really really rich, (we cadlie) 20 ............................. in the sun!
SERGIO: But we are lying in the sun!

'

Lying in the sun
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14 Conditional sentences

14.3 Type 3 conditionals
14.3A Type 3 conditionals, basic uses: 'If you had gone by train,

...'

[> LEG 14.16-19]

Study:
I**I

Write:

We form Type 3 conditionals with i f + past perfect (or i f + could have) + would have.
We often use Type 3 conditionals to express regret, etc. about things that can now never
happen. We can use simple or progressive forms of the past perfect in the if-clause:
If I'd (= I had) been taller,
I'd (= I would) have joined the police force.
I wouldn't have bought a second-hand car.
If I had had any sense,
If we had gone by car,
we would have saved time.
If I had been trying harder, I would have succeeded.
If I could have stopped,
there wouldn't have been an accident.
Comment on the following situations with if (expressing regret, etc.).

1 John ate too much birthday cake, so he was sick.

HJh.~..~.m~~&.~.caAe~.he..
.........
~..

2 We came home from our holiday early because we ran out of money.

3 The house didn't burn down because the fire brigade came immediately.
4 The men were wearing protective clothing, so they were all quite safe.

5 I had an accident because I wasn't watching the road.
6 I was sweating because it was so hot.

7 My father didn't earn much money, so life wasn't easy for us.
8 I didn't enjoy school, so I didn't do very well.

14.3B 'If I had been youllf I had been in your position' [> LEG 14.18.11
Study:
I**I

Write:

We often use If Ihad been you and If Ihad been in your position to describe what we would

Comment on these situations. Begin each sentence with IfIhad been ...
Marie paid •’200 for a dress.

' ~
lfJ. .M.&.
. M e , .r.W?&?w..
.....~
.... ..~
.....2
......0
......0
......f....i.. r....r.....a...........t.....h...,.a
......t.....~.......

Franz didn't take that job he was offered.
Ali didn't study at all, so he failed his exams.
Sandra walked to work in the rain and got wet.

14 Conditional sentences

14.4 Mixed conditionals; 'unlesslif ... not', etc.
14.4A Mixed tenses in conditional sentences [> LEG 14.31
Study:
I***I

Write:

We do not always have to stick rigidly to the 'three types of conditional sentences'. There are
occasions when we can use any tenses in if-clauses, depending on the context:

Use mixed tenses in these sentences.
If I ..!???? .....................(be) you, I .
~
.(check) my~ facts before
. I wrote~that letter.
If you ........................................ (be) so hungry, you ........................................
(not miss) breakfast.
If he ........................ (not catch) the 5.30 train, he ...................... (not arrive) for another two hours.
He ................................... (feel) very tired today if he ...................................
(play) rugby yesterday.
If the snake bite .................................. (be) poisonous, you ..................................(feel) very ill now.
6 If I ....................................(be) in your position, I .................................... (answer) his letter by now.

1
2
3
4
5

14.4B 'If not' and 'unless'
Study:
I***I

[> LEG 14.201

1 We can use if ... not and unless in place of each other when we are saying 'except if'.
Unless is 'stronger' than if not and we sometimes use it in 'threats':
If you don't change your mindI won't be able to help you. (= Except if you change ...)
Unless you change your mind, I won't be able to help you. (= Except if you change ...)
2 We cannot use unless in place of if not when if not doesn't mean 'except if':
11
' 1 be surprised if he doesn't win. (if not doesn't mean 'except if')
She'd be better company if she didn't complain so much. (if not doesn't mean 'except if')
3 We often use unless (never if ... nof) to introduce an afterthought:
Icouldn't have got to the meeting - unless, of course, Ihad caught an earlier train.

Write 1:

Tick the sentences where we could use either if not or unless.
I won't do it if you don't help me.
Unless he chooses his words more carefully, he'll be in trouble. She'd have more friends if she didn't criticise everyone so much. 11' 1 be surprised if they don't get married one day. She couldn't have stolen the jewels unless she had had inside help. 6 She couldn't have stolen the jewels - unless of course someone had helped her. 7 I'd be very pleased with this car if it didn't break down all the time. -

1
2
3
4
5

Write 2:

Supply if not or unless in these sentences. Note where you could use either.
(youltell) .~.4P'-.%./.!.f.~..d.????.&&..
me the whole story, I won't be able to help you.
He would be happier and healthier (helhave) .........................................................
so many worries.
We couldn't have caught the plane - (welbreak) .....................the speed limit getting to the airport.
(management and unions/become) ..................... more flexible, there'll be a lot more strikes.
11' 1 be there by 7 o'clock (Ilget held up) ........................................................................... in the traffic.
6 (welhave) ................................................................................
more rain soon, the plants will all die.
7 (youlnot warn) .................................................... me, I would have fallen into the same trap as you.

1
2
3
4
5

14.4 Mixed conditionals; 'unlesslif ... not', etc

14.4C Conjunctions we can sometimes use in place of 'if'

[> LEG 14.211

We can introduce conditionals with conjunctions which do not always have exactly the same
meaning as if, for example: assuming (that), even if, on (the) condition (that), provided
(or providing) that, so long as, suppose and supposing:

If ou gave me $10,000, I still not o down a coal mine. (even if)

.a..%.

~!cn
,f ymr g w n c $}O,O!~,, 1
.......................................................................
K&?%& .P. .-.

.:*.

..............

I (lend) you my book if you let me have it back by Monday. (on (the) condition (that))
If you look after it, I (let) you keep my bicycle till the weekend. (providing (that))
If you (not tell) anyone else, I'll tell you what happened. (so long as)
If it (be) a holiday on Monday, we can drive to the seaside. (assuming (that))

...........................................................................................................................................................
The children were never scolded if they (do) what they were told. (so long as)

14.4D Context
Write:

Put in the right conditionals.
THE SECRET OF A LONG LIFE
Grygori Pilikian recently celebrated his 114th birthday and reporters visited him in his mountain village
in Georgia to find out the secret of a long life. 'The secret of a long life,' Grygori said, 'is happiness. If
you (be) .........W ........ happy, you will live a long time.' 'Are you married?' a reporter asked. 'Yes,'
Grygori replied. 'I married my third wife when I was 102. If you are happily married, you (live)
........................for ever. But for my third wife, I (die) ........................ years ago.' 'What about smoking
and drinking?' a reporter asked. 'Yes, they are important,' Grygori said. 'Don't smoke at all and you
(feel) ........................well. Drink two glasses of wine a day and you (be) ........................healthy and
happy.' 'If you (can/live) ........................your life again, what (you/do) ........................ ?' a reporter
asked. 'I would do what I have done. If I had had more sense, I (eat) ........................ more yoghourt!'
he chuckled. 'Supposing you (can/change) ........................ one thing in your life what (you/change)
10
........................?' another reporter asked. 'Not much,' Grygori replied. 'So you don't have any
regrets?' 'Yes, I have one regret,' Grygori replied. 'If I (know) It........................
I was going to live so
long, I (look after) ........................myself better!'

'

'

"

The secret is ... happiness!
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15.1 Direct speech

Write:

Add single quotation marks and other punctuation marks to these examples.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

15.1C
Study:
I***I

Where do you come from John asked
It's here Bill said
I've got a good idea Mark said
Is it something she asked that
we all ought to know
As I was leaving he explained I heard
someone shout
Don't shout at me he cried
John said We're late
We're late John said

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

What's the time Andrew asked
Bill said I'm hungry
What is it Jill asked
You are stupid sometimes she said
Where is he Tom asked
What a surprise she exclaimed
Is there anyone in she inquired
Which way did they go he asked
Tom said She's ill
She's ill Tom said

'Quote within a quote' [> LEG i5.3ns.3,51
1 If we are quoting someone else's words inside a quotation, we use a second set of quotation
marks. If we have used single quotation marks on the 'outside', we use double ones on the
'inside' and vice-versa. The inside quotation has its own punctuation, distinct from the rest of
the sentence:
Ann said, 'Just as I was leaving, a voice shouted, "Stop!". '
'What do you mean, "Are you all right?"?' Ann asked.

2 We can also use a second set of quotation marks when we mention the title of e.g. a book
or a film: 'How long did it take you to read "War and Peace "?' I asked.
3 We don't normally use quotation marks with verbs like think and wonder:
So that was their little game, he thought. Why hasn't she written, he wondered.

Write:

Add correct punctuation marks to these examples of direct speech.
1
2
3
4
5

As I was leaving, he explained someone shouted Fire
Please don't keep asking me What's the time Jim said crossly
Have you read Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf my teacher asked
What do you mean Have you lost your way the stranger asked me
Where are they now he wondered

15.1D Context
Write:

In printed dialogue, each new speech begins on a new line in a new paragraph.
Punctuate the following.
INSPECTOR WlLEY INVESTIGATES
It's all lies Boyle cried
You think so Inspector Wiley asked mildly
Think so? I know it Boyle answered sharply
And no doubt the inspector continued you can prove it.
Where were you on Saturday night, the night of the robbery
1 was at the Roxy with my girlfriend Boyle replied. We
saw Gone with the Wind. The film lasted four hours
But, cried the inspector the Roxy was closed all last
weekend

'

The Roxy was closed ...

15 Direct and indirect speech

15.2 'Say', 'tell' and 'ask'
l5.2A
Study:
I**I

'Say', 'tell' and 'ask'

[> LEG 15.5-91

1 The commonest reporting verbs in both direct and indirect speech are: say, tell and ask.
2 We must always use a personal indirect object after tell (tell somebody ...):
He told me he was tired. (Not *told to me*) John told his mother he was going out.
We can use to me, etc. after say if we want to, but we can't say *He said me* [> 1.381:
'You haven't got much time, ' he said (to me). or: ... he told me. Not 'he said me/he told*

3 We can use me, etc. after ask if we want to: Are you comfortable?' he asked (me).

Write:

Choose the correct word from those in brackets to fill the blank in each sentence.

1 He often .......
....... things like that. (saysltells)
She always ........................ me her troubles. (saysltells)
The children always ........................me if they can go out to play. (telllask)
They ........................me to leave. (saidlasked)
'Don't do that!' she ........................to them. (saidltoldlasked)
'They've arrived,' she ........................ (saidltoldlasked)
'How are you both?' she ........................ (toldlasked)
1 ........................that I didn't know what to do. (saidltoldlasked)
She ........................ me she didn't know what to do. (saidltoldlasked)
They ........................ if I knew what to do. (saidltoldlasked)
1 1 The nurse ........................him whether he needed anything else. (saidltoldlasked)
12 Did he ........................ you where you came from? (saylask)
13 Did she ........................you where she had put my books? (sayltell)
14 The policeman ........................us where we were going. (saidltoldlasked)
15 He didn't ........................me how long the job would take. (sayltell)
16 'There's no match on Saturday.' - 'Who ........................so?' (says/tells/asks)
17 'You were right. Those curtains look terrible!' - 'I ........................you so!' (saidltoldlasked)
18 When I was introduced to the Princess, she ........................a few words to me. (saidltold)
19 That little boy's very bad. He ........................a lot of lies. (saysltells)
20 'How much are those bananas?' - 'I've got no idea. Go and ........................the price.' (sayltelllask)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

15.28
Study:
I**I

Write:

Fixed expressions with 'say', 'tell' and 'ask'

[> LEG 15.7.21

There are many common expressions with say, tell and ask, for example:
say: say a few words, say so, say no more, say nothing, say your prayers
tell: tell a lie, tell a story, tell you so, tell the time, tell the truth
ask: ask after someone, ask (for) a favour, ask a question, ask the price
Supply the missing phrases with say, tell and ask.

do.!

.....now that 4 If you need money, why don't you .....................
a loan?
the worst has happened.
2 Don't offer to buy it. .................................... first. 5 Don't tell them anything. ....................................
6 'Who ............................................
? - 'I say so!'
3 You've told me more than I need to know.
3
...........................................................................7 When did your son learn to ..............................
8 1 did it. I cannot ..................................................
1 Don't say

15 Direct and indirect speech

15.3 Indirect statements with tense changes
15.3A Common indirect speech forms [> LEG 15.12-13,9.5]
Study:
I**I

Write:

We tend to use past tenses in indirect speech because we are reporting past events, so we use
the past tense of reporting verbs (he said (that) ... he told me (that)). How we report is a matter
of common sense and we can mix tenses if we want to. We can say:
Jim says he's read Tony's book and didn't understand it. (= then, when he read it)
Jim said he'd read Tony's book and doesn't understand it. (= now), etc.
But what commonly happens is that present attracts present and past attracts past, so we would
probably say: Jim said he'd read Tony's book and didn't understand it.
We move the reported clauses 'one tense back'. A useful general rule is:
'present becomes past and past becomes past perfect'.
Report these statements with said (except 13)moving the clauses 'one tense back'.
DIRECT SPEECH STATEMENTS
INDIRECT SPEECH STATEMENTS
present becomes past
1 MAC: I need a holiday.
lmL.&.(IWJ.
.he.*.
.@. .:*.
2 SUE: I'm not wasting my time.
................................................................................
present perfect becomes past perfect
3 TOM: I've had some good news.
................................................................................
................................................................................
4 PAM: I've been sleeping.
past becomes past or past perfect (past perfect is often optional)
5 LOU: I went home early.
................................................................................
................................................................................
6 JAN: I was waiting for you.
past perfect does not change
7 JOE: I had eaten earlier.
................................................................................
................................................................................
8 PAT: I had been waiting for you.
modal 'present' becomes 'conditional' or 'past'
9 TIM: I will see you later.
................................................................................
................................................................................
10 DOT: I can speak French.
1 1 KIM: I may arrive later.
................................................................................
'shall' with a future reference becomes 'would'
................................................................................
12 RON: I shall speak to him.
'shall' in offers and suggestions becomes 'should' [> 15.581
13 MEG: Shall I speak to him?
Meg asked whether ................................................
'past' or 'conditional' modals do not change
14 TED: I could help you.
................................................................................
................................................................................
15 ANN: I might see him.
16 JIM: I would enjoy that.
................................................................................
'perfect' modal forms do not change
17 SAM: I must have fainted.
................................................................................
18 DON: I couldn't have said that.
................................................................................
19 NED: I needn't have gone there.
................................................................................
20 LYN: I ought to have helped her.
................................................................................
'should' (= 'it's advisable') doesn't change
21 LEE: I should go to the dentist's.
................................................................................
'should' used in place of 'would' in conditionals becomes 'would'
22 DAN: If I were you I should get legal advice.
................................................................................

15.3 Indirect statements with tense changes

'must' (= necessity in the past) does not change, or becomes 'had to'

23 PAUL: I must catch an early train.
24 JILL: I must speak to you.

................................................................................
................................................................................

'must' (= necessity in the future) does not change, or becomes 'would have to'

25 BILL: I must leave tomorrow.
26 JANE: I must work till late.

................................................................................
................................................................................

'must' (= deduction or possibility) does not change.

27 PHIL: John must be a fool.

................................................................................

'mustn't' (= prohibition) does not change, or becomes 'couldn't'
28 JEAN: I mustn't eat meat.
................................................................................
29 JEFF: They mustn't give up.
................................................................................

15.38 Pronoun and adverb changes in indirect speech [> LEG 15.12-131
Study:
I**I

1 Pronouns change (or not) depending on the view of the reporter:
'1'11send you a card, Sue.'(actual words spoken by Ann)
Ann told Sue she'd send her a card. (reported by someone else)
Ann saidhold me she would send me a card. (reported by Sue)
I told Sue (that) I'd send her a card. (reported by Ann)

2 Time and place changes: Adverb changes depend on context, e.g.
now
+
immediatelyhhen
today
+
that day
tonight + that night, etc.
It is not always necessary to make these changes, especially in spoken indirect speech.
'I'll see you tonight, ' he said. + He said he would see me tonight.

15.3C Context
Write:

Turn each direct-speech statement into indirect speech with tense changes.
JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED!
'I've conducted a number of tests,' Dr Grey said.
I

D r . . C i ~ . & . . I : W L . & . M . . ~ . . a a . ~ . . 4 f . .......
.W.~

'I must put you on a very strict diet,' she told me.
2

....................................................................................................................................

'You're putting on a lot of weight,' she said.
3

....................................................................................................................................

'You have gained 5.5kilos in six months,' she added.
4

'You gained 10 kilos last year,' she reminded me.
5

....................................................................................................................................

'You will get very fat if you go on like this,' she told me.

....................................................................................................................................
'You should eat very little,' she said.
7

'So I'll have to live on nuts and water,' I said nervously.
8

....................................................................................................................................

'You can live on nuts and water without the nuts,' she said.
Nuts and water without the nuts

9

15 Direct and indirect speech

15.4 Indirect questions with tense changes
15.4A lndirect YeslNo questions: 'He asked me if I was ready'

[> LEG 15.17-181

---

Study:
(**(

1 We don't use quotation marks or question marks in indirect questions:
He asked me if (or whetherj I was ready.

2 Tense changes: 'Present becomes past and past becomes past perfect', but [> 15.3Al:
'Are you ready?' + He asked (me) if/whether I was ready.
If we are reporting a question that has just been asked, we can say:
'Are you ready?' - 'What did John ask you?' - 'He asked me if/whether I'm ready. '
3 The inversion [> 13.1AI in the direct question changes to statement word order:
'Are you ready?' + He asked (me) if/whether I was ready.
A reported tag question [> 13.31 also changes to statement word order:
'You're ready, aren't you?' + He asked (me) if/whether I was ready.
4 We use if or whether after ask, want to know, wonder, (not) know, didn't say/tell me.

Write:

Report these YesINo questions moving the clauses 'one tense back'.

1 'Are you hungry?' She asked us ...d C ~ . . ! k ? . ! ? % ? ...............................................
.~.:
2 'Are you enjoying yourself?' He wanted to know ................................................................................
3 'Do you always go to church on Sunday?' He wondered ...................................................................
4 'Have you seen John recently?' She asked me ..................................................................................

5 'Has Debbie been working here long?' He wanted to know ...............................................................
6 'Did you study hard for the exam?' She wondered .............................................................................
7 'Will Ted and Alice be at the party?' She asked us .............................................................................
8 'Will you be coming to the concert or not?' He wanted to know .........................................................
9 'You like Italian food, don't you?' She asked me ................................................................................
10 'You don't like Italian food, do you?' She wanted to know ..................................................................

15.4B lndirect question-word questions: 'He asked me why I went there'
[> LEG 15.19-201

Study:
(**(

Write:

The inversion after a question-word in a direct question changes to statement word order in the
reported question and, if necessary, the tense is changed at the same time:
'Why haven't you finished?' + He asked (me) why I hadn't finished.
'When did you go there?' + He asked (me) when I went (or had gone) there.
Report these question-word questions moving the clauses 'one tense back'.

1 'What's the weather like?' She asked me .....~ W Z & . ~ . . ~ . . W . ...............................
. ~ :
2 'What does Frank do for a living?' I wanted to know ..........................................................................
3 'Why is Maria crying?' She wondered .................................................................................................
4 'What kind of holiday has Marco had?' You wanted to know ..............................................................

5 'How long have you both been living here?' They inquired ................................................................
6 'Where did they go last week?' She wanted to know ..........................................................................
7 'Who were you looking for?' He asked me .........................................................................................

8 'When will lunch be ready?' You didn't tell me ....................................................................................
9 'Which countries will John be visiting?' You didn't say .......................................................................
10 'How can I solve the probiem? I wanted to know ...............................................................................
220

15.4 lndirect questions with tense changes

15.4C lndirect subject-questions [> LEG 15.21 -221
Study:
I**I

Write:

A direct subject-question has the same word order as a statement [>13.8A]:
John paid the waiter. -, Who paid the waiter? (Not *Who did pay the waiter?')
We keep the same word order when we report a subject-question, though, if necessary, we
change the tense:

Report these subject-questions moving the clauses 'one tense back' only where necessary.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

'Who's next please?' She wanted to know .....r C r f w . ~ . . 4 & : .......................................................
'What makes a noise like that?' He wondered ....................................................................................
'Which of you is waiting to see me next?' The doctor asked ..............................................................
'Whose composition haven't we heard yet?' The teacher asked us to tell her ...................................
'Who left this bag here?' Tell me ........................................................................................................
'What caused the accident?' Can you explain ....................................................................................
'Which newspaper carried the article?' I'd like to know ......................................................................
'Whose painting will win the competition?' I haven't any idea ............................................................
'Which firms have won prizes for exports?' This article doesn't say ...................................................
'Which number can be divided by three?' The teacher asked ............................................................

15.4D Context
Write:

Put in the correct forms and tenses of the numbered verbs.
BURNING THE CANDLE AT BOTH ENDS
The nurse asked me if I (be) ...... W ..........next and she led me into
Dr Grey's surgery. Dr Grey smiled at me and asked (what the problem
be) ......................... I'm a young man and am not the sort of person
she has to see very often! I told her I (be) ........................ feeling rather
run down. She asked me if I (keep) ........................regular hours and I
said I (have not) .........................She wanted to know why I (notlkeep)
!
....................... regular hours and I said I (be) ........................out with
friends almost every evening. Dr Grey then wanted to know how I
(spend) ........................ my time and I (tell) ........................her I (go)
lo
........................to parties mostly. The doctor asked if I (notlhave)
11
........................ the chance to recover during weekends and I (tell)
l2
........................ her that my party-going (be) l3
........................even
worse during the weekends! She asked me if I (smoke) l4
........................
. When I said I did, she asked how many cigarettes a day I (smoke)
15
......................... She raised her eyebrows when I answered! Then she
asked me if I (take) '5 .......................any exercise and I answered that I
(notlhave)l7
........................time for that sort of thing. 'You're burning
the candle at both ends, Mr Finley,' she told me. 'Rest is the only cure
for you. You've really got to slow down.' She looked at me wistfully
before I left her surgery and added, 'but I do envy you the life you've
been living!'

Burning the candle at both ends

15 Direct and indirect speech

15.5 Uses of the teinfinitive in indirect speech
15.5A
Study:
I**r

Reporting the imperative: 'He reminded me to post the letter' [> LEG 15.241
1 We report the imperative with suitable verbs + to-infinitive. The reporting verb matches the
function of the imperative (asking, telling, advising, etc. [> 9.10A, 16.3C]),
e.g.
'Remember to post the lefter, ' he asked me. becomes: He reminded me to post the letter.
2 When we report a negative imperative, we put not or never before the to-infinitive:

Write:

Report the following using the simple past of the verbs in brackets.
'Wait for me,' I said to him. tell)

rro(d+.tom&
.............................................
.m.
: ....................................................................................................

'Go on holiday when the weather gets warmer,' she told him. (advise)

............................................................................................................................................................
'Keep out of this room at all times,' she said to them. (warn)

............................................................................................................................................................
'Remember to post those letters,' he said to me. (remind)
'Don't go into my study,' he said to them. (ask)
'Don't wait for me,' I said to him. (tell)
'Don't go on holiday yet,' she told him. (advise)
'Don't ever enter this room,' she said to them. (warn)

15.5B Offers, suggestions, requests for advice: 'He asked if he should

...'

[> LEG 15.24.21

Study:
Ei

Write:

Report each question in two ways.
'Shall I fax the,information to them?' She asked ......L

-.to.-.:.

. .sk.
a&4?&.*.&.

. r ' / ~ . & . ~ . . f k & . ......
.$&

. f m h . ~ h ... ~

'Should I leave a message for her?' He asked ...................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................
'Shall I heat the food for you?' She asked him ...................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................
'Should I phone him now?' He wanted to know ..................................................................................
'Shall I invite them to dinner?' She wanted to know ...........................................................................

15.5 Uses of the teinfinitive in indirect speech

15.5C Requests for advice with question-words: 'He wanted to know how ....
[> LEG 15.24.2, 16.241

Study:

This is how we report requests for advice with question-words:
- direct request for advice:
How shall I repair it? How should I repair it?
- reported with question-word + should:
He wanted to know how he should repair it.
- reported with question-word + to-infinitive: He wanted to know how to repair it.

rn

Write:

Report each request in two ways, where possible
'When should I be at the station?' She asked .

h . & . ~ .
.... &
Sh&.uulhartmhat~-.
......................................................................................................................................................
'Where shall we have our meeting?' They asked .............................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................
'Which should I choose?' He asked ....................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................
'Who(m) shall I ask?' She wanted to know .........................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................
'What should I do?' He asked me .......................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................
'Why should I pay this bill?' She wanted to know ...............................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................
'Whose car should I borrow?' He wanted to know ..............................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................
'Why should I be punished?' She asked .............................................................................................

15.5D Context
Write:

Put in the correct forms.
A GIFT FROM CHICAGO
It had been a particularly bad winter in Chicago. Nearly forty inches of
snow had fallen in a fortnight. Railway workers at Chicago station didn't
know (whavdo) l....??%?&..~....
with it. The foreman (advise them/
shovel) ............................. it into huge mountains to keep the platforms
clear. He (tell/not leave) 3 ............................. any snow on the platforms
because it was dangerous for passengers. But it was an impossible
task! Suddenly, one of the workers had a bright idea. 'I know (how/get
rid) ............................. of it,' he said. 'Let's load it onto this freight train.
We can send it south to Mississippi and New Orleans. It'll just melt
away.' The next day five tons of snow arrived in Memphis, Tennessee.
'It's a welcome gift,' a railway worker said. 'We know (whavdo)
............................. with it here. We'll send what we can to the children's
playground. Some of us have never seen snow before!'

It's a welcome g~ft.'

15 Direct and indirect speech

When we use indirect speech
Interpreting direct speech [> LEG 15.13n.2,15.25, ~
Study:
I***I

p 451
p

1 Indirect speech commonly occurs in continuous paragraphs of reported language, not in
unrelated sentences. To hold it together, we use phrases like: she went on to say, he continued,
he added that. We also vary the reporting verbs: he observed, she noted, they remarked, etc.
YesINo answers or adverbs like Wellare common in direct speech, but they disappear when we
report them.

We don't apply 'rules' mechanically when we are reporting; we have to interpret what we hear or
read, so we often use reporting verbs like exclaim, insist, suggest, etc.:

Write:

Interpret these examples of direct speech, then re-express them as indirect speech.
'Why don't we go sailing?' Diana said.
.........D4&&4 .+$??%ad
Lw,'?ME.L,kdumW .$#.-

.................................................

'You've just won a lottery!' Tom said.
'Really?' Jennifer exclaimed.

'More money should be spent on education,' Frank observed.
'Yes, I agree,' Gillian answered.

'I don't think you should take up wind-surfing at your age,' John said.
'I feel it's a sport that will suit all ages,' Jenny replied.
'But it requires great physical strength,' John said.
'And who told you I was short of that?' Jenny said.

'Don't go too near the lions' cage,' mother said.
'But I want to see the lions close up,' Billy answered.
'Isn't this close enough?' mother asked.
'No,' Billy replied.
'I'm sorry, Billy, but you can't go any closer than this.'
'But I want to,' Billy insisted.
'Well, you can't.'

15.6 When we use indirect speech

6 'You really must keep to your diet, Mrs Flynn, if you're

serious about losing weight,' Dr Grey said.
'You have been keeping to it, haven't you?'
'Well, I ... er ...,' Mrs Flynn muttered.
'Have you or haven't you?'
'Well, I have occasionally had a bit extra.'
'What do you mean, "a bit extra"?'
'Oh - acream cake or two.'

'I thought Gloria Gleam's performance was fantastic!'
'Well, ldidn't like it at all,'Sam replied.
'Didn't you really?' Sandra replied.

?!

15.68 Context
Write:

Put in the missing words.
SECOND-HAND GOODS
It's a sad fact that people steal from hotels. Recentl 1 interviewed Mr David
Wills, the manager of a large hotel, and he ................... me that all kinds of
things, large and small, ...................constantly stolen. Mr Wills told
................... that a check ................... made on a person's room as soon
as they (leave) ................... it, but unless someone had walked off with a
wardrobe, he (advise) ................... the staff (nothake) ................... a
fuss. 'What is even more surprising,' Mr Wills ................... 'is the things
people leave behind -anything from wooden legs to false teeth!' He then
................... on to tell me a story about a snobbish lady who (recently
check out) l o .................... She (object) l 1 ................... that her bill (be)
l 2 ................... too high, but paid it nevertheless. Just as she (leave)
13
.................... the phone rang and the cashier answered it. He then
14
................... the lady that a hotel bathrobe was missing from her room.
The lady expressed great surprise and l 5 ................... that the hotel maid
must have packed it in by mistake. 'But the maid has just reported the
bathrobe missing,' the cashier l 6 ....................Handing over the bathrobe,
the lady left in disgust. 'Who wants a second-hand bathrobe, anyway?' she
said, as she made her way to a taxi complaining that hotel service (be)
17
................... not what it used to be.

d

The lady left in disgust

16 The infinitive and the '-ing' form
16.1 The bare infinitive and the teinfinitive
16.1A Forms of the infinitive [> LEG 16.1-31
Study:
I**I

1 We often use the base form of a verb (go) as an infinitive. We call this the bare infinitive
because we use it without to. We must distinguish it from the teinfinitive, where we always use
to in front of the base form of the verb (to go). The most common use of the bare infinitive is
after modal verbs He rnay/can (etc.) go [> 11 .lA-B].
2 Forms of the infinitive:

present infinitive
present progressive infinitive
perfect or past infinitive
perfectlpast progressive infinitive

Write:

active
passive
(not) (to) ask
(not) (to) be asked
(not) (to) be asking
(not) (to) have asked
(not) (to) have been asked
(not) (to) have been asking -

Using the verbs in brackets, supply the appropriate forms of the infinitive:
be doing, be done, do, have been doing, have been done, or have done.

1 We can ...........&...............soon. (leave)
2 1 don't know what Mark's doing. He may ....................................... in his room. (study)

3
4
5
6

16.1B
Study:
I**I

She's a slow worker! I could .......................................the job twice in the time she's taken. (do)
Why were you waiting here? You should .......................................round the corner. (wait)
1 promise you your order will .......................................
today. (send)
'How was that table scratched?' - 'It must ....................................... when it was being moved.' (do)

'Let', 'make', 'would ratherlsooner' and 'had better'

[> LEG 16.4-51

1 We use the imperative form Let's (= Let us) + bare infinitive for making suggestions:
Let's take a taxi! Let's take a taxi, shall we? Do let's take a taxi. [> 11.6FI
The negative is: Let's not (take a taxi). Or: Don't let's (take a taxi).
2 Let as a full verb (= 'allow') is always followed by a noun or pronoun + bare infinitive:
I won't let you/him, etc. go. Don't let the children annoy you. They won't let us speak.

3 Make (= compel) is followed by a bare infinitive in the active: She made them work hard.
It is followed by a tvinfinitive in the passive: They were made to work hard.
4 We use the bare infinitive after would rather (not), would sooner (not), had better (not):
I'd rather be told the truth. You'd better not g o near the edge. [> 11.8AI

Write:

Supply suitable infinitive forms for the verbs given in brackets.
1 Let's ....p...
to the cinema. (go)
6
2 Let's ................................ out long. (not stay) 7
3 Let's ................................ , shall we? (go out) 8
4 Don't let's .............................. home yet. (go) 9
5 Let XYZ ................................. a triangle. (be) 10

Let me ....................... that letter for you. (post)
They didn't let her .......................jeans. (wear)
He made me .................... the mess. (clear up)
That T-shirt makes you ............ younger. (look)
1 was made ................................ floors. (scrub)

16.1 The bare infinitive and the teinfinitive

1 1 I'd rather ............................. for a walk in the 13 1 don't really want to see that play.
rain than .................... nothing at all. (go, do)
I'd sooner ................................ at home. (stay)
12 I'd rather ............................... anything if you 14 You'd better ............... what you think. (not say)
don't mind. (not have)
15 It's late. I think we'd better ......................... (90)

16.1C The infinitive with or without 'to' after 'help' and 'know'
Study:
I**I

[> LEG 16.71

1 We may use a bare infinitive or a toinfinitive after a few verbs like help and know.
The use of a toinfinitive is more formal:
Mother helped me (to) do my homework.
We do not usually omit to after n o t
How can Ihelp my children not to worry about their exams?

2 We sometimes use help without a noun or pronoun object:
Everyone in the village helped (to) build the new Youth Centre.

3 We have a noun or pronoun object after know:
I've never known her (to) be late before. I've never known her not (to) be late.
We use to in the passive: He was known to have/to have had a quick temper as a boy.

Write:

Join or rewrite the sentences below using the words given.

1 I found this book. The librarian helped me.
...................................................................
The librarian .....k?.&@4d[rm;~(k?h%f&.tludtlud~.:
2 1 have to fill in this job application form. Can you help me?
Can you ............................................................................................................................................
?
3 You mustn't worry so much. I can help you.
I can help ............................................................................................................................................
4 People know him to be a very generous man.
He .......................................................................................................................................................
5 He's a ruthless businessman. He is known for that.
He's known .........................................................................................................................................
6 She's never on time.
I've never known .................................................................................................................................

16.1D Context
Write:

Put in the correct forms of the verbs.
ONE CUBE OR TWO?
When we were at school as children we were (make/wear) ' & . & ? . . ~
indoor shoes inside the school building. The teachers would never (let &wear)
............................. our outdoor shoes at all and they (make &change)
............................. in the changing rooms from the moment we entered the building.
I'd never known teachers (be) .............................more strict about any other school
rule. The trouble was that my indoor shoes really (make me/suffer)
............................. because they were so tight. ('Letlexpand) ............................. our
shoes!' a fellow sufferer suggested. He had had a brilliant idea. We put plastic bags
inside our shoes and poured water into the bags. We sealed the bags carefully and
put our shoes into the freezer. Of course the ice (make the shoes/expand)
............................. and they were a pleasure to wear. This clever idea (help me/get)
............................. through my schooldays with less discomfort and I have never
forgotten it!
227

'

He had had a brilliant idea.

16 The infinitive and the '-ing' form

16.2 The bare infinitive or the '-ing' form; the teinfinitive
16.2A Verbs of perception: 'Watch him drawldrawing' [> LEG 16.9.2-31
Study:
Ei

1 We can use a noun or pronoun object + the bare infinitive or -ing after these verbs:
feel, hear, listen to, look at, notice, observe, perceive, see, smell, watch [compare > 16.6BI.

2 The bare infinitive generally refers to the complete action:
I watched a pavement artist draw a portrait in crayons. (i.e. from start to finish)
3 The -ing form generally refers to an action in progress:
I watched a pavement artist drawing a portrait in crayons. (i.e. I saw part of the action)
4 We often use hear, observe, perceive and see in the passsive + -ing or a toinfinitive:
They were seen waiting. They were seen to climb through the window.

Write:

Join these pairs of sentences, deciding when to use a bare infinitive or -ing.
1 She crossed the road. I saw her.
....................................................................................................
I saw .....W.M.
.&. .&:.
2 She was crossing the road. I caught sight of her.
I noticed ..............................................................................................................................................
3 Something's burning. I can smell it.
I can smell ...........................................................................................................................................
4 They sang a song. I listened to them.
I listened .............................................................................................................................................
5 She was shouting at the children. I heard her.
I heard .................................................................................................................................................
6 The robbers were waiting near the bank. They were seen.
The robbers were seen .......................................................................................................................

16.28 'Have' + object: 'Have the next patient come in'
Study:
El

[> LEG 16.10.1-21

1 When we cause someone to do something for us, we use have + object + bare infinitive:
Have the next patient come in, please. [compare > 12.381
We may also use have + know, have +believe: I'll have you know I'm the company secretary.

2 We use have + object + -ing to refer to intended results, and unintended consequences:
11
' 1 have you speaking English in no time. You'll have the neighbours complaining.

Write:

Use the bare infinitive or the -ing form after have in these sentences.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

...................his car round the back. (bring)
Have him ....
'1 will not have students ..................................
on the walls of this college,' the principal said. (draw)
11' 1 have you ..................................I'm a qualified accountant. (know)
He had her ..................................he was a millionaire. (believe)
We have people ..................................us up all hours of the day and night. (ring)
The film had them ..................................right from the first few minutes. (laugh)
He's an excellent piano teacher. He'll have you ..................................in about a year. (play)
11' 1 have the plumber ..................................the central heating boiler. (look at)
The sergeant had all the recruits ..................................like real soldiers inside a month. (march)
He had never had anything like that ..................................to him before. (happen)

16.2 The bare infinitive or the '-ing' form; the teinfinitive

l 6 . X '(Not) to', 'so as (not) to', 'in order (not) to' [> LEG 16.2,16.12-181
Study:
I**I

1 We use to, so as to and in order to to express purpose [compare > 1.10AJ:
I went to France to learn French. I went to France so as tohn order to learn French.
We can also use the teinfinitive (not *so as to* 'in order to') to express sequence:
We came home after our holidays to find the house neat and tidy. (= and found)
2 We use not to for alternatives:
I went to France not to learn Spanish, but to learn French.
3 We use so as not to and in order not to to express 'negative purpose' (Not 'to not'):
I shut the door quietly so as not tohn order not to wake the baby.

4 We use the teinfinitive after many verbs like appear, arrange, hope, 'd like, and want

Write:

Use to, so as to, in order to in these sentences. Alternatives are sometimes possible.

&.&h.~.@.&h?~.&.@

I went to town .......
....... some shopping. (do)
paint on it. (not splash)
He covered the floor with a sheet ........................................................
I got out some more chairs for the other guests ......................................................... on. (sit)
Can you arrange for me .........................................................
the doctor tomorrow? (see)
We came home ......................................................
the house had been burgled. (find)
She left home ..........................................................
(never return)
I'd like .........................................................to the States for a holiday one year. (go)
We would like .........................................................
at your party. (have been)
Mr Smith wants .........................................................
you later. (see)
He appears .........................................................
all about our arrangement. (have forgotten)
the monkeys. (not feed)
The keeper told us .........................................................
She told us to feed the hens. She ......................................................... the horses. (not tell uslfeed)

16.2D Context
Write:

Put in the correct forms of the infinitive or -ing.
THIS WAY! THAT WAY!
In a split second, when no one was paying attention, the two prisoners escaped
from the back of the police van. They were handcuffed to each other. It was minutes
...... down the street. 'We'll
before a policeman saw them (run) ' .....
follow,' two policemen said. 'Have the driver (bring) ............................. the van to
the end of the road. Tell him (not let) .............................them get away. If we're not
careful, we'll have the whole neighbourhood (complain) .............................that
we've been careless.' The prisoners were still running side by side. The policemen
saw them (race) .............................up the hill and (disappear) .............................
round a corner. 'We'll never catch them now!' one of them said. 'I told you (not
leave) .............................them unattended.' The prisoners were running at top
speed. Suddenly, they saw a lamp post in front of them 'Go left! Go right' they each
shouted at the same time. They ran on either side of the lamp post. It just took time
for the police (find) .............................them, lying on the pavement, unhurt, dazed,
and with silly grins on their faces.

'

Go left! Go right!

16 The infinitive and the '-ing' form

16.3 Verb (+ nounlpronoun) + &+infinitive
16.3A 'He can't afford to buy it'
Study:
I**1

Write:

[> LEG 16.19,
~ p 46
p1

Some verbs are followed only by a to-infinitive, not by -ing or that ...:
e.g. can('t) afford, aim, apply, fail, hasten, hurry, manage, offer, prepare, refuse, seek:
He can't afford to buy a car. (Not 'He can't afford buying/He can't afford that ... ').
Rewrite these sentences to begin with the words in italics.

. . Q ~ ~ . . ~ o . ~ . & ............................
.w:
1 He'd like to buy a car. He can'tafford it. .......He.&.
2 1 didn't pass my driving test. I failed. ...................................................................................................
3 He'll pay for all of us. He's offering. ....................................................................................................
4 Can you move the desk on your own? Can you manage .................................................................?
5 He wants to join the army. He's just applied. ......................................................................................
6 Apologize to her? Irefuse. ..................................................................................................................

l6.3B
Study:
I**1

Write:

I want (you) to speak to him'

[> LEG 16.20,~ p 46.11
p

We use a to-infinitive after these verbs:
ask, beg, choose, expect, hate, help [> 16.1C], like, love, need, prefer, want, wish:
I want to speak to the manager. (= I will speak to the manager)

Complete these sentences so that they refer to other people.

...w.

1 I don't want to speak to the manager. I want
&.&
..&..ku*n,..
..................................
.
2 She doesn't expect to pay. She expects .............................................................................................
3 1 don't want to write to them. I'd like ....................................................................................................
4 1 don't want anyone to know about it. I'd hate .....................................................................................
5 You won't listen to me. How many times do I have to ask ................................................................ ?
6 1 can't do the job myself. I need ..........................................................................................................
7 We can't move it. Perhaps you can help ..............................................................................
[> 16.1C]

l 6 . X 'He advised me to take out a loan'

[> LEG I 6.211

Study:
I**I

Write:

Complete these sentences using an object + to-infinitive after the verbs.

1 Take out a loan. My bank manager advised ....... m.h
.kZhZ.&..&.h.,
...........................
2 She didn't peel the potatoes. You didn't tell ........................................................................................
3 We work hard. Our teacher taught ......................................................................................................
4 The soldiers fired. The officer ordered ................................................................................................
5 You can apply for free travel. This certificate entitles .........................................................................
6 The public should not approach this man. The police have warned ...................................................
7 My wife and I play tennis. My boss invited ..........................................................................................

16.3 Verb (+ nounlpronoun) + reinfinitive

l6.3D 'I know him to be an honest man'
Study:
I***I

Write:

[> LEG 16.221

We can use that or a toinfinitive after these verbs to refer to people or things:

Rewrite these sentences using a toinfinitive instead of that.

1 People know that he is an honest man. f~bU'W..hU?7z!.&.&.an~..hqnC&t.+!?%?C&: .............
2 1 imagine that he works very hard. ......................................................................................................
3 1 believe that she is guilty. ...................................................................................................................
4 1 found that the job was too difficult. ...................................................................................................
5 We discovered the claim was false. ....................................................................................................
6 1 know that she has an interest in the company. .................................................................................

l6.3E 'I agreed to accept their offer' [> LEG 16.231
Study:

We can use that or a toinfinitive after these verbs:
agree, arrange, claim, choose, decide, expect, hope, pretend, promise, swear, threaten, wish.

(**I

Write:

Rewrite these sentences using a toinfinitive after the verbs.

1 I agreed that I would accept the offer. . . L . w . & ? . ~ . & ? . p..................................
ff~
2 1 hope that I will succeed. ...................................................................................................................
3 1 expect that I will hear from you .........................................................................................................
4 He claimed that he had met me. .........................................................................................................
5 1 arranged that I should be there. ........................................................................................................
6 She pretended that she didn't know me. ............................................................................................

16.3F Context
Write:

Put in the correct forms of the verbs.
HOW TO GET RID OF RATS
When I was a young man, working in Malaya, my boss gave me a difficult job to do. The roof of his
. d for him. I tried
house had become infested with rats and he (want// get rid of) ' . m . m & & . ~ :them
everything: rat poison, cats, even a mongoose, but I (fail/move) ............................. them. Then a
friend of mine (advise// use) ............................. a python. I (considered this/be) .............................
my last chance and (agree/try) ............................. it. My friend brought me a box in which he had
trapped a young python, about six feet long. We (manage/get) ............................. the box into the roof
and then released the python. The effect was amazing! The rats disappeared in no time! It (prove/be)
............................. a wonderful solution. But then we didn't know (what/do) ............................. with
the python. I couldn't (beadshoot) ............................. this superb creature. It (take/six of us an hour/
get) l o ............................. it into the box and then we returned it to the jungle.

'

.. didn't know what to do with the python

231
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16.4 Adjectives and nouns + to-infinitive
16.4A Adjective + 'to': 'It was kind (of him) to help us'
Study:

im

[> LEG 16.26-31,
~ p 441
p

We can use a to-infinitive after adjectives in a variety of ways, for example:
1 We use a personal subject (he, she, etc.), or we use it with adjectives like these:
clever, foolish, generous, good, polite, rightlwrong, rude, selfish, silly, wicked.
He was kind (enough) to help us. She was silly not to buy it.
Instead of:
It was kind (of him) to help us. It was silly (of her] not to buy it.
We can say:
We can also say: He was so good/kind (etc.) as to help us.
2 We use only a personal subject (he, she, it or name) with these adjectives:
afraid, anxious, ashamed, careful, curious, eager, fit, free, frightened, glad, keen, sorry:
John is eager to please. (Not 'It is eager to') I'm sorry to have troubled you.

3 We use a personal subject or it, but not of him, etc. (> 1 above) with these adjectives:
agreeable, amusing, boring, difficult, easy, hard, impossible:

Write:

Rewrite the sentence or join the pairs of sentences beginning with the word(s) given.

1 He was foolish. He left the firm.
He was .m.&.&Xk%.&..M..
...........................................................................................
2 You want to ask for more money. You would be stupid if you don't.
You would be ......................................................................................................................................
3 Ring me later. Would you be so good?
Would you .........................................................................................................................................
?
4 Open the window. Would you be good enough?
Would you ......................................................................................................................................... ?
5 He worked out the answer. It was clever of him.
It was ..................................................................................................................................................
6 They don't take any part in local life. It's silly of them.
It's .......................................................................................................................................................
7 We can't refuse their invitation. It would look rude.
It would ...............................................................................................................................................
8 She worked overtime. Wasn't it good of her?
Wasn't it ............................................................................................................................................
?
9 He's eager. He wants to help us in any way he can.
He's .....................................................................................................................................................
10 1 was careful. I didn't offend them.
I was ..................................................................................................................................................

16.4B Adjectives with 'too/enough': 'too weakhot strong enough to' [> LEG 16.321
Study:

im

1 Too before an adjective means 'excessively' [> 7.6A, 7.781:
He isn't strong. He can't lift it. + He is too weak to lift it. (Not 'very weak to')
2 Enough after an adjective means 'to the necessary degree'. It combines two ideas:
He is strong. He can lift it. + He's strong enough to lift it.
He is weak. He can't lift it. + He isn't strong enough to lift it.

16.4 Adjectives and nouns + teinfinitive

Write:

Join these pairs of sentences twice: a with enough b with too.
1
2
3
4
5
6

I'm not strong. I can't lift it.
I'm not rich. I can't afford one.
She's not old. She can't drive a car.
1 wasn't interested. I didn't watch the film.
The pie is very hot. I can't eat it.
The film was boring. I didn't watch it.

a!:m.+.+?vq.W..ci,.%.;C.

a ........................................
a ........................................
a ........................................
a ........................................
a ........................................

b
b
b
b
b
b

.zk.rn..w&.&.h&
...................................
...................................
...................................
...................................
...................................

16.4C Noun + teinfinitive: 'My decision to wait was wise' [> LEG 16.33-371
Study:
I**I

1 Some nouns are related to verbs which are followed by a toinfinitive.
They may have a different form from the verb: Idecide to
it's my decision to;
it's my wish to.
I wish to
or they may have the same form as the verb:
-+
-+

2 Some nouns are related to adjectives which are followed by a toinfinitive.
They usually have a different form from the adjective:
Iam determined to
my determination to; Iam eager to -+ my eagerness to.
-+

Write:

Rewrite these sentences beginning with a noun phrase.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

I decided to wait, which was wise. My ...m . & . . & . . K ? T d . % :
.....................................
He refused to help, which surprised us. His .......................................................................................
She failed to get into college, which disappointed her parents. Her ...................................................
I'm pleased to be with you. It's a .........................................................................................................
They were eager to help, which pleased me. Their ............................................................................
1 was determined to pass the test and that helped me. My ................................................................
1 was willing to co-operate and this was appreciated. My ...................................................................

16.4D Context
Write:

Supply the correct toinfinitive combinations.
THE BRAVE OLD LADY AND THE HOPELESS CROOK
Mrs Johns, a 75-year-old widow, woke up with a start. Peering into the
darkness, she was astonished (see) ' ....h.& ...... a man in her room.
It was easy (see) ........................ he was a burglar. At first, she was too
afraid (move) ......................... Then she plucked up her courage and
said, 'We must talk about this over a cup of tea. Would you be so kind
(help me) ........................ downstairs?' To her surprise, the man meekly
obeyed. He was eager (help) ........................ and anxious (please)
........................ the old lady. He prepared the tea and said he was sorry
(have disturbed) '........................ her. He was too frightened (iun away)
......................... After a cup of tea, he said he would be glad (give)
........................ Mrs Johns his name and address and left emptyhanded. Of course, Mrs Johns informed the police, who commended her
for her bravery. Later, during the trial, the judge said it was his duty
(send) ........................ the man to prison, describing him as the most
incompetent burglar he had ever met!

A most incompetent burglar!

d.
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16.5 The '-kg' form
l 6 S A Basic information about the '-ing' form [> LEG 16.38-40,2.16.5]
Study:
I**I

We use the -ing form in three ways:
1 We use it as a verb (called a participle): He is playing. She is writing. etc. [> 9.28, 9.481
Walking in the park yesterday, I saw a bird building a nest. [> 1.1 1-1 21
(= I was walking. + The bird was building a nest.)
2 We use the -ing form as an adjective:
I need some
water. (= water which is hot)
boiling
(= water which is boiling) [> 2.2AI

}

3 We use the -ing form as a noun (called a gerund):
coffee.
/,e
swimming. (i.e. 'the act of swimming')
With a few exceptions, we use the -ing form (gerund) like any other noun.

{

Write:

Supply gerund forms for the words in brackets. (For spelling, [> 9.2AI)
A1 The gerund as an uncountable noun in general statements [> 3.5AI
1 ........... D
w...................... is fun. (dance) 6 ..................................... makes me tired. (drive)
2 ................................ tall is an advantage. (be) 7 ........... able to drive is a disadvantage. (not be)
3 ..........................tall is an advantage. (not be) 8 ............................................keeps you fit. (run)
4 What I like is ..........................................
(ride) 9 1 like ....................................................... (cycle)
5 1 enjoy ..............................................
(read) 10 .............................. is a difficult profession. (act)
A2 The gerund as an uncountable noun with 'some', 'a lot of' 'a little', etc. [e.g. > 10.7AI
.......... (read) 6 1 heard a lot of ....................... last night. (shout)
1 He does a lot of .........
2 Did you do any ...................................
? (iron)
7 There's more .................... in the streets. (fight)
3 1 did some .....................this morning. (shop) 8 We all enjoy a bit of ................................. (sing)
4 1 do very little ...................these days. (swim) 9 We all need a little ........................ (encourage)
5 There's no ..................... my decision (regret) 10 I've done enough ................ for today. (garden)
A3 The gerund as an uncountable noun after prepositions [> 16.7DI
1 This is used for .....fxd&m$Z....... metal. (cut)
6 What do you know about ............... ? (compute)
2 What can you do besides .....................
7 (dig)
7 I'm not interested in ............................ (garden)
3 I'm against ............................................
(box)
8 She's above .......................................... (argue)
4 I'm always hungry after ...................... (sleep) 9 Since ........................ I've done nothing. (retire)
5 Try to work without ............... a noise. (make) 10 Taste it before ................................. (complain)
A4 The gerund as an uncountable noun after adjectives and possessives [compare >16.6C-Dl
1 Quick ......
...........saved us. (think) 6 The meat will be fine with slow ............... (cook)
2 Her quick ............................ saved us. (think) 7 We had some tough ................................ (train)
3 Your ....................... to help hurt him. (refuse) 8 His ..................................... woke us up. (shout)
4 His ....................... doesn't matter. (not know) 9 Their ........................ delighted everyone. (sing)
5 1 like your .................................... (violin play) 10 Try deep ............................................ (breathe)
A5 The gerund as an uncountable noun after 'no' in prohibitions [compare > 11.381
4 No ......................(smoke)
1 No .-:.
(park)
2 No ...................... (camp)
5 No ...................... (trespass)
3 No ...................... (wait)
6 No ...................... (fish)

16.5 The '-ing' form

A6 The gerund as a countable noun in the singular and plural
1 He owns . . a . m . by
. Hockney. (paint) 6 There was ..................... on the door. (banging)
2 He owns several ............ by Hockney. (paint)
7 There was .............................. of bells. (ringing)
3 .................... is priceless.(Leonardo drawing)
8 1 have three ......................... of this. (recording)
4 Are there many ............? (Leonard0 drawing)
9 There's .............................. on the left. (turning)
5 1 have ................... of Tosca. (new recording) 10 There are three ................ to the right. (turning)
A7 The gerund after 'the', 'this' and 'these'
1 Who does t h e e i n this house? (cook)
6
2 Have you done the ............................7 (shop)
7
3 The ................ of rubbish is forbidden. (burn)
8
4 This ............................ is hard to read. (write)
9
5 These ......................... are expensive. (draw) 10

I've taken the wrong ................................ (turn)
The ........................... of wine is difficult. (make)
Have you heard this ............. of Bach? (record)
The ............... of Picasso are wonderful. (paint)
These ............................. are valuable. (record)

A8 The gerund followed by an object
1 He's good at .....
..... bikes. (repair)
6
2 .............................. fruit is good for you. (eat)
7
3 ................................ a car costs money. (run)
8
4 1 hate ............................ the washing-up. (do)
9
5 He enjoys ................................ orders. (give) 10

.................................... holes is hard work. (dig)
Do you mind ......................... places? (change)
....................................... beds is boring. (make)
What do you know about ........... maps? (make)
You should avoid ......................... rules. (make)

A9 Perfect gerund forms, active [> 16.6AI
1 I'm sorry for .....
....... you.
(have disturb)
2 1 didn't take it. I deny ............... it. (have take)
3 I'm annoyed about ............................. all that
money. (have lose)
4 1 appreciate ................... me (your have help)
5 1 enjoy ......................... with you. (have work)

W . m

A10 Perfect gerund forms, passive [> 16.6AI
1 That explains Acd.~.&W..?@&from his job.
(his have fire)
2 1 don't mind ...................................... above me.
(his have promote)
3 1 resent .................................. (I-ave dismissed)
4 He's surprised at ....................... (have find out)
5 She's angry at ................... abroad. (have post)

16.58 Context
Write:

Put in the correct forms.
IT TAKES YOUR BREATH AWAY!
.... requires the use of garlic. Of course, the (eat) ........................ of
The art of (cook) ....
garlic is not generally approved of. (Work) ........................ beside someone who has eaten garlic is as
bad as (sit) ........................ beside someone who smokes. But while (smoke) ........................ is
definitely bad for you, there is no doubt that (eat) ........................ garlic is good for the health. We are
likely to see more 'No (smoke') ........................ signs, but we won't see any 'No (breathe')
........................ signs for garlic eaters! (Cultivate) ........................ and (export) l o ........................ garlic
meat and (add)
has become big business now that so many people use it for (flavour) I t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l 2 ........................ to different dishes. People often buy it when they do the (shop) l 3 .........................
You don't have to deny (use) l4 ........................ it or (have/eat) l 5 ........................ it. (Be) l 6 ........................
a garlic eater is something to be proud of and shows you enjoy good (live) l 7 ......................... The story
of garlic is a breathtaking success!

A breathtaking success!
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16.6 Verb + the '-ing' form
16.6A 'I deny taking it'
Study:
I**1

[> 16.41-441

1 Some verbs are followed only by the -ing form, not by a to-infinitive: e.g.
admit, appreciate, avoid, consider, delay, deny, detest, dislike, enjoy, explain, fancy, feel like,
finish, forgive, can't help, imagine, it involves, keep, mention, mind, miss, pardon, postpone,
practise, prevent, recall, resent, resist, risk, stop [> l6.8CJ suggest, understand.

verb + present '-ing' form
verb + perfectlpast '-ing' form
active: I deny/denied taking it.
I deny/denied having taken it.
passive: He resents/resented being accused. He resents/resented having been accused.
2 After the verbs come and go, we often use the -ing form relating to outdoor activies: e.g.
climbing, driving, fishing, riding, sailing, shopping, skiing, walking, water-skiing:
Why don't you come sailing with us? Let's go sailing! (Not *to sail/for sail(ing) *)

3 The -ing form can follow need and want:

Write:

Supply any suitable verb in a suitable form.

1 Our neighbours are very considerate. They avoid .....-.....
a lot of noise.
2 Just imagine ......................... in a country where it is always warm and sunny!
3 The police questioned me at some length and I didn't enjoy ...........................
4 What does the job involve? - It involves ......................... the engine apart.
5 1 missed an interesting programme on TV last night. I really mind ......................... it.
6 We often go ......................... during the weekend. Would you like to come ......................... with us?
7 Look at the state of those windows! They really need .......................... I
8 Our front gate is falling to pieces. It really wants ..........................

16.6B 'Start him working'
Study:

i
3

[>LEG 16.41-441

1 These verbs are followed by -ing [but compare > i6.2AI: hear, keep, smell, start, stop, watch:
When are you going to start working?
But if we want to refer to someone else, we use a direct object after the verb:
When are you going to start him (John, etc.) working?

2 These verbs always have a direct object: catch, find, leave, notice, observe, perceive, see:
I'd better not catch you doing that again!

Write:

Match A and B.

A

1 It's difficult to keep them f
2 1 think that's enough to start her 3 1 could smell smoke 4 The police caught him 5 The searchers found the boy -

6 They left us 7 Will you please stop 8 1 can hear someone -

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

B
sheltering in the barn.
coming from the forest.
worrying again.
opening the safe.
thinking about the problem.
working all the time.
shouting in the distance.
changing TV channels.

16.6 Verb + the '-ing' form

16.6C 'We appreciate your helping us' [> LEG i6.45.21
We can use a possessive (my, John's) + -ing after these verbs:
appreciate, avoid, consider, defer, delay, deny, enjoy, po
We appreciate your (John's, etc.) helping us. (Not "We

Write:

Match A and B.
1
2
3
4
5
6

A
We very much appreciate f
He strongly denied We enjoyed The chairman suggested 1 agreed to delay He should consider -

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

B
my leaving till the next day.
their meeting that afternoon.
her taking more responsibility.
the band's playing very much.
our postponing the question till later.
your helping us.

16.6D 'I can't imagine my mother('s) approving' [> LEG 16.45.31
These verbs are followed by -ing on its own or by a direct object or possessive + -ing:
detest, dislike, escape, excuse, fancy, forgive, hate, imagine, it involves, like, love, mention,
mind, miss, pardon, prevent, resent, resist, understand, can't bear, can't face, can't help:
a I can't imagine my mother approving! c I can't imagine my mother's approving!

Study:
I***I

Write:

Complete the following using either a direct object or a possessive + -ing.
1
2
3
4

hwnwt-w-.

I can't excuse ..................................................
You must pardon ............................................
Would you mind ........................................... ?
1 can't bear ..................................................... !

5
6
7
8

They can't prevent .............................................
Please forgive ...................................................
1 really miss .......................................................
Fancy ................................................................ I

16.6E Context
Write:

Put in the correct forms.
A FLYING START!
Gillian Forbes is only 17 and she has just got her pilot's licence. She is the country's youngest girl
pilot. 'How do you feel, Gillian?' I asked her after her test. 'Wonderful!' Gillian cried. 'I enjoy (fly)
.....
...... more than anything in the world. I can't imagine (let) ........................ a week pass
without spending some of my time in the air.' 'What started (you/fly) ........................ ?' 1 asked. 'I just
love (travel) ........................ in planes. I started (learn) ........................ to fly when I was very young.'
'Would you consider (fly) ........................ as a career?' 'I might, but I've got to pass my school exams
now. There are some things you can't avoid (do) ........................ !' 'Excuse (me?/my?/ask)
.........................' 1 said, 'but does everyone in your family approve of (you?/your?/fly)
........................ ?' 'Of course!,' Gillian exclaimed. 'I can't imagine (anyone?/anyone's?/disapprove)
l o ......................... Can you?' 'Of course not!' I said. 'What's your greatest ambition now?' 'I want to
learn to drive a car!' Gillian said with a bia smile.

-

I want to learn to d

16 The infinitive and the '-ing' form

16.7 Adjectives, nouns and prepositions + '-ing'
16.7A Adjectives + '-ing' form (gerund) or reinfinitive [> LEG 16.47,4.12-131
Study:
I**I
Write:

Use the to-infinitive and the -ing form in the following sentences.
It's difficult .......z%dMZj?l&
...........
..M somewhere to live nowadays. (find)
It's awkward .................................................
a friend that you don't like the way she dresses. (tell)
It isn't very nice ...............................................
you're useless. (be told)
It isn't easy ............................................... work these days. (find)
It was kind of her ................................................... you like that. (help)
It was fun ................................................
to the north of Scotland. (drive)
It was just a piece of luck ...................................................
a restaurant open so late at night. (find)
8 It's a pleasure ...................................................
a surprise party for someone. (arrange)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

l6.7B Adjective + '-ing' form (participle) [> LEG 16.471
Study:
I**I
Write:

Join the following sentences.

1
2
3
4
5

John gets bored. He watches TV all the time. J & . @ d h W . d . . ~ . . ~ ~ . & . ~
Sylvia is frantic. She is getting ready for the wedding. .......................................................................
1 got tired. I waited so long for an answer. ..........................................................................................
Jane's occupied. She's making lists. ..................................................................................................
We're busy. We're decorating our house. ...........................................................................................

16.7C Common expressions followed by '-ing' [> LEG 16.491
Study:
I**I
Write:

ions like It's no good and it's (not) worth:

Join the following sentences starting with the words in italics.

1
2
3
4
5

l6.7D Preposition + '-ing' [> LEG I 6.50-54,~ p p 27-30]
s
Study:
I**I
238

. .

Don't complain about it. It's no good. ............~ ~ . . T u ? . ~..................................
. . ~ . .
Don't worry about it. It's just not worth it. ............................................................................................
Don't try to persuade him. There's no point in it. ................................................................................
Why apologize? What's the use of it? .................................................................................................
1 owe a lot of money. There's nothing worse than that. ......................................................................

.

16.7 Adjectives, nouns and prepositions + '-ing'

Write:

Complete these sentences with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets.
D l Preposition + '-ing'
1 He left without .............
...........(pay)
2 Don't punish him for ............................ (shout)

3 Open it by ................................................. (pull)
4 She succeed after ...........................again. (try)

D2 Adjective + preposition,+ '-ing'
1 I'm interested in ....
..................... (act)
2 We're bored with ......................... cards. (play)
3 I'm sorry for .................................... (complain)
4 He's fond of ............................................. (sail)
5 We're keen on ........................................ (ride)

7
8
9
10

D3 Verb + preposition + '-ing' [compare > 8.6B-Dl
1 I advise you against ...L?bW$?......... that. (do)
2 She believes in ............................ hard. (work)
3 They accuse him of .............................. (steal)
4 Excuse me for ........................... you. (disturb)
5 1 must congratulate you on ................... (pass)
6 You can't blame me for ............................ (try)
7 They insisted on .................................. (enter)
8 1 prevented them from ........................(enter)

9 Thank you for .......................................... (help)
10 1 apologize for ................................... (interrupt)
11 Who'll compensate me for .............time? (lose)
12 They charged him with ..............money. (steal)
13 We aim at ............... in this business. (succeed)
14 1 often dream about ................ you again. (see)
15 Everything depends on ................. it right. (get)
16 Begin by ........................................ nicely. (ask)

6 1 was afraid of .............................. you. (disturb)
She's clever at ......................................... (sew)
I'm worried about ..................... the train. (miss)
I'm surprised at ............................. you in. (find)
You're very slow at ...................... (understand)

16.7E The '-ing' form after 'to' as a preposition [>LEG 16.561
Study:
I**I
Write:

Join the following sentences.

1 I do all my own shopping. I'm used to it. ...~ . ' M . ~ . & . . ~ . . & . ~ . w .......
. ~ :
2 1 live on my own. I'm accustomed to it. ...............................................................................................
3 1 don't like to be kept waiting. I object to it. .........................................................................................
4 11'1 see you soon. I look forward to it. ...................................................................................................

5 He writes begging letters. He's resorted to it. .....................................................................................
6 I'm criticized. I'm resigned to it. ...........................................................................................................

16.7F Context
Write:

Put in the correct forms.

/a

... a loud burst on the drums!

A CASE OF THE SHAKES!
It's hard (appreciate) '&.M.*
some of the problems of (play) ........................
in an orchestra, especially if you're not a musician. While the orchestra is busy
(play) ......................... all kinds of things are going on. Recently, my friend John, a
horn player, told me about his experiences (play) ........................ with the
Philharmonic. One day, without even (whisper) ........................ a word, he got up in
the middle of a performance of 'The Marriage of Figaro' and moved to another seat.
After the performance, the drummer, who played behind him, insisted on (find)
........................out why John had moved. John said that he didn't object to (sit)
'........................in front of the drummer: he was used to (sit) ........................ in this
position, but often, after a loud burst on the drums, he couldn't prevent his teeth
from (rattle) ........................and couldn't play the horn!
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16.8 The teinfinitive or the '-ing' form?
16.8A Verb + teinfinitive or '-ing': no change in meaning:
'begin to read/reading [> LEG 16.571
y

Study:
I***I
I can't bear to seeheeing people suffering.

2 We do not use the -ing form after the progressive forms of begin, cease, continue, start
I'm beginning to realize how difficult this is. (Not 'I'm beginning realizing')

Write:

Supply the correct forms. Give two forms where both are possible.

1 You must begin ... & . . W ? ? ? / v
.... harder. (work)
2 1 was beginning .......................................... I was wrong. (think)
3 She continued .......................................... all through the film. (talk)
4 1 had just started .......................................... when the waiter took my plate away! (eat)
5 We intended .......................................... to the concert, but we were both ill. (go)
6 I'm intending .......................................... him tomorrow. (see)
7 The conductor raised his baton and the orchestra commenced ........................................... (play)
8 You omitted ......................................... me about it. (tell)
9 11' 1 never begin .......................................... how he thinks. (understand)
y

16.88

Verb + t e or '-ing': some changes in meaning: 'I love to read/reading
[LEG > 16.581

Study:
I***I

We can use to or -ing after: dread, hate, like, love and prefer. Sometimes there is a difference in
meaning and sometimes there isn't. Generally, the -ing form refers to a situation 'in general' and
the teinfinitive refers to a future event:
1a
2a
3a
3b
4a
5a

Write:

1b I love/like to watch TV. (same meaning)
I love/like watching TV.
2b I hate to disturb you. (but I'm going to)
I hate disturbing you. (in general)
I dread visiting the dentist. (in general)
I dread to think about what has happened. (so I try not to) (Not 'I dread thinking')
4b I prefer to wait here. (now)
I prefer walking to cycling. (in general)
I'd love sailing if I could afford it. (in general)

Supply the correct forms. Give two forms where both are possible.

1 I love .-/&.&.
old films. (watch)
2 1 hate ........................................... for buses. (wait)
3 1 hate ......................................... you this, but your jacket's torn. (tell)
4 1 dread ........................................... for the telephone to ring. (wait)
5 1 prefer ........................................... at home to ........................................... at restaurants. (eat, eat)
6 What will you have? - I'd prefer ........................................... steak, please. (have)
7 Would you like ........................................... to the beach with us tomorrow? (come)

16.8 The to-infinitive or the '-ing' form?

y

16.8C Verb + t e or '-ingy:different meanings: 'remember to post/posting
[ z LEG 16.591

The to-infinitive and -ing never mean the same when used after these verbs:
remember, forget, regret, try, stop, go on.
To refers to the present or future and -ing refers to the past in:
Iremember posting your letter.
Remember to post my letter.
Have you forgotten meeting me years ago?
You mustn't forget to ask.
I regret saying whatIsaid.
I regret to say I feel ill.
We can also refer to the 'future seen from the past': I remembered to post your letter.

Try to understand.
Try holding your breath for more a minute.

Try to (= make an effort):
Try + -ing (= experiment):

Stop to (= infinitive of purpose [> 16.2CI): We stopped to buy a paper.
Stop shouting.
Stop + -ing [> 16.61:
Go on + to (= do something different):
Go on + -ing (= continue [> 16.7D31):

Write:

We went on to discuss finance.
Go on talking.

Supply the correct forms (toinfinitive or -ing) of the verbs in brackets.
I remember ......
........ Paris when I was very young. (visit)
Please remember ............................. the door on your way out. (lock)
Did you remember ............................. Jim last night? (phone)
I shall never forget ............................. taken to see the Moscow State Circus. (be)
Don't forget ............................. how many are coming on Saturday. (find out)
I forgot ............................. to the chemist's on my way home. (go)
We all tried ............................. him, but he just wouldn't listen to any of us. (stop)
If you want to stop coughing, why don't you try ............................. some water? (drink)
She got annoyed because her husband stopped ............................. in every shop window. (look)
Just stop ............................. and listen for a moment. (talk)
If we hadn't turned the music off they'd have gone on ............................. till morning. (dance)
She got a degree in Physics and then went on ............................. a course in Applied Maths. (take)
I regret ............................. you that there's been an accident. (tell)
He regretted ............................. in the same job for so long. (stay)

16.8D Context
Write:

Put in the correct forms.
SNAP!
letters to the new houses in our
Postmen have stopped (deliver) '....6&kWWV#...
area. They object to the letterboxes on the front doors. They hate (push)
............................. letters through them, because the letterboxes snap shut. If you
try (push) ............................. a letter through, you can't get your fingers out! You try
(push) ............................. a letter into one of these boxes and see what happens!
You quickly regret (have) ............................. tried! They have been designed to stop
burglars (open) ............................. your front door from the outside, but postmen
dread (use) ............................. them as well. The painful condition known as
Letterbox Finger is just as bad as Housemaid's Knee or Tennis Elbow!

'

'

Letterbox Finger
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alan: 3.1 -2: general statements 3.1 A;
the 'plural' of afan 3.1 B; with
countable nouns: he's a doctor, it's a
Rembrandt2.3A, 3.1C; with
uncountables used as countables: a
coffee, etc. 2.3C-D; 'first mention'
3.2A; compared with one, with
numbers, etc. 3.2B; twice a day 3.2C;
illness ( a cold) 3.2D; with
abbreviations (an M.A.) 3.3B; no in
place of not afan 5.3C; at a party
8.2A; a painting 16.5A6
abbreviations: the BBC, etc. 3.3B
able to: and can/could 11.2, 11.3D
about: prepositioniparticle 8.1 A; and on,
around8.3A; it's about time 11.7D;
HowMhat about ... ? 13.7E; + -ing
l6.5A3, l6.7D3
about to: be about to 9.9B-C
above: prepositioniparticle 8.1 A; and
over, on top of 8.5A; + -ing 16.5A3
abstract nouns: 3.5A
according to: and by 8.3A
accustomed to: + -ing 16.7E
across: prepositioniparticle 8.1 A; and
over, through 8.3A
active voice: 12.1A; compared with the
passive and causative 12.3B; sorry for
having disturbed you 16.5A9
adjectival clauses: see relative
pronouns and clauses
adjectives: 6.1 -5: formation 6.1A-C;
position 6.2; a young man and the
young 6.3A; he looks good 6.4A.
10.4A-B; word order 6.4B-D;
comparison of adjectives 6.5A-B; -ing
form (boiling water) 2.2A, 16.5A; she's
American or she's an American 3.1C;
the large one(s) 4.2B-C; it's nice to
see you 4.3A; compared with -1y
adverbs 7.1 C; 'absolute adjectives'
7.5A; after very and extremely, etc.
7.6; after be 10.1-2; after seem, etc.
10.4A-B; after get, etc. 10.4C; it's vital
that ... should 11.1 3C; How +
adjective 13.7C; adjective + t o
infinitive 16.4A-B, 16.7A; adjective +
-ing 16.7A-B; adjective + preposition
16.7D; and see demonstrative
adjectiveslpronouns, -ed/-ing
forms, possessive adjectives, word
formation
admit: admit it to me 1.3B; + -ing 16.6A
adverbial clauses: 1.8-10; introduction
1.8A; of time 1.8A-B; of place 1.8C; of
manner 1.8D; of reason 1.9A; contrast
1.9B-C; of purpose 1. I OA-B; of result

1.10C; of comparison 1.10D; and
participle constructions 1.11B
adverb particles: words used as
prepositions or particles 8.1A-B;
particular particles and prepositions
8.3-5; after verbs 8.7-8
adverbsladverbials: 7.1-8: of manner
7.1 A-B; friendlyhn a friendly way 7.1C ;
time 7.2; adverbial phrases of duration
7.3; frequency 7.4; degree 7.5;
intensifiers 7.6; focus adverbs (even,
etc.) 7.7; viewpoint (naturally) 7.8A;
connecting (however) 7.8B; little does
he realize 7.8C he plays we11 6.4A;
usual position in a sentence 1.1A,
7.2A, 7.4; with verb tenses: 9.2B,
9.3C, 9.4B, 9.5A-B, 9.6A-C, 9.7A-B,
9.8A-B; in indirect speech 15.3B
adverbs of degree: 7.5
adverbs of frequency: 7.4, 9.1B, 9.2B,
9.4B, 9.5A, 9.6A
adverbs of manner: 1.1 A, 7.1
adverbs of place: 1 .1A, 15.3B
adverbs of time: l . l A , 7.2, 9.3C,
13.6A, 15.3B
advise: someone about8.6C; + that ...
should 11.13B; someone (not) to
15.5A, 16.3C; advise against 16.7D3
afraid: I'm afraid so 4.3C; (very) much
afraid 7.6A; seems to be afraid 10.4B;
afraid to l6.4A; afraid of + -ing l6.7D2
after prepositioniparticle 8.1 A;
conjunction 8.1C; clauses of time:
1.5A, 1.8A-B, 9.6A; after looking
1.1 1B, 16.5A3, l6.7D; and afterwards
7.2C, 8.3A
again: connecting adverb 7.8B
against: preposition 8.1B; fight against
8.3A
ago: ago, since and for 7.3A; with
simple past 9.3C, 9.5D; How long
ago? 13.7D
agree: + to/with 8.6; it is agreed 1 2.2C;
agree to/that 1 6.3E
agreement: see concord
all: 5.1 A; and both 5.5; and afthe whole
5.6A; and everyone/everybody,
everything 5.6B; all day 9.4B, 9.5B,
9.6B
allowed to: and can/could/may/might
11.3; allow you to 16.3C
almost: 7.4
along: prepositioniparticle 8.1 A; Come
along 8.8A
a lot (of): 2.4B, 5.1-2; and much/many
5.4A-B; a lot better 7.5D; do a lot of
reading 1 6.5A2

already: and yet 7.2C; with the present
perfect 9.5A; with the past perfect
9.6A
also: not only ... but ... also 1.4; and as
well7.7D
although: contrast clauses 1.9B
always: 7.4; with progressive tense
9.2B, 9.4B
among: preposition 8.1B; and between
8.4A
amount: an amount of 5.1 A
and: in compound sentences 1.4; go
and 9.1OD; and I can, too 13.4A; Fail
topay and ... 14.1D
another 5.7A, another of 5.7C-D
answers: questions, answers, negatives
13.1 -9; and see short answers
any: with countable and uncountable
nouns 2.3C, 2.4B, 5.1 -3; as the 'plural'
of afan 3.1 B, 5.3A; not any and no
5.3C, 13.2A; I don't want any
4.3B; any of 5.2A, 5.7C-D; any good,
any better 7.5D; do any reading?
l6.5A2
anybody/anyone/anything:4.6B-C,
13.2A; anyone and you 4.2A; with
imperatives 9.1 0B
any-compounds: 4.6B-C, 9.10B; 13.2A
any longer: and any more 11.11B
anywhere: conjunction, clauses of place
1.8C; and nowhere 13.2A
apostrophe s and s apostrophe: 2.2B,
2.8, 4.4B, 13.6C; if I were in Jane's
position 14.2B; and see genitive
appear: 9.1 C, 10.3C, 10.4A-B, l 6 . X
aren't I: 10.1B
around: and about 8.3A
arrange: arrange to 16.2C; arrange to/
that 16.3E
articles: 3.1 -6; see a/an, the, zero
as: conjunction 8.1 C; time 1.8A, 9.4B;
manner 1.8D; reason 1.9A; contrast
1.9B; comparison 1.10D, 4.1B;
preposition: 8.1C, and like 8.4A
as ... as.-clauses of comparison: as I
am/as me 1.1OD, 4.1B; as (much) as
you like 5.4B
as if: clauses of manner 1.8A,D
ask: + for8.6B; + that ... should 11.13B;
in direct speech 15.1 ; and say, tell
15.2A-B; in indirect questions 1.5C,
15.4; ask someone (not) to do
something 15.5A, 16.3B; suggestions
15.5B-C
as soon as: clauses of time 1.5A,
1.8A-B, 9.6A
assuming (that): 14.4C

Index

as though: clauses of manner 1.8D
as well: not only ... 1.4; and too 7.7D
at: preposition 8.1 8 ; at noon, at 10
o%lock 3.6A, 7.2A, 8.28; position: at
school 3.68, at home 8.2A, 10.2C;
good at, throw at 8.3A; at the back of
8.3A; + -ing 16.7D2; at all 5.38
attempt: + to or -ing 1 6.8A
auxiliary verbs: position of adverbs
7.28-C, 7.4, 7.7D; and see be, have,
do, let and modal auxiliaries
avoid: + -ing 16.6A,C
away:adverb particle 8.1 8 , 8.7A-8; far
away 8.3A; Go away!8.8A

back: adverb particle 8.1 8 ; and at the
back of, behind 8.3A
backward@):adverb particle 8.1 8
bad: and badly 6.4A; worse/worst 6.5C
badly: and bad 6.4A; adverb 7.1 A,C;
intensifier (badly needed) 7.68
bare infinitive: 16.1-2; and see
infinitive
be: as auxiliary verb: e.g. 9.1C, 9.28,
9.48, 10.1A; as linking (full) verb
1.2C, 6.4A, 10.1 -2: imperative 10.1A;
aren't I? 10.1 8 , simple present and
past 10.1C,progressive forms 10.2A,
has been/had been 10.28, have been
and have gone 10.2C, have been with
since/for 10.2D; there + be 10.3; and
seem, etc. 10.4; to express certainty
10.4A, 11.1C, 11.4A-8, 11.5A; I w i s h l
were 11.78; I'd rather be 11.8A; in
questions, answers, negatives 13.1 -9;
+ as if 1.8D; being 1.1 1 A, and having
been 1.1 2A; it being and there being
1 ,128; go to a place/be at a place
8.2A; and see there
bear: can't bear + -ing 1 6.6D; to or -ing
16.8A
because: clauses of reason 1.9A,
13.7A; and because of 8.3A
become: + of 8.68; replaced by be
10.1A;and verbs meaning become
1 O.4C
bed: to/in bed 3.68, 8.2A
been: see be and have been
before: prepositionlparticle 8.1 A;
conjunction 8.1 C : time 1.8A-8, 9.5A,
9.6A-8; before + -ing 1 . 1 1 8 , l6.5A3;
and in front of 8.3A
begin: + with 8.68; + by 16.7D3;+ to/
-ing 16.8A
bq, have, do: 10.1-7
behind: prepositionlparticle 8.1 A; and at
the back onback 8.3A

being: present participle, 1.1 1 A; he's
being greedy 1 0.2A; use in the
passive 12.1 8
believe: I believe so 4.3C; + in 8.6A,
16.7D3; the passive with verbs of
saying and believing (it is believed ...)
12.2C; have you believe 16.28;
believe thatlyou to be 1 6.3D
belong: + to 8.68; as stative verb 9.1C
below: prepositionlparticle 8.1 A; and
under 8.5A
beneath: prepositionlparticle 8.1 A, 8.5A
beside: preposition 8.1 8 ; and besides
7.88, 8.4A, 16.5A3
better/best: 6.5C; as adverb 7.1A;
much better 7.5D, very much better,
the very best 7.6A;and see had
better
be to/be about to/be due to: 9.98-C
between: prepositionlparticle 8.1 A;
between ourselves 4.5C; between you
and me 8.1 D ; and among 8.4A
beyond: prepositionlparticle 8.1A
bit: a bit (of) 2.4C, 5.1A, 5.2
blame: + myself 4.5A; someone for
8.6C, 16.7D3
bored: and boring 6.38; 16.4A-8,
16.78; bored with + -ing 16.7D2
both: 5.1A; and a115.5
breakfast: have breakfast 3.6A
busy: + -ing 16.78
but: conjunction, in compound
sentences 1.4; preposition, but (for)
8.4A; ... but I can't 13.4A
buy: + me/for me 1.3A,C
by: prepositionlparticle 8.1 A; by the time
(that), by this time clauses of time
1.8A-8, 9.6A, 9.8A-8; by day 3.6A; by
himself 4.5C; and till/until7.38; and
according to 8.3A; and near, on 8.4A;
and past 8.4A; and with, without 8.4A;
with the passive 12.28; + -ing 16.7D1

can/could: two basic uses of modal
verbs 1 1 . 1 ; ability 11.2; permission
and prohibition 11.3, 11.10A; certainty
and possibility 11.4; must be/have
been and can't be/have been
(deduction) 11.5; requests 11.68;
could after I wish and if only 1 1.7C; if
you could (have) l4.2A, 14.3A;in
indirect speech 15.3-6
capital letters: to begin sentences
1 .l 8 ; proper nouns 2.58-C, 3.1 C ,
3.48, 3.5A
case: see genitive; and see in case
catch: catch you doing 16.68
causative: have/get something done
12.3; compare 16.28

as though - continue

cease: + to or -ing 1 6.8A
church: to/at/in church 3.68, 8.2A
cinema: the cinema 3.4A, 8.2A; the
Globe 3.6C
clauses: in compound sentences 1.4;
subordinate and main clause 1.5-1 2 ;
noun clauses 1.58-C; relative clauses
1.6-7;adverbial clauses 1.8-10 ; and
participle constructions 1.1 1 - 1 2
clothes: 2.6C
clothing: 2.4A-8
collective nouns: committee, majority,
people 2.6A
colour adjectives: red is my favourite
3.5A; the red one(s) 4.2C and word
order 6.4D
come: + across, by 8.6D; + off 8.88
come and 9.1 OD; come true 10.4C;
come dancing 16.6A
comma: in direct speech 1.1 8 , 15.1 ; in
compound sentences 1.4; in nondefining clauses 1.78-C
commands: see imperatives
commence: + to or -ing 16.8A
comparatives and superlatives: 6.5
comparison: adverbial clauses 1.10D
complements: 1.2C, 6.4A, 10.1-2, 10.4
complex sentences: 1.5-12
compound adjectives: 6.1 C
compound nouns: 2.2, 2.88; and order
of adjectives 6.4C-D
compound sentences: 1.4
concord: with participles 1.1 2C; the
government islare 2.6A; with
everyone ... they 4.6C; after none
5.2A, 5.7C; of adjectives and nouns
6.2A
condition: on (the) condition (that)
14.4C
conditional sentences: 14.1-4: Type 1 :
14.1A; if + present + modal 14.18 ; if +
should 14.1 C ; imperative + andlor
14.1 D; Type 2 : 14.2A; if+ werelwas
14.28; if + past + modal l 4 . X ; Type
3: 14.3A; if + had been 14.38; if +
past perfect + modal 14.3C; mixed
tenses 14.4A; if notiunless 14.48;
words replacing if 14.4C
congratulate: someone on 16.7D3
conjunctions: in compound sentences
1.4; in complex sentences 1.5-12;
words that are prepositions or
conjunctions 8.1 C ; replacing if 14.4C;
in indirect speech 15.3-6
connecting adverbs: however, etc.
7.88
consider: it is considered that 1 2.2C;
consider thatihim to be 16.3D;+ -ing
16.6A,C
considering (that): contrast clauses
1.98
continue: + to or -ing 1 6.8A

Index

continuous tenses - friendly

continuous tenses: see present
progressive, past progressive, etc.
contrast: adverbial clauses 1.98-C
co-ordinating conjunctions: 1.4
could: see can/could
countable and uncountable nouns:
2.3-4: how to tell the difference 2.3A;
an egg and egg 2.38; a coffee and
coffee 2.3C-D; bread and a loaf 2.4A;
information 2.48; a piece/loaf of bread
2.4C; singular countables with a/an
3.1-2; singular or plural countable
nouns and uncountable nouns with
the 3.3-4, 3.5A; Beans are good for
you 3.1A-8, 3.5A; one(s) used in
place of countable nouns 4.28-C,
4.38; with quantifiers 5.1 -7; -ingform
nouns 16.5
countries: 3.6C, 4.1C
country: the country 3.4A
couple: a couple (of) 5.2A-8; a couple
more 5.2C

dare: as semi-modal 11.1 A; modal and
full verb 11.1 28-C
dates: 8.28; What date? l3.5C
day: one day 3.28; by day 3.6A; the
next day/theother day 5.7A; the day
before yesterday 7.2A; Which day?
13.68; that day 15.38
days of the week: 7.2A, 8.28
decide: it was decided that 12.2C;
decide to/that 1 6.3E; decide to/my
decision to 1 6.4C
detininglnon-defining clauses: 1.78-C
definite article: see the
demonstrative adjectives/pronouns:
4.6; and see this/thaWthese/those
deny: deny taking/having taken 1 6.6A,C
depend: + on 8.68, l6.7D3
describe: describe it to me 1.38
dinner dinner is served 3.6A
directly: conjunction, clauses of time
1.88
direct object: see object
direct speech: and indirect speech
15.1 -6: ~unctuationof direct s ~ e e c h
1.1 8, 15.1 ; interpreting direct speech
15.6
disllke: + -ing 16.6A,D
do: do it for me 1.3A; ashhan I do
1.1OD; + imperative 9.1 OA, 10.1 A; as
an auxiliary verb in questions,
answers, negatives 13.1 -9; as a full
verb (do the ironing) 10.7, 16.5A7; do
and make 10.78; he may (do) 1 1.48
double genitive: a friend of mine 4.48
double imperative: (go and ...) 9.10D
double negative: 13.2A

down: prepositionlparticle 8.1 A, 8.78;
and under 8.4A; Sit (down)! 8.8A;
break down 8.88
downward(s): adverb particle 8.1 8
dread: + to or -ing 1 6.88
dress: + (yourself)4.58
due to: and owing to 8.4A; be due to
9.98-C
during: preposition 8.1 8; during, in and
for 7.3C
dynamic verbs: 9.1C

each: 5.1 A; and every 5.6C; + (one) of
5.7C-D
eager: + that ... should 11.1 3C; eager to
16.4A,C
early: position 6.28; as adverb 7.1A
easy: he's easy to please/it's easy to
please him 1 6.4A; + -ing 1 6.7A
echo tags: Is he?etc. 13.3C; Did you,
or didn't you? 13.98
- d / - i n g forms: dancing-shoes 2.2A;
excited/exciting 6.3 8 ; quite amazing
7.5A; very interested, very much
interested 7.6A; get bored 4.5A,
10.4C; too boring to/not interesting
enough to 16.48
either either ... or in compound
sentences 1.4; 5.1A; + singular noun
5.78; either of 5.78-D; focus adverb:
too and not either compared 7.7C,
13.4A-8
elder, eldest: 6.5C
empty subject: 4.3A, 16.7A
English: English spoken 1 2.2A
enjoy: transitive verb: 1.28.4.38, +
yourself 4.5A, 9.1 08; quite enjoy
7.5A; much enjoy 7.5D; + -ing
16.6A,C
enough: quantity 5.1, 16.5A2; degree
16.48
essential: + that ... should 11 .13C
even:focus adverb 7.7A
even if: contrast clauses 1.98;
conditionals 14.4C
even though: contrast clauses 1.98
ever: hardly ever, not ... ever 7.4A-8,
9.5A, 9.6A; Where ever?, etc.
(question) and wherever, etc.
(conjunction) l.8C, 13.9C
every: 5.1 A; and each 5.6C; every
(single) 5.7D
everybody/everyone: 4.6C; and one
4.2A; and al15.68; with imperatives
9.108
everything: and a11 5.68
everywhere: conjunction, clauses of
place 1.8C

except: preposition 8.1 8 ; except (for)
and but (for) 8.4A
excitd/exciting: 6.3 8
exclamation mark: to end a sentence
1.18, 15.1
exclamations: as type of sentence
1.1 8, in direct speech 15.1A
excuse: + him/his -ing 16.6D; excuse
me for + -ing 16.703
expect: I expect so 4.3C; expect (you)
to 16.38; expect to/that l6.3E
explain: explain it to me 1.3A, 8.6C;
+ -ing 16.6A
extremely: 7.68

fail: fail to 1 6.3A, fail in 8.68; failure to
16.4C
fairly: 7.58-C
fancy: + -ing 16.6A,D
far: farther/further 6.5C; far better, far
prefer 7.5D; far away 8.3A; not far
from 8.4A; How far? 13.7C
fast: adjectiveladverb 7.1 A; fast asleep
7.68
feel: feel as if 1.8D; feel we11 6.4A; feel
up to 8.8D; 1 0.4A-8; feel something
happen/happening 16.2A; feel like +
-ing 16.6A
feminine: see gender
fewla few: 5.1, 5.4C; a few more 5.2C
fewerlthe fewest: 5.1 ; fewer and less
5.4D
find: find it for me 1.3A,C ; find out 8.7C;
find thatlyou to be 1 6.3D; find you
doing 16.68
fine: position 6.28
finish: + -ing 16.6A
focus adverbs: 7.7
fond: fond of + -ing 1 6.702
foo Wfeet: 2.5C; a six-foot hole 6.1 C
for: preposition 8.1 8; for, since and ago
7.3A, 9.5A-8, 9.68, 10.2D; for, inand
during 7.3C; buy it for me 1.3A; (=
instead oflfor the benefit of) 1.3C;
conjunction (= because) in compound
sentences 1.4A; How long for? 13.7D;
Who(m)... for? 13.58; What (ever)
for? 13.5C, 13.9C; + -ing l6SA3,
l6.7D
forbid: 11.3, forbid you to 16.3C
forget: + to or -ing 16.8C
forgive: forgive someone for 8.6C; +
-ing 16.6A,D
fomard(s): adverb particle 8.18; look
forward to 8.8D, 16.7E
frankly: viewpoint adverb 7.8A
frequently: 7.4
friendly: 7.1C
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from: preposition 8.1 8 ; movement 8.2A;
away from 8.3A; made from 8.5A
full: and fully 7.1 8
full stop: to end a sentence 1.1 8 ; with
abbreviations 3.38; in direct speech
1.18, 15.1
further, furthest: 6.5C; see far
future-in-the-past: 9.9C
future perfect sirnple/progressive:
uses 9.80
future progressive tense: uses, and
simple future tense 9.8A; and present
progressive 9.28, 9.8A
future simple: see simple future tense

gender: 2.7; grammatical gender 2.7A;
-ess, brotherlsister 2.7A; neighbour
2.78; relative pronouns 1.6A-8;and
the 3.3A; helshe'for animals, things,
etc. 4.1 C ; and adjectives 6.2A
generally:7.4
genitive: of and 's 2.28, 2.88; basic
rules 2.8A; Ws'with non-living things
( a month's salary) 2.8C; the butcher's,
etc. 2.8D, 3.4A; a friend of mine/of my
father's 4.48; answering Whose?
1 3.6C; appreciate John's helping us
16.6C,D
geographical names: 3.6C; with
prepositions 8.2A
gerund: 16.5-6; and see -ing form
get: get it for me 1.3A;get (yourself)
dressed4.58; get wet 4.58, 10.4C;
have goWhave gotten 1 0.5A; get
something done (causative) 12.3C
give: + me/to me 1.3A;give something
away 8.7A
glad: glad to 1 6.4A
go:go to/be at 8.2A; + preposition 8.6D;
go (away) 8.8A; go and buy 9.lOD;
have gone and have been 10.2C; go
bad 10.4C; go sailing 16.6A; go on +
to or -ing 16.8C
going to-future: uses 9.9A; was going
to 9.9C
gold: and golden 2.2C
good: a good deal of 5.1 A; a good deal
more/less 5.2C; and well6.4A, 6.5C;
better/best 6.5C; any good 7.5D; not
very/too good 7.6A; good at 8.3A;
good to/so good as to 16.4A; it's no
good complaining 1 6.7C
government: 2.6A; the Government
3.48
great: a great deal of 5.1 A
grow:grow old 10.4C
guess: I guess so 4.3C; guess at 8.68

had better: 11.9A, 16.18; + not 11.10A,
16.18
hair: 2.48
happen to be: 1 0.4A
hard: and hardly, adjectiveladverb
7.1 A-8, 16.4A;and see hardly
hardly: hardly any 5.1 8 , 5.38, hardly
any more 5.2C; and hard 7.1A-8;
hardly ever 7.4A-8; hardly and hardly
ever + inversion 7.8C; with need
11.12A; with dare 11.128
hate: I hate him 9.1 8 ; hate (you) to
16.38; hate him/his knowing 16.6D; +
to or -ing 16.88
have: as auxiliary verb, e.g. 9.5-6; as full
verb, compared with have got (=
possess) 10.5; (= eat, enjoy, take,
etc.) 10.6; have something done
(causative) 12.3; in questions, etc.
13.1-9;have the next patient come in
16.28
have been: 10.2843;and have gone
10.2C; after would rather, would
sooner 1 l.8A
have to: had to and must have been,
didn't have to and mustn't have been
1 1.5C;and have got to, must 11.9;
don't have to, mustn't and needn't
11.108; didn't have to, needn't have
and didn't need to 1 1 . 1 0C; in indirect
speech 15.3-6
having been: and being 1 .12A
he: (and him) personal pronoun 4.1 A-8.
2.78; for animals 4.1C ; with anyone/
everyone 4.6C
hear: stative verb 9.1 C ; I can hear
1 1.28; hear someone arrive/arriving
16.2A,16.68
help: Help yourself! 9.1 0 8 ; help me (to)
do 16.1 C, 16.38; can't help + -ing
16.6A
high: and highly 7.1A-8; highly
respected 7.68; it's (high) time 11.7
home: at home 8.2A; be/go home 10.2C
hope: I hope so 4.3C, 9.1 8 ; it is hoped
that 12.2C; hope to 16.2A; hope to/
that l6.3E
hospital: to/in hospital 3.68, 8.2A
how: question-word13.78-E; How long?
How long ago?7.3A, 10.2D, 13.7D;
How long?AVhat length? l3.7C; How
often? 7.4A; How dare you! 1 1 . 1 2C;
conjunction (manner) 1 .ED; how to/
should in indirect speech 15.5C
however: conjunction + e.g. much
(however much, contrast) 1.98;
connecting adverb 7.88, however and
How ever? l3.9C
hundred: 3.28, hundreds (more) 5.2C

from - -ing form

hurry: Hurry up! 8.8A; hurry to 1 6.3A
hyphens: dancing-shoes 2.2A; a
twenty-year-old man 6.1 C

I: personal pronoun 4.1 A-8; as I am
1.10D, 4.1 8 ; and we with shall9.78,
11.1A; aren't1?10.18
if: 14.1-4; if ... not and unless 14.48;
and see conditional sentences
if only: and I wish, it's (high) time 1 1.7
if, whether (or not): after reporting
verbs 1.5C, 15.4A; if/whether ...
should 1 5.58
ill: and sick 6.28
illnesses: 3.2D
imagine: I imagine so 4.3C; imagine
thawhim to be 16.3D; + -ing 16.6A,D
immediately: conjunction, clauses of
time 1.88;adverb 15.38
imperatives: 1.2A, 9.10 ; as type ot
sentence 1.18, 15.1A; of be 10.1A;
Have a sandwich! 10.68; Have/Get
that car repaired! 12.3C; in conditional
sentences 14.1 D; in indirect speech
15.5A; let 16.18
in: prepositionlparticle 8.1 A, 8.78;
position: in Texas 8.2A; in March
8.28; in, for and during 7.3C; in my
eye 8.5A; in a blue suit 8.5A
in case: clauses ot purpose 1.1 0 8
indefinite article: see &an
indefinite pronouns: one 4.2,4.38;
someone, etc. 4.68-C
indirect object: see object
indirect speech: 15.2-6; say, tell and
ask 15.2A-8;statements with
reporting verb in the present 15.2C;
indirect statements with tense
changes 15.3A; pronoun and adverb
changes 15.38; indirect questions
with tense changes 15.4; uses of the
teinfinitive in indirect speech 15.5;
interpreting direct speech 15.6
infinitive: and the -ing form 16.1-8:
torms 16.1A; bare infinitive after let,
etc. 16.1 8 ; bare infinitive or to after
help, know 1 6.1 C ; see him come/
coming 1 6.2A; hare him come in
16.28; purpose 1.lOA, so as (not) to,
etc. l6.2C; can't afford to 16.3A; want
to/want you to 16.38; tell him to
16.3C; know him to be 16.3D;agree
to/that 16.3E; it's nice to see you
4.3A, 16.4A, 16.7A;passive 12.1A; in
indirect speech 15.5
information: 2.48
in front of: and before 8.3A
-ing form: participle constructions 1.1 1 12; gerund 2.1 8; part of compound
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-ing form - Mr, Mrs, Dr, etc.

-ing form (continued)
noun or adjective 2.2A, 16.5A; it's nice
seeing you 4.3A; adding -ing to a verb
9.2A; see him come/coming 1 6.2A;
have them complaining 16.28; uses of
the gerund (No Parking, etc.) 16.5,
16.6A; deny taking/having taken
16.6A; start (him) korking 16.68
appreciate your helping 1 6.6C;
excuse me/my asking 1 6.6D; it's
pleasant lying in the sun 16.7A; busy
working 16.78; no good complaining
16.7C; preposition + -ing 16.7D-E;
verb + to or -ing? 16.8; and see
infinitive, -ed/ing forms
in order that: clauses of purpose 1.1 0A
in order to: 1 6.2C
inside: prepositionlparticle 8.1 A
insist: + on 8.68, 16.7D3; + that ...
should 11.138; in indirect speech
15.6A
intend: + to or -ing 1 6.8A
intensifiers: 7.6
interestedhteresting: 6.38; with too/
enough 16.48; interested in gardening
16.5A3, 16.7D2
into: preposition 8.1 8; movement 8.2A
intransitive verbs: 1.28; phrasal verbs
8.6-8; and the passive 12.1A
introduce: introduce him to me 1.38; +
(myself) 4.5A
inversion: after negative adverbs
(never) 7.8C; in questions 13.1-9
inverted commas: 1.1 8, 15.1
invite: invite you to 16.3C
irregular comparison of adjectives:
6.5C
irregular plurals of nouns: 2.5C
irregular verbs: 9.38
isn't that so?: 1 3.3A
it: personal pronoun 4.1 A; give it to me/
give me it 1.3A; it's obvious that 1.58,
4.3A; it being 1.128; (= a boylgirl)
4.1A; it's me 4.1 8; animals, etc. 4.1C;
it's hot 4.3A; and one (I'd like itlone)
4.38; and so after believe 4.3C; it is
and there is 10.3; it's (high) time
11.7D; it is said that 12.2C; it's easy
to/-ing 16.4A, 16.7A
its: possessive 4.4A; replaced by whose
1.7A
it's: 10.1 C
itself: 4.5A,C

joining words: see conjunctions
just: and justly 7.1 8; adverb 7.2C, 7.7A,
9.5A; just as 9.48; just about to 9.98

keen: keen to 16.4A; keen on + -ing
l6.7D2
keep: keep it for me 1.3C; + -ing
16.6A-8
kind: + of you to 16.4A, 16.7A; What
kind? 13.5C
know: + about 8.68; know that 1.58; it
is known that 12.2C; not know if/
whether 1.5C, 15.4A; know him (to)
be 16.1C, 16.3D; know about 16.7D3;
begin to know 16.8A

last: and latest 6.5C; and lastly 7.1A-8;
last night 7.2A, 9.3C; at last 7.2C
late: position 6.28; comparison 6.5C;
and lately 7.1 A-8, 7.2C
latest: and last 6.5C
least: 5.1A; superlative 6.5C
leave: + -ing 16.68
less: 5.1A, any less, etc. 5.2C; and
fewer 5.4D; comparative 6.5C
lesser: 6.5C
let: as auxiliary and IM verb 1 1.6F,
16.18
like: transitive verb: I like it (Not ' I like')
1.28, 4.38; 1 quite like 7.5A; I don't
much like 7.5D; as stative verb 9.1 C;
Would you like? 11.6; would like to
16.2C; (would) like (you) to 16.38; like
him/his + -ing 16.6D; + to or -ing
16.88; preposition: and as 8.4A
linking verbs: be, etc. 1.2C, 6.4A, 9.1C,
10.1-2, 10.4
little/a little: 5.1, 5.4C; a little more/less
5.2C; less/least 6.5C; and small 6.5C;
little does he realize 7.8C; do a little
reading 1 6.5A2
look: he looks good 1.2C, 6.4A, 10.4A8; look at, look after, look for 8.68;
look at him worWworking 1 6.2A
look forward to: 8.8D, l6.7E
lots (of): 5.1 -2; and much/many 5.4A-8
love: as stative verb 9.1 8-C; I'd love to
11.6C; love (you) to 16.38; love him/
his + -ing 16.6D; + to or -ing 16.88
luggage: 2.4A-8
lunch: at lunch 3.6A; have lunch 10.68
-1y adverbs: 7.1 ; intensifiers (extremely)
7.68

main clause: 1.5A; complex sentences
1.5-1 2; in conditional sentences
14.1-4

majority: 2.6A; the majority of 5.1 A,
5.2A
make: make it for me 1.3A; + of, out of,
from, with 8.5A; and become 10.4C;
make and do 10.78; she made them
work hard 16.18
manage to: and can/could 11.2; verb +
to 16.3A
manner: adverbial 1.1 A; adverbial
clauses 1.8A,D; adverbs of manner
7.1
many:5.1, 5.48, many more, etc. 5.2C,
not many 5.4A-8; many/more most
6.5C; How many? 2.3A, 13.78, 13.8A
masculine: see gender
matter: no matter how, etc. 1.9C
may/might: two basic uses of modal
verbs 11.1 ; permission and prohibition
11.3; certainty and possibility 11.4;
requests 11.68; the passive 12.1A;
after in order that, so that 1.1 0A;
compared with seem 10.4A; in indirect
speech 15.3-6
me: object pronoun 4.1 A-8; give me
1.3A; adthan me 1.1 OD, 4.1 8;
between you and me 8.1 D
measures, etc.: 3.28-C, 6.1C; What
size? 13.5C
might: see may/might
mind: + -ing 16.6A,D; Mind out! 8.88
mine/my: 4.4A-8
minority: the minority of 5.1A
miss: + -ing 16.6A,D
modal auxiliaries and related verbs:
11.l-13: the two uses of modal verbs
11.l; ability and inability 11.2;
permission and prohibition 11.3,
11.1 0; certainty and possibility 11.4;
deduction 11.5; offers, requests and
suggestions 11.6; 1 wish/if only/it's
(high) time 1 1.7; would rather, would
sooner 11.8; 'it's advisable' 11.9; 'it
isn't advisable' 11.1 0; habit 11.1 1 ;
need and dare 11.12; that ... should
11.1 38-C; there might be 11.13D; the
passive 12.1 A; in questions, answers,
negatives 13.1 -9; in conditional
sentences 14.1 8, 14.2C, 14.3C; in
indirect speech 15.3-6; + bare
infinitive 16.1
moment: the moment, conjunction,
clauses of time 1.88; a moment ago
9.3C
money: (noun) 2.48; done dollar
3.28-C
months of the year: 7.2A, 8.28
more:quantifier 5.1A; some more, etc.
5.2C; comparatives 6.5
most: quantifier 5.1 A; superlatives 6.5
Mr, Mrs, Dr, etc.: 3.58
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much: quantifier 5.1, 5.48, much less,
etc. 5.2C, not much 5.4A; much/more/
most 6.5C; much better, much enjoy
7.5D, very much better 7.6A; How
much? 2.3A, 13.78, 13.8A
much as: contrast clauses 1.9B
must: two basic uses of modal verbs
1 1 . 1 ; mustn't and can't (prohibition)
1 1.3B, 1 1.1 0 ; must belhave been and
can't be/have been (deduction) 1 1.5;
must be/have been and had to be
compared 1 1.5B-C;and have (got) to
11.9; mustn't, needn't, don't have to,
haven't got to 1 1 . 1 0B; in indirect
speech 15.3-6
my: and mine 4.4A-B; my own 4.4C;
and the 4.4D

names and titles: plurals 2.5B; with
apostrophe s 2.8A; a Rembrandt
3.1C; academic titles 3.3B; the Mr
Jones 3.4A, 3.5A; organizations, etc.
3.4B; titles: 3.58; place names 3.6C;
replaced by the onelones 4.2B
nationality words: plurals 2.5C; she's
an American/American 3.1 C
near: prepositionlparticle 8.1 A; and
near/on 8.4A; and nearly 7.1 A-B
nearly: nearly every 5.6C; and near
7.1 A-B
needlneedn't: two basic uses of modal
verbs 1 1 . 1 ; needn't, mustnx don't
have to, haven't got to 11.1 0 8 ;
needn't have, didn't have to and didn't
need to 11.10C;modal and full verb
11.12A;in indirect speech 15.3-6;
need (you) to 1 6.3B; need mending
16.6A
negative adverbs: 7.4A, 13.2A;
+ inversion 7.8C; with need 11.1 2A
negative questions: 13.2C, 10.1 B
negative statements: with be, do, etc.
13.1 B; and adverbs of frequency
7.48; with 'negative adverbs' 7.8C,
13.2A; with no and not any, 4.6B,
5.3B-C; and tag questions 13.3
neither: neither ... nor in compound
sentences 1.4; 5.1 A; neither of as the
negative of both the 5.5D; + singular
noun 5.78; neither of 5.7B-D; Neither
do I, etc. 13.4A-B
never..7.4A; + inversion 7.8D; never ...
before 9.5A. 9.6A; never used to
11.11A;compared with not 13.2A;
never to 15.5A
news: 2.4B
next: the next day and the other day
5.7A; next Monday 7.2A,9.1 B
night: at night 3.6A; last night 7.2A

no: quantifier 5.1, no more 5.2C; and
not any 5.3C, 13.2A;in yes/no short
answers 13.1C ; there 's no regretting
16.5A2; No + ing 16.5A5
nobody/no one/nothing:4.6B-C,
13.2A;with imperatives 9.1 0B
necompounds: 4.6B-C, 13.2A
no matter: conjunction + how, etc. 1.9C
non-definingldefining clauses: 1.7B-C
none:4.3B, 5.1-2, 5.3C, 5.7C, 13.2A;
none of as the negative of all the 5.5D
noon: at noon 3.6A. 7.2A, 8.2B
nor: Nor do I, etc. 13.4A-B;and see
neither
normally:7.4
not: not only ... but (compound
sentences) 1.4; not so (or as) ... as
(clauses of comparison) 1.10D;not +
-ing 1.11A; notme4.1B; I believe not
4.3C; not much/rnany 5.1, 5.4A-B; not
any, no and none 5.3C; compared
with never 13.2A; not every 5.6C; not
yet 7.2B; not ever 7.4A; not ... until
7.3B, 9.8B not very good 7.6A; not
either and too 7.7C; I'd rather not
1 1.8A;Not Wednesday, Thursday
l3.2B; Why (ever) not? 13.7A, 13.9C;
... ornot?13.9B; notto 15.5A. 16.1A,
16.2C; let's not 16.1 B; and see
negative questions, negative
statements
nothing: 4.6B-C, 13.2A
noun clauses: derived from statements
1.5B;derived from questions 1.5C,
15.4, 15.58-C
nouns: 2.1 -8; compared with verbs
('export and eiporl) 2.1C ; as
modifiers ( a gold watch) 2.2C, 6.4B-D;
she's an American or she's American
3.1C; with bothand all5.5A; + t e
infinitive 16.4C;+ -ing l6.7A,C; and
see abstract nouns, collective
nouns, compound nouns,
countable and uncountable nouns,
gender, genitive, number, proper
nouns, word formation, a/an, the,
zero article
now: 7.2C, 15.3B
nowhere: 1 3.2A
number: a number of 5.2A
number (singular and plural): nouns
without plural forms (uncountable)
2.3A, 2.5-6: boxhoxes 2.5A; knife/
knives 2.58; photolphotos, fooVfeet,
sheep 2.5C; government, the public,
people 2.6A ; statistics 2.6B; trousers,
clothes 2.6C; the Americans 3.3C;
plurals with apostrophe 2.8A; beans
are good for you 3.1 A, 3.5A
numbers: d a n and one 3.1 B; done
hundred3.2B; quantity 5.1 B; a
twenty-year-old man 6.1 C

much - or

object: usual position in a sentence
1.1A;transitive and intransitive verbs
1.28;compared with complement
1.2C;indirect and direct object (show
me that photo) 1.3A;tell me, say to
me 15.2A;direct object + to (explain it
to me) 1.3B;pronouns 4.1 ; it and one
as objects 4.3B; object pronouns
compared with reflexive 4.5A; of
prepositions 8.1 ; between you and me
(Not ' r )8.1 D; with phrasal verbs 8.68 ; and the passive 12.1A;asking for
the object with Who(m)? 13.5B,
13.8A;good at repairing bikes 16.5A8;
start him working 16.6B;excuse me
asking 16.6D
object to: 8.6B, l6.7E
of: preposition 8.1 B; and made of, and
off, a man of 65 8.5A; the leg of the
table/table leg 2.28, 2.88; a slice of
bread 2.4C; of my own 4.4C; after
some, etc. 5.1A, 5.2A; after both/all
5.5C; after each, etc. 5.6C, 5.7C-D;
kind of you to 16.4A;and see genitive
off: prepositionlparticle 8.1A; and of
8.5A
offers: with the imperative 9.10A,
9.10C; with modals 1 1.6A, 1 1.6E; in
indirect speech 15.5B
often: 7.4, 9.5A, 11.2D
old: old friend/old man 6.2B; the old
6.3A; older, oldest 6.5C; too old to
16.4B
omit: + to or -ing 16.8A
on: prepositionlparticle 8.1 A; any money
on you 4.5C; on a surface 8.2A; on
Monday 7.2A, 8.2B; and about 8.3A;
and by, near 8.4A; on your nose 8.5A;
How on earth ... ? 13.9C
once: conjunction, time clauses 1.8A;
adverb 7.2C
one: personal pronoun 4.1 A; compared
with d a n 3.1 B, 3.2B; one day 3.2B;
and you (= anyone) 4.2A; onelones in
place of nouns 4.2B-C, 4.3B; one's
(possessive) 4.4A; oneself 4.5A; this
one and the other one 5.7A; after
each, etc. 5.7D; not 'one speaks
English' 12.2A
only: not only 1.4; only a few/a little
5.4C; focus adverb 7.7A; only after,
etc. + inversion 7.8C
onto: preposition 8.18
on top of: and above, over 8.5A
opposite: prepositionlparticle 8.1 A
or:in compound sentences 1.4;
questions joined by or 13.9A-B;... or
not? 1 3.9B; Stop borrowing money, or
...! 14.1D;and see either
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other - question tags

other: other, the other, the others,
others 55.A
ought to: two basic uses of modal verbs
11. l ; 'it's advisable' 11.9A; oughtn't to
11.1 OA,D; in indirect speech 15.3-6
out: adverb 8.1 8, 8.78; and outside, out
of 8.5A
out of: preposition 8.1 8 ; movement
8.2A; made out of 8.5A; and outside,
out 8.E.A; and out of, out 8.5A
outside: prepositiordparticle8.1 A; and
out of 8.5A
over: preposition/particle8.1 A; and
across 8.3A; and up 8.4A; and above,
on top of 8 . M
owing to: and due to 8.4A
own: my own room/a room of my own
4.4C

pair a pair of trousers 22.C
pardon:+ -ing 16.6A,D
participle constructions: present:
1.11 A, in place of adverbial clauses
1.1 18, in place of relative clauses
1.1 1C; being and having been 1.1 2A;
it being and there being 1.1 28;
agreement between participle and
subject 1.12C; past constructions
1.1 2D; see someone coming 16.2A,
16.68, 16.6D
participles: used as adjectives (boiling
water) 2.2A, 1 6.5A; exciting/excited
6.38; past participles as adjectives
6.4C-D; busy working 16.78; not
worth complaining 16.7C; and see
-&king forms
particles: see adverb particles
partitives: a loaf of bread, etc. 2.4C
passive: 12.1 -3: basic forms 12.1 A; with
the progressive 12.1 8 ; uses 12.2A;
with by + agent 12.28; it is said, etc.
12.2C; and the causative (have
something done) 12.38; passive
infinitive 16.1A; they were made to
work 16.1 8 ; -ing form passive 16.6A,
l6.5AlO
past: prepositionlparticle 8.1 A; and by
8.4A
past participles:see participle
constructions, participles
past perfect progressive tense: and
present perfect progressive 9.68; and
simple past perfect 9.6'2; of be 10.2A
past perfect simple: see simple past
perfect tense
past progressive tense: uses 9.48;
and simple past 9.4'2; of be 10.2A;
and used to 11.1 18; the passive
12.18

people(s): 2.6A
permit: 11.38
person: (noun) 2.78; lst/2nd/3rd 4.1A,
9.1 A, 9.4A
personal pronouns: 4.1 : subject and
object 4.1A-8, 1.lOD; and gender
2.7, 4.1C; after give, etc. 1.3; or
reflexive pronouns 4.5C; with both
and a115.5C; between you and me
(Not ' r ) 8.1D; There is/lt is/He is
10.38; it is said that/he is said to be
12.2C; indirect speech 15.38; he is
easy to please 1 6.4A; start him
working 16.68; excuse me asking
16.6D
phrasal verbs: 8.6-8; and see verbs
piece: a piece of 2.4C
place: adverbial 1.1A; adverbial clauses
1.8A,C
place names: with zero article 3.5A,
3.6C; with prepositions 8.2A
plenty (of): 5.1 -2
plural (of nouns): 2.5-6; and see
number
point: there's no point in trying 16.7C
points of time: today, etc. 3.6A, 7.2A.
8.28; in indirect speech 15.38
police: the police 2.6A, 3.48
possessive adjectives and
possessive pronouns: replaced by
whose 1.7A; 4.4; his (not) knowing
16.5A4; excuse my asking 16.6C-D
possessive case: see genitive
possibly: in polite requests 11.3A
prefec stative verb 9.1 C; Imuch prefer
7.5D; prefer (you) to 16.38; + to or
-ing 16.88
prefixes: adjectives 6.1 B
preparatory subject: 4.3A, 1.58, 16.4A,
16.7A-C
prepare: prepare to 1 6.3A
prepositions:in relative clauses 1.6C,
1.7A; + object or reflexive pronouns
4.5C; words used as prepositions or
adverb particles 8.1A-8, as
prepositions or conjunctions 8.1C;
movement and position 8.2A; time
8.28; particular prepositions, 8.3-5;
after verbs 8.6A-D, 8.7A. 8.8D; after
question-words (Who for?) 13.58-C,
13.9'2, 13.7A; + -ing l6'.5A3, 16.7D-E
prepositions, adverb particles and
phrasal verbs: 8.1-8
present participles: see participle
constructions, participles
present perfect progressive tense:
uses 9.58; and simple present perfect
9.5C; and past perfect progressive
9.68; and have been 10.2D
present perfect simple: see simple
present perfect tense

present progressive tense: and simple
present 9.1C, 9.2C; form 9.2A; uses
9.28-C; of be 10.2A; the passive
12.18
present simple tense: see simple
present tense
pretend: + to/that l6.3E
prevent: + -ing 16.6A,D; prevent from
16.7D3
process verbs: become, etc. 10.4C
pronouns: 4.1 -6; in indirect speech
15.38; and see demonstrative
adjectiveslpronouns, personal
pronouns, possessive adjectives
and possessive pronouns, reflexive
pronouns, relative pronouns and
clauses
pronunciation: -s/-es plurals 2.5A, 3rd
person simple present 9.1A; simple
past (regular verbs, -(e)d) 9.3A
proper nouns: plurals 2.58-C; with
apostrophe s 2.8A; with a/an (a
RembrandQ3.1 C; the Mr Jones 3.4A,
Fritz Weber 3.5A; the Titanic 3.48;
titles: Mr Pym, etc. 3.58; place names
3.6C; names replaced by the one/
ones 4.28
propose: 11 ,138
prove: prove it to me 1.38; prove that/
him to be l6.3D
providing/provid& (that): 14.4C
public: the public 2.6A
punctuation: sentences 1.1 8; in
compound sentences 1.4; in relative
clauses 1.78; in direct speech 1.l8,
15.1 ; and see comma, exclamation
mark, full stop, question mark,
quotation marks
purpose: adverbial clauses 1.1 OA-8;
toinfinitive 16.2C

quantifiers: 5.1 -7
question mark: to end a sentence 1.l
8;
in direct speech 1.1 8, 15.1 ; indirect
speech 1.5C, 15.4A
questions: as type of sentence 1.l
8;
yesho questions 13.1 A; whquestions
13.5-9; and short answers 13.1C;
questions joined by or 13.9A-8; in
direct speech 1.1B, 15.1 ; in indirect
speech 1.5C, 15.4, 15.58-C; and see
negative questions, question tags,
subject-questions, whquestions
question tags: affirmativelnegative, etc.
13.3A-B; echo tags 13.3C; Did you, or
didn't you? 13.98; after imperatives
9.10'2; aren'tl?lO.lB
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question-word questions: 13.5-9; and
noun clauses 1.5C; and see whquestions
quite: 7.5A-C
quotation marks: 1.18, 15.1

rarely: 7.8C, l3.2A
rather: 7.5C; and see would rather
really: viewpoint adverb 7.8A; intensifer
7.68
reason: adverbial clauses 1.9A; with for
1.4
recently: 7.2C, 9.3C, 9.5A
recommend:+ that ... should 11.1 3 8
reflexive pronouns: 4.5
refuse: refuse to 1 6.3A; refusal to 16.4C
regret: + to or -ing 1 6.8C
regular verbs: 9.3A
relative pronouns and clauses: 1.6-7;
and participle constructions 1.1 1C
remember: remember to in indirect
speech 15.5A; + to or -ing 16.8C
remind: someone about something
8.6C; someone (not) to 15.5A, l6.3C
report: report it to me 1.38; it was
reported 1 2.2C
reported speech: 15.2-6; see indirect
speech
reporting verbs: in direct and indirect
speech 1.58-C, 15.1-6
requests: with modals: 11.3A, 11.68,D;
+ that ... should 11.1 38; in indirect
speech l5.5C
result: in adverbial clauses 1.10C; with
so 1.4
risk: + -ing l6.6A,C
round: prepositionlparticle 8.1 A

say: say it to me 1.38; say so 4.3C,
15.28; it says here that 9.1 8 ; it is said
that 12.2C; in direct speech 15.1 ; and
tell, ask 1.58, 15.2, 15.3; say if/
whether 1 5.4A
school: to/at school 3.68, 8.2A
sea: the sea 3.4A; go to seahe at sea
3.68
seasons: 8.28
see: stative verb 9.1 C; I can see 11.28;
see someone arrive/arriving 16.2A.
16.68
seeing (that): clauses of reason 1.9A
seem: as linking verb 1.2C, 6.4A, 9.1 C.
10.4A-8; + as if 1.8D; it seems so
4.3C; there seems to be 1 0.3C; it
would seem to be 11 .13A
seldom: 7.4A, 13.2A; + inversion 7.8C

sense verbs: 6.4A, 9.1 C, 10.4A-8,
11.28, l6.2A
sentences: 1.1 -1 2; word order 1.1 A-8;
forms of the sentence 1 . I B; complete
sentences 1.2A; see also simple
sentences, complex sentences,
compound sentences
sequence of tenses: reporting verb in
the present 15.2C; reporting verb in
the past 15.3-6; and see conditional
sentences
several: 5.1 A; several more 5.2C; +
times 9.5A
sex: and grammatical gender 2.7A, 4.1
shall: modal auxiliary 9.7A; and will to
form the future tense 9.78; two uses
of modals 11.1 ; Shall I? (offers)
11.6E; Shall we? (suggestions) 1l.6F;
in indirect speech 15.3-6, 15.5B-C
shan't: and won't 9.78
she: (and her) personal pronoun 4.1 A8, 2.78; for animals, things, countries
4.1C
short: and shortly 7.1 8
short answers: the large one, etc. 4.2C;
with yes/no 13.1C; after tag questions
13.3; yes/no short answers with
modals 11.48
should: two basic uses of modal verbs
11.l; 'it's advisable' 11.9A; should
have (done) 1 1.9C; shouldn't (have
done) 11.1 OA,D; that ... should
11.1 38-C; if you should see him
14.1C; after in case 1.108; in indirect
speech 15.3-6; 15.58-C
show: + me/to me 1.3A
sick: and ill 6.28
silly: in a silly way 7.1 C; don't be silly
10.1A; he's being silly 10.2A; silly to
16.4A
simple future tense: 9.7; and future
progressive 9.8A; and simple present
9.1B; and present progressive 9.28;
and going to 9.9A
simple past perfect tense: uses 9.6A;
and past perfect progressive 9.6C; of
be 10.28; after I wishlif only 1 1.7;
after would rather 11.88; the passive
12.1A; and the causative 12.3A
simple past tense: form and
pronunciation of regular verbs 9.3A;
with irregular verbs 9.38; uses 9.3C;
and simple present 9.4A; and past
progressive 9.4C; and present perfect
9.5D; of be 10.1 C; after I wish/if only
11.7; after would rather 1 1.88-C; and
used to 11.1 1 8-C; replaced by would
11.11D; passive 12.1A
simple present perfect tense: uses
9.5A; and progressive 9.5C; and
simple past 9.5D; have been 10.28-D,
have gone 10.2C; passive 12.1A

question-word questions- statements

simplepresent tense:pronunciationand
spelling (3rd person) 9.1A; uses 9.1 8:
and present progressive 9.1 C, 9.2C;
and simple past tense 9.4A; of be
10.1C; and used to 11.1 1A; replaced
by will 11.11D; replaced by would
11.1 3A; after suggest, etc. 11.1 38-C;
passive 12.1 A; after time conjunctions
1.88; after in case 1.10 8
simple sentences: 1.1 -3
simply: viewpoint adverb 7.7A
since: preposition 8.1 8; conjunction
8.1 C: clauses of time 1.5A, 1.8A,
9.5A-8, 10.2D; of reason 1.9A; since
arriving 1.ll8, 1 6.5A3; since, for and
ago 7.3A
singular and plural (nouns): 2.5-6; see
number
smell: stativeldynamic verb 9.1C; smell
nice 6.4A, 10.4A-B; smell something
burning 11.28, 16.2A, 16.6B
so: adverb: not so ... as 1.1 OD; I believe
so 4.3C; so far 9.5A; So do I 13.4A-8;
So have you and So you have! 13.4C;
conjunction, in compound sentences
1.4
so as to: 16.2C; so (kind) as to 16.4A
so long as: 14.4C
some: with countable and uncountable
nouns 2.3C, 2.48, 5.1 -3; as the plural
of d a n 3.1 8, 5.3A; I'd like some 4.38;
some ... others 5.7A; some of 5.2A,
5.7C-D; do some reading 16.5A2
somebody/someone/something:
4.68-C; with imperatives 9.108; and
passive 12.2A
somecompounds: 4.68-C; with
imperatives 9.1 0 8
sometimes: 7.4
soon: 7.2C
sooner: see would rather, had better
sorry: sorry to 16.4A; sorry for 16.7D2
so that: clauses of purpose 1.5A, 1.1 0A
so (that): clauses of result 1. l OC; so
difficult was it 7.8C
sound: sound nice 1.2C, 6.4A, 10.4A-8
spelling: nouns and verbs with the
same spelling 2.1C; of nouns (plurals)
2.5-6; -er/-estto adjectives
(comparison) 6.5; of adverbs of
manner 7.1A; verbs (3rd person
singular, simple present) 9.1A; how to
add -ing to a verb 9.?A; regular past
of verbs 9.3A
stand: can't stand him/his + -ing 1 6.6D;
won't stand for, stand over 8.6D;
Stand up! 8.8A
start: start him working 1 6.68; + to or
-ing 1 6.8A
statements: as type of sentence 1.l8;
and questionslnegatives 13.1A-8; and

...
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statements -verbs

statements (continued)
tag questions 13.3A-8; and questionword questions 13.5A; and subjectquestions 13.8; in direct speech ! 5.1 ;
in indirect speech 15.2-6; see also
negative statements
statistics: 2.68
stative and dynamic verbs: 9.1 C
still: and yet 7.28, 9.5A
stop: stop (him) working 16.68; + to or
-ing 16.8C
Street: Oxford Street 3.6C
subject: usual position in a sentence
1.1 A-8; importance in a sentence
1.2A, 4.1A, 4.3A; of be, etc.l.2C; use
and omission in compound sentences
1.4A; pronouns 4.1 ; it and one as
subjects 4.3; active and passive voice
12.1 A; questions asking for the
subjezt 13.8
subject-questions: 13.8; in indirect
speech 15.4C
subjunctive: were after I wish, if only
11.78; after suggest, etc. 11.1 38-C; if
+ were 14.28
subordinate clauses: in complex
sentences 1 5 12
succeed:+ in 8.6A, 16.7D3
such: such ... that, clauses of result
l.lOC
suddenly: 7.2C
suffixes: nouns 2.1A-8, 2.68, 3.3C;
adjectives 6.1 A; -(i)ly (adverbs) 7.1 A
suggest: suggest it to me 1.38; + that ...
should 11.1 38; + -ing 16.6A,C
suggestions: with modals 11.6C,F; in
indirect speech 15.58; Why/Why not
13.7A; Let's 16.1 8
superlatives: 4.2C, 6.5
suppose: suppose so 4.3C; it is
supposed that 12.2C; suppose thaff
him to be 16.3D; suppose/supposing
(conjunction) in conditional sentences
14.4C
surprised at: 1 6.7D2

tag questions: She's late, isn't she?
etc. 13.3; and see question tags
take: (it) takes (me) 10 minutes to 1 6.3C
taste: taste bad 1.2C, 6.4A, 10.4A-6;
+ of 8.6A
teach: teach you to 16.3C
tell: + me/to me 1.3A; + if/whether/when
1.5C. 15.4A-8; tell someone so 4.3C,
15.28; tell me about 8.6C; and say,
ask 1 .58, 15.2A-8; tell someone (not)
to 15.5A, 16.2C, 16.3C

temporal conjunctions: 1.8A-8
tenses: see sequence of tenses and
particular tenses: simple present,
present progressive, etc.
terribly: 7.68
than: clauses of comparison: than I am/
than me 1.10D; in comparatives 6.5; +
-ing 16.7C
thank: thank you for + -ing 1 6.7D3
that: conjunction 1.5A-8, 4.3A, 15.2,
16.3D-E; that... should 11.138-C; it is
said that 12.2C; relative pronoun 1.6.
1.78; degree (that big) 4.6A; and see
in order that, so that, such that;
this/that/these/those
the: 3.3-4: basic uses 3.2A, 3.3A; with
abbreviations (the BBC) 3.38; with
nationality nouns 2.5C, 3.3C; the for
specifying 3.4A, 3.5A (the cinema, the
country, the sun);with unique items
(the Titanic) 3.48; with some place
names (the USA) 3.6C; a pain in the
neck 4.4D; after a lot of 5.2A; the +
adjective (the young) 6.3A; do the
ironing, etc. 1 6.5A7
their/theirs:4.4A
then: 1.4A, 7.2C, 15.38
there: there is, etc. 10.3: 'natural choice'
10.3A; and it is 10.38; there will be,
etc. 10.3C; + modal auxiliaries (there
might be, etc.) 11.1 3D; there is said to
be 1 2.2C; there being 1 ,128
they: personal pronoun 4.1A, 4.38;
replacing everyone, etc. 4.6C
think: think that 1.58; think so 4.3C;
think of 8.66; stative verb 9.1 C; Do
you think I might? 11.3A; it is thought
that 12.2C; in direct speech l 5 . l C ;
think thaffhim to be 16.3D
this/thaVthese/those:4.6; + ones(s)
4.2C, 5.7A; that boy of yours 4.48;
this morning 7.2A; these days 7.2C; at
this time 8.28
though: contrast clauses 1.98; though +
-ing 1.1 1 8
thousand: 3.28
through: preposition/particle 8.1 A, 8.3A
till: see until, till
time: adverbial 1.1A; adverbial clauses
1.8A-8; time expressions 3.6A, 8.28;
adverbs of time 7.2; all day, the whole
night 5.6A; it's (high) time 11.7
tired: and tiring 6.38, 16.78
to: preposition 8.1 8 ; movement 8.2A;
throw to/at 8.3A; give/explain it to me
1.3A-8; to school3.68, 10.2C;
Who(m) ... to? 13.58; + -ing l6.7E
today: 7.2A, 15.38
toinfinitive: see infinitive
tomorrow: 7.2A, 9.78

too: degree: too muchlmany 5.1 8 ; and
very 7.6A, 7.78; too weak to 16.48;
focus adverb and not either 7.78-C,
13.4A-8; as well 1.4A, 7.7D
toward@):preposition 8.1 8
transitive verbs: 1.28; phrasal verbs
8.6-8; and the passive 12.1A
trousers: 2.6C
try: try andhry to 9.1 OD; + to or -ing
16.8C
turn: turn it off 8.7A; turn (it) down 8.78;
turn yellow 10.4C

uncountable nouns and countable:
2.3-4
under: preposition/particle 8.1 A; and
down 8.4A; and below8.5A
underneath: preposition/particle 8.1 A;
and below 8.5A
understand: stative verb 9.1 C, 11.28;
understand thaffhim to be 16.3D; +
him/his doing 16.6A,D; begin to
understand 16.8A
unless: and if not 14.48
until, till: conjunction 8.1C: time clauses
1 .$A-8, 9.3C; and by 7.38, 9.88;
preposition 8.1 8
up: preposition/particle 8.1 A, 8.78, 8.8A;
and over 8.4A; up till now 9.5A
upon: preposition 8.1 8
upward(s): adverb particle 8.1 8
urgent: + that ... should 11.1 3C
use: what's the use of worrying? l6.7C
used to: as semi-modal 11.1A; I used to
smoke 11. l l A-C; I am used to + -ing
l6.7E
usually: 7.4

verbs, verb tenses, imperatives:
9.1-10
verbs: usual position in a sentence
1.1A-8; transitive and intransitive
1.28, 8.6A; + directtindirect object 1.3;
compared with nouns (ekport and
'export) 2.1C; followed by reflexive
pronouns 4.5; with both and all 5.58;
of perception 6.4A, 9.1 C, 10.4A-8,
11.28, 16.2A, 16.68; verb +
preposition: look at 8.6, 8.7A, 16.7D3;
verb + particle: give away, write down
8.7, 8.8A-8; verb + particle +
preposition: put up with 8.8D; + that
should 11.138; + bare infinitive 16.1 2A: + teinfinitive 16.3; + -ing form
+ to or -ing 16.8; and see

Key to exercises
1 The sentence
1.1 Sentence word order
1.lA The basic word order of an English sentence
Write
. - 1:
S John Bailey V has set 0 a new high-jump
record.
S The passport officer V examined 0 the
passport.
S The dogs V don't like 0 these biscuits.
S The shop assistant V is wrapping 0 the
parcel.
S The visitors V have seen 0 the new
buildings.
S My father V didn't wash 0 the dishes.
S The plumber V is going to fix 0 the pipe.
V Will S the goalkeeper V catch 0 the ball?
V Has S the guest V enjoyed 0 the meal?
S John V can't play 0 the game.
Write 2:
1 S The children V slept T till 11 o'clock this
morning.
2 S He V threw 0 the papers P into the bin.
3 S I V don't speak 0 English M well.
4 S Mrs Jones V hides 0 her money P under
the bed.
5 S You V didn't pack 0 this suitcase
M carefully.
6 S I V left 0 some money P on this shelf
T this morning.
(or: T This morning S I V left 0 some
money P on this shelf.)
7 S You V 'll have to get 0 a loan P from the
bank.
8 S The phone VIO woke me up T in the middle
of the night.
(or: T In the middle of the night S the phone
VIO woke me up.)
9 S You V shouldn't walk P in the park T at
night.
10 S You V should eat 0 your food M slowly.
11 S My term V begins T in October
12 S I V read 0 your article M quickly P in
bed T last night
(or:T Last night S I V read 0 your article
M quickly P in bed.)

1 .IB The forms of a sentence
1 Don't spill the coffee.
2 Have you seen today's papers?
3 How nice to meet you!
4 Where did you put my umbrella?
5 The train arrived fifteen minutes
late.
6 The plane won't arrive on time.
7 1 can't pay this electricity bill.
8 Please open the door for me.
9 'Where's the nearest hotel?' he
asked.
10 '1 can't pay the bill!' he cried.
1 .IC Context
1 I parked my car in the centre of the village.
2 1 saw an old man near a bus stop.
3 'What a beautiful village!' I exclaimed.
4 'How many people live here?'
5 'There are seventeen people,' the old man said.
6 'How long have you lived here?'
7 '1 have lived here all my life.'
8 'It's a quiet sort of place, isn't it?'
9 'We live a quiet life here.
10 We don't have a cinema or a theatre.
11 Our school was closed five years ago.
12 We have only one shop.
13 A bus calls once a day.
14 The Romans came here in 55 B.C.
15 Since then nothing has happened.'

1.2 The simple sentence: verbs with and

without objects
1.2A What is a complete sentence?
The following need ticks:
2, 5, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20.
1.28 Verbs with and without objects
Possible answers for those verbs that need an object
1 contains pencils 4 ringing the doorbell
5 need a rest 7 hit him 8 beat the other team
9 opened the fridge
13 This sentence could be complete, or we could say
e.g. I began my work.
16 enjoy the film?
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1.2C-1.56

1.2C Sentences with linking verbs like 'be' and
'seem'
Possible answers
1 tall (adjective) 2 a teacher (noun) 3 sour
(adjective) 4 in the garden (phrase of place)
5 at 6.30 (phrase of time) 6 mine (possessive
pronoun) 7 like his grandfather (prepositional
phrase) 8 (too) loud (adjective) 9 a nice person
(adjective + noun) 10 a lawyer (noun)
1.2D Context
1 My son Tim attends the local school.
2 My wife and I went to his school yesterday.
(or: Yesterday, ...)
3 We spoke to his teachers.
4 We collected Tim's school report.
5 Tim's report wasn't very good.
6 His marks were low in every subject.
7 Tim was waiting anxiously for us outside.
8 'How was my report?' he asked eagerly.
9 'It wasn't very good,' I said.
10 'You must try harder.
11 That boy Ogilvy seems very clever.
12 He got good marks in all subjects.'
13 'Ogilvy has clever parents,' Tim said.

1.3 The simple sentence: direct and indirect
objects
1.3A Subject + verb + indirect object + direct
object: 'Show me that photo'
1 Please find them for me./Please find me them.
2 Please buy one for him./Please buy him one.
3 Please pass it to me./Please pass me it.
4 Please show it to her./Please show her it.
5 Please do it for me. (Not *Do me it*)
6 Please order one for me./Please order me one.
1.38 Verb + object + 'to' + noun or pronoun:
'Explain it to me'
1 this camera to the Customs 2 me to your friend/
your friend to me 3 what you like to me 4 this idea
to you 5 his crime to the police 6 this to anyone
7 this man to me 8 this to anyone 9 this to the
headmaster 10 what I told you to anyone

1.3C The two meanings of 'for'
instead of:
2, 4, 6, 7 , 9
for your/my benefit: 1 , 3, 5, 8, 10
1.3D Context
The following need ticks: 1 buy me an expensive
uniform 5 write our parents a letter 7 lend anyone
anything 8 give help to each other

1.4 The compound sentence
1.4A The form of a compound sentence

Write 1:
1 ... andcomplained about them.
2 ... but (she) didn't leave a message.
3 1 can either leave now, or (I can) stay for another
hour.
4 Jim not only built his own house, but (he) designed
it himself as well.
5 1 neither know nor care what happened to him.
6 ... very well, but (he) hasn't much experience ...
Write 2:
1 ... at the station andtwo men ...
2 Either you can give me some advice, or your
colleague can.(Either you or your colleague
can ...)
3 ... but it didn't stop.
4 ... when we called, so we left a message.
5 ... after the film, so we went straight back.
6 ... was nervous, for she wasn't used to strangers
calling late at night.
7 ... in the country, but my parents ...
8 ... has been lost, or the postman has ...
9 ... was visible, and then a cloud covered it.
10 ... career woman, yet her mother ...
1.48 Context
1 and 2 and 3 and 4 as well 5 and 6 but
7 yet 8 either 9 or 10 for 11 and 12 and
13but 14and

1.5 The complex sentence: noun clauses
1.5A Introduction to complex sentences
1 You can tell me all about the film ...
2 ... you can help me with the dishes.
3 You didn't tell me ...
4 1 walk to work every morning ...
5 ... I left a message on the answer-phone.
1.58 Noun clauses derived from statements
1 (that) he feels angry.
2 (that) she has resigned from her job.
3 (that) you don't trust me.
4 (that) you are feeling better.
5 (that) she's upset.
6 (that) he didn't get the contract.
7 (that) it's a fair price.
8 (that) you're leaving.
9 (that) she's been a fool.

Key

1.5C Noun clauses derived from questions
1 iflwhether he has passed his exam.
2 iflwhether you can (or could) type.
3 iflwhether he will arrive tomorrow.
4 iflwhether he likes ice-cream.
5 iflwhether he was at home yesterday.
6 iflwhether I should phone her.
7 iffwhether she's ready.
8 when you met her.
9 how you will manage.
10 why he has left.
11 where you live.
12 which one she wants.
13 who's at the door.
14 what he wants.
1.5D Context
1 you know ...
2 you can turn into superwoman or superman ...
3 that her baby nearly slipped under the wheels of a
car.
4 she lifted the car (to save her baby).
5 that he jumped nearly three metres into the air ...
6 if you can perform such feats.
7 that you can.
8 that we can find great reserves of strength ...
9 that adrenalin can turn us into superwomen or
supermen!

1.6 The complex sentence: relative pronouns
and clauses
1.6A 'Who', 'which' and 'that' as subjects of a
relative clause
1 ... the accountant who does my accounts.
2 ... the nurse who looked after me.
3 ... the postcards which arrived yesterday.
4 ... the secretaries who work in our office.
5 ... the magazine which arrived this morning.
6 ... the workmen who repaired our roof.
1.68 'Who(m)', 'which' and 'that' as objects of a
relative clause
1 ... the accountant who(m) you recommended ...I...
the accountant you recommended ...
2 ... the nurse who(m) I saw at the hospital./... the
nurse I saw ...
3 ... the postcards which I sent from Spain./ ... the
postcards I sent ...
4 ... the secretaries who(m) Mr Pym employed./...
the secretaries Mr Pym employed.
5 ... the magazine which I got ...I... the magazine I
got ...
6 ... the workmen who(m) I paid ... I... the workmen I
paid ...

1.5C-1.76

7 ... the dog which I saw ... I... the dog I saw ...
8 ... the birds which I fed...I... the birds I fed ...
1.6C 'Who(m)', 'which' or 'that' as the objects of
prepositions
l a He's the man to whom I sent the money.
b He's the man who(m)/that I sent the money to.
c He's the man I sent the money to.
2a She's the nurse to whom I gave the flowers.
b She's the nurse who(m)/that I gave the flowers to.
c She's the nurse I gave the flowers to.
3a That's the chair on which I sat.
b That's the chair whichlthat I sat on.
c That's the chair I sat on
4a He's the boy for whom I bought this toy.
b He's the boy who(m)/that I bought this toy for.
c He's the boy I bought this toy for.
5a That's the building by which I passed.
b That's the building whichithat I passed by.
c That's the building I passed by.
6a They're the shops from which I got these.
b They're the shops whichlthat I got these from.
c They're the shops I got these from.
1.6D Context
1 who 2 ( - ) 3wh0 4 ( - )

1.7 The complex sentence: 'whose';
defininglnon-defining clauses
1.7A 'Whose' + noun in relative clauses
1 ... the customer whose address I lost.
2 ... the novelist whose book won first prize.
3 ... the children whose team won the match.
4 ... the expert whose advice we want.
5 ... the witness whose evidence led to his arrest.
6 ... the woman whose house the film was made in./
... in whose house the film was made.
1.78 Defining and non-defining clauses
Commas are necessary in these sentences:
1 My husband, who is on a business trip to Rome all
this week, ...
4 The author Barbara Branwell, whose latest novel
has already sold over a million copies, ...
6 The play Cowards, which opens at the Globe
soon, ...
9 The manager, whom I complained to about the
service, ...
10 Sally West, whose work for the deaf made her
famous, ...

Key

1.7C-1.9D

1.7C Sentences with two meanings
1 Without commas: There were other test papers,
which everyone didn't fail.
With commas: There was a single test paper and
everybody failed it.
2 Without commas: I have another brother or other
brothers somewhere else.
With commas: I have only one brother.
1 . 7 Context
~
1 who (no commas) 2 whichtthat (no commas)
3 ..., which are commonly used, (commas)
4 ..., which are not so frequently used, (commas)
5 whichtthat (no commas) 6 whichtthat (no commas)
7 who (no commas) 8 No relative pronoun
necessary; no commas 9 ..., which is situated in a
very rough area of London, (commas)
10 ..., which has a terrible lounge and a tiny dining
room, (commas) 11 whichtthat (no commas) (or: ...,
which is fitted with a leaky shower. - one comma)
12 ..., which is expensive to run, (commas)
13 whichtthat (no commas) (or: ..., which is overgrown
with weeds. - one comma) 14 ..., who are generally
unfriendly, ... (commas) 15 ..., which is definitely not
recommended, (commas)

1.8 The complex sentence: time, place,
manner
1 . 8 Adverbial
~
clauses of time (past reference)
1 ... weight when I was ill.
2 ... home immediately after I arrived in the airport
building.
3 ... the letter before she realized it wasn't
addressed to her.
4 ... burnt down by the time the fire brigade arrived.
5 ... gone wrong as soon as we saw him run
toward us.
1.8B Adverbial clauses of time (future reference)
1 ... university until I get my exam results.
2 ... message as soon as he phones.
3 ... Duty Free Shop before our flight is called.
4 ... dead by the time they find a cure for the
common cold.
5 ... surprise the moment you open the door.
1.8C Adverbial clauses of place
Possible answers
1 where the accident happened.
2 anywhere you like.
3 everywhere you go in the world.
4 wherever you can find a chair.
5 where everyone can see it.

1.8D Adverbial clauses of manner
Possible answers
1 as if it's raining.
2 as he likes it.
3 as though it was my fault.
4 in the way you wrote it last year.
5 the way I show you.
1.8E Context
1 when 2 the way (that) 3 as if 4 before
5 whichtthat 6 As 7 As soon as 8 thatlwhich

1.9 The complex sentence: reason and
contrast
1.9A Adverbial clauses of reason
Possible answers
1 Service in this hotel ought to improve because
there's been a change of management.
2 As the Air Traffic Controllers are on strike, we
have cancelled our holiday.
3 Could you sell your old computer to me, seeing
(that) you have no further use for iY!
4 Since she's never in when I phone, I'll have to
write to her.
5 I've had to have the document translated, since I
can't read Russian.
1.9B Contrast (1)
Possible answers
1 ... computer, even though I haven't got much
money.
2 ... this morning, even if it's raining.
3 Much as I'd like to help you, I'm afraid ...
4 While your design is excellent, it isn't suitable ...
5 Although I try hard to play the piano, I don't ...
6 Considering that Chinese is so difficult, it's
surprising ...
7 Whereas the play was wonderful, the film ...
1.9C Contrast (2)
Possible answers
1 However expensive it is, he's determined ...
2 However hard I work, I still ...
3 However well you write, it doesn't mean ...
4 No matter how sorry she feels, the damage ...
5 No matter how much they pay us, it will never ...
6 No matter how many cards I send, I always ...
7 Whatever he tells you, don't believe ...
1.9D Context
1 Even thoughfrhough 2 becausetas, since
3 AstBecausetSince 4 even though 5 thoughtas
6 while 7 because 8 because/as/since 9 Because

Key

1.10 The complex sentence: purpose, result
and comparison
1.10A Adverbial clauses of purpose with 'so that'
and 'in order that'
1 ... driving lessons in order thavso that I might pass
my driving test first time.
2 ... the cinema early in order thavso that I might not
miss the beginning of the film.
3 We stood up in order thavso that we might get a
better view ...
4 ... a second car in order thavso that his wife might
learn to drive.
5 ... and clearly in order thavso that the audience
might understand me.
1.108 Adverbial clauses of purpose with 'in case'
1 ... immediately in case you change (or should
change) your mind.
2 ... with you in case you are not able (or should not
be able) to get into the house.
3 ... the kitchen in case there is (or should be) a fire.
4 ... train in case there is (or should be) a lot of
traffic on the roads.
5 ... with me in case I need (or should need) it.
1.10C Adverbial clauses of result with 'so ... (that)'
and 'such (that)'
1 We were so late (that) we missed ...
2 1 was working so hard (that) I forgot ...
3 There was such a delay (that) we missed ...
4 We've had such difficulties (that) we don't think ...

...

...

1 . I 0 0 Adverbial clauses of comparison with 'as
as'
Possible answers
1 John works as hard as Susan (does).
2 John is not so intelligent as Susan (is).
3 This computer does not hold as much information
as that one (does).
4 The film 'Superman 1' is as enjoyable as
'Superman 2' (is).
1.1 0E Context
1 in order that 2 which 3 so ... (that) 4 but
5 as ... as 6 in case 7 when 8 such ... (that)

1.11 The complex sentence: present
participle constructions
1.11A Joining sentences with present participles
('-ing')
1 She got very worried, thinking we had had an
accident.
2 He went to his room, closing the door behind him.

1.10A-1.12A

3 Not hearing what he said, I asked him to repeat it.
4 You didn't ask me for permission, knowing I would
refuse.
5 Not being a lawyer, I can't give you the advice you
are looking for.
1.1 1B The present participle in place of adverbial
clauses
1 They broke this window when trying to get into the
house.
2 Though refusing to eat, he admitted he was very
hungry.
3 1 damaged the car while trying to park it..
4 While agreeing you may be right, I still object to
your argument.
5 After looking at the map, we tried to find the right
street.
6 Don't get into any arguments before checking your
facts.
1.11C The present participle in place of relative
clauses
1 Delete which is. 2 Delete who are.
3 Delete who is. 4 Delete which is.
5 Change which leave to leaving. 6 Change who
complain to complaining. 7 Change who travel to
travelling. 8 Change who work to working.
9 Delete who are. 10 Delete who is.
1.11D Context
1 preparing 2 Feeling 3 As 4 commenting
5 afterlwhen 6 hearing 7 who 8 WhenlAfter
9 knowing 10 announcing

1.12 The complex sentence: perfectlpast
participle constructions.
1.12A 'Being' and 'having been'
1 Being out of work, I spend a lot of my time at
home.
2 Being a scientist, John hasn't read a lot of novels.
3 Having been promised a reward, he hopes he'll
get one.
4 Being near a newsagent's, I went in and got a
paper.
5 Having been up all night, they were in no mood for
jokes.

Key

1.128-2.2D

1.12B 'It being' and 'there being'
1 There being no questions, the meeting ended
quickly.
2 He kept helping himself to money without it being
noticed.
3 He kept asking awkward questions without there
being a(ny) reason for it.
4 It being a holiday, there were thousands of cars on
the roads.
5 There being no one in, I left a message.
1.12C Agreement between present participle and
subject
1 It wasn't the smell that was opening the door.
2 It wasn't the bus that was changing gear.
3 It wasn't the important papers that were burning
the rubbish.
1.12D Past participle constructions
1 Lost for many years, the painting turned up at an
auction.
2 Although cooked for several hours, the meat was
still tough.
3 If seen from this angle, the picture looks rather
good.
4 The vegetables sold in this shop are grown without
chemicals.
5 When read aloud, the poemis very effective.
1.1 2E Context
1 WhenMlheneverllf 2 Looking 3 being
4 Opening 5 Although

2 Nouns
2.1 One-word nouns
2.1A Noun endings: people who do thingslpeople
who come from places
1 actor 2 beggar 3 pianist 4 driver 5 Berliner
6 Athenian 7 assistant 8 liar 9 Texan
10 historian
2.1 8 Nouns formed from verbs, adjectives, other
nouns
1 decision 2 anxiety 3 socialism 4 happiness
5 agreement 6 discovery 7 arrival
8 childhood 9 absence 10 postage 11 try (no
change) 12 efficiency 13 curiosity 14 address
(no change) 15 refusal 16 warning
17 mouthful 18 explanation 19 trial 20 argument

2.1C Nouns and verbs with the same spelling but
different stress
1 ~ m i 2t p e r m 3 increase 4 acrease
5 ob6 Qect
7 mduct 8 c o n u
9 entrance 10 enlrance 11 =cord 12 r e w
13 -sent
14 p r e m 15 p r o m 16 W t e s t
17 =cent
18 a c a 19 exports 20 e x m
21 e s m 22 s c o r t 23 imports 24 i m m
2.1D Context
1 boredom 2 communication 3 babblelbabbling
4 knowledge 5 preparation 6 encouragement
7 recognition 8 solution 9 refusal 10 scientist
11 behaviour

2.2 Compound nouns
2.2A Nouns formed with gerund ('-ing')
'dancing-shoes'
The following need ticks: 1, 3, 5, 7

+ noun:

2.28 Apostrophe s ('s) or compound noun?
1 the car key 2 the doctor's surgery
3 the committee's idea 4 the pen nib
5 the computer keyboard 6 the desk top
7 King John's reign 8 Eliot's poetry 9 no one's
responsibility 10 the suitcase handle 11 the front
door knob 12 Scott's journey 13 the postman's
bicycle 14 that cigarette stub 15 a new kitchen
table 16 the horse's tail 17 the light switches
18 the boss's secretary 19 the new party policy
20 the book cover 21 Mr Jones's son
22 the factory gate 23 the garage door
24 the children's photos 25 the office phone
26 the film critic 27 a dancing teacher 28 the twins'
mother 29 my brother's wife 30 a new reading
lamp 31 the road surface 32 the President's
secretary
2.2C Compound nouns which tell us about
materials and substances
1 a plastic raincoat 2 a silk shirt 3 silkylsilken hair
4 a glass table-top 5 glassy eyes 6 a leather wallet
7 a stainless steel spoon 8 steelylsteel nerves
9 a woollen pullover 10 a cotton blouse 11 a silver
teapot 12 a silvery voice 13 a stone wall
14 stony silence 15 a ceramic tile 16 a nylon
nailbrush 17 a leathery tongue 18 a wooden spoon
2.2D Context
1 feather wings 2 a flying machine 3 flight path
4 a champion cyclist 5 pedal power 6 pilot's seat1
pilot-seat 7 carbon fibre machine 8 south wind

Key

2.3 Countable and uncountable nouns (1)
2.3A Countable and uncountable nouns compared
1 painting C 2 milk U 3 photos C 4 oil U
5 drawings C 6 Hope U 7 hope C 8 flour U
9 shirts C 10 coal U
2.38 Nouns which can be either countable or
uncountable: 'an egglegg'
1 onion U 2 fish U 3 eggs C 4 cake U
5 motorway C 6 ice C 7 glasses C 8 stones C
9 paper U 10 iron C
2.3C Normally uncountable nouns used as
countables (1): 'a coffee/(some) coffee'
1 I'd like (some) ted(some) coffee, please.
2 I'd like done coffee and two teas, please.
3 I'd like done beer, done lemonade and done
tomato juice, please.
4 I'd like two coffees, three teas and one milkla
glass of milk
2.3D Normally uncountable nouns used as
countables (2): 'oilla light oil'
1 a light oil 2 an excellent wine 3 a traditional cloth
4 a rare wood.
2.3E Context
I ( - ) 2d(-) 3 a 4 a 5 a 6 a 7 a 8 a
l o ( - ) 11 a 1 2 a l 3 s o m e 1 4 a

2.3A-2.6A

matches 9 a pot of tea 10 a tube of toothpaste
11 a drop of water 12 a pinch of salt 13 a sip of tea
14 a splash of soda 15 a wisp of smoke

2.4D Context
1 a 2 (-) 3 (-) 4 (-) 5 (-) 6 (-) 7 Some
8 a lot of 9 (-) 10 (-)

2.5 Number (singular and plural) (1)
2.5A Nouns with plurals ending in -s or -es:
'friends', 'matches'
Is/
121
1121
1 clocks
7 bottles
13 addresses
2 lakes
8 cinemas
14 beaches
3 lights
9 guitars
15 offices
4 months
10 hotels
16 pieces
5 parks
11 islands
17 spaces
6 tapes
12 smiles
18 villages
2.58 Nouns with plurals ending in -s or -es:
'countries' 'knives'
1 These cherries are very sweet.
2 I've lost my keys.
3 These knives are blunt.
4 The leaves are turning yellow.
5 The roofs have been damaged.
6 We have three Henrys in our family.

9a

2.4 Countable and uncountable nouns (2)
2.4A Singular equivalents of uncountable nouns:
'breadla loaf'
1 coat/jacket/dress, etc. 2 laugh
3 suitcase/bag/case, etc. 4 job 5 roomlbed
2.48 Nouns not normally countable in English:
'information'
Write 1:
The following need ticks: 2, 4, 6, 7 , 8, 12
Write 2:
1 some 2 (-) 3 any 4 a 5 the 6 somela lot of
7 somela lot of 8 a lot of/some/the
9 thelsomela lot of 10 a 11 a 12 somela lot of
l 3 some 14 a lot of 15 (-) 16 any 17 (-)
18 a lot oflsome 19 a lot oflsome 20 a

2.5C Nouns ending in -0 and some irregular plural
forms
1 Which videos do you like best?
2 Which volcanoes/volcanos are erupting?
3 These are John's pet mice.
4 These teeth are giving me trouble.
5 Can you see those geese?
6 Postmen are busy all the time.
7 We're going to sell those sheep.
8 1 can see salmon/some salmon in the water.
9 Which aircraft have just landed?
10 The Swiss are used to mountains.
2.5D Context
1 foods 2 cakes 3 biscuits 4 tomatoes
5 oranges 6 men 7 women 8 lives 9 cuisines
10 Japanese 11 Swiss 12 products
13 strawberries 14 peaches 15 potatoes
16 spaghetti

2.6 Number (singular and plural) (2)
2.4C Partitives: 'a piece of', etc.
1 a cube of ice 2 a bar of chocolate 3 a slice of
bread 4 a sheet of paper 5 a bar of soap
6 a bottle of milk 7 a jar of jam 8 a box of

2.6A Collective nouns followed by singular or
plural verbs: 'government'
1 islare 2 islare 3 are 4 islare 5 haslhave
6 are 7 have 8 are 9 islare 10 are 11 islare
12 have

Key

2.68-3.1B

2.68 Nouns with a plural form + singular or plural
verbs: 'acoustics'
1 are 2 is 3 are 4 is 5 is 6 are 7 Are 8 are
9 Are 10 have 11 has 12 has 13 has 14 are
2.6C Nouns with a plural form + plural verbs:
'trousers'
1 have 2 are ... They 3 does 4 theselthose ...
They 5 brains 6 Congratulations 7 are
8 haven't ... them 9 them 10 have
11 aren't ... are 12 don't
2.6D Context
1 is 2 are 3 show 4 is 5 islare 6 own 7 are
8 is 9 is 10 are 11 are 12 spendslspend
13 are 14 are 15 favourlfavours 16 make

2.8C The use of 's and s' with non-living things:
'an hour's journey'
1 an hour's delay 2 two days' journey
7 seven years' work 8 the earth's surface
9 at death's door 10 a year's absence
2.8D Omission of the noun after 's
1 the hairdresser's 2 the chemist's 3 my aunt's
4 St Andrew's 5 Marks and Spencer's
2.8E Context
1 animal skins 2 a leopardskin coat 3 the earth's
wildlife 4 children's clothing 5 ladies' coats
6 an actress's fur coat 7 the crocodiles' revenge
8 customers' skins

2.7 Gender

3 Articles

2.7A Male and female word forms: 'waiter1
waitress'
1 sister 2 uncle 3 nephew 4 bachelor, spinster
5 nuns 6 cows 7 hens 8 mares 9 sow 10 ram
11 actress 12 waitress 13 prince 14 lionesses
15 goddess 16 heiress 17 heroine 18 widower
19 saleswoman 20 female 21 queens
22 bridegroom 23 daughter 24 aunt 25 nieces

3.1 The indefinite article: Wan' (1)

2.78 Identifying masculine and feminine through
pronouns: 'HelShe is a student'
1 she 2 She 3 he 4 his 5 She 6 her 7 his
8 He 9 she 10 her 11 she 12 her
2.7C Context
1 She 2 actors 3 She 4 Prince 5 she
6 princess 7 mother 8 Miss 9 she 10 Sisters

2.8 The genitive
2.8A How to show possession with 's, s' and the
apostrophe (') on its own
1 This is a child's bicycle. 2 This is the teacher's
pen. 3 He described the actress's career.
4 That's a stewardess's job. 5 These are the
children's toys. 6 This is a women's club. 7 It's a
girls'school. 8 This is the residents' lounge.
9 This is James's umbrella. 10 That is Doris's hat.
2.88 Apostrophe s ('sls'), compound noun or 'of'?
1 That's a man's voice. 2 (-) 3 That's the
committee's decision. 4 It's no one's fault.
5 This is a copy of Keats' poetry. 6 (-) 7 (-) 8 (-)

3.1A General statements with Wan' and zero (8)
1 Small computers aren't expensive.
2 Quartz watches don't last for ever.
3 1 like a play with a message.
4 1 admire a politician who is sincere.
5 Big cities are always fascinating.
6 Even efficient systems can break down.
7 Road maps are always out of date.
8 Rules are meant to be broken.
9 A restaurant shouldn't charge too much.
10 How much does a car radio cost?
11 Buses leave here every hour.
12 How long do letters take to get here?
3.18 The 'plural form' of Wan'
1 They're architects.
2 Do you want any/some potatoes?
3 Doctors need years of training.
4 How well can cats see in the dark?
5 Have you got any cats at home?
6 Why should compact discs be so dear?
7 1 borrowed some compact discs.
8 Can you lend me any/some compact discs?
9 Why are cars so expensive?
10 There aren't any cars in the street.

Key

3.1C Describing people and things with Wan'
noun: 'He's a doctor'
1 He's a taxi-driver.
2 She's a Catholic.
3 He's an Englishman.
4 It's an ant.
5 It's a kind of insect.
6 She's a socialist.
7 She's a teacher.
8 She's an architect.
9 It's a Shakespeare sonnet.
10 It's a Picasso/a Picasso painting.

+

3.1 C-3.4A

3.3C 'The' + nationality noun: 'the Chinese'
1 The Portuguese ... the Spanishlthe Spaniards
2 The Americans ... the Russians 3 The Brazilians ...
the Mexicans 4 The Germans ... the Japanese
5 The Greeks ... the Koreans 6 The British ... the
Dutch
3.3D Context
1 a 2 a 3 the 4 the 5 The 6 the 7 althe
8 a 9afthe 1 0 a 11 the 12the 13The 14the
15 the 16 the 17althe 18The 1 9 a 2OThe

3.4 The definite article: 'the' (2)
3.1 D Context
1 (-) 2 A 3 a 4 a 5 some 6 some 7 a 8 a/(- )
9a/(-) loaf(-) l l a n y 1 2 a 13(-)

3.2 The indefinite article: 'a/anl (2)
3.2A the use of Wan' when something is
mentioned for the first time
1 a 2 the 3 an 4 The 5 a/the [> LEG 3.20.41
6 the 7 the 8 a 9 the 1Oa
3.28 The difference between 'a/an' and 'one'
1 a 2 one 3 One 4 a 5 one 6 a 7 One
Bone ... a 9 a ... one l o d o n e 11 a 12one
3.2C 'Alan' for price, distance and frequency:
'80p a kilo'
1 They're 90p a kilo.
2 1 take them once a day.
3 We're doing 100 km an hour.
4 lMle do 45 miles a (or to the) gallon.
5 It's collected twice a week.
6 It costs •’3 a litre.
3.2D 'Alan' or zero with reference to illnesses:
'a cold'
1 a 2 a/(-) 3 (-) 4 (-) 5 a/(-) 6 (-) 7 a 8 a
9 a/(-) 10 (-)/a
3.2E Context
1 a 2 The 3 a 4 a 5 (-) 6 (-) 7 (-) 8 one
9 a 10 a 11 the 12 the 13 the 14 the

3.3 The definite article: 'the' (1)
3.3A Form and basic uses of 'the'
1 a 2 a 3 the 4 a 5 the 6 The 7 a 8 the
3.38 'Alan', 'the' and zero i n front of
abbreviations: 'the BBC'
1 a 2 a 3 The 4 an 5 (-) 6 (-) 7 (-) 8 (-)

3.4A 'The' for specifying
1 We were looking for a place to spend the/a night.
The place we found turned out to be in
a charming village. The village was called (-)
~ o dworth.
s
2 An (or The) individual has every right to expect
personal freedom. The freedom of the
individual is something worth fighting for.
3 Yes, my name is (-) Simpson, but I'm not the
Simpson you're looking for.
4 Who's at the doof? - It's the postman.
5 When you go out, would you please go to the
supermarket and get some butter.
6 I've got an appointment this afternoon. I've got to
go to the doctor's.
7 We went to the theatre last night and saw Flames.
It's a wonderful play.
8 We prefer to spend our holidays in the country, the
mountains or by the sea.
9 We have seen what the earth looks like from the
moon.
10 This is the front room. The ceiling and the/(-) walls
need decorating, but the floor is in good order.
We'll probably cover it with a /(-) carpet.
11 You're imagining (-) things. All your fears are in the
mind.
12 Look at this wonderful small computer. The top
lifts up to form the/a screen; the front lifts off to
form the/a keyboard, and the whole thing only
weighs 5 kilos.
13 The history of the world is the history of (-) war.
14 Is there a moon round the planet Venus?
15 What's (-) John doing these days? - He's working
as a postman.
16 (-) Exercise is good for the body.
17 Could you pass me the salt, please?
18 They're building a new supermarket in the centre
of our town.
19 Where's your mother at the moment? - I think
she's in the kitchen.
20 If you were a cook, you'd have to work in a kitchen
all day long.

Key 3.48-4.2A

3.48 'The' to refer to things that are unique (not
place names)
1 The Times ... The Washington Post
2 The Economist ... Time magazine 3 The New
Yorker ... Punch 4 the human race ... man ... the
dinosaurs 5 The Graduate ... Jaws 6 the gods ...
God 7 (The) Odyssey ... Ulysses 8 The United
Nations ... Congress 9 the Titanic 10 the Navy ...
the Army 11 the French Revolution
12 the President 13 President 14 the climate
3.4C Context
1 The 2 a 3 the 4 the 5The 6 a 7The
8the 9 a n l o t h e 11 an 12an 1 3 a 14the
15 the

3.6C Zero article or 'the' with place names
1 the Dark Ages ... Medieval Europe 2 Central Asia
... the Arctic 3 Brazil ... Argentina ... the USA
4 London ... Paris ... Vienna 5 Montague Road
6 Brown's ... the Hilton 7 Bavaria ... Ohio
8 London ... Buckingham Palace 9 the Alps ... Mont
Blanc 10 the Sahara 11 the Nile ... Luxor 12 Lake
Geneva 13 Leoni's ... the Globe Theatre 14 Oxford
Street ... Oxford Circus 15 London Bridge
3.60 Context
1 the 2 (-) 3 (-) 4 dthe 5 (-) 6 (-) 7 (-) 8 (-)
9 ( - ) l o ( - ) 11 the 12the 13(-) 14the 15the
l 6 t h e 17(-) 18(-)

3.5 The zero article (1)

4 Pronouns

3.5A Basic uses of the zero article (8): 'Life is
short'
1 (-) 2 The 3 (-) 4 the ... (-) 5 (-) 6 the 7 (-)
8the ...(-) 9 ( - ) ... the l o ( - ) . . . t h e 11 (-)
12the ... (-1 I s ( - ) 14(-) 15The 16(-) ... (-1
17 (-1 18 (-1 ... (-1 19 (-1 20 The ... (-) ... (-1
21 (-1 ... (-1 22 (-1 ... (-1 23 the 24 (-) ... (-1

4.1 Personal pronouns

3.58 The zero article with names and titles:
'Mr Pym'
The following need an X:
1 We use nothing if we are addressing a stranger, or
Mr + surname if we know it. In American English,
we might use Sir.
3 Mrs cannot be followed by a first name.
6 Not normal use: old-fashioned.
7 This use of Mrs is not generally considered polite.
9 Sir John Falstaff. (Title + first name (+ surname)
[> 3.58, note 41)

3.5C Context
1 (-) 2 (-) 3 (-) 4 an 5 (-) 6 the 7 The 8 a
9 ( -) lOThe 11 the 12(-) 13the 14the
15 (-1 16 (-1 17 (-1 18 (-1 19 (-1 20 (-1 21 (-1
22 (-) 23 (-) 24 (-) 25 (-) 26 The 27 the

3.6 The zero article (2)
3.6A Zero article for parts of the day ('at dawn')
and for meals ('for lunch')
1 (-) 2 (-) 3 (-) 4 (-) 5 The 6 (-) 7 (-) 8 (-)
9the 1 0 a
3.68 Zero article for e.g. 'She's at school' and
'He's in hospital'
1 (-) 2 the 3 (-) 4 a 5 the 6 (-) 7 a 8 (-)
9 ( -) l o ( - ) 11 (-) 12(-) 13the 1 4 a 15the
16 (-1

4.1A Subject and object pronouns
1 Your parcel ... It 2 Jane and l ... We 3 that? ... IPS
4 Jane Wilson? ... She's 5 a baby! ... it 6 cat ... IPS
7 John ... him 8 Catherine ... her
4.1 8 Subject or object pronoun?
1 me/him/her/us/them 2 Me/Him/Her/Us~Them
3 melus 4 MeIUs 5 me11 6 than me11 am ... l
7 1 ... me11 am
4.1C Gender in relation to animals, things and
countries
1 She 2 It 3 itlher 4 shelit 5 itlone 6sheIit
7HeIlt 8 i t 91t lOShe 11 He 12ltlShe
4.1 D Context
1 you 2 it 3 who 4 him 5 they 6 me 7 1 8 he
9 H e lOhe 11 you l2They 13you 14him
15 them

4.2 'One'
4.2A 'One' and 'you'
The moment you get into the mountains, you are on
your own. You have to rely on yourself for everything.
This means you have to carry all your own food,
though, of course, you can get pure drinking water
from mountain streams. You won't see any local
people for days at a time, so you can't get help if
you're lost. You have to do your best to find sheltered
places to spend the night.

Key

4.28 'One' and 'ones' in place of countable nouns:
'Use this clean one'
1 one 2 one 3 ones 4 ones 5 one 6 ones
7 water/(-) 8 one
4.2C 'Which one@)?'- 'Thislthat (one)', etc.
1 ones 2 ones (tick) 3 one (tick) 4 ones (tick)
5 one (tick) 6 ones (tick) 7 one ... one (tick)
8 These ones or those ones are possible, but it would
be best to omit ones (tick) 9 one 10 ones
4.2D Context
1 Youlone 2 ones 3 youlone 4 ones 5 one
6 one 7 one 8 you 9 you/(-) 10 one/(-)
11 one/(-)

4.3 'It' and 'onelsome/any/none'
4.3A 'It' as in 'it's hot' and 'it's nice to see you'
1 It's Monday, 13th June, today.
2 It's snowing (now). It snows a lot here.
3 It was 22" Celsius in London yesterday.
4 It's 100 kilometres from here to Paris.
5 It's important to get to the meeting.
6 It's difficult making such decisions.
7 It's a pleasure to welcome you all here.
8 It's a pity that they couldn't come.
4.38 'It' and 'one' as subjects and objects:
'I like it'
1 one 2 it 3 none 4 some 5 it 6 them 7 any
8 some 9 them 10 one
4.3C 'I hopelbelievelexpect so'
1 Does the next train go to London? - I believe so.
2 The weather is going to improve. - I hope so.
3 Have the letters arrived yet? - I don't think so.11
think not.
4 The rail strike hasn't ended. - It doesn't seem so./
It seems not.
5 It's a holiday tomorrow. - Who says so?
6 There's been a terrible air disaster. - I fear so.
7 Will the democrats win the election? - I don't
expect so.11 expect not.

4.26-4.5D

4.48 The double genitive: 'He is a friend of mine'
1 That brother of yours 2 no friend of mine 3 a play
of Shakespeare's 4 thislthat problem of yours
5 a friend of ours 6 That loud music of hers
7 A friend of my sister's 8 Those neighbours of
theirs 9 That radio of yours
4.4C 'My own' and 'of my own'
1 my own roomla room of my own 2 his own
businessla business of his own 3 their own rooms1
rooms of their own 4 its own kennella kennel of its
own
4.4D 'The' in place of 'my', etc.: 'a pain in the
neck'
1 the 2 my 3 the 4 the 5 my 6 My 7 My
8 the 9the 10 the
4.4E Context
1 our 2 ours 3 its 4 your 5 our 6 Yours
7 your 8 hers 9 the 10 our 11 our 12 your

4.5 Reflexive pronouns ('myself')
4.5A Verbs commonly followed by reflexive
pronouns: 'I enjoyed myself'
1 myself 2 yourself 3 himself 4herself 5itselfl
himself [> 4.1 C] 6 oneself 7 ourselves
8 themselves 9 herself 10 himself
4.58 Verb + reflexive, or not?: 'I've dressed
(myself)'
1 hide ourselves 2 washes itself 3 dress herself
4 sat ourselves down 5 got myself wet
6 woke myself up 7 got himself engaged
8 Get yourselflyourselves ready
4.5C Reflexive pronouns used after prepositions
and for emphasis
Write 1:
1 himself 2 you 3 me 4 ourselves 5 herself
6 uslyoulme, etc. 7 himself 8 himself

4.4 Possessive adjectives and possessive
pronouns ('mylmine')

Write 2:
1 I didn't know about it myself till yesterdayltill
yesterday myself. (or: I myself didn't know about it ...)
2 The building itself is all right, I think.rrhe building is
all right itself ...
3 You can't do that yourself/yourselves!
4 1 can't fetch it - (you) fetch it yourself.
5 Don't expect me to do it. Do it yourself!

4.4A Basic differences between 'my' and 'mine',
etc.
1 her 2 His 3 mine 4 our 5 Yours 6 theirs
7 one's 8 his 9 her 10 its

4.5D Context
1 itself 2 ourselves 3 ourselves 4 ourselves
5 us 6 themselves 7 themselves 8 them 9 us
10 us 11 us 12 ourselves

4.3D Context
1 It 2 they 3 It 4 one 5 them 6 them 7 any
8them 9 i t 10so 11 It 12it 13it

Key 4.6A-5.2D

4.6 Demonstrative adjectives/pronouns
('this', etc.)
'Some/any/noYcompounds ('someone', etc.)
4.6A Different uses of 'this' and 'that'
1 Introducing someone.
2 On the phone.
3 Referring back to something that we mentioned
earlier.
4 Referring to something we are talking about.
5 Meaning 'now' (these days) compared with the
past.
6 Referring to someone we don't want to meet or
don't like (that man).
7 Making comparisons. ('more than •’50)'
8 Telling a story or an anecdote.
9 Making it clear who we mean.
10 Showing the size of something (usually with
gestures).
4.68 Uses of 'somelanylno' compounds
1 nothing 2 anything 3 no onelnobody
4 something 5 anyonelanybody 6 something1
anything 7 someonelsomebodylno onelnobody
8 anything 9 anyonelanybodylno onelnobody
10 anyonelanybodylno onelnobody
4.6C 'Everyone , 'anyone', etc. with singular or
plural pronouns
1their ... them 2 they 3 their 4 they
5 don't they? 6 they 7 their 8 they are
9 they think ... they'll 10 they deserve ... they don't
like ... they get
1

4.6D Context
1 they 2 No one 3 they 4 anyone 5 that
6 nothing 7 this (or that) 8 something 9 this
10 this (or that) 11 this (or that)

5 Quantity
5.1 Quantifiers + countable and uncountable
nouns
5.1A Quantifiers + countable and uncountable
nouns
1 fewer A 2 less B 3 a lot of C 4 a lot of C
5 much B 6 many A 7 most of the D 8 most C
9 most C 10 a little B 11 a few A
12SeveralA 13anyC 14anyC 15enoughC
16 hardly any C 17 Neither D 18 Both A
1 9 n o C 2OnoD

5.1 8 Quantifiers that tell u s roughly how much
and how many
Possible answer
1b too much milk
l a too many eggs
2b plenty of milk
2a plenty of eggs
3b a lot of milk
3a a lot of eggs
4b enough milk
4a enough eggs
5b a little milk
5a a few eggs
6b very little milk
6a very few eggs
7b not much milk
7a not many eggs
8b hardly any milk
8a hardly any eggs
9b no milk
9a no eggs
Possible answers
1 There are plen!y of apples in the bowl.
2 I've got hardly any money.
3 A lot of people turned up at the meeting.
4 You've put too much salt in the sauce.
5 We've got enough time for a drink.
6 We usually get a few letters every day.
5.1 C Context
1 many 2 few 3 some 4 plenty of 5 hardly any
6 enough 7 very little 8 some 9 any 10 no
11 any 12some

5.2 General and specific references to
quantity
5.2A 'Of' after quantifiers ('a lot of', 'some of', etc.)
1 a lot of G 2 a small amount of G 3 a lot of S
4 - G 5 - G 6 any of S 7 a couple of G
8 plenty of G 9 plenty of G 10 plenty of S
1 1 - G l 2 N o n e o f S 1 3 - G 14SomeofS
l 5 a bitof G
5.28 When to use quantifiers without 'of':
'I've got a lot'
Possible answers
1 Yes, there are a couple. 2 Yes, I bought a bit.
3 Yes, we've got a lot. 4 Yes, there's plenty.
5 Yes, there were lots. 6 Yes, there's a lot.
5.2C 'More' and 'less' after quantifiers:
'some more', 'a little less'
1 much less 2 any more 3 many more
4 much less 5 Lots more 6 some more
7 plenty more 8 a lot less 9 no fewer
10 much more 11 a lot more 12 much more
5.2D Context
1 many 2 plenty of 3 millions of 4 number
5 A lot of 6 Much 7 most 8 much 9 many
10 A lot of 11 bit of 12 number of

Key

5.3A-5.6C

5.3 Uses of 'some', 'any', 'no' and 'none'

5.5 'Both' and 'all'

5.3A 'Somelany' or zero in relation to quantity
1 (-) 2 some 3 (-) 4 some 5 some 6 any 7 (-)
8 any 9 (-) 10 some 11 (-) 12 some or any
13 (-) Some could be used here to mean e.g. 'money
that hasn't been given to you' [> 5.38, note 41
14 some 15 any 16 (-)

5.5A 'Bothlboth the' and 'alllall the' with nouns
1 Both (the) 2 All 3 All the 4 All 5 All the
6 All the 7 Both (the) 8 All 9 Both (the)
10 Both (the)

5.38 Four basic uses of 'some' and 'any'
1 some 2 some 3 some 4 Some 5 any 6 any
7any 8any
5.3C 'Not ... any', 'no' and 'none'
1 There aren't any buses after 12.30.
2 We've got none.
3 I'm no accountant, but these figures are wrong.
4 There's no explanation for this.
5.3D Other uses of 'some' and 'any'
i f 2 e 3 b 49 5 d 6c 7 a
5.3E Context
1 (-) 2 (-) 3 (-) 4 (-) 5 no 6 (-) 7 (-) 8 (-)
9(-) l o ( - ) 11 (-) 12some(orany) 13some
14 (-1

5.4 'Much', 'many', 'a lot of', '(a) few',
'(a) little', 'fewer', 'less'
5.4A Basic uses of 'much', 'many' and 'a lot of'
1 a lot of 2 much 3 much 4 many 5 a lot of
6 many
5.48 Other common uses of 'much', 'many' and
'a lot of'
1 Much 2 Many 3 much 4 many 5 much
6 many 7 much 8 many
5.4C 'Few', 'a few', 'little', 'a little'
1 few 2 a little 3 little 4 a few 5 a few 6 a little
7 few 8 little
5.4D 'Fewer' and 'less'
1 less ... fewer (or less, informal) 2 fewer (or less,
informal) 3 fewer (or less, informal) 4 less 5 less
6 less
5.4E Context
1 few 2 many 3 A lot of (fewer is also possible
here, but not intended) 4 fewer 5 much 6 a little
7 a lot of ( a little is also possible) 8 a few ( a lot of is
also possible)

5.58 'Both' and 'all': word order with verbs
1 The customers are all complaining.
2 The patients both had appointments at 10.
3 The directors have both retired.
4 Our secretaries can both speak French.
5 The customers should all have complained.
6 The boys both had haircuts.
7 The pupils may all leave now.
8 The students all wrote good essays.
9 Our employees all work too hard.
10 The children must ali go home early.
11 The children here all learn German.
5.5C 'Both' and 'all': word order with pronouns
1 All of us took 2 Both of them turned 3 l know
both of you 4 She's interested in both of them
5 All of it went 6 She's concerned about all of us
7 All of you filled
5.5D 'None of' and 'neither of'
1 None of the passengers 2 Neither of us waslwere
[> 5.7C, note 21 3 Neither of the tyres needed
4 None of us knew
5.5E Context
1 All 2 us 3 us 4 all the 5 all 6 All the 7 all
8 them 9 bothlboth the 10 both 11 Both
12them 13them 14both 15them

5.6 'All (the)', '(althe) whole', 'each' and
'every'
5.6A 'All (the)' compared with '(althe) whole'
1 all my hair 2 the whole situation 3 All the money
4 the whole truth 5 the whole story
6 a whole century
5.68 'All' compared with 'everyoneleverybody'
and 'everything'
1 everyone 2 Everyone 3 Everything 4 All 5 All
6 Everyone 7 Everyone ... all 8 Everything 9 all
10 everything
5.6C 'Each' and 'every'
1 every 2 each 3 every 4 every 5 each
6 every 7 eachlevery 8 everyleach 9 Eachlevery
10 each 11 each 12 every 13 each
1 4 everyleach

Key

5.6D-6.3B

5.6D Context
1 whole 2 Everyone 3 each 4 Each 5 each
6 all 7 whole 8 every 9 everything

6.1 D Context
1 illegal 2 17-year-oldboy 3 impossible
4 an eight-hour lesson 5 careful 6 hesitant
7 wonderful 8 energetic 9 reddish 10 setting

5.7 'Another', '(the) other(s)', 'either',
'neither', 'each (one of)'

6.2 Position of adjectives

5.7A 'Another', 'other', 'others', 'the other', 'the
others'
1 the other 2 the other 3 others 4 another
5 the next 6 anotherlthe other ... the other
7 another 8 other 9 the others

6.2A Form and position of most adjectives
1 is big 2 are clever 3 is hardworking 4 are busy
5 are well-behaved

5.78 'Either' and 'neither' + singular nouns
1 Either 2 Neither 3 either 4 neither 5 either
6 neither
5.7C 'Each of', etc.
1 Another of the teaspoons 2 Neither of the
roadmaps islare 3 Any of the roadmaps 4 Either of
the roads leadsllead 5 Each of the paintings
6 Neither of the boys islare 7 either of the
secretaries 8 each of the porters.
5.7D 'One of'
One can be deleted in numbers: 2, 4, 5
5.7E Context
1 other 2 Some 3 others 4 Either 5 one 6 One
7one 8 one 9 one 10 the other

6.28 Adjectives that can change in meaning
before a noun or after 'be'
Write 1: 1 an old friend 2 to me by my late uncle
3 a faint line 4 heavy 5 a heavy smoker
Write 2: 1 b (fine silk), 2 b (is fine), 3 e (I'm going
to be sick), 4 c (very ill) 5 d (in the early 1960s)
6 a (a sick woman)
6.2C Adjectives before and after nouns with a
change of meaning
l b 2 h 3 d 4 h 5 f 6 g 7 a 8 i 9 e 10c
6.2D Context
1 beautiful/lovely 2 young 3 lovely
4 polishedlshiny 5 pleased 6 shinylpolished
7 quick-drying 8 alive 9 asleep 10 complete
11 poor 12 big 13 fresh 14 tall 15 fast

6.3 Adjectives that behave like nouns;
'-edling' endings

6 Adjectives
6.1 Formation of adjectives
6.1A Adjectives formed with suffixes:
'enjoylenjoyable'
1 attractive 2 manageable 3 hesitant 4 energetic
5 Victorian 6 reddish 7 boastful 8 permissible
9 humorous
6.1 B Adjectives formed with prefixes: 'possible1
impossible'
1 dishonest 2 illegal 3 irresponsible
4 unimaginable 5 incapable 6 uncooked
7 impractical 8 pre-war
6.1C Compound adjectives of measurement, etc.:
'a twenty-year-old man'
1 a two-million-pound office-block 2 a seventy-yearold woman 3 a two-day conference 4 an eightyhectare farm 5 a three-day journey 6 a five-kilo
bag 7 a three-litre engine 8 a fifty-pound note
9 a twenty-mile fence 10 a fifty-kilometre tunnel

6.3A 'The' (etc.) + adjective + noun: 'the blind'
Write 1 : 1 a poor man 2 unemployed people
3 a young woman 4 an elderly man
5 a sick woman 6 healthy people
Write 2: 1 The rich ... the poor 2 the unemployed
3 the deaf 4 The old 5 the injured 6 the dead
7 the elderly 8 The healthy 9 the sick
10 The blind ... the sighted
6.38 Adjectives ending in '-ed' and '-ing':
'interestedlinteresting'
1 We were amazed by the coincidence.
2 The journey was tiring.
3 Sylvia was upset by the experience.
4 The experience was upsetting (for us).
5 Gloria was enchanting.
6 Gloria was enchanted (by me).
7 The children were delighfful.
8 We were delighted by the children.
9 The new building is impressive.
10 Everybody is impressed by the new building.

Key 6.3C-6.5D

6.3C Context

6.5 The comparison of adjectives

1 the rich 2 the poor 3 shocked 4 embarrassed
5 the old 6 The blind 7 the sighted 8 The deaf
9 The unemployed 10 The healthy 11 the sick
12 the young 13 depressed 14 distressed
15 distressing 16 depressing 17 the living
18 the dead

6.5A Common comparative and superlative forms:
'cold colder - coldest'
1 My room's biggerthan yours. It's the biggest in the
house.
2 My room's colder than yours. It's the coldest in the
house.
3 My garden's nicerthan yours. It's the nicest in the
street.
4 My desk's tidierthan yours. It's the tidiest in the
office.

6.4 Adjectives after 'be', 'seem'; word order
of adjectives
6.4A 'Look good' compared with 'play well'
1 nicely 2 nice 3 badly 4 bad 5 good 6 well
7 smoothly 8 smooth
6.4B Word order: two-word and three-word nouns:
'a teak kitchen cupboard'
1 a cotton shirt 2 a cotton summer shirt 3 a wire
rake 4 a kitchen clock 5 a plastic kitchen clock
6.4C Word order: past participle + noun:
'a handmade cupboard'
Possible answers:
1 a worn cotton shirt 2 a handmade cotton
summer shirt 3 a broken wire rake 4 a damaged
kitchen clock 5 an unused plastic kitchen clock
6.4D Word order: adjective + noun: 'a big round
table'
1 a cheap white Taiwanese clock radio for my
bedside table.
2 a second-hand well-maintained sports car with a
low mileage.
o r a well-maintained second-hand sports car.
3 a beautiful antique English polished mahogany
dining-table.
or. a beautiful antique polished English mahogany
dining-table.
4 a pair of grey and red American canvas trainers
which I can use for jogging.
5 a small old stone-built country cottage.
6 a pink and white cotton summer dress for my
holiday.
6.4E Context
1 Expensive ltalian handmade leather shoes ( o r
Expensive handmade ltalian leather shoes)
2 beautiful old pair 3 back doorstep 4 large friendly
dog (exceptionally, size comes before the general
adjective here) 5 badly 6 good 7 good
8 remaining Italian shoe 9 unchewed ltalian shoe
10 red fur-lined slippers

-

6.5B Adjectives with two or more syllables:
'clever', 'expensive'
1 She's happier/more happy than I am.
She's the happiestlmost happy person I have ever
met.
2 His work was more careless than mine.
It was the most careless (work) in the class.
3 This problem is simpler/more simple than that one.
It's the simplestlthe most simple (problem) in the
book.
4 This watch is more expensive than that one.
It's the most expensive (watch) in the shop.
5 This engine is quieter/more quiet than mine.
It's the quietestlmost quiet (engine) ever built.
6.5C Comparative and superlative forms often
confused: 'olderlelder'
1 fartherlfurther 2 oldest 3 worse 4 lesser
5 latest 6 further 7 well 8 last 9 oldest
10 smaller 11 less 12 older 13 mostlmore
14 better 15 best 16 farthestlfurthest 17 oldest
18 elderlolder 19 least 20 most
6.5D Context
1 nearerlnearest (We can sometimes use superlatives
for 'only two' [> LEG 6.281.) 2 biggest 3 strongest
4 furtherlfarther ( o r furthestlfarthest) 5 smaller, i.e.
'of the two' ( o r smallest, i.e. 'I have ever seen')
6 weaker, i.e. 'of the two' ( o r weakest, i.e. 'I have
ever seen') 7 the most violent 8 smallest
9 biggest 10 last 11 best 12 oldest

Key

Write 2:
1 ... forfive years ...
2 ... here since 1984.
3 ... him for six years.
4 ... a letter for weeks.
5 ... a letter since last week.
6 ... jazz since I was a boy.
7.38 'Till' (or 'until') and 'by'
1 till 2 till 3by 4till 5 by 6 by

7till

7.3C 'During', 'in' and 'for'
1 during /in 2 during 3 duringlin 4 duringlin
5 duringlin 6 for 7 during 8 during 9 during
10 duringlin 11 duringlin 12 for
7.3D Context
1 ago 2 For 3 since 4 during (or in) 5 since
6till 7by 8till 9by loduring 11 for 12till

7.4 Adverbs of frequency
7.4A Position of adverbs of frequency ('often') i n
affirmatives and questions
Possible answers
1 I am generally late.
2 1 was usually late for work.
3 1 can always tell the difference between the two.
4 1 would never have been able to find a job like
yours.
5 You seldom tried hard enough.
6 You sometimes got good marks at school.
7 Are you often late?
8 Have you always lived in this town?
9 Did you ever get good marks at school?
7.48 The position of adverbs of frequency in
negative statements
1 Public transport isn't always reliable.
2 He wasn't often late when he worked here.lHe
often wasn't ...
3 She doesn't usually arrive on time./She usually
doesn't ...
4 She sometimes doesn't arrive on time.
5 We don't normally worry if the children are late. Or
We normally don't ...
6 You hardly ever phone.
7 We don't generally complain./We generally
don't ...
8 You're sometimes not at home when I phone.ffou
sometimes aren't ...

7.38-7.5A

7.4C Adverbs of frequency at the beginning of a
sentence
l a ) I often bring work home from the office.
b Often, I bring work home from the office.
2a) John normally leaves home before his wife does.
b) Normally, John leaves home before his wife does.
3a) I have frequently forgotten to lock the back door.
b) Frequently, I have forgotten to lock the back door.
4a) I usual!y know when to wake up.
b) Usually, I know when to wake up.
5a) I'm generally the one who pays the bills.
b) Generally, I'm the one who pays the bills.
6a) The traffic is often heavy in the mornings.
b) Often, the traffic is heavy in the mornings.
7a) We sometimes have power cuts.
b) Sometimes, we have power cuts.
8a) There are often complaints about the service.
b) Often, there are complaints about the service.
7.4D Context
1 Have you ever forgotten ... ?
2 Don't say you never have!
3 We can't always be careful ...
4 ... most of us must occasionally have left
something ...
5 ... who never forgets anything.
6 ... a year are regularly dealt with ...
7 People don't normally carry/normally don't carry
. ..INormally, people don't carry ...
8 The things people most often lose/lose most often
9 But sometimes there are itemslthere are
sometimes ...
10 Can you ever imagine ... ( o r ... and not ever
claiming it ?)
11 Prams and pushchairs are often lost.lOften, prams
and pushchairs ...
12 ... people frequently forget false teeth ...
13 Yet they often do!ffet often they do!

7.5 Adverbs of degree
7.5A The two meanings of 'quite'
1 The film was quite good ('less than')
2 The exhibition was quite amazing. ('completely')
3 Pam's quite wonderful! ('completely')
4 The play was quite awful. ('completely')
5 1 quite enjoyed my holiday. ('less than')
6 1 quite like snails. ('less than')

Key

7.5B-7.7E

7.58 'Fairly'
1 quite ('complimentary')/fairly('less complimentary')
2 quite ('completely')
3 quite ('completely')
4 quite ('complimentary')lfairly ('less complimentary')
5 quite ('completely')
6 quite ('completely')
7.5C 'Rather'
1 quite ('completely')/rather ('inclined to be')
2 quite ('completely')
3 quite ('completely')/rather ('inclined to be')
4 quite ('completely')
5 quite ('less than')/rather ('inclined to be')
7.5D 'Much', 'any', 'far' and 'a lot' as adverbs of
degree
1 muchlany 2 muchlfarla lot 3 muchlfarla lot
4 muchlfar 5 anylmuch 6 muchlany 7 much
8 muchlfar 9 muchlany 10 muchlfarla lot
7.5E Context
Possible answers
1 quite late 2 rather tired 3 fairly middle-aged
4 rather a good meal 5 quite unaware 6 any more
7 anylmuch use 8 rather a good idea 9 quite dim

7.6 Intensifiers
7.6A 'Very', 'too' and 'very much'
Write 1:
1 very ill 2 very much faster 3 too fast for me
4 very (or too) good 5 too expensive 6 very (or
very much) mistaken 7 very much interested
8 very much 9 very much admired 10 the very best
11 too intelligent 12 toocold 13 l very much like
14 very much faster 15 very late 16 too late
17 very much missed 18 too m l ~ c hpocket money
19 very much 20 very much alone
Write 2:
1 very much 2 too much 3 very 4 very much
5 very 6 very 7 too much 8 too much 9 too
10 too 11 very much 12 very or too
7.68 Adverbs i n place of 'very': 'extremely happy',
'fast asleep'
Possible answers
1 awfully 2 terribly 3 greatly 4 extremely
5 terribly 6 wide 7 deeply 8 extremely 9 really
10 richly 11 painfully 12 awfully 13 terribly
14 awfully 15 terribly 16 extremely 17 extremely
18 fast 19 bitterly 20 terribly 21 badly
22 extremely 23 really 24 extremely

7.6C Context
Possible answers
1 too 2 very 3 fast 4 very much 5 painfully
6 too 7 reallylvery much 8 extremely
9 Much 10 richly

7.7 Focus adverbs
7.7A 'Even', 'only', 'just' and 'simply' for
'focusing'
Possible answers
1 I understood his lecture, but no one else did.
2 1 listened, but I didn't take notes.
3 1 didn't understand anyone else's lecture./l
understood his lecture, but I didn't understand
anything else.
4 Set the table in a simple manner.
5 1 understood it, but with some difficulty./... but I
didn't understand anything else.
6 1 didn't understand anyone else's lecture./l
understood his lecture, but I didn't understand
anything else.
7 1 understood it, but with some difficulty.
7.78 Two meanings of 'too'
1 It's too hot.
2 ... and it's hot, too.
3 ... and I went to the supermarket, too.
4 It was too far.
5 It was too expensive.
6 ... and expensive, too
7.7C 'Too' and 'not either'
1 too 2 too 3 either 4 too 5 either 6 either
7 either 8 too
7.7D 'Also' and 'as well'
1 she can also sing 2 1 have also had a shower
3 he also writes TV scripts 4 he will also be tried
5 you should also have written 6 1 also have to file
some letters 7 I'd also like some sandwiches
8 he also owns the flat 9 we also export a lot
10 it's also too expensive
7.7E Context
1 ... she didn't leave any jewels, either 2 Even my
mother was surprised 3 ... she had some rings and
some lovely necklaces, too 4 1 saw them only oncell
only saw them once ... 5 ... in the bedrooms, in the
bathroom, and in the attic as well 6 Millie was very
careful and was also afraid of burglars 7 ... we'd
better take all the food in the deep freeze, too
8 ... the goose was full of jewels and there were some
gold coins, too!

Key

7.8 Viewpoint adverbs, connecting adverbs
and inversion
7.8A Viewpoint adverbs
I d 2c 3 b 4e 5 a 6 f 7h 8 g 9i
7.8B Connecting adverbs
l h 2a 3f 4 b 5 9 6c 7 d 8 e
7.8C Inversion after 'negative adverbs', etc.
1 Never has there been such a display of strength
by the workers.
2 Only later did I realize what had happened.
3 On no account should you sign the document.
4 In no circumstances should you answer the door
when I'm out.
5 So old was the papyrus, we didn't dare to touch it.
7.8D Context
1 is 2 has there been 3 According to 4 However
5 agreeably 6 Moreover 7 In brief 8 Ultimately

8 Prepositions, adverb particles and
phrasal verbs
8.1 Prepositions, adverb particles and
conjunctions
8.1A Words we can use either as prepositions or
as adverbs
1 Run across the road. Run across now.
2 Climb over the wall. Climb over now.
3 Come inside the house. Come inside now.
4 Go down the hill. Go down now.
5 Go up the ladder. Go up now.
6 Run past the window. Run past now.
8.1 B Words we can use only as prepositions or
only as adverbs
Possible answers
1 We waited at the station.
2 We went to the beach.
3 We jumped back. (no object possible)
4 We climbed out. (no object possible)
5 We drove away. (no object possible)
6 We ran into the building.
7 We ran out of the building.
8 We went upwards. (no object possible)

7.8A-8.2C

8.1C Words we can use either as prepositions or
conjunctions
Possible answers
1 ... before breakfastlbefore I have had breakfast.
2 ... after worWafter I have finished work.
3 ... till 4 o'clock/till you arrive.
4 ... since Mondaylsince I arrived on Monday.
8.1 D Object pronouns after prepositions: 'between
you and me'
1 me 2 us 3 them 4 us 5 us 6 me
8.1 E Context
1 in one boot (preposition) 2 in the afternoon
(preposition) 3 for the day (preposition) 4 in his
police car (preposition) 5 go by (particle)
6 sat up (particle) 7 in a blue car (preposition)
8 drove past (particle) 9 out of the boot (preposition)
10 round the town (preposition) 11 on top of the
police car (preposition) 12 no attention to it
(preposition) 13 in front of her (preposition)
14 in the boot (preposition) 15 from the boot
(prepostion) 16 of a strange noise (preposition)
17 in the back of this car (preposition)

8.2 Prepositions of movement and position
Prepositions of time
8.2A 'At a point', 'in an area' and 'on a surface'
l a t 2at 3in 4in 5in 6at 7at 8in gin
10 in 11 in 12 in 13 at 14at 15 in 16 in
17at 18in
8.28 Prepositions of time: 'at', 'on' and 'in'
1 at... on 2 in 3 on 4 in 5 on 6 In 7 at... at
8 A t 9 in 10 in 11 on 12At 13at 14 in
15 on
8.2C Context
1 in 2 in 3 In 4 in 5 in 6 to 7 to 8 at 9 from
l o i n 11 in

Key 8.3A-8.7C

8.3 Particular prepositions, particles:
contrasts (1)
8.3A Prepositions, particles etc. often confused
and misused
1 onlabout 2 about 3 According to 4 According to
5 bylaccording to 6 acrosslover 7 across 8 over1
across 9 across 10 through 11 throughlacross
12 acrosslthrough 13 (far) away 14 away
15 because 16 because of 17 before 18 in front
of 19 beforelin front of 20 after 21 afterwards
22 afterwards 23 (a)round/about 24 aroundlabout
25 (a)round 26 (a)round 27 at 28 to 29 at
30 against 31 at 32 at 33 behindlat the back
34 back 35 at the back oflbehind 36 back
37 back 38 back 39 back 40 behind 41 back
8.38 Context
1 across 2 According to 3 at 4 away 5 in front of
6 behind 7 because 8 after 9 about 10 before
11 on (or about) 12 at 13 about

8.4 Particular prepositions, particles:
contrasts (2)

34 underneathlunderlbelow 35 below 36 below1
under 37 belowlunderlunderneath 38 under
39 with 40 without 41 with 42 in 43 in 44 with
45 of 46 of
8.58 Context
1 of 2 In 3 oflout of 4 of 5 off 6 overlabove
7outof 8 i n 90f l o o n t o p o f 11 with
12 above 13 in l 4 on top of 15 below 16 inlwith

8.6 Phrasal verbs: Type 1, verb + preposition
(transitive)
8.68 Type 1: Verb + preposition + object, nonidiomatic: 'look at the camera'
1 withlto 2 from 3 on 4 of 5 from 6 between
7 about 8 on 9 at 10 for 11 at 12 for 13 with
14about 15to l 6 w i t h 17after l 8 f o r 19in
20 with 21 of 22 in 23 in 24 for
8.6C Type 1: Verb + object + preposition + object,
non-idiomatic: 'tell me about it'
1 for 2 of 3 from 4 to 5 in 6 about 7 against
8 fromlinto 9 for 10 of 11 with 12 for 13 of
14 to 15for 16 from

8.4A Prepositions, particles, etc. often confused
and misused
1 beside 2 besides 3 Besides 4 between
5 between 6 among 7 but forlexcept for
8 except (for)/but (for) 9 Except for1But for
10 except (for)/but (for) 11 but 12 bylnear
13 nearlnot far from 14 onlby 15 On 16 pastlby

8.6D Type 1: Verb + preposition + object,
idiomatic: 'get over an illness'
I f 2 i 3 c 41 5 n 6 p 7 t 8 s 9 h 1 0 m
l l a 12q 13r 14k 15d 16b 179 18j
1 9 0 20e

17 past/by 18 by 19 past/by 20 past 21 by

8.6E Context

22 by 23 by 24 withlwithout 25 downlup
26 under 27 overlunder 28 due to 29 owing to
30 owing to 31 like 32 As 33 as 34 like 35 like
36As 37As 381ike 39as 40like 41 like

1 at 2 out oflfrom 3 at 4 from 5 for 6 in 7 in
8 a t 9 t o l o f o r l l o f 120n 13of 14to
15 of

8.48 Context
1 As 2 without 3 due 4 pastlby 5 downlup
6 besidelby 7 among 8 between 9 by 10 like
11 except 12 without 13 by

8.5 Particular prepositions, particles:
contrasts (3)
8.5A Prepositions, particles, etc. often confused
and misused
1 oflout of 2 from 3 from 4 with 5 of 6 off
70n 8 i n g i n l o o n 11 outof l 2 o u t o f
13 outside 14 outside 15 without 16 with
17 with 18 with 19 withlwithout 20 without
21 with 22 with 23 abovelover 24 on top of
25 overlabove 26 overlabove 27 above 28 over
29 above 30 above 31 over 32 under 33 under

8.7 Phrasal verbs: Type 2, verb + particle
(transitive)
8.7A Type 1 and Type 2 phrasal verbs compared
1 (-) 2 (-) 3 turn off the gas 4 (-) 5 given out the
papers 6 (-) 7 Write down the information 8 (-)
9 (-1 10 (-1
8.78 Type 2: Particles that extend the verb:
'write down'
I f 2 b 3 k 4 n 5 j 6 p 7 h 8 s 9 c 10q
l l t 1 2 r 1 3 e 1 4 0 1 5 d 1 6 i 1 7 m 181
19g 20a
8.7C Type 2: Verb + particle + object, idiomatic:
'bring about a change'
l e 2 i 31 4 n 5 j 6 f 7 k 8 m 9 0 l o b
l l a 12d 13h 149 15c

Key 8.7D-9.2B

8.7D Context
1 (-) 2 (-) 3 puts a business suit on 4 (-)
5 put his shirt and tie on 6 picked the receiver up
7 (-) 8 (-) 9 check some figures over 10 (-)
11 cutting expenses down 12 put the meeting off
13 writing some notes down 14 (-) 15 put down the
receiver 16 (-) 17 (-) 18 (-) 19 (-) 20 had his
red shorts on

8.8 Phrasal verbs:
(Type 3, verb + particle (intransitive)
(Type 4, verb + particle (transitive)
8.8A Type 3: Verb + particle, intransitive, nonidiomatic: 'hurry up'
Possible answers
1 Come along. 2 Come away. 3 Come in.
4 Come up. 5 Go away. 6 Go in. 7 Go up.
8 Hurry along. 9 Hurry up. 10 Hurry away.
11 Sit down. 12 Sit up. 13 Stand up.
14 Come down. 15 Hurry in. 16 Go down.
8.88 Type 3: Verb + particle, intrasitive, idiomatic:
'break down'
l b 2 h 3 j 4 e 5 m 6 f 7 q 8 0 9c/d l o p
l l i 1 2 n 1 3 a 141 1 5 k 16c/d 1 7 9
8.8C Type 4: Verb + particle + preposition +
object, non-idiomatic: 'walk up to the top'
Possible answers
1 The lift takes a long time to come down from the
top floor.
2 We'd better try to drive on to Calcutta before
sunset.
3 1 hurried over to Tom's as soon as I heard the
news.
4 Run along to the shop for me and get a loaf of
bread.
5 It's best to stay away from the town centre on
Friday nights.
8.8D Verb + particle + preposition + object,
idiomatic: 'put up with it'
l e 21 3 b 4 t 5 i 6 n 7 9 8 k 9 q 1 0 s
l l p 12j 130 14a 15r 16d 17f 18h
1 9 m 20c
8.8E Context
1 put up with 2 lie down 3 stay up 4 come about
5 lie in 6 catch up on 7 looks down on 8 face up
to 9 let me in on 10 coughed up 11 cheer up
12 look forward to

9 Verbs, verb tenses, imperatives
9.1 The simple present and present
progressive tenses (1)
9.1A Pronunciation and spelling of the 3rd person,
simple present
1 He laughs
1st
8 She rushes /IZ/
2 She drops
1st
9 She saws /z/
3 She drinks
1st
10 He wears /z/
4 She forgets
1st
11 She loves /z/
5 He loses
/IZ/
12 He sees
/z/
6 She manages /IZ/
13 Hepays
/z/
7 He passes
/IZ/
14 She cries /z/
9.1 8 Uses of the simple present tense:
'I worWhe works'
1 boils 2 rises 3 works 4 wear 5 eat 6 works
7 go 8 drives 9 gets 10 eat 11 leaves
12 starts 13 see 14 know ... agree 15 hope
16 says
9.1 C Stative and dynamic verbs
The following need ticks: l a , 2a, 3b, 4b, 5a, 6a, 6b,
7a, 7b, 8a, 8b
1b l envy 2b l understand 3a You know 4a Does
he seem 5b l prefer
9.1 D Context
1 Are you sitting 2 hope 3 are studying 4 have
5 does not include 6 try 7 regard 8 want

9.2 The simple present and present
progressive tenses (2)
9.2A Spelling: how to add '-ing' to a verb:
'waitlwaiting'
1 making 2 eating 3 writing 4 forgetting
5 putting 6 travelling 7 catching 8 dying
9 carrying
9.28 Uses of the present progressive tense:
'I am workinglhe is working'
1 l am working (1) 2 are you drinking? (1) 3 is still
waiting ( I ) 4 is hurrying ( I ) 5 are constantly
panicking (4) 6 are becoming (2) 7 is John doing ...
is riding (2) 8 are enjoying (1) 9 is always upsetting
(4) 10 is he arriving (3) 11 is forever forgetting (4)
12 am having (2) 13 is always lying (4)
14 is running (3)

Key

9.2C-9.4D

9.2C The simple present and the present
progressive tenses in typical contexts
1 you take ... and sort ... you file
(Spoken or written explanation or demonstration)
2 We hope you are enjoying ... We sunbathe and go
... Next week we're going
(Letter or postcard from someone who is on
holiday)
3 The action takes place ... goes up ... are sitting ...
They are arguing
(Review of a play in a newspaper or on the radio)
4 The plumber is putting ... are rewiring ... is building
(Letter to, or telephone conversation with a friend)
5 1 think ... you are doing ... I doubt ... knows ... you
tell me
(Letter to a friend or relation in reply to a phone
call or a letter)
6 Pym passes ... runs ... shoots ... pushes
(Spoken commentary on a football match on TV or
radio)
9.2D Context
1 am studying 2 am working 3 don't have to
4 opens 5 closes 6 are always coming in
7 asking 8 am learning 9 enjoylam enjoying
10 findlam finding 11 use 12 are 13 are 14 are
always finding 15 think 16 love
17 misslam missing

9.3 The simple past tense
9.3A The past form and pronunciation of regular
verbs
1 waited 11dl 2 cleaned /dl 3 played /dl
4 posted 11dl 5 smiled /dl 6 stopped It1
7 dreamt It/, or dreamed /dl 8 burnt It/, or burned /dl
9 cried /dl 10 watched It1 11 laughed It1
12obeyedldl 13 hurriedldl 14 liedldl
15 finished It1 16 included /rdl 17 locked It1
18 travelled /dl
9.38 Irregular past forms
1 saw 2 understood 3 knew 4 met 5 found
6left 7wrote 8sold 9was 10 had 11 kept
12 ate
9.3C Uses of the simple past tense: 'Iworkedlhe
worked'
1 I worked as a civil servant five years ago.
2 1 last playedfootball when I was 14.
3 The Carters left for their summer holiday last night.
4 John arrived at 4.
5 1 last saw 'Gone with the Wind' recently.
6 lNVe waitedat the airport till they arrived.
7 Sally told melus about her engagement when she
was here.

9.3D Context
1 claimed 2 attacked 3 was 4 had 5 chased
6 jumped 7 believed 8 called 9 set out
10 offered 11 captured 12 visited

9.4 The simple past and past progressive
tenses
9.4A Irregular verbs with the same form in the
present as in the past: 'putlput'
1 past 2 present 3 past 4 past 5 present
6 present or past 7 past 8 past 9 past 10 past
11 present or past 12 past 13 present 14 past
9.48 Uses of the past progressive tense:
'I was working'
1 was not listening 2 were enjoying 3 Were they
playing 4 was gardening 5 Were you watching
6 was raining 7 was wondering 8 Were you still
working 9 were living 10 was always doing
11 were constantly improving 12 Were you
reading 13 was getting
9.4C The simple past and the past progressive in
story-telling
1 It was just before
2 Tom was only 20
3 (he) was living with his mother (1)
4 He was working and travelling (1)
5 He received a mysterious letter
6 It was addressed
7 ... was signed ... asked
8 as he was dealing ... Tom was wondering (3)
9 he decided
10 It was full
11 He was just wondering ... when a stranger
introduced himself (2)
12 (The stranger) said ... when Tom was a baby
13 The stranger explained ... Bill was
14 Tom was recruited ...
15 was already working ... when the war began (2)
9.4D Context
1 was driving 2 was driving 3 saw 4 stopped
5 got out 6 was 7 looked 8 was crossinglcrossed
9 went 10 noticed 11 told 12 pulled 13 pulled
14 pulled 15 thought 16 looked/was looking
17 noticed 18 gave 19 seized 20 put
21 continued

Key

9.5 The simple present perfect and present
perfect progressive
9.5A Uses of the simple present perfect tense:
'I have eatenlhe has eaten'
1 haverve visited 2 hasl's typed 3 Have you ever
eaten 4 haverve never quarrelled 5 haven't written
6 haven't been 7 haven't seen 8 hasl's driven
9 havel've known 10 hasl's been 11 havel've
bought 12 has/'s travelled 13 Have you forgotten
14 havel've ridden 15 hasl's just flown
16 has/'s recently become 17 havel've already
spoken 18 haven't drunk 19 hasn't answered
20 havel've met
9.58 The present perfect progressive tense:
'I have been eating'
1 havel've been digging 2 have you been waiting
3 havel've been standing 4 have you been learning
5 hasl's been studying 6 Have you been running?
7 haverve been living 8 havel've been crying
9 have the children been sleeping 10 have you been
doing
9.5C The simple present perfect and the present
perfect progressive compared
l a l've typed 1b l've been typing 2a She hasl's
been cooking 2b l've cooked 3a We haverve
built 3b We havel've been building
9.5D The simple past and the simple present
perfect compared
l a never read 1b has never read 2a had
2b have just had 3a Has he gone 3b Did he go
9.5E Context
1 visited 2 told 3 asked 4 said 5 arrived
6 have been staying 7 have never visited
8 have been swimming 9 arrived 10 suggested
11 agreed 12 noticed 13 were 14 was
(or informally were) 15 remembered 16 came
17 asked 18 waved

9.6 The simple past perfect and past perfect
progressive tenses
9.6A Uses of the simple past perfect tense:
'I had worked'
1 lockedlhad locked ... got 2 arrived ... had finished
3 rang ... checkedlhad checked 4 discussedlhad
discussed ... wrote 5 had ... had all left
6 rang ... had already gone out 7 took ... had never
seen 8 had just cleaned ... came ... shook
9 promisedlhad promised ... hadn't finished

9.5A-9.7C

9.68 Uses of the present and past perfect
progressive: 'I havelhad been working'
1 had been digging 2 have been waiting (or had
been waiting if the context is the past) 3 havelhad
you been waiting 4 had been standing 5 had been
studying 6 has been raining 7 had been writing
8 havelhad been ringing 9 had been painting
10 Had you been running?
9.6C The simple past perfect and past perfect
progressive compared
1 had been cooking 2 had prepared 3 had been
doing 4 had done 5 had done 6 had been doing
9.6D Context
1 had spent 2 had lookedlhad been looking
3 had not been able 4 had been 5 had been
cooking 6 had prepared 7 had made
8 had baked 9 had always enjoyedlalways enjoyed
10 had to 11 had lost 12 said 13 found 14 put
15 smiled 16 fished

9.7 The simple future tense
9.7A Some uses of 'will' and 'shall'
I d 2 f 3 9 4 b 5 k 61 7 j 8 a
11 e 12c

9 h 10i

9.78 'Will' and 'shall' to refer to the future
1 they'lllthey will 2 They'llnhey will
3 You'llNou will 4 l'llll willll shall 5 l will11 shall
6 you will 7 won't 8 l'llll willll shall 9 everything'lll
everything will 10 When'llMlhen willMlhen shall
11 They'llnhey will 12 You'llIYou will
9.7C Context
1 shalllwilll'll 2 shan't/won't/will not/shall not
3 shan't/won't/will not/shall not 4 will
5 shan't/won't/will not/shall not 6 will (we shall, but
not ' M y wife and I shalr) 7 shalllwilll'll 8 shall/will/'ll
9 will 10 will/shall/'ll 11 will not/won't/shan't
12 willlshalll'll 13 willl'lllshall 14 will/'ll/shall
15 willl'lllshall 16 willl'lllshall 17 willlshall

Key

9.8A-9.10E

9.8 The simple future, the future progressive,
the future perfect
9.8A Simple future 'I will work' and progressive
'1 will be working' compared
Write 1:
1 will be taking off ('more polite') or will take off
(arrangement [> 9.781)
2 will you be going (referring to future time) or will
you go (intention)
3 you will still be working here ('imagining')
4 They will be sailing (planned action) or will sail
(more definite)
5 The President will be meeting (planned action) or
will meet (more definite)
6 will you be staying (planned action) or will you stay
(more definite)
7 We will be driving (planned action) or will drive
(intentlon)
8 will be writing (imagining)
9 will be circling (imagining)
10 will be seeing (referring to future time) or will see
(intention)
Write 2:
1 will you be leaving 2 we'll be leaving
3 you'll arrive 4 we'll check in 5 we'll have
6 you'll be lying 7 l'll be doing 8 we won't be sitting
around

9.98 'amlislare to', 'be about to', 'be due to'
1 are to 2 are to 3 are not to 4 is (just) about to
5 I'm (just) about to 6 is due to 7 not due tolisn't
due to
9.9C The future-in-the-past
Possible answers
1 was to 2 was going to 3 would 4 was about to
5 was due to
9.9D Context
Possible answers
1 are we to do 2 We are going tolare to deliver
3 11' 1 just check'"' just going to check 4 will belis
5 are taking offltake offlare going to take offlwill be
taking off 6 would belwas to belwas going to be
7 wouldlwas going to break loose 8 11' 1 take over

9.10 The imperative
9.10A Some uses of the imperative to express
different functions
1 Do have 2 Do make 3 Do stop 4 Do hurry
5 Do try 6 Do help

9.88 The future perfect simple and the future
perfect progressive tenses
1 will have completed 2 willlshall have been waiting
3 willlshall have been livinglhave lived 4 willlshall
have finished 5 will have left 6 willlshall have been
flying 7 will have completed 8 will have been
travellinglwill have travelled

9.108 The imperative to address particular people
Possible answers
1 Enjoy yourselflyourselves 2 You try 3 You make1
Make ... MegIMeg, you make 4 Somebody turn off1
Turn off ... somebody 5 Nobody turnlDon't ...
anybody1Don't anybody turn 6 You carrylcarry ...
John! 7 Everybody sit down1Sit down, everybody
8 Everybody have1Have ... everybody 9 Don't move
anybody1Nobody move!/Donlt anybody move!
10 John, youIJohn, posWou ... John
11 Don't anybody IistenIDon't listen to her, anybody!/
Nobody listen to her! 12 Enjoy yourselves, children!

9.8C Context
1 will have builtlwill be building 2 will be circlinglwill
circle 3 (will) probably be circlinglwill probably circle
4 will have establishedlwill be establishing
5 will have increasedlwill be increasing 6 will be
orbiting 7 will have 8 will staylwill be staying
9 will not be clearing up 10 will just be watching

9.10C The imperative with question tags
Possible answers
1 Stop whistling, will you? 2 Do something useful,
can't you? 3 Stop asking questions, won't you?
4 Post this letter, could you? 5 Hold this bag, would
you? 6 Get me some stamps, can you? 7 Come in,
won't you? 8 Take a seat, will you?

9.9 'Going to' and other ways of expressing
the future

9.10D Double imperatives joined by 'and'
Fossible answers
1 Come and see us soon.
2 Try and lift it.frry to lift it.
3 Sit here and wait until the doctor is ready.
4 Wait and see what will happen.

9.9A Uses of the 'going to'-future compared with
'will'
1 are we going to spend 2 We're going to run out of
3 1'11 stop 4 We're going to get stuck 5 We'll (or
We're going to) have to walk 6 someone'll
7 It's going to rain 8 l'll wave 9 He's going to stop

9.10E Context
1 DO 2 KEEP 3 MIND 4 ASK 5 AVOID
6 COME AND ASK 7 DON'T WASTE 8 THINK!

Key

10 Be, Have, Do
10.1 'Be' as a full verb (1)
10.1A Some uses of the imperative of 'be':
'Be careful'

Write 1:
1 Be an angel! 2 Don't be a silly idiot! 3 Be the
proud owner ... 4 Don't be a writer. 5 You be
Batman and I'll be Robin.
Write 2:
1 (Do) be quiet!
2 (Do) be careful!
3 (Do) be generous!
4 (Do) be friendly!
5 (Do) be brave!

Don't be noisy!
Don't be careless!
Don't be mean!
Don't be critical!
Don't be afraid!

10.1B The use of 'aren't'
1 aren't 2 aren't 3 aren't 4 isn't 5 aren't
6 aren't 7 wasn't 8 weren't
10.1C 'Be' in the simple present and simple past
1 was 2was ... is 3 a m 4 i s 5 i s ... was 6 i s
7 is ... was 8 are ... were 9 are ...were ... are
10is ... is 11 are ... are 12is 13 Is ... was... is
14 Were ... weren't ... are 15 is ... was 16 is ... was
17 was 18 is (or was)
10.1D Context
1 was 2 you're 3 aren't 4 1 'm 5 aren't 6 You're
7You're 8 I'm 9 I'm 10 be 11 Be 12 What's
13 I'm 14Don's 15 be 16 Be 17 Are 18 I'm

10.2 'Be' as a full verb (2)
10.2A Progressive forms of 'be' for 'temporary
behaviour'
The following sentences need ticks: 1, 3, 5
10.28 'Has been', 'have been', 'had been' +
adjectives and nouns
1 hasNour brother's 2 havellong've 3 havell've
4 hadlshe'd 5 hasllt's 6 has/Shels ... haslshe's
7 hadlyou'd 8 havell've
10.2C 'Have been' and 'have gone'
1 has gonelhe's gone 2 have beenll've been
3 have been 4 have gone 5 have beenlyou've
been 6 has gone/Hels gone 7 has gone/Hels gone
8 has been/Hels been

10.1A-10.3D

10.2D 'Have been' with 'since' and 'for'
1 She has been waiting ...
2 1 have worked11 have been working ...
3 We have livedme have been living ...
4 How long have we been waiting ... ?
5 How long has Silvia workedlbeen working ... ?
6 How long has your brother livedlbeen living ...
10.2E Context
1 have gone 2 have beenmhey've been 3 have
beenll've been 4 have ever beenll've ever been
5 is beinglshe's being 6 were 7 were 8 have not
beenlhaven't been 9 has beenlshe's been 10 has
beenlshe's been 11 has beenllt's been

10.3 'There'

+ 'be'

10.3A 'There + 'be' as a 'natural choice'
The following sentences need ticks: 1, 3, 6
2 There is a good clothes shop not far from here.
4 There was a photograph of that girl in last week's
magazine.
5 There will be a new security system in operation ...
7 There is a public holiday on May 1 st.
8 There will be a meeting between the two world
leaders ...
10.38 'There is', etc. compared with 'it is', etc.
1 There ... they 2 There's ... She's 3 There's ... it's
4 There'll ... He's 5 There ... It 6 There ... They
7 There's ... lt's 8 There's ... lt's 9 there ... it
10 there ... they
10.3C Combinations with 'there' + 'be'
1 There was 2 There are 3 Are there1Have there
been ... there arelthere've been - There are
4 Is there ... there is 5 There aremhere will be
6 There has beenmhere's 7 There will be
8 There's 9 there hadlhas been 10 ... isn't
there? 11 There seem 12 There seemsmhere
seemed
10.3D Context
1 There had been 2 it was first opened
3 There was 4 there were 5 there were
6 They were 7 There were 8 There was 9 It was
10 There has never been 11 there never will be

Kev

10.4A-10.6C

10.4 Verbs related in meaning to 'be'
10.4A Certainty and uncertainty with 'be', 'seem',
etc.
1 They seem (to be) very happy.
2 He seemed (to be) a genius at maths.
3 She seems to be finding the job difficult.
4 They seemed to be looking for something.
5 He seems to have been knocked out.
6 It seems (to be) very dark outside.
7 It seems to be raining very hard outside.
8 My watch seems to have stopped.
10.48 'To be' or not 'to be'?
1 (to be) 2 (to be) 3 to be 4 (-)
8 (to be)

5 (-)

6 (-)

she have 17 l have (got) 18 did you last have
19 have (got) 20 has (got) 21 have (got)
22 Have you (got)/Do you have 23 have (got)
24 has (got). Note that have you is also possible, but
less common, in 1, 3, 4 and 22.
10.50 Context
1 to have 2 doesn't havelhasn't (got) 3 has
4 has (got) 5 has (got) 6 haven't (got)/don't have
7 has (got) 8 had (got) 9 had 10 had 11 had
12 haven't (got)/donlt have

10.6 'Have' as a full verb meaning 'eat',
'enjoy', etc.

7 (-)
10.6A 'Have' (= 'eat', 'enjoy', etc.) compared with
'have (= 'possess')

10.4C 'Process verbs' related to 'be' and 'become'
Possible answers
1 grow 2 get 3 has turnedlis turning 4 goes
5 has runlis running 6 becoming 7 has come1
came 8 fell 9 are wearinglhave worn 10 get
11 become 12 make

Write 1:
1 Do you have 2 They have (got) 3 We have (got)
4 She has 5 l've just had 6 We had 7 She has
(got) 8 l have 9 l don't often have 10 Have you
(got) (or Do you have) 11 they had had
12 did you have

10.40 Context
1 seernedlappeared 2 looked 3 smelt
4 govbecame 5 seernedlappeared 6 becamelgot
7 seemsllooks 8 feel 9 proves 10 seems

Write 2:
1 Have 2 has 3 is having 4 had 5 were having
6 have hadlhave been having 7 has been having (or
has had) 8 had ... had 9 had hadlhad been having
or had 10 will be having 11 will have had
12 will have had

10.5 'Have' as a full verb = 'possess';
'have got' = 'possess'
10.5A 'Have got' = 'own' and 'have got' = 'obtain'
1 have received 2 possess/own 3 possess/own
4 have obtained 5 possesslown 6 have obtained
10.58 Uses of 'have' and 'have got' to mean
'possess'
1 They havenhey've got 2 1 don't havelhaven't got
3 Do you have1Have you got (Have you is possible,
but less common) 4 My uncle had 5 l've had
6 We'll have 7 l will have had 8 she had had
9 l must have 10 he should have 11 Does your
brother have1Has your brother got (Has your brother
is possible but less common) 12 Will you have
13 Have you had 14 Do you have1Have you got
(Have you is possible but less common)
10.5C Common uses of 'have' and 'have got'
1 Have you got/Do you have 2 have (got) 3 Have
you goVDo you have 4 Have you goVDo you have
5 She has (got) 6 He has (got) 7 He has (got)
8 has (got) 9 haven't (got)/donlt have
10 hasn't (got)/doesn't have 11 have you (got)ldo
you have 12 have (got) 13 have (got)
14 have (got) 15 has (got) on 16 had she govdid

10.6B Common 'have' + noun combinations

Write 1:
Possible apswers
1 We had an awful meal at the Station Hotel.
2 1 had a bad dream last night.
3 When are you going to have a haircut?
4 1 have an appointment to see Mr Jay at 10.
5 Have a good trip to America!
6 We had a lovely day for the wedding.
7 You'll have a pain if you eat any more apples.
8 Our teacher has a wonderful sense of humour.
Write 2:
1 are always having fights 2 Have a look at
3 have a rest 4 have a ride 5 l had a talk tolwith
Jim 6 have a swim 7 have a wash
8 Have a sleep
10.6C Context
1 has (got) 2 has had 3 has (got) 4 has (got)
5 'Has Worzel had? 6 having 7 haslis having
8 have 9 has (got) 10 has (got) 11 aren't having
12 have (got)

Key

10.7 'Do' as a full verb
10.7A Forms and uses of 'do' as an auxiliary and
as a full verb
Write 1:
11 29 3j 4h 5k 6d 7a 8f
12b 13i

9m

10c l l e

Write 2:
1 What are you doing? 2 ... she never does the
washing up 3 No, don't do that 4 What is that
flowerpot doing ...? 5 do theltheir washing
6 ... when you've done that 7 How does he do it?
8 he doesn't do any reading 9 What have you done?
10 What are those suitcases doing ...? 11 I've been
doing a bit of gardening 12 What's that car doing ...?
13 I've already done so.
10.78 'Do' and 'make' compared
one's best, business with someone, an
do:
experiment, research, one's hair, something
for a living, an impression (= imitate),
somebody a service.
make: an appointment, an arrangement, an attempt,
a noise, something for a living, progress,
an impression (= impress), a journey, a
fortune, war.
Possible answers
1 You should always try to do your best.
2 1 must make an appointment to see the dentist.
3 We do a lot of business with your firm.
4 We did a very interesting experiment in chemistry
today.
5 I've made an arrangement to meet him on
Thursday.
6 Mary does research into the causes of acid rain.
7 Mr Stuart does my hair once a fortnight.
8 1 made several attempts to start the car before I
phoned the garage.
9 Don't make a noise! We don't want to wake the
children.
10 What does Tom do for a living? - Tom makes toys
for a living.
11 Janet has made excellent progress this term.
12 He does very funny impressions of famous people.
She has made a good impression in her new job.
13 Will you do me a service and take this to the post
office?
14 He has just made a journey to the village where he
was born.
15 You can make a fortune in the antiques business
these days.
16 The Persians were always making war against the
Greeks.

10.7A-11.2D

10.7C Context
1 did 2 don't 3 do 4 d o 5 done 6 rnade
7doing 8 d o 9 make l O d o

11 Modal auxiliaries and related verbs
11.1 The two uses of modal verbs
11.1 A The first use of modal verbs (1)
l c 2f 3d 4a 5b 6e
11.1 8 The first use of modal verbs (2)
Must is not possible in the following:
2 have had to 4 had had to 5 had to
6 haven't had to 7 having to
11.1 C The second use of modal verbs
1 certain 2 very uncertain 3 fairly certain
4 almost certain 5 fairly certain 6 almost certain
7 fairly certain 8 very uncertain 9 almost certain
11.1 D Context
1 MayICan 2 must be 3 am 4 must have
5 couldn't 6 can't 7 must/can 8 have had to
9 haven't been able to 10 canlmay

11.2 Uses of modals (etc.) to express ability
and inability
11.2A Expressing present and past ability: 'can'
and 'be able to'
1 can 2 can't 3 can 4 couldlwas able to ... can
5 Can ... can't 6 couldn't 7 couldlwas able to1
managed to 8 was able tolmanaged to 9 couldn't/
wasn't able to 10 were able tolmanaged to
11.28 'Canlcould' with verbs of perception: 'I can
see'
1 Can you see 2 l can smell 3 I could understand
4 Could you understand 5 l can't see 6 I couldn't
understand
11.2C Ability in tenses other than the present and
the past
1 will be able to 2 haven't been able to
3 would have been able to 4 had been able to
5 will be able to 6 being able to 7 be able to
8 had been able to
11.2D 'Can/could' in place of 'is often' and 'was
often'
1 The sea can be 2 She can be 3 She could be
4 It can be 5 He could be

Key

11.2E-11.4C

11.2E Context
1 had not been able tolhad been unable to
2 could onlylhad only been able to 3 could
4 were able tolmanaged to 5 couldlwould be able to1
would manage to 6 couldlwas able tolwere able to
7 CanIDo

11.3 Uses of modals (etc.) to express
permission and prohibition
11.3A Asking for permission with 'can', 'could',
'may' and 'might'
Possible answers
1 Can I make myself some coffee (please)?
2 CouldIMay I use yourlthe lavatory, please?
3 1 wonder if I might (possibly) see your garden?
4 Could I (possibly) make a phone call (please)?
5 Do you think I could (possibly) borrow your car?
11.38 Giving and refusing permission1Expressing
prohibition
Possible answers
1 You may not smoke. (This notice is trying to sound
polite.)
2 You are not allowed to camp or picnic here.
3 You are forbidden to fish here.
4 You may camp here.
5 This is private (property). You are not permitted to
enter.
6 You mustn't lean out of the window.
7 You can leave your litter here.
8 You can't stop here.
11.3C Permissionlprohibition i n tenses other than
present and future
1 were allowed to 2 was never allowed to 3 has
only been allowed to 4 has just been allowed to
5 have not been allowed to 6 had not allowed him to
11.3D 'Can' (= ability) and 'canlcould'
(= have permission, be free to)
Can is possible in the following:
2 We can go 3 She can drive 5 I can play
6 You can use
11.3E Context
Possible answers
1 Am I allowed to 2 can 3 can't 4 mustn't
5 will be allowed to 6 can't 7 could

11.4 Uses of modals (etc.) to express

certainty and possibility
11.4A Certainty and possibility
Write 1:
1C 2P 3C 4P 5C 6P 7C 8P 9C 10P
11C 12P 13C 14P
Write 2:
He may/might/could be at home now.
He may/might/could be at home tomorrow.
He may/might/could have been at home
yesterday.
She may/might/could leave at 9 .
She may/might/could leave tomorrow.
She may/might/could have left.
She may/might/could have left last night.
She may/might/could have left by 9.
He may/might/could be working today.
He may/might/could be working today.
He may/might/could have been working today.
He may/might/could have been working all day.
Write 3:
Possible answers
He may/might/could be at home.
He may/might/could have been at home.
He may/might/could be at home.
It may/might/could leave at 10.
It may/might/could have left at 10.
She may/might/could be working.
She may/might/could have been working.
She may/might/could be working.
She may/might/could have been working.
He may/might/could have had tea and toast.
She may/might/could have parked in the car park.
It may/might/could have cost •’15,000.
11.48 Certain and uncertain answers t o questions
Possible answers
1 (Yes,) she may (do).
2 She might live in London.
3 (Yes,) he could have (done).
4 He might have caught the 8.30.
5 (Yes,) they might be.
6 They might be living abroad.
7 (Yes,) he may have (done).
8 He could have finished work at 4.30.
9 (Yes,) I could (do).
10 I may leave tomorrow.
11.4C Context
Possible answers
1 can 2 may 3 may 4 might 5 might 6 could
7 could 8 might 9 might 10 could

Key

11.5 Uses of rnodals to express deduction
11.5A Certainty or deduction?
1C 2C 3C 4C 5C 6D 7D 8D
11D 12D

9D

10D

11.58 Two kinds of 'must be'
1 mustn't be ( 0 ) 2 must be ( 0 ) 3 can't be (D)
4 must be (D) 5 must be (D) 6 can't be (D)
7 must be ( 0 ) 8 mustn't be ( 0 ) 9 can't be (D)
10 mustn't be ( 0 )
11.5C 'Must have been', 'can'tlcouldn't have
been'; 'had to beldidn't have to be'
1 must have been 2 can'tkouldn't have been
3 had to be 4 did she have to be 5 didn't have to
6 didn't have to 7 must have been 8 must have
been 9 can't have been 10 had to be
11 must have been 12 had to be
11.5D Context
1 didn't have to be 2 must belmust have been
3 can't belcan't have been 4 must be 5 must be
6 had to be 7 must have been imported
8 must have laid

11.6 Uses of rnodals for offers, requests and
suggestions
11.6A Offering things and substances
Possible answers
1 Would you like a sandwich?
2 Wouldn't you like some coffee?
3 Would you like a slice of toast?
4 Would you like some potatoes?
5 Wouldn't you like an orange?
6 Would you likesome fruit?
11.68 Requests for things and substances
Possible answers
1 Can I have a sandwich, please?
2 May I have some coffee, please?
3 Could I have a slice of toast, please?
4 May I have some potatoes, please?
5 Might I have an orange, please?
6 Could I have some fruit, please?
11.6C Making suggestions, inviting actions
Possible answers
1 Would you like to stay with me?
2 Would you like to join us for a meal?
3 Wouldn't you like to come on an excursion?
4 Would you like to have a holiday with us?

11.5A-11.7C

11.6D Requesting others to do things for you
Possible answers
1 WillMlould you hold the door open for me, please?
2 Please will/would you dial dthis number for me?
3 WillMlould you please translate dthis letter for
me?
4 WillMlould you deliver someithese flowers for me,
please?
11.6E Offering to do things for others
Possible answers
1 Shall I put your suitcase on the rack (for you)?
2 Shall I close the window (for you)?
3 Shall I pick those up (for you)?
11.6F Making suggestions that include the
speaker
1 Shall we drive to the coast?
2 Shall we have a meal out this evening?
3 Shall we travel first class?
4 Shall we have a holiday in Bahia?
11.6G Context
1 Would you 2 Shall l 3 Will/Would you
4 Would you 5 Can IICould l (etc.) 6 Shall we
7 Shall l 8 Will/Would you 9 Would you

11.7 Expressing wishes, etc.: 'I wish',
'if only', 'it's (high) time'
11.7A Present and past reference with 'I wish',
'if only' and 'it's (high) time'
1 present 2 present 3 present 4 past 5 past
11.78 Expressing wishes and regrets with 'I wish'
and 'if only'
Possible answers
1 I wishllf only I wadwere fitlfitter!
2 1 wishllf only it wadwere cooler!
3 1 wishllf only it wasnlt/weren'training!
4 1 wishllf only I had been less impatient/more
patient!
5 1 wishllf only I hadn't wasted a lot oflso much time
watching TV!
6 1 wishllf only they had more friends!
7 1 wishllf only we had locked the back door!
8 1 wishllf only he wasn'tlweren't abroad!
9 1 wishllf only she hadn't read it!
10 1 wishllf only he had taken it!
11.7C 'Would' and 'could' after 'I wish' and 'if only'
1 would 2 wouldn't 3 could 4 cculd 5 would
6 could

Key

11 .I 1 Modals to express habit: 'used to',

'will' and 'would'
11.1 1A The form of 'used to'
1 didn't 2 did 3 didn't use tolnever used to
4 Did you use to 5 did 6 did 7 did you use to
8 didn't use tolnever used to
11.1 1 B Uses of 'used to'
1 used to go 2 didn't use to (or never used to) like
4 used to have to 5 1 never
3 Did you use to like
used to enjoy 6 was having 7 used to be
8 used to be 9 were working 10 Was it raining?
11.1 1C 'Would' in place of 'used to' and in place of
the simple past
The first used to (Gerald used to spend) sets the
scene. After that, the following should be underlined:
used to get up (would get up), caught (would catch),
put (would put), took ((would) take), always used to
go, (would always go) was often (would often be)
11.1 1D 'Willlwould' to describe 'usual behaviour'
1 would always tell 2 will still tell 3 would only
discuss 4 will play 5 would work
6 won't always tell
11.1 1E Context
Possible answers
1 was 2 was 3 used tolwould 4 lovedlused
to love 5 never acceptedlwould never accepttnever
used to accept 6 will always find 7 wouldlused to
say 8 used tolwould say 9 would always belwas
alwayslalways used to be 10 often used to visit/
often visited 11 never used to tirelnever tired
12 would saylsaid

11.12 'Need' and 'dare' as modals and as full
verbs
11.1 2A 'Need' as a modal and as a full verb
modal
full verb
1 Need you go ... ?
Do you need to go ... ?
2 Need I wait ... ?
Do I need to wait ... ?
3 They needn't wait ...
They don't need to wait ...
4 You needn't have said ... You didn't need to say ...
5 1 hardly need explain ... I hardly need to explain ...
6 He needn't learn ...
He doesn't need to learn ...
7 All that you need do ... All that you need to do ...
8 1 don't think you
I don't think you need
need explain
to explain

ll.llA-11.13E

11.1 2B The form of 'dare' as a modal and as a full
verb
1 daren't/donlt dareldon't dare to 2 daren'tldidn't
dareldidn't dare to/dare(d) not 3 dareldare to
4 Dare we1Do we darelDo we dare to 5 didn't dare1
didn't dare to/dare(d) notldaren't 6 dare 7 daren'tl
doesn't dareldoesn't dare to 8 daren't have
9 daren'tldidn't dare toldared not
11.1 2C Uses of 'dare'
I d 2c 3d 4a 5b 6c 7b 8a 9d l o b
l l b 12d
11.1 2D Context
1 dared notldid not dare (to) move 2 need not
have worried 3 dared (to) breathe 4 didn't dare to 1
dare not /dared not open 5 need (to) tell

11.13 'Wouldlwouldn't'; 'that

'there'

+ modal

... should';

11.13A 'Would' and 'wouldn't' in place of the
simple present tense or 'will' future
1 would be 2 wouldn't be 3 would think
4 wouldn't seem 5 would be 6 wouldn't imagine
7 Would that seem
11.1 3B 'That ... should' after verbs like 'suggest'
Possible answers
1 we should buy (a) 2 we should avoid (a) 3 he not
raise (c) 4 they do not break (b) 5 she should
do? (a) 6 we improve (blc) 7 you take (blc)
8 not delay (c) 9 we take (blc) 10 he should be
allowed (a)
11.1 3C 'That ... should' after adjectives like
'essential'
1 we should send (a) 2 she return (c) 3 he is
informed (b) 4 she be (c)
11.1 3D 'There' + modal auxiliaries
Possible answers
1 could be 2 must be 3 will never be
4 Couldn't there be 5 Might there be
6 should there be 7 can't there be
11.1 3E Context
Possible answers
1 you (should) take 2 you (should) get 3 you begin
4 could be 5 you (should) follow 6 will be
7 may be 8 would seem

Key

12.1A-1 2.38

12 The passive and the causative
12.1 General information about form
12.1 A Basic forms of the passive
Write 1:
The following should have been marked P: 1 , 3, 6, 9.
Write 2:
1 A lot of money is owed to the bank.
2 It has been proved that there is no life on
the moon.
3 Videos like this one can be bought anywhere.
4 The history of the European Community has to be
written one day.
5 The history of the European Community may
already have been written.
6 When we arrived home, we found that one of our
windows had been broken.
7 Their car has been sold to pay their debts.
8 A meeting is held in the village hall once a week.

12.1B The passive with progressive forms:
'She is being interviewed'
1 New employees are always welcomed by the
manager.
2 A new supermarket is being built near the church.
3 The battle was fought in 1623.
4 The windows were being cleaned while I was
there.
5 My desk has been moved!
6 The refugees are being taken to a camp outside
the village.
7 All the documents had been signed before I
arrived.
8 We were being questioned and our vehicle was
being searched at the same time.
9 Our letters will be posted when the ship arrives at
the next port of call.
10 The case is being opened again because they're
not satisfied with the verdict.
12.1C Context
1 died 2 was given 3 was attended 4 be held
5 lined 6 was drawn 7 followed 8 was given
9 watched 10 could be heard 11 turned
12 whispered

12.2 Uses of the passive
12.2A Uses of the passive
Possible answers
1 has been damaged ... has widenedlis widening ...
has been investigated
2 are visited ... can be arranged

3 English Spoken ... Shoes Repaired ... are
translated
4 are constantly reminded ... is becoming ...
are flashed
5 are involved ... is hurt ... have to ... are damaged
12.2B The use of 'by' + agent (= 'doer') after a
passive
1 was sold ... was shown by the general public.
2 was composed by Beethoven ... was written
3 are being replaced by modern ones ... is not
controlled
12.2C The passive with verbs of 'saying' and
'believing': 'It is said (that)
1 It is expected 2 It was feared
3 (Joyce) is supposed 4 (Jack Smith) is thought
5 It is thought 6 There is thought
7 (Jim) is considered 8 There are said 9 It is said
10 There islwas supposed

...'

12.20 Context
1 have been seen 2 is supposed 3 to be shown
4 was bought 5 was eventually sold
6 was exhibited 7 islwas said 8 must have
been disappointed 9 waslhad been cleverly made
10 waslhad been delicately sewn 11 waslhad been
so skilfully done 12 must have been required

12.3 Form and use of the causative
12.3A Form of the causative:
'have something done'
1 decorated 2 looked at 3 tested 4 cut
5 photocopied 6 written
12.3B The causative compared with the active and
passive
Write 1:
1 I'm cleaning 2 It's being cleaned 3 l have
it cleaned 4 we had it decorated
5 It's being decorated 6 must have your
shoes repaired 7 have just been repaired
8 1 repaired 9 (to have this film) developed
and printed 10 to photocopy 11 mends
12 It's being photocopied

Key

12.3C-13.2A

Write 2:
l a She had her best skirt cleaned yesterday.
b She's having her eyes tested today.
c She's going to have a tooth extracted tomorrow.
2a She had two trees planted yesterday.
b She's having a film developed today.
c She's going to have two teeth filled tomorrow.
3a She had her car serviced yesterday.
b She's having some furniture delivered today.
c She's going to have her hair done tomorrow.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

12.3C 'Get' in the causative: 'get something done'
1 get 2 getting 3 getting 4 get 5 Get

13.1C YeslNo short answers
Possible answers
1 Yes, l am. 2 No, she isn't (she's not). 3 No, they
aren't (they're not). 4 Yes, l am. 5 No, she
isn't (she's not). 6 Yes, we are. 7 Yes, l am.
8 No, she wasn't. 9 Yes, they were.
10 Yes, you should. 11 No, I won't.
12 No, I wouldn't. 13 Yes, she (still) does.
14 Yes, l do. 15 No, he didn't. 16 Yes, he has.
17 No, I haven't. 18 No, she hasn't.

12.30 Context
1 havelget it repaired 2 havelget a new washing
machine installed 3 havelget it serviced
4 havinglgetting films developed and printed
5 havelget our eyes tested 6 (havelget) our teeth
filled 7 (havelget) our chests X-rayed
8 havelget my hair cut 9 havelget any jobs done

13 Questions, answers, negatives
13.1 YeslNo questions, negative statements,
YesINo answers
13.1A YeslNo questions (expecting 'Yes' or 'No' in
the answer)
1 Am I late?
2 Is this the London train?
3 Are my photos ready?
4 Is John working in the garden?
5 Are the children studying?
6 Does Jane give piano lessons?
7 Was Tony enjoying himself?
8 Do they live in the south?
9 Should she be here?
10 Could she ask a question?
11 Will it be fine tomorrow?
12 Will your friend be staying?
13 Would they like an invitation?
14 Do they often argue like that?
15 Do you run a mile every morning?
16 Did Sheila go to the lecture?
13.1B Negative statements
1 No, I'm not ready.
2 No, she isn't (she's not) right.
3 No, they aren'! (they're not) late.
4 No, I'm not being silly.
5 No, he isn't (he's not) working in London.
6 No, they aren't (they're not) playing tennis.
7 No, you aren't (you're no:) going to fail.

No, she wasn't waiting for me.
No, he can't speak Russian.
No, he won't (he'll not) be leaving soon.
No, it wouldn't be a very good idea.
No, it doesn't look like rain.
No, they don't always win.
No, they didn't miss the last lesson.
No, she hasn't (she's not) always been good at
sport.
16 No, I haven't (I've not) met her.

13.1D Context
1 Did we turn off1Have we turned off 2 Yes, we did1
Yes, we have 3 Are all the taps off?
4 Yes, they are 5 haven't remembered1
didn't remember 6 Yes, we havelyes, we did
7 Are there any windows open? 8 No, there aren't
9 Are the front and back doors locked?
10 Yes, they are 11 haven't got

13.2 Alternative negative forms and negative
questions
13.2A Negative statements with 'negative
adverbs': 'never', etc.
1 I never go to the cinema.
2 She hardly ever watches TV.
3 1 can seldom get him on the phone.
4 They barely greeted me.
5 We scarcely ever go out.
6 We can hardly wait till tomorrow.
7 We rarely see our neighbours.
8 It's scarcely worth the trouble.
9 l 've bought no eggs.
10 1 spoke to no one.
11 I want none of them.
12 She said nothing.
13 We went nowhere.
14 Please tell nobody.
15 She hardly understands English.

Key

13.28-13.4D

13.28 Cancelling what has just been said:
'No, not Wednesday'
Possible answers
1 (No,) not Diana, Josephine.
2 (No,) not 5, 5.30.
3 (No,) not London, Luton.
4 (No,) not today, tomorrow.
5 (No,) not coffee, tea.
6 (No,) not the salt, the pepper.
13.2C Negative questions: 'Can't you ...?'
1 Aren't l 2 Isn't she 3 Aren't those 4 Isn't he
5 Aren't they 6 Wasn't she 7 Weren't you
8 Aren't you 9 Can't you 10 Couldn't you
11 Don't you 12 Doesn't she 13 Didn't he
14 Haven't you 15 Hasn't he 16 Haven't l
17 Shouldn't you 18 Aren't I
13.2D Context
1 everyone 2 no one 3 hardly ever
5 anywhere 6 anything 7 nothing

13.4 Additions and responses

...

13.4A Additions and contrasts: 'John can and I
can, toolbut 1 can't'
Possible answers
1 Rudi can speak English, and Roxanne can, too.
2 Rudi can't speak Italian, but Roxanne can.
3 Rudi plays tennis, and so does Roxanne.
4 Rudi goes skiing, but Roxanne doesn't.
5 Rudi doesn't like classical music, and neither does
Roxanne.
6 Rudi visited London last year, but Roxanne didn't.
7 Rudi doesn't speak Italian, but Roxanne does.
8 Rudi didn't visit Rome last year, but Roxanne did.
9 Rudi can speak English, and so can Roxanne.
10 Rudi plays tennis, and Roxanne does, too.
11 Rudi doesn't like classical music, and Roxanne
doesn't, either.
12 Rudi speaks English, and Roxanne does, too.

4 no

13.3 Tag questions and echo tags
13.3A Tag questions 1: 'It is ..., isn't it?'Icltisn't ...,
is it?'
1 isn't she? 2 aren't they? 3 aren't I?
4 wasn't she? 5 weren't we? 6 haven't you?
7 hasn't he? 8 don't I? 9 doesn't she? 10 is she?
11 arethey? 12am I? 13wasshe? 14werewe?
15 have you? 16 has he? 17 do I? 18 does she?
13.38 Tag questions 2: 'You painted it yourself,
did you?'
l e 2 c 3 9 4f 5 b 6 d 7 a
13.3C Echo tags: 'Is he?'/'He is?'
Possible answers
1 Is he? (rising tone: interest)
2 They aren't, are they? (falling tone: confirmation)
3 She wasn't was she? (rising tone: surprise,
disbelief)
4 Weren't you? (rising tone: interest, sympathy)
5 He does, doesn't he? (falling tone: confirmation)
6 Don't they? (rising tone: interest)
7 1 shouldn't, should I? (falling tone: confirmation)
8 You can, can you? (falling tone: disbelief)
9 Can't we? (rising tone: asks for more information)
10 There will, won't there? (falling tone: confirmation)
13.3D Context
Possible answers
1 do we? 2 has? 3 did you? 4 didn't you? or
did you? 5 haven't l 6 shouldn't you?
7 don't you?

13.48 Parallel responses: 'John can ...'/'I can, tool
So can I'
1 I can, too.1So can I.
2 l can't, either./Neither (Nor) can I.
3 So should 1.11 should, too.
4 l won't, either./Neither (Nor) will I.
5 1 do, too.1So do I.
6 l don't, either.1Neither (Nor) do I.
7 So did 1.11 did, too.
8 l didn't, either./Neither (Nor) did I.
9 1 was, too.1So was I.
10 So have 1.11 have, too.
11 Neither (Nor) have 1.11 haven't, either.
12 1 did, too.1So did I.
13.4C 'So have you' and 'So you have!'
1 confirmationlsurprise 2 addition 3 addition
4 confirmationlsurprise 5 confirmationlsurprise
6 addition
Possible answers
7 Jane's got flu. - So have I. (addition)
8 She's got egg on her blouse! - S o she has!
(confirmationlsurprise)
9 Jack's spoken to the boss. - So has Diana.
(addition)
10 I've been to Russia. - So have I. (addition)
11 Sam's had a haircut at last. - So he has!
(confirmationlsurprise)
12 Jenny's new coat is exactly the same as yours! So it is! (confirmationlsurprise)
13.4D Context
Possible answers
1 'I'm not, either' or 'NeitherlNor am 1' 2 '1 will, too' or
'So will 1' 3 '... so would I' or '... I would, too'
4 'So there is!' 5 'NeitherlNor can I' or 'I can't, either'

Key

13.5 Question-word questions (1):
'Who(m) ?, 'What ?'

...

...

13.5A Form of question-word questions (except
subject questions)

l a Is she arriving today? b When is she arriving?
2a Has he written
b Why has he written
a letter?
a letter?
3a Can she help us?
b How can she help us?
4a Do they live
b Where do they live?
in Jamaica?
5a Does he arrive
b What time does
at 1 O?
he arrive?
6a Can't you tell us?
b What can't you tell us?
13.58 'Who(m) ...?' as a question-word
1 Who(m) did you invite to your house?
2 Who(m) did Jane see this morning?
3 Who(m) did you speak to?
4 Who(m) did they employ?
5 Who(m) did she buy this present for?
6 Who(m) did John phone?
7 Who(m) did you complain to?
8 Who(m) did she write to?
13.5C 'What ...?' as a question-word
Possible answers
1 What are you doing?/What are you looking at?
2 What do you do (for a living)?
3 What (kindtmaketsort of) shampoo do you use?
4 What's your boss like?
5 What was the weather like?
6 What's this (called) in English?
7 What (maketkindtsort of) car is that?
8 What nationality is Ibrahim?
9 What time are they leaving?
10 What date is it?/Whatls the date?
11 What's that (thing) (for)?
13.5D Context
1 What's his name? 2 What's he done this time?/
What did he do? 3 Who(m) did he steal it from?
4 What date was it? 5 What did you do that for?
6 What are the chances ... 7 What do you say ...?

13.6 Question-word questions (2): 'When?',
'Where?', 'Which?', 'Whose?'
13.6A 'When ...?' and 'Where ...?' as questionwords
Possible answers
1 When is (or When's) Jim's birthday?
2 Where did you get that T-shirt, Alice?
3 When does the coach leave, Mary?
4 Where's Kyzyl?

13.5A-13.7E

13.68 'Which ...?' as a question-word
Possible answers
1 film did you go to?
2 books do you prefer?
3 soap does Amy use?
4 girls did you meet at the party?
5 is the longest river in the world?
6 desk is the cheapest?
7 of these three briefcases do you prefer?
8 year will you always remember?
9 month is the hottest in Italy?
10 way did the boys go?
13.6C 'Whose?'
1 Who 2 Whose 3 Who 4 Whose 5 Whose
6 Whose 7 Whose 8 Whose 9 Who
10 Whose (or Who)
13.6D Context
1 When 2 Who 3 which 4 Whose 5 Where
6 when 7 Where 8 Which 9 who 10 When

13.7 Question-word questions (3): 'Why?',
'How?'
13.7A 'Why ...?' as a question-word
Possible answers
1 are you still downstairs?
2 don't we have a party?
3 didn't you ask me to help?
4 did you ring Jack just now?
5 have you bought me these flowers?
6 have you got to ring Tony?
7 are you in such a hurry?
8 don't you leave the job till tomorrow?/Why not
leave ... ?
9 did you go round the back?
13.78 'How ...?' as a question-word; 'How much?/
How many?'
1 How much 2 How much 3 How many
4 How much 5 How many 6 How many
13.7C 'How ' + adjective or adverb: 'How far?'
1 How old 2 How deep 3 How far 4 How big
5 How long 6 How high
13.7D 'How long ... (for)?' and 'How long ago?'
1 How long ... (for)? 2 How long ago
3 How long ago 4 How long ... (for)?
13.7E Social uses of 'How ...?'
I d 29 3 c 4 h Sf 6 e 7 b 8 a

Key

l3.7F-13.9D

13.7F Context
1 'What do you charge?' or 'What (price) do you
chargelare you charging?' 2 'How much space do
you want?' 3 'How long do you want it (for)?'
4 'Do you want a box ... ?' 5 'Do you want ... ?'
6 'How much have you made ... ?' 7 'How's your
leg ...?' 8 'Why do you ask?' or 'Why are you
asking?'

13.89 Context
Possible answers
1 Who composed ...? 2 What songs did he
compose? 3 Which party willlwould win ...?
4 Who willlwould be ...? 5 What arelwere the
papers saying? 6 Which papers arelwere ... ?
7 Which country haslhad ... ? 8 Whose system
doesldid ...? 9 What doesldid Mr Berlin think ...?

13.8 Subject-questions: 'Who?', 'What?',
'Which', 'Whose?'

13.9 Questions about alternatives; emphatic
questions with 'ever'

13.8A Subject or object?

13.9A Questions about alternatives (1): 'Did you
laugh, or cry?'
1 Did they listen to records, or go for a walk?
2 Can she dance, (or) sing, or play the piano?
3 Do you buy clothes when you need them, or wait
for the summer sales?
4 Has she gone to church, or stayed at home?
5 Will you phone her, or wait till she rings back?

Write 1:
1s 2 0 3 0 4s 5s 6 0 7 0 8s
9 0 10s 1 1 0 12s
Write 2:
Possible answers
1 Who can play chess? - Mary can.
2 Who wants to have a day off? - We all do.
3 Who broke the big glass vase? - I didn't.
4 Who'll help tomorrow? - I will.
5 What made this mark on the table? - A knife
(made it)./A knife did.
6 What will make you happy? - A new car (will make
me happy)./A new car will.
7 WhichMlhatteacher took you for maths? - Mr
Johnson (took us)./Mr Johnson did.
8 WhichMlhat tie goes best with this shirt? - Your
blue one (goes best)./Your blue one does.
9 Whose dog bit you? - My neighbour's (dog).lMy
neighbour's dog did.
10 WhichMlhat dog bit you? - The dog which lives
next door (did).
11 Whose suitcase got lost on the journey? -Janet's
(suitcase) (did).
Write 3:
Possible answers
1 Who can play the guitar?NVhich of you can ... ?
2 Who would like some more coffee?
3 What happens in the film?
4 Who's coming? Which of you are coming? How
many of you are coming?
5 Which actor impressed you the most?
6 Whose chair is squeaking? Which chair is
squeaking?
7 Whose car is the blue Fiat?
8 Who's comingNVhich of you are coming on an
excursion with me?

13.99 Questions about alternatives (2): 'Did you
take it, or didn't you?'
l a Do you like fish, or don't you?
b Do you or don't you like fish?
c Do you like fish, or not?
2a Can you help me, or can't you?
b Can you or can't you help me?
c Can you help me, or not?
3a Have you sent a card, or haven't you?
b Have you or haven't you sent a card?
c Have you sent a card, or not?
4a Will you phone the plumber, or won't you?
b Will you or won't you phone the plumber?
c Will you phone the plumber, or not?
13.9C Emphatic questions with 'ever', etc.
1 Who ever 2 Why ever 3 When ever
4 What ever 5 Where ever 6 How ever
7 How ever
These answers could also be expressed with Who on
earth, etc.
13.9D Context
Possible answers
1 What ever 2 What everlon earth 3 whenever
4 'Have you broken down, or run out of petrol?'
5 'Have you tried to start it, or not?' 6 have you or
haven't you?

Key

14 Conditional sentences
14.1 Type 1 conditionals
14.1A Type 1 conditionals, basic uses: 'If the
weather clears, we'll go for a walk'
1 is ... will golwill be going 2 have ... will finish
3 rains ... will not (won't) be able to 4 is leaving ...
will ask 5 has driven ... will be 6 have been
working ... will probably need 7 can't finish ... will try
8 is picked ... will be boasting 9 have forgotten ... will
have gone 10 stay ... will have been living
14.18 'If' + present + modal: 'If it's fine tomorrow,
we may go for a swim'
Possible answers
1 are ... ought to 2 finish ... could 3 has ... must
4 is not coming ... might 5 has only just
arrived ... may 6 have been waiting ... must
7 can't go ... should
14.1C 'If + should' instead of 'if + present'
1 If you should see him ... 2 If she should ask you ...
3 If he should phone ... 4 If the temperature
should fall ... 5 If you should receive ... 6 If you
should go out ...
14.1D Imperative + 'andlor' + clause: 'Fail to pay
and ... '
1 Ask me nicely and I'II ...
2 Crash my car and I'll ...
3 Work late tonight and ...
4 Hurry, or you'll ...
5 Take a taxi, or you'll ...
6 Stop shouting, or I'II ...
14.1E Context
1 is 2 should be 3 might be 4 must be 5 Go

14.2 Type 2 conditionals
14.2A Type 2 conditionals, basic uses: 'If you
went by train, you would ...'
1 If I had a spare ticket, I could/would take you to the
concert.
2 If she didn't drink toolso much coffee, she would
feel calm(er).
3 If he could type, he would be able to operate a
computer.
4 If they understood (or they could understand) the
problem, they would find a solution.
5 If he didn't sit around toolso much, he would be
fit(ter).

14.1A-14.3A

14.28 'If + werelwas' + 'would': 'If I were you,
I would ...'
Possible answers
1 If she were in your position, she would be able to
advise you.
2 If I wasn'Vweren'tin a hurry, I would stay to dinner.
3 If he were a millionaire, he would(n't) buy you a
palace.
4 If the weather wadwere sunny, we wouldn't stay
indoors.
5 If I wadwere fit, I wouldgo climbing.
Or: If I wasn'Vweren'tfit, I wouldn't go climbing.
14.2C 'If' + past + modal: 'If he knew the facts,
he might ...'
Possible answers
1- were (or was) ... could give 2 failed ... ought
to think 3 could play ... could help 4 had ... might
be able to 5 could have ... might improve
6 ran ... could be 7 went ... ought to visit
8 borrowed ... ought to return 9 wanted ... could ask
14.20 Context
1 would we be doing 2 waslwere not shining
3 we wouldn't be lying 4 would we dolwould
we be doing 5 we were 6 we were rich 7 could
travel 8 we had 9 could drive 10 we were
11 We would return 12 would put out/would be
putting out 13 would preparelwould be preparing
14 would 15 we owned 16 we would also have
17 we had 18 we could swim 19 we were 20 we
could lielwe could be lying

14.3 Type 3 conditionals
14.3A Type 3 conditionals, basic uses: 'If you had
gone by train, ...'
Possible answers
1 If John hadn't eaten toolso much birthday cake, he
wouldn't have been sick.
2 If we hadn't run out of money, we wouldn't have
come home from our holiday early.
3 If the fire brigade hadn't come immediately, the
house would have burnt down.
4 If the men hadn't been wearing protective clothing,
they wouldn't have all been safe.
5 If I had been watching the road, I wouldn't have
had an accident.
6 If it hadn't been so hot, I wouldn't have been
sweating.
7 If my father had earned more money, life would
have been easyleasier for us.
8 If I had enjoyed school, I would have done better.

Key

14.3B-15.1A

14.38 'If I had been youllf I had been in your
position'
Possible answers
1 If 1 had been Marie, I wouldn't have paid •’200 for
afthat dress.
2 If I had been Franz, I would have taken that job.
3 If 1 had been in Ali's position, I would have studied
more.
4 If 1 had been Sandra, I wouldn't have walked to
work in the rain.
14.3C 'If' + past perfect + modal: 'If he had known
the facts, he might have ...'
Possible answers
1 had managed ... could have driven 2 had known ...
could have visited 3 had not wanted ... might
have missed 4 had asked ... might have helped
5 had been ... could have stayed 6 might have been
... hadn't known 7 might have made ... had not read
8 could have had ... had not been 9 had fastened ...
mightn't have been 10 mightn't have heard ...
hadn't turned on 11 could have seen ... might
have laughed 12 had told ... could have lent
13 could have saved ... had known 14 might have
played ... had had
14.3D Context
1 had been 2 would/could/might have killed
3 had been driving 4 wouldn't have been
5 had known 6 would have kept 7 had known
8 wouldn't have been driving 9 hadn't been
10 would1mightlcould be (or: wouldlmightl
could have been)

14.4 Mixed conditionals; 'unlesslif ... not',
etc.
14.4A Mixed tenses in conditional sentences
Possible answers
1 If I were you ... I would have checked 2 If you are
so hungry, you shouldn't have missed 3 If he didn't
catch ... he won't arrive 4 He will be feeling ...
if he played 5 If the snake bite had been poisonous,
you'd feel 6 If I were ... I would have answered
14.48 'If not' and 'unless'

Write 1:
The following sentences need ticks: 1, 2 and 5.
Write 2:
1 Unless you tell mellf you don't tell me 2 if he
didn't have 3 - unless we had broken
4 Unless management and unions becomellf union
and management do not become 5 un!ess I get held
uplif I don't get held up 6 Unless we havellf we

don't have 7 If you hadn't warned
14.4C Conjunctions we can sometimes use in
place of 'if'
1 Even if you gave me $10,000, 1 still wouldn't go
down a coal mine.
2 11' 1 lend you my book on (the) condition (that) you
let me have it back by Monday.
3 Providing (that) you look after it, I'II let you keep
my bicycle till the weekend.
4 So long as you don't tell anyone else, I'II tell you
what happened.
5 Assuming (that) it's a holiday on Monday, we can
drive to the seaside.
6 The children were never scolded, so long as they
did what they were told.
14.4D Context
1 are 2 (will) live 3 would/should have died
( o r mightlcould have died) 4 will feel 5 will be
6 could live 7 would you do 8 would have eaten
9 could changelcould have changed 10 would you
changelwould you have changed 11 had known
12 would have looked after

15 Direct and indirect speech
15.1 Direct speech
15.1A Quotation marks and other punctuation
marks
1 'John's in a hurry.'
2 'Have you been out?'
3 'Where are my glasses?'
4 'What a surprise!'
5 'How are you?'
6 'It's unbelievable!'
7 'There's someone at the door.'
8 'What a noise!'
9 'When did you arrive?'
10 'Tell me what happened.'
11 'Don't shout at me!'
12 'Have a cup of coffee.'
13 'How do you like your coffee?'
14 'Have you met Jean?'
15 'Keep quiet!'
16 'Stop!'
17 'Are you all right?'
18 'I'm waiting for a bus.'
19 'Here's a letter for you.'
20 'Haven't we met before'?'
Note: double quotation marks (" ... ") can, of zourse,
also be used.

Key 15.1 B-15.3A

15.1 B Quotation marks and 'reporting verbs'
1 'Where do you come from?' John asked.
2 'It's here,' Bill said.
3 'I've got a good idea, (or !)' Mark said.
4 'Is it something,' she asked, 'that we all ought to
know?'
5 'As I was leaving,' he explained, 'I heard someone
shout.'
6 'Don't shout at me!' he cried.
7 John said, 'We're late.'
8 'We're late,' John said.
9 'What's the time?' Andrew asked.
10 Bill said, 'I'm hungry.'
11 'What is it?' Jill asked.
12 'You are stupid sometimes!' she said.
13 'Where is he?' Tom asked.
14 'What a surprise!' she exclaimed.
15 'Is there anyone in?' she inquired.
16 'Which way did they go?' he asked.
17 Tom said, 'She's ill.'
18 'She's ill,' Tom said.
Note: double quotation marks can also be used.
15.1C 'Quote within a quote'
1 'As I was leaving,' he explained, 'someone
shouted, "Fire!".'
2 'Please don't keep asking me, "What's the time?"!'
Jim said crossly.
3 'Have you read "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?"?'
my teacher asked.
4 'What do you mean, "Have you lost your way?"?'
the stranger asked me.
5 Where are they now, he wondered.
Note: double quotation marks can also be used for
single and vice versa.
15.1D Context
1 'It's all lies!' Boyle cried.
2 'You think so?' Inspector Wiley asked mildly.
3 'Think so? I know it!' Boyle answered sharply.
4 'And no doubt,' the inspector continued, 'you can
prove it. Where were you on Saturday night, the
night of the robbery?'
5 '1 was at the Roxy with my girlfriend,' Boyle
replied. 'We saw "Gone with the Wind". The film
lasted four hours.'
6 'But,' cried the inspector, 'the Roxy was closed all
last weekend!'
Note: Double quotation marks can also be used for
single and vice versa.

15.2 'Say', 'tell' and 'ask'
15.2A 'Say', 'tell' and 'ask'
1 says 2 tells 3 ask 4 asked 5 said 6 said
7 asked 8 said 9 told 10 asked 11 asked
12 ask 13 tell 14 asked 15 tell 16 says 17 told
18 said 19 tells 20 ask
15.2B Fixed expressions with 'say', 'tell' and 'ask'
1 'I told you so' 2 Ask the price 3 Say no more
4 ask for 5 Say nothing 6 says so 7 tell the time
8 tell a lie
15.2C lndirect statements with the reporting verb
in the present
1 she's going to America for six months.
2 they went to Rhodes last year.
3 she's not (or she isn't) feeling well.
4 she'll look at your work in a minute.
5 she's typed those letters.
6 we must investigate this case.
7 the last strike did no one any good.
8 turn off the electricity at the mains.
9 you have to rub down the walls.
10 she's good at flower arranging.
15.2D Context
1 are always saying 2 asked 3 said 4 told
5 says 6 asked 7 say 8 said 9 says 10 told
11 asked (or said) 12 said 13 told

15.3 lndirect statements with tense changes
15.3A Common indirect speech forms
1 Mac said (that) he needed a holiday.
2 Sue said (that) she wasn't wasting her time.
3 Tom said (that) he had had (or he'd had) some
good news.
4 Pam said (that) she had (or she'd) been sleeping.
5 Lou said (that) (s)he went (or had gone) home
early.
6 Jan said (that) (s)he was (or had been) waiting for
me/us.
7 Joe said (that) he had (or he'd) eaten earlier.
8 Pat said (that) (s)he had (or (s)he'd) been waiting
for me/us.
9 Tim said (that) he would (or he'd) see me/us later.
10 Dot said (that) she could speak French.
11 Kim said (that) (s)he might arrive later.
12 Ron said (that) he would (or he'd) speak to him.
13 Meg asked whether shs should speak to him.
14 Ted said (that) he could help melus.
15 Ann said (that) she might see him.
16 Jim said (that) he would (or he'd) enjoy that.
17 Sam said (that) he must have fainted.

Key

l5.3A-15.5A

15.3A (continued)
18 Don said (that) he couldn't have said that.
19 Ned said (that) he needn't have gone there.
20 Lyn said (that) she ought to have helped her.
21 Lee said (that) (s)he should go to the dentist's.
22 Dan said (that) if he were me he would get legal
I
advice.
23 Paul said (that) he must (or had to) catch an early
train.
24 Jill said (that) she must (or had to) speak to me/us.
25 Bill said (that) he must (or would have to) leave
tomorrow.
26 Jane said (that) she must (or would have to) work
till late.
27 Phil said (that) John must be a fool.
28 Jean said (that) she mustn't (or couldn't) eat meat.
29 Jeff said (that) they mustn't (or couldn't) give up.
15.3B Pronoun and adverb changes in indirect
speech
No exercise here.
15.3C Context
1 Dr Grey said (that) she had conducted a number
of tests.
2 She told me (that) she must (or had to/would have
to) put me on a very strict diet.
3 She said (that) I was putting on a lot of weight.
4 She added (that) I had gained 5.5 kilos in six
months.
5 She reminded me (that) I (had) gained 10 kilos last
year/the year before.
6 She told me (that) I would get very fat if I went on
like thidthat.
7 She said (that) I should eat very little.
8 1 said nervously (that) I would have to live on nuts
and water.
9 She said (that) I could live on nuts and water
without the nuts.

15.4 lndirect questions with tense changes
15.4A lndirect YesINo questions: 'He asked me if I
was ready'
1 iflwhether we were hungry.
2 iflwhether I was enjoying myself.
3 iflwhether I (or we) always went to church on
Sunday.
4 iflwhether I had seen John recently.
5 iflwhether Debbie had been working (t)here long.
6 iflwhether I (or we) had studied hard for the exam.
7 iflwhether Ted and Alice would be at the party.
8 iflwhether I (or we) would be coming to the concert
or not.
9 iflwhether I liked Italian food.
10 iflwhether I liked (or we liked) Italian food.

15.48 lndirect question-word questions: 'He asked
me why I went there'
1 what the weather was like.
2 what Frank did for a living.
3 why Maria was crying.
4 what kind of holiday Marco had had.
5 how long we had both been living (t)here.
6 where they had gone last week (or the week
before).
7 who I had been looking for.
8 when lunch would be ready.
9 which countries John would be visiting.
10 how I could solve the problem.
15.4C lndirect subject-questions
1 who was next.
2 what made (or makes) a noise like that.
3 which of us was waiting to see him next.
4 whose composition we hadn't heard yet.
5 who left this bag here.
6 what caused the accident?
7 which newspaper carried the article.
8 whose painting will win the competition.
9 which firms have won prizes for exports.
10 which number couldlcan be divided by three.
15.4D Context
1 was 2 what the problem was 3 waslhad been
4kepffhad kepffhad been keeping
5 hadn'ffhadn't been 6 didn't keeplhadn't kepffhadn't
been keeping 7 waslhad been 8 l spenffhad spent/
had been spending 9 told 10 wenffhad gonelhad
been going 11 did not havelhad not had 12 told
13 waslhad been 14 smoked 15 Smoked
16 tooklhad takenlhad been taking 17 did not have1
hadn't had

15.5 Uses of the reinfinitive in indirect

speech
15.5A Reporting the imperative: 'He reminded me
to post the letter'
1 I told him to wait for me.
2 She advised him to go on holiday when the
weather got (or gets) warmer.
3 She warned them to keep out of this (or that) room
at all times.
4 He reminded me to post those letters.
5 He asked them not to go into his study.
6 1 told him not to wait for me.
7 She advised him not to go on holiday yet.
8 She warned them never to enter this (or that)
room.

Key

15.5B Offers, suggestions, requests for advice:
'He asked if he should ...'
1 ... if/whether she should fax the inforrnation
to them.
... whether to fax the information to them.
2 ... if/whether he should leave a message for her.
... whether to leave a message for her.
3 ... if/whether she should heat the food for him.
... whether to heat the food for him.
4 ... if/whether he should phone him now.
... whether to phone him now
5 ... if/whether she should invite them to dinner.
... whether to invite them to dinner.
15.5C Requests for advice with question-words:
'He wanted to know how ...'
1 ... when she should be at the station.
... when to be at the station.
2 ... where they should have their meeting.
... where to have their meeting.
3 ... which he should choose.
... which to choose.
4 ... who(m) she should ask.
... who(m) to ask.
5 ... what he should do.
... what to do.
6 ... why she should pay this bill.
7 ... whose car he should borrow.
... whose car to borrow.
8 ... why she should be punished.
15.5D Context
1 what to dolwhat they should do 2 advised them
to shovel 3 told them not to leave 4 how to get rid1
how we should get rid 5 what to dolwhat we
should do

15.6 When we use indirect speech
15.6A Interpreting direct speech
Possible answers
1 Diana suggested (that) we (should) go sailing.
2 Tom told Jennifer (that) she had just won a lottery.
She was amazed.
3 Gillian agreed with Frank when he observed that
more money should be spent on education.
4 John told Jenny (that) he didn't think she should
take up wind-surfing at her age. She disagreed,
and said (that) she felt it was (or is) a sport that
would suit all ages. When John pointed out that i!
required (or requires) great physical strength,
Jenny asked, rather indignantly, who (had) told
him she was short of that.

15.5B-16.1C

5 Billy's mother warned him not to go too near the
lions' cage, but Billy protested that he wanted to
see the lions close up. When his mother asked
him if this wasn't close enough, he replied that it
wasn't. She told him that she was sorry, but
ordered him not to go any closer. When he
continued to insist that he wanted to, she repeated
the order.
6 Dr Grey told Mrs Flynn that she really must keep
to her diet if she was serious about losing weight.
When Dr Grey asked her if she had been keeping
to it, she hesitated and muttered something in
reply. After Dr Grey had repeated her question,
Mrs Flynn confessed that she had occasionally
had a bit extra. When asked to explain what she
meant, she reluctantly admitted that she meant 'a
cream cake or two'.
7 When Sandra asked Sam iflwhether he (had)
enjoyed the film, he replied that he wasn't sure.
Sandra said she thought Gloria Gleam's
performance had been fantastic, but Sam hadn't
liked it at all. Sandra was surprised to hear this.
15.6B Context
1 told 2 ... arelwere 3 me 4 islwas 5 leavelleft
6 advised 7 not to make 8 said 9 went
10 (had) recently checked out 11 (had) objected
12 was 13 was leaving 14 told
15 saidlprotested, etc. 16 saidlpointed out, etc.
17 w a s h

16 The infinitive and the '-ing' form
16.1 The bare infinitive and the tczinfinitive
16.1 A Forms of the infinitive
1 leave 2 be studying 3 have done
4 have been waiting 5 be sent 6 have been done
16.1 B 'Let', 'make', 'would ratherlsooner' and
'had better'
1 go 2 not stay1Don't let's stay 3 go out
4 go/Let's not go 5 be 6 post 7 wear
8 clear up 9 look 10 to scrub 11 go ... do
12nothave 13stay 14notsay 15go
16.1C The infinitive with or without 'to' after 'help'
and 'know'
1 helped (me) (to) find this book.
2 (me) (to) fill in this job application form?
3 help you not to worry so much.
4 is known to be a very generous man.
5 to be a ruthless businessman.
6 known her (to) be on time.

Key

16.1D-16.4A

16.1 D Context
1 made to wear 2 let us wear 3 made us change
4 (to) be 5 made me suffer 6 'Let's expand
7 made the shoes expand 8.helped me (to) get

16.2 The bare infinitive or the '-ing' form; the
toinfinitive
16.2A Verbs of perception: 'Watch him drawl
drawing'
1 her cross the road.
2 her crossing the road.
3 something burning.
4 singa song.
5 her shouting at the children.
6 waiting near the bank.
16.28 'Have' + object: 'Have the next patient come
in'
1 bring 2 drawing 3 know 4 believe 5 ringing
6 laughing 7 playing 8 look at 9 marching
10 happen (or happening)
16.2C '(Not) to', 'so as (not) to', 'in order (not) to'
1 to dotin order to dotso as to do 2 so as not tolin
order not to splash 3 to sit 4 to see 5 to find
6 never to return 7 to go 8 to have been 9 to see
10 to have forgotten 11 not to feed 12 didn't tell us
to feed
16.2D Context
1 running 2 bring 3 not to let 4 complaining
5 racetracing 6 disappearldisappearing
7 not to leave 8 to find

16.3 Verb (+ nounlpronoun) + toinfinitive
16.3A 'He can't afford to buy it'
1 He can't afford to buy a car.
2 1 failed to pass my driving test.
3 He's offering to pay for all of us.
4 Can you manage to move the desk on your own?
5 He's just applied to join the army.
6 1 refuse to apologize to her.
16.38 '1 want (you) to speak to him'
Possible answers
1 you to speak to him.
2 her parents to pay.
3 you to write to them.
4 anyone to know about it.
5 you to listen to me?
6 two people to help me.
7 help (us) (to) move it.

16.3C 'He advised me to take out a loan'
1 me to take out a loan.
2 her to peel the potatoes.
3 us to work hard.
4 the soldiers to fire.
5 you to apply for free travel.
6 the public not to approach this man.
7 my wife and me to play tennis.
16.3D 'I know him to be an honest man'
1 People know him to be an honest man.
2 1 imagine him to work very hard.
3 1 believe her to be guilty.
4 1 found the job to be too difficult.
5 We discovered the claim to be false.
6 1 know her to have an interest in the company.
16.3E 'I agreed to accept their offer'
1 I agreedto acceptthe offer.
2 1 hope to succeed.
3 1 expect to hear from you.
4 He claimed to have met me.
5 1 arranged to be there.
6 She pretended not to know me.
16.3F Context
1 wanted me to get rid of 2 failed to move
3 advised me to use 4 considered this to be
5 agreed to try 6 managed to get 7 proved to be
8 what to do 9 couldn't bear to shoot 10 took six of
us an hour to get

16.4 Adjectives and nouns + toinfinitive
16.4A Adjective + 'to': 'It was kind (of him) to help
US'

He was foolish to leave the firm.
You would be stupid not to ask for more money.
Would you be so good as to ring me later?
Would you be good enough to open the window?
It was clever of him to work out (or to have worked
out) the answer.
It's silly of them not to take any part in local life.
It would look rude to refuse their invitation.
Wasn't it good of her to work overtime?
He's eager to help us in any way he can.
I was careful not to offend them.

Key

16.4B Adjectives with 'toolenough': 'too weaklnot
strong enough to'
I'm not strong enough to lift it.
I'm too weakto lift it.
I'm not rich enough to afford one.
I'm too poor to afford one.
She isn't old enough to drive a car.
She's too young to drive a car.
I wasn't interested enough to watch the film.
I was too bored (or e.g. uninterested) to watch the
film.
The pie isn't cool enough to eat.
The pie is too hot to eat.
The film wasn't interesting (or e.g. exciting)
enough to watch.
The film was too boring to watch.
16.4C Noun + toinfinitive: 'My decision to wait
was wise'
1 My decision to wait was wise.
2 His refusal to help surprised us.
3 Her failure to get into college disappointed her
parents.
4 It's a pleasure to be with you.
5 Their eagerness to help pleased me.
6 My determination to pass the test helped me.
7 My willingness to co-operate was appreciated.
16.4D Context
l.to see 2 to see 3 to move 4 as to help me
5 to help 6 to please 7 to have disturbed
8 to run away 9 to give 10 to send

16.5 The '-ing' form
16.5A Basic information about the '-ing' form
A1 The gerund as an uncountable noun in general
statements
1 Dancing 2 Being 3 Not being 4 riding
5 reading 6 Driving 7 Not being 8 Running
9 cycling 10 Acting
A2 The gerund as an uncountable noun with
'some', 'a lot of', 'a little', etc.
1 reading 2 ironing 3 shopping 4 swimming
5 regretting 6 shouting 7 fighting 8 singing
9 encouraging 10 gardening
A3 The gerund as an uncountable noun after
prepositions
1 cutting 2 digging 3 boxing 4 sleeping
5 making 6 computing 7 gardening 8 arguing
9 retiring 10 complaining
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A4 The gerund as an uncountable noun after
adjectives and possessives
1 thinking 2 thinking 3 refusing 4 not knowing
5 violin playing 6 cooking 7 training 8 shouting
9 singing 10 breathing
A5 The gerund as an uncountable noun after 'no'
in prohibitions
1 parking 2 camplng 3 waiting 4 smoking
5 trespassing 6 fishing
A6 The gerund as a countable noun in the
singular and plural
1 a painting 2 paintings 3 A Leonardo drawing
4 Leonardo drawings 5 a new recording
6 a banging 7 a ringing 8 recordings 9 a turning
10 turnings
A7 The gerund after 'the:, 'this' and 'these'
1 cooking 2 shopping 3 burning 4 writing
5 drawings 6 turning 7 making 8 recording
9 paintings 10 recordings
A8 The gerund followed by an object
1 repairing 2 Eating 3 Running 4 doing 5 giving
6 Digging 7 changing 8 Making 9 making
10 making
A9 Perfect gerund forms, active
1 having disturbed 2 having taken 3 having lost
4 your having helped 5 having worked
A10 Perfect gerund forms, passive
1 his having been fired 2 his having been promoted
3 having been dismissed 4 having been found out
5 having been posted
16.5B Context.
1 cooking 2 eating 3 Working 4 sitting
5 smoking 6 eating 7 smoking 8 breathing
'9 Cultivating 10 exporting 11 flavouring
12 adding 13 shopping 14 using 15 having eaten
16 Being 17 living

16.6 Verb + the '-ing' form
16.6A 'I deny taking it'
Possible answers
1 making 2 living 3 being questioned 4 taking
5 having missed 6 fishing ... fishing 7 cleaning
8 mending
16.6B 'Start him working'
If 2c 3b 4d 5a 6e 7h 89

Key

16.6C-16.8D

16.6C 'We appreciate your helping us'
If 2b 3d 4e 5a 6c
16.6D 'I can't imagine my mother(%)approving'
Possible answers
1 I can't excuse her not answering our invitation.
2 You must pardon my/me not getting up.
3 Would you mind Jane/Jane's practising in the
room next to yours?
4 1 can't bear him/his whistling when I'm trying to
concentrate.
5 They can't prevent us/our escaping.
6 Please forgive Jim/Jim's arriving so late.
7 1 really miss you/your bringing me breakfast in
bed.
8 Fancy you/your meeting Miss Smithers!
16.6E Context
1 flying 2 letting 3 you flying 4 travelling
5 learning 6 flying 7 doing 8 me (or my) asking
9 your lor you) flying? 10 anyone (or anyone's)
disapproving

16.7 Adjectives, nouns and prepositions
+ '-ing'
16.7A Adjectives + '-ing' form (gerund) or t e
infinitive
We can use -ing or the teinfinitive in all these
sentences:
1 findinglto find 2 tellinglto tell 3 being told1
to be told 4 findinglto find 5 helpinglto help
6 drivinglto drive 7 findinglto find 8 arranging1
to arrange
16.76 Adjective + '-ing' form (participle)
1 John gets bored watching TV all the time.
2 Sylvia is frantic getting ready for the wedding.
3 1 got tired waiting so long for an answer.
4 Jane's occupied making lists.
5 We're busy decorating our house.
16.7C Common expressions followed by '-ing'
1 It's no good complaining 2 It's just not
worth worrying 3 There's no point in trying
4 What's the use of apologizing? 5 There's nothing
worse than owing
16.7D Preposition + '-ing'
D l Preposition + '-ing'
1 paying 2 shouting 3 pulling 4 trying

D2 Adjective + preposition + '-ing'
1 acting 2 playing 3 complaining 4 sailing
5 riding 6 disturbing 7 sewing 8 missing
9 finding 10 understanding
D3 Verb + preposition + '-ing'
1 doing 2 working 3 stealing 4 disturbing
5 passing 6 trying 7 entering 8 entering
9 helping 10 interrupting 11 losing 12 stealing
13 succeeding 14 seeing 15 getting 16 asking
16.7E The '-ing' form after 'to' as a preposition
1 I'm used to doing all my own shopping.
2 I'm accustomed to living on my own.
3 1 object to being kept waiting.
4 1 look forward to seeing you soon.
5 He's resorted to writing begging letters.
6 I'm resigned to being criticized.
16.7F Context
1 to appreciatelappreciating 2 playing
3 playing 4 playing 5 whispering 6 finding
7 sitting 8 sitting 9 rattling

16.8 The teinfinitive or the '-ing' form?
16.8A Verb + teinfinitive or '-ing': no change in
meaning: 'begin to readlreading'
1 to worldworking 2 to think 3 to talldtalking
4 to eaveating 5 to golgoing 6 to seelseeing
7 to playlplaying 8 to tellltelling 9 to understand
16.86 Verb + to- or '-ing': some changes in
meaning: 'I love to readlreading'
1 watchinglto watch (same meaning)
2 waiting (in general) is preferable 3 to tell
4 waiting 5 eating ... eating 6 to have 7 to come
16.8C Verb + to- or '-ing': different
'remember to postlposting'
l a visiting 1b to lock l c to phone
2b to find out 2c to go 3a to stop
4a to look 4b talking 5a dancing
6a to tell 6b staying

meanings:
2a being
3b drinking
5b to take

16.8D Context
1 delivering 2 pushing 3 to push 4 pushing
5 having 6 opening 7 using

